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PREFACE

Tms text covers the work prescribed for entrance to the

Universities and Normal Schools.

The book is written from the standpoint of the pupil, and

in such a form that he will be able to understand it with a

minimum of assistance from the teacher. The question

method is frequently used in developing the theory. The

purpose of this is to lead the pupil to think for himself.

The close connection between algebra and arithmetic is

constantly kept in view, and in many cases the arithmetical

and algebraic processes are shown in parallel columns.

There are numerous diagrams for the purpose of illus-

trating the theory, and algebraic methods are applied to many

of the theorems which the pupil meets in elementar}^ geometry.

Special emphasis is placed upon the verification of results.

In the past, sufficient attention has not been given to this

impoi'tant part of mathematical work.

Provision is made for oral work, many of the exercises

being introduced by a number of oral examples for use in

class.

The equation and the solution of simple problems are

introduced in the second Chapter. It is hoped that the

pupil will thus become interested much earlier in the work.

Long multiplications and divisions are not included in the

work of the first year. They are difficult for the beginner

and of little interest, as there is not much to ofifer in the

way of practical illustrations.
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Chapter X., with which the pupil would begin the second

year's work, contains a thorough review of the simple rules.

Here the more complicated processes are dealt with.

The graphical work is introduced naturally in illustrating

the negative quantity and in the solution of equations.

Only graphs which can be drawn with the ruler and

compasses are included in the book.

More attention is given to methods of inspection in the

extraction of roots. The long process for cube root is

eliminated, as cube root is not now required in arithmetic.

The work on ratio and proportion is presented in as simple

a form as possible, and is intended only as an introduction to

the senior work in this subject. The geometrical illustrations

which are given should make it more interesting.

The division method of finding highest common factor has

been discarded, as it is usually performed mechanically and

not understood by pupils. The elimination method which

is used will be found easy to apply with expressions which

are not too complicated. Finding the highest common
factor of expressions of the fourth or higher degrees is of

little algebraic value, and few examples of such problems

will be found in the book.

The review exercises at the end of each Chapter will be

found useful, particularly for the purpose of reviewing the

work of a previous term.

On the recommendation of experienced teachers the answers

are not given to simple examples, or to such examples as the

pupil can verify without difficulty.
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CHAPTER I

ALGEBRAIC NOTATION

I. Use of Arithmetical Signs. In arithmetic, signs are

used to abbreviate the work. In algebra the same signs are

used, with the same meanings and for the same purpose.

BXE5RCISB 1

Write the following statements in the shortest way 3'ou can, using

the signs and symbols with which you are familiar in arithmetic.

1. Two and two make four.

2. The sum of five, ten and twenty is thirty five.

3. Six and four is the same as four and six.

4. Seven times eight is the same as eight times seven.

5. The difference between twelve and five is seven.

6. Ten exceeds six by four.

7. The excess of twenty over fifteen is five.

8. The defect of thirty from a hundred is seventy.

9. Thirty-six divided by four is nine.

10. Three score and ten is seventy.

II. One half of the sum of seven and five is six.

12. The sum or the product of three, five and seven is the same in

whatever order they are written.

l.'i. Three multiplied by four is twelve, therefore twelve divided

by three is four.

14. The square of four is sixteen, therefore the square root^ of

sixteen is four.

B
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2. Algebraic Symbols. In the preceding exercise you have

used- symbols to represent the numbers stated and signs to

show the operations performed on those numbers.

In algebra, symbols are used' more extensively than in

arithmetic.
A B
I 1

If the length of this line be measured it will be found to

be two inches. But without measuring it, we may say that

the measure of its length is some definite number which

might be represented by the letter a.

The measure of the length of another line might be repre-

sented by b. The cost of an article might be c cents, or the

cost of a farm might be x dollars, or the weight of a stone

might be m pounds.

Here a, b, c, x, m are algebraic number-symbols, or briefly

algebraic numbers.

The symbols 1, 2, 3, etc., used to represent numbers in

arithmetic are called arithmetical number-symbols or arith-

metical numbers.

In algebra the number symbols of arithmetic are also used.

For the present, when letters are used to represent numbers,

it will be understood that each letter represents some integral

or fractional number.

3. Signs of Multiplication. In this square the measure of

D C the length of the side AB is a. WTiat is the

measure of the length of BC ; of CD ; of

AB-\-BC ; of AB+BC+CD ?

The measure of the perimeter (sum of all the

sides) is a-\-a-\-a-\-a or 4 times a or 4xa.
In algebra, -Ixa or ax4 is usually written 4a, the sign of

multiplication being understood. It is also written 4 .a, the

dot reprecanting multiplication.

Thus, 4xa=4.o=4a, and as in arithmetic, is a short way of writing

a-\-a-\-a-\-a.

Thus, if o= 6, the measure of the perimeter of the square ie

84 6+6+6=4xL^24.
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It will be observed that in algebra the multiplication of a

and 4 is only indicated in the form 4a, while in arithmetic

it may be actually performed as in the result 24.

The pupil must recognize the difference between 24

{twenty-Jour) and the product of 2 and 4 or 2 x 4 or 2 . 4. When
two numerical quantities are to be multiplied, the sign of

multiplication must be used, so that as stated, 24 ma}^ be

distinguished from 2x4. When both factors are not numerical

as 4xa or axh, the sign is omitted and these are written in

the form 4a, ah.

4. Signs of Division. As in arithmetic, the quotient ob-

tained by dividing one number by another may be written

in the fractional form.

In arithmetic the division may be actually performed, as

in 6-!- 3, which may be written ]! or 2, but it is frequently

only indicated as in 6-1-7, which is written 5.

So in algebra, the quotient obtained on dividing a by b,

or a -1-6, is written y, and here, as in multiplication, the division

can only be indicated unless the numerical values of a and

h are known.

5. Some Fundamental Laws. Since the letters used in

algebra represent arithmetical numbers, all the laws of

arithmetic must be true also in algebra.

In arithmetic. In algebra.

(1) a+b-=b+a.
a-\-b-\-c=a+c-\-b=b-\^c-\-a.

(1) 7+ 3= 3-f-7.

6-(-2-f-5= 6+5H-2= 2-f-5+6.

(2) 3x5=5x3.
: (2) ab= ba.

2x4x3= 2x3x4=3x4x2. abc=acb=cba.

(3) 10+5-2=10-2+ 5.
j

(3) a +b-c=a-c+ b.

10-5-2=10-2-5. a-b-c=a-c-b.
(4)3x10+ 5= 3-^5x10=10-^5x3' (4) ax6-^c=a-;-cx6=fi + cxa.

From (1) and (2) it foIloAvs that the mm or the product of

several numbers is independent of the order in which they are

written.

t 2
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From (3) and (4) it follows that a series of additions and

sxihtraclions, or of muUiplications and divisions, may he made

in any order.

In finding the numerical value of an expression like

3a+46— 2c for given values of a, h and c, the operations are

performed in the same order as in arithmetic, the multi-

plications being performed first and then the additions and

subtractions in an}' order.

Thus, when a = 2, 6 = 3, c=l,

3a+46-2c= 3x2-|-4>.3-2xl = 64-12-2 = 16.

Similarly, for the same values of a, b, c,

ab+bc _ 2x34 3x1 _ 6+3 _ 9

a+ b ~ 2-\-3 ~ 5
' ~5'

Note.—Many of the examples in the following exercise may be

taken orally. The pupil, however, is advised to write the algebraic

forms so that he may thereby become familiar with them.

EXE3RCISE3 2

1. When «=6, what are the numerical value? of

;

„ 1 a 5 12 2 5a,
3a, -a, -, -a, —, -, — ?

2 3 6 a a 3

2. When x=5 and !/=3, what are the values of

:

x-\-y, X— y, xy, 3x-\-2y, 2x— 3y, \xy 1

3. When m=4, n=6, r=2, find the values of

:

m-{-n-\-r, m-^r—n, 7nn-\-mr, mr—n, 4/i— 3ot— 6r.

4. Express algebraically the sum, the difference and the product

of a and b. What are their values when a= 8 and 6=3 ?

5. The quantities a, b and c are to be added together. Express

the sum algebraically. What is its value when a=6, 6=4, c=12 ?

6. When a is divided by 6 the quotient is expressed in the form -.

When c is added to the quotient of x by y, how is the result expressed ?

What is its value when a;=12, m=4, c—\0 ?

7. A boy has p marbles ; he wins q marbles and then loses r marbles.

How many has he now ? How many if p=5, 5'= 11, r=4 ?
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8. When a=4 and b=5, find the numerical value of

12a-56+6a—76+10.

9. The sides of a triangle are a, b and c ; express algebraical!}' the

perimeter and the semi-perimeter. What do they become if a=13,
6=14, c=15?

10. Find the cost of 8 articles at 5 cents each ; of 7 articles at x

cents each ; of x yards of cloth at b cents a yard ; of m tons of coal at

n dollars a ton.

11. How many cents are there in 4 dollars ; in x dollars ; in x

dollars and y cents ; in a quarters and 6 ten-cent pieces ?

12. Find the number of inches in 2 yards ; in 3 feet and 7 inches ;

in a yards ; in b feet ; in x feet and y inches ; in m yards n feet and

p inches.

13/ What operations are to be performed to find the numerical

value of ma+7ib, when a=2, I =5, m—3, n= Q ? What is the value ?

14. What operations are to be performed to find the value of — ,

when a=5, 6=6, x=15, y=l ? What is the value ?

15. By varying the order of the letters, in how many ways can

3'ou wTite a-\-b-\-c ?

16. In how many different ways can you write xyz f

17. In the figure, BC is twice as long as AB. If A B C
.4jB is I units in length, what is the length of BC ?

' '

of AC ?

18. In the figure, BC is three times as long as AB and CD is twice

as long as AB. li AB h x units in a B C D
length, what are the lengths of BC ? I

^

1
'

CD1 BDt AD1
19. In the following statements c represents the cost of an article,

s the selling price, and g the gain :

(1) s-c=g, (2) c+g=s, (3) s-g=c.

Read them and explain their meanings.

20. What is the next integer above 27 ? The next below 27 ?

What is the next integer above n ? The next below n ?

21. If 71 is an even integer, what is the next even integer above it

and the next even integer below it ?
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22. If X is any number, what is the number which is 5 greater than

X ? 5 less than x ?

23. A bo}' is 10 years old. How old will he be in 6 years ? In

m years ? How old was he 4 years ago ? n years ago ?

24. A man is x years old. How old will he be in n years ? How
old was he in years ago ? In how many years will he be three times

as old as he is now ?

25. A boy was p years old 3 j^ears ago. How old will he be 15 years

from now ?

26. Explain the difference between -, a-\-- and a. -. What
c c c

arc their values when a— 6, b= 9, c=3 ?

27. The side of one square is a and of a smaller one is b. Indicate

the difference in their perimeters. What is the difference if a= 10 and

6=6?

28. The sides of one rectangle are a and b, and of another are c

and d. Indicate the difference in their areas, (1) when the first rect-

angle is the larger, (2) when the second is the larger.

29. What arithmetical number does lOx+t/ represent when a;=5,

y:=3 ? When x=l, y=9 ?

30. When a=3, 6=4, c—5, d=0, find the values of :

(1) 10a+'tb-5c+3d. (2) 5ab+2cd-3ac.

6a—2b-r3c—d
(3) iac+J6c-|arf. (4)

2a+b—c+d

6. Factor and Product. When numbers are multiplied

together the result is called the product, and the numbers

wliich Avere multiplied are called the factors of the product.

Thus, 3x5=15, therefore the factors of 15 are 3 and 5, so axb=ab,
therefore the factors of ab are a and b.

The factors of 3.r are 3 and x. The 3 is called a numerical

factor and the x, a literal factor.

Just as 12 may have different sets of factors as 3x4, 2x6,

2 X 2 X 3, so Sxy has the factors 3xxy,3zxy,xx3y or SxxX y.

The prime factors of 12 are 2. 2 and 3. and the simplest

factors of 3xy are 3, x and y.
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In whatever order the factors are written the product is

the same, but it is usual to write the numerical factor first

and the Hteral factors in alphabetical order.

7. Power and Index. What is the area of a square whose

side is 7 inches in length ? The measure of the area of the

square in art. 3 is ax a, which is written a-, and is read " a

square," or " a to the second power."

The product when 2 a's are multiplied together is called

the power, and the 2 is called the index or exponent of the

power.

If the edge of a cube is 6 inches, what is the sum of all the

edges ? What is the area of each face of the cube ? What
is the area of all the faces ? What is the volume of the

cube ?

If the edge of a cube is a, the sum of all the edges is 12a.

The area of each face is a^, and of all the faces is 6a -.

The volume is axaxa or a^, which is read "a cube," or
" a to the third power."

The pupil must distinguish between 3a and a^. The former

means 3xa, and the latter axaxa.
Thus, ifo=5, 3a=3x5=15,

but a3= 5x 5x5=125.

E3XBRCISB 3 (1 14, Oral)

1. What are the prime factors of 35, of 42, of 75 ?

2. What are the simplest factors of o.ry, of C^mn ?

3. Express ^abc as the pro^luct of two factors in four different ways.

4. Give two common factors of 15a6 and 256c.

5. Find the values of 3*/-l2»: 10^

x

5^ 2* x 5, 3^ x 2^ x 5.

6. Using an index, express 100 as a power of 10, 16 as a power o^

2, 27 as a power of 3, 625 as a power of 5.

7. What is a short way of writing

a+al a-\-a+al axal aXaXal aaaa 1

8. What is the area of a square whose side is 6 inches ? whose
side is x inches ?
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9. What is the vohuiie of a cube whose edge is 3 inches ? whose

edge is m inches ?

10. When a=4, wliat is the value of a^ ? of 2a ? What is their

difference ?

IJ. When x=2, what is the difference between x^ and 3.x- ?

12. What is the difference between "x square" and "twice a;'*

when .r=ll ?

13. If TO=10, what is the difference between the square of 3m and

three times the square of m ?

14. The side of a square is x inches and of a smaller one is y inches.

What is the sum of their areas ? What is the difference ? What do

these results become when a;=10 and y=Q ?

15.* If .r=6 and y=2, find the numerical values of

3x\ x^+y, x+y\ x^-y\ 2x--3y-.

16. Find the values of x^-\-x^-\-x for the following values of x :

x^l, 2, 3,0.

17. If y==4.r2— 7, find the value of ?/ if x=2, if x=3, if a;=2|.

18. The unit of work is " a day's work," that is, the work which

one man can do in one day. How many units of work can 3 men do

in 5 days ? 6 men in x days ? m men in n days ? a men in a days ?

19. If a=3, 6=2, c=l, find the quotient when o^+^^+c' is divided

by 2a+b—c.

20. Show that a:^-f26x has the same value as 9x-+ 24: when x=2
or 3 or 4.

21. If x-=10 and y=5, how much greater is x^+y^ than 2xy ?

22. If d represents the diameter of a circle and c the circumference,

we know that c=3]d. Find c when d=14. Find d when c=22.

23. If A represents the area of a circle and r the radius, A=3}r^.

Find A when r=l ; when r=14.

24. By arranging the factors in the most suitable order, find the

values of t* . 5^, 25^ . 4^, 125 . 2*.

8. Terms of an Expression. The parts of an algebraic

expression which are connected by the signs of addition or

subtraction are called the terms of the expression.
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Thus, the expression 2a-|-36 has two terms, and the expression

ix^— Sxy— y^ has three ternos.

Quantities which are connected b}^ the signs of multiplication

or division are not different terms.

Thus, 4:ax is only one term, so is -r-

9. Coefficient. In the product 4x, 4 is called the coefficient,

or co-factor, of x. In ab, a is the coefficient of b and b is

the coefficient of a.

The 4 is a numerical coefficient, and the a or b is a literal

coefficient.

In any product, any factor is called the coefficient of the

rest of the product.

Thus, in 5abx, 5 is the coefficient of abz, 5a is the coefficient of bx.

and 5ax is the coefficient of 6.

In any term where the numerical coefficient is not stated,

the coefficient 1 is understood.

Thus, in xy the numerical coefficient is 1.

10. Addition and Subtraction of Like Terms. When terms do

not differ or differ only in their numerical coefficients, they

are called like terms.

Thus, 2ab, 5ab, ^ab are like terms, but 3a, 46, 6ab are unlike terms.

In arithmetic, quantities which have the same denominations

may be added or subtracted.

Thus, 3ft. + 4ft.-2ft. = 5ft.

$12-$10+|;8-|;3=$7.

We cannot add or subtract quantities of different denomina-

tions, unless we can first reduce them to the same denomination.

Similarly, in algebra, like terms may be added or subtracted.

Thus, 5a+ 2a= 7o, 5a— 2a= 3a,

Gah+5ab - 3a6= 1 la6 - 3a6= 8o6.

8x^-6x^+9x*-2x^= nx^-8x'= 9x'.

Tn the last example we may, of course, perform the oporntions in the

order in which they occur and obtain the same result.
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Unlike terms can not be added or subtracted.

Thus, the sum of 3a and 56 can be indicated in tiie form 3a 4-56,

but they can not be combined into a single term unless the numerical

values of a and 6 are given.

EXERCISE] 4 (1-8, Oral)

1. What is the numerical coefficient of each term in the expression

2. What is the sum of the numerical coefficients in

'S. Which are like terms in the expression

5a-^2b-3a+ lb-4a^ ?

4. In 6bcy, what is the coefficient of bey ? oi cy 1 oiby 1 of 6 ?

5. What is the sum of :

(1) 2a, 3a, 4a. (2) 5m, hn, hn.

(3) 4a% la-, 5a~. (4) Zxy, \xy'2xy.

6. If x=2, find the numerical value of the sum of 3.r^ and 4.r^

in two different ways and compare the results.

7. Simplify the expression 3a-|-864-2a4-&+a+36 by combining

like terms.

8. Express in as simple a form as possible :

(1) 5m-f-7m—3m-2m. (2) 6a6-3a6-f-2a6— a6.

(3) 3x+a+2x+a. (4) 15a-f 106-7a+46.

9.* Combine the like terms in the expression :

. 2x+72/+5z—x+2t/— 32:+3a;-4?/—

2

and find its value when .t=3, i/=5, z=10.

10. If a= 6, find the value of

15a2- 10a--3a2+8a-5a-20.

11. What arithmetical number does lOOa+ lOft-fc represent when

rt=2, 6=3, c=4 ? When a=9, 6=5, c=l ?

12. Simplify 2.^•2+3x+7-x2+ ll^-2-a;--4a;+5.

13. A man walks 4a; feet East, then x feet West, then 3a; feet East,

then 5x feet West. How far is he now from the starting point and in

what direction from it ?
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14. A man began to work for a firm on a salary of x dollars a year.

If his salary for each year was double the salary for the preceding year,

how much did he earn in four years ?

15. If a;+3x+5x is equal to 72, what is the value of a; ? How do

you know that your answer is conect ?

16. Write in the shortest form you can

aaa-{-aaa^aa-{-aa-\-a-Ya-\-a.

17. Find the average of (I) 10, 8, 15, (2) ^x, Ix, 6x.

11. Use of Brackets. In algebra brackets are used for the

same purpose and with the same meamngs as in arithmetic.

In finding the value of 10-}-8+5, we may perform the

additions in any order, but if we wiite it 10+ (8+5), it is

understood that the 8 and 5 are first to be added and the

sum of 10 and the result is to be taken.

Similarly, a-^{b-\-c) means that the sum of the numbers
represented by h and c is to be added to the number represented

by a.

In the expression 7+5x2, the multiplication is to be

performed first, and then the addition. If, however, we
wish the value of (7+5) x 2, we must add the 7 and 5 before

multiplying by 2.

Although 10+ (8 +5) is equal to 10+8+5, it is clear that

(7+5) X 2 is not equal to 7+5x2, the former being equal to

24 and the latter 17.

When a is to be multiplied by 6, the sign of multiplication

is omitted in the indicated product ; so when (7+5) is to be
multiphed by 2 we may write 2(7+5) or (7+5)2, the sign

of multiplication being understood.

It is thus seen that one of the uses of brackets is to indicate

the order in ivhich operations are to be performed.

Thus, 10— (7 — 3) means that 3 is to be subtracted from 7 and the

result is to be subtracted from 10.

If the values of the letters were given, what operations would you
perform to find the values of :

a+(6+c), a-{b-\-c), a~(b~c), (a-b)-{c-d) 1

The pupil should recognize that 3a^ is not the same as
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(3a)-. The latter means that a is first to be multipUed by
3 and the product is to be squared.

Thus, if a= 2, 3a2= 3x4=12,
and (3a)2= 3ax3a= 6x6=36.

Brackets also indicate that the numbers within the brackets

are to be considered as a single quantity, that is, they are used

for the purpose of grouping.

The dividing Une between the numerator and denominator

of a fraction has the same vahie as a pair of brackets.

Thus, in —r-%, a-\-b is a single quantity and so is c + rf. The fractional

form is another way of writing (a+6)^(c-f-d).

EXERCISE 5 (1-18, Oral)

Perform the operations indicated :

1.
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26. {3a+ '2b-c){a-3b). 27. a-+b'+C'—2{ab-^hc+ca).

a+36—c 2a—36—

3

a— fe b—c _ c+a

2a—56+2c~ a+6— 2c
~ ' be '^ c+a a+2b'

30. When a=^6 and 6=3, show that

5(a—6) +3(a+6)= 2(4a-6).

EXERCISE 6 (Review of Chapter I)

1. If a; represents a certain number, what does 4x represent ?

ix ? X- 1 3x2 1

2. If a represents a number, what will represent 5 times the

number ? y times the number ?

3. How do you indicate that y is to be added to x ? That x is

to be subtracted from y ?

4. Indicate the sum of x and y diminished by a.

5. If one yard of cloth costs x cents, how many cents will 10 yards

cost ? How many dollars ?

6. If a yard of ribbon is worth y cents, how much is a foot worth ?

7. A man bought an article for x dollars and sold it at a loss of

y dollars. What did he sell it for ?

8. If I paid a dollars for b articles, how much did I pay for each ?

Wihat would c articles cost at the same price ?

i 9. A boy has a dollars. He earns b cents and then spends c cents.

Hpw many cents has he left ?

10. I have x dollars. If I pay two debts of a dollars and b dollars,

how much shall I have left ?

11. If one number is x and another is 5 times as large, what is the

suan of the numbers ?

12. If one part of 10 is x, what is the other part ?

13. A man worked m hours a day for 6 days. If he was paid $2

par hour, how much did he earn ?

14. How far can a man walk in 5 hours at 4 miles per hour ? In a

hqurs at b miles per hour ?

15. A man bought x acres of land at a dollars per acre and sold it

at a loss of b dollars per acre. What did he sell it for ?

16. What number is 15 greater than x 1 15 less than x ?

17. By how much does a* exceed 6* when o= 7, 6= 3 ?
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18. When .-c=l, y=2, 2= 3, what are the v dues of .r+y— 2,

2x+5rj~Zz, 7,r-3y+2 ?

19. If a = 3, 6= 4, c= 0, find the values of 2ab, ^ac, a^+b'^-^c^,
6o2_262+4c2.

20. Tf x=h and y= 'j, what are the values of Sx— 2y, 6xy, 2x^ — 3y^,
Sx^-27y' ?

21. If a=10, 6= 5, c = 3, find the values of ct{6+c), a(6-c), a[b--c^),
c(a3-63).

22. What is the sum of 2x, 5x, Ix and 3a; ?

23. Simplify 5a— 3a+lla+o- 10a.

24. What is the average of 20, 15, 0, 8, 12 ? Of 2a, 3a, la ? Of
a, b, c, d ?

25. In 8 years a man will be x years old. How old was he 8 years
ago ?

2o. B has S20 more than A, C has $20 more than B. If A has
$x, how much has C ?

27. What is the sum of the numerical coefficients in the expression

3a+|o6+ac+§ad ?

28. Express 1000 as a power of 10 ; 32 as a power of 2 ; 81 as a
powir of 3 ; 64 as a power of 4.

29. Express 15, 105, 3a6, 35x^y, as the products of simple factors.

30.* How long will it take me to walk a miles at 3 miles per hour
and ride 6 miles at 12 miles per hour ?

31. A farmer buys 5 lb. of tea at x cents per lb. and 20 lb. of sugar

at y cents per lb. He gives in exchange 7 lb. of butter at z cents

per lb. If he still owes something, how much is it ?

32. If I buy 100 lb. of nails at a cents per lb. and 200 lb. at b cents

per lb., what is the average cost per lb. ?

33. What is the total number of cents in x five-cent pieces, y ten-

cent pieces and z half-dollars ?

34. What number is represented by 1000a+ 1006+ 10c + rf, when
a=l, 6= 2, c= 3, d= 4 ? When a= 4, 6= 0, c=l, d= 9 ?

35. When a= *2 and 6 = -l, what are the values of a+6, a6, ^,
o

<l.t^, a3+62, a2-62 ?

ab
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36. If ^ can do a piece of work in 10 days and B in 15 days, what
fraction of the work can they together do in 1 day ? What fraction

if A could do it in x days and B in y days ?

37. If a= 20, 6= 15, c=10, d= 5, find the difference between

(a-|-6)— (c+d) and (o— 6) — (c— d), also between Z{a-\-b)— 5{c— d) and

5{a-d)-3(6-c).

38. When x— 1 and y = \, the product of x-\-y, x-\-2y, x—5y is how
much greater than the product oi.x— y, x—2y, x— Sy ?

39. If a= 3, find the value of IH •



CHAPTER II

SIMPLE EQUATIONS

12. Idea of Equality. In weighing an article, when you
see that the scales are balanced, what conclusion do you
draw ? If a 5 lb. bag of salt is placed in one scale pan, what
weight (iv) must be placed in the other pan to restore the

balance ? What must w be to balance a 3 lb. bag and a

4 lb. bag ?

If the scales are balanced in each of the following figures,

what must w be equal to ?

Fio. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

If w+4= 9, as in fig. 1, what is w equal to ?

If w-\-w=\2, as in fig. 2, what is iv equal to ?

If m;+3= 5+2, as in fig. 3, what is w equal to ?

If the scales are balanced and I add 2 lb. to one side, what else must
I do to preserve the balance ? What, if I take away 3 lb. from one side ?

If I double the weights on one side ? If I halve the weights on one side ?

13. The Equation. When a certain number is added to

10 the result is 27. What is the number ?

The condition expressed in this problem might be more

briefly shown in the form :

10+a certain number=27,

or in the form 10+? =27, where the question mark stands for

the required number.

Any other symbol would answer the same purpose as the

16
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question mark. Thus, if x represents the required number,

then the problem states that

10+a:=27.

This statement is called an equation and is merely a short

way of stating what is given in the arithmetical problem

preceding. In order that the statement may be true, it is

easily seen that the symbol x must stand for the number 17.

Ex.—When a number is multiplied by 3, and 5 is sub-

tracted from the product, the result is 19. What is the

number ?

Here, if x stands for the number, the problem states that

3a;-5=19.

Before the 5 was subtracted the product was evidently 5 more than

19 or 19+5 or 24.

If 3 times the number is 2-1, then the number must be J of 24 or 8.

The solution may be written more briefly thus :

If 3x-S=19,
.-. 3a;= 19+5= 24,

a;=iof24= 8.

That 8 is the correct value for the number is shown by the

fact, that when it is multiplied by 3 and 5 is subtracted

from the product, the result is 19.

14. Solving an Equation. The process of iinding the value

of X, such that .Sx— 5=19, is called "solving the equation,"

and the value found for x is called the root of the equation.

EXERCISE 7 (Oral)

1. State the number for which the question mark stands in each

of the following :

(1) 5+ ? = 12. (2) ?+ 12=20. (3) 10-?= 2.

(4) ir)-=8+ ?. (5) 40=62-?. (6) ?-8=42.

2. What is tlie number for which z stands in each of the following :

(I) ar+ 6=20. (2) 8+.t=32. (3) 25=.r+ G.

(4) x-15=7. (5) 10-a-=8. (6) 12=.17-x-.

C
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3. The first equation in Ex. 2 states that when a number is in

creased by 6 the result is 20. What does each of the other equations

say ?

4. If 3 times a number is 45, what is the number ? If one-half

of a number is 16, what is the number ? If w stands for a given number,

what would represent ^ of the number ? ? of the number ?

5. For what number does n stand in each of the following equations:

(I) 4h=24. (2) ^n = \0. (3) 1/1= 36. (4) ln=U.

(). If 2.c+5= Il, what is the value of 2x ? of a; ?

7. If 3/«-2= 13, what is the value of 3m ? of m ?

8. If |/>+ 3= 10, what is the value of hp ? of p ?

9. If ia:— 11=7, what is the value of -^'.r ? of a; ?

10. If 2(x4-4)= 14, what is the value of .r+4 ? of x ?

Solve the equations :

11. a;+ 10=30. 12. 3.i-2=l6. 13. 5^4-2=17.

14. 4<-5=27. 15. 2n= ll. 16. 7»-4= 24.

17. 3if+2=38. 1«. ^.r-l=4. 19. 2;!-rl=4.

20. 3«-i=5^. 21. >-+2=5. 22. |.c-5=15.

23. 3(a,-+l)= 30. 24. 5(.r-2)=45. 25. |(x-l)=3.

15. Axioms used in Solving Equations. If two numbers are

equal, what is the result when the same number is added

to each ?

Thus, if x= 6, what is x-\-2 equal to ?

What is the result when the same number is subtracted

from two equal numbers ; or when each is multiplied by the

same number ; or when each is divided by the same number ?

Thus, if x= 10, what is x — 4 equal to ? What is Sx equal to ? What
is ir equal to ?

The preceding conclusions may be stated thus :

(1) // the same number be added to equal numbers, the sums

are equal.

(2) // the same number be subtracted from equal numbers,

ilie remainders are equal.
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(3) // equal nurnJbers be mvltiplied by the same number, the

/iroducts are equal.

(4) // equal numbers be divided by the same number, the

quotients are equal.

These statements are called axioms, or self-evident truths,

and are used in solving equations. The method is illustrated

by the following examples :

Ex. 1.—Solve 3x-7= 35.

Add 7 to eaqji side, .-. 3a;— 7+7 = 35+ 7, axiom (1),

.-. 3x=4:2.

Divide each side by 3, .'. x= ^ = 14, axiom (4).

Ex. 2.—Solve |a--f2=34.

Subtract 2 from each side, .'. ^.'C+2— 2= 34— 2, axiom (2),

^x= 32.

Multiply each side by 2, .". x=64, axiom (3).

Ex. 3.—Solve 5.r-3=2a:+12.

Add 3 to each side, .'. 5a;=2x+15.
Subtract 2x from each side, .". 5a;— 2a:=15,

3a;=15.

Divide each side by 3, .'. x=5.

The object of the changes which have been made in these

equations is to get the quantities containing the unknown
(.r) to one side and the remaining quantities to the other side.

The unknown quantities are usually transferred to the left

side, but sometimes it is better to trauf-fer them to the right.

Kx. 4.—Solve 3m+20=5w— IH.

Add 16 to eacii side, .". 3j«+36= 57n,

Subtract 3m from each side, .". 3m+36 — 3TO= 5m— 3m,

36= 2m,

18=m or m = 18.

16. Verifying the Result. If we substitute 18 for m in the

first side of the last equation we get

3m+20=:3x 18+20=74.

If we substitute in the second side we get

5m- 16=5x18-16=74.
C 2
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This process is called verifying or testing tlie correctness

of the result. If the root obtained is the correct one, the

two sides of the equation should be equal to the same number
when the value found for the unknown is substituted.

The equation is then said to be satisfied.

The beginner is advised to verify the result in e\ery case.

Verify the results obtained in Ex.'s 1, 2 and 3.

EXERCISE 8 (Oral)

1. If 3a;=15, what does x equal ? What axiom is used ?

2. If 5x-|-2=17, what does 5x equal? What axiom is used?

What does x equal ? What axiom is used ?

3. If 2^—3= 13, what does 2/ equal ? What two axioms are used ?

4. If J.T— 4=;6, what does |.r equal ? What does x equal ? What
two axioms are used ?

5. If ^x=6, what does Ix equal ? What does x equal ? What
two axioms are used ?

What is the value of x in the following equations :

6. 2x=18. 7. Ci.r=72. S. 5.t=16. 9. 3.r=6-9.

10. a;+ 20=25. 11. 2x1-1 = 15. 12. 3x-l=20. 13. 6x+5=29.

14. ix=8 15, |.r=]2. IG. lx=2h 17. |a;=15.

EXERCISE 9

Solve the following equations, giving full statements of the methods

In each case verify the result

:

1. 3a;+ll=47. 2. 2a;+5=27. 3. 4x-5=51.

4. 3.r— 10=65. 5. 4x=a;+21. G. 4y=2y+S0.

7. 7.r=60+3x. 8. Ax+5=50. 9. 6x+42=9.r.

10. 10a;+3=3a;+66. 11. 6a-3a=a+5. 12y 10a:+20=20.

13. 8m=36-4m. 14. 20+6a:+5= 50-3a:-i-ll.

15. 12x-652=7.r+428. 16. 764a:-9= 680a:+12.

17. Nine blocks of equal weights (w) together with a 20-gram weight

are balanced by weights of 50 grams and 10 grams. Express this by

an equation and find the weight of each block.

IS. If 17a:— II is equal in value to 5a;+121, what is the value of a; ?

19. What value of y will make Uy+60 equal to 20?/— 30 ?
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17. As we have already shown, an equation is merely the

statement in algebraic form of the condition given in an

arithmetical problem.

The sohition of the problem is thus obtained by solving the

equation.

EXERCISE 10

State the condition in each of the following problems in the form of

an equation :

1. What must be added to 33 to make 50 ?

2. What must be taken from 90 to leave 40 ?

3. What is the number which when doubled is 36 ?

4. Five times a certain number is 45. What is the number ?

5. If a number is doubled and 3 added, the result is 25. What
is the number ?

6. What number is doubled by adding 27 ?

7. What number is halved by subtracting 20 ?

8. If 8 is subtracted from | of a certain number, the result is 7.

What is the number ?

9. Solve the equation in each of the preceding examples.

18. Problems Solved by Equations. The following examples

will illustrate the method of solving problems by means of

equations :

Ex. 1.—When I double a certain number and add 16, the

result is 40. What is the number ?

Let X represent the required number.
Then 2x is the double of tiie number.
Then'2x+16 is the double with 16 added.

But the problem states that this is 40,

.-. 2a;+ 16= 40,

2x= 24,

a;- 12.

Therefore the required number is 12.

The result should be verified by showing that the number
obtained satisfies the given problem.

Verification: When 12 is doubled I get 24 and when 16 is added
I get 40. Therefore the result is correct.
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Note that the substitution is made in the original problem,

not in the equation. There might be an error in writing down
the equation and then the solution obtained might satisfy

the equation, but would not necessarily satisfy the given

problem.

Ex. 2.—The ninnber of pupils in a class is 33, and the

number of boys is 7 greater than the umnber of girls. Find

the number of each.

Let .T= the number of girls,

x'+7 = the number of boys,

.". a;+a;+7 = the total number,

.-. a;+a;+7 = 33,

2a;=33-7 = 26,

a;=13, .-. a;-f-7 = 20,

.*. the number of girls is 13 and the number of boys is 20.

Verification: 20+13= 33,20-13 = 7.

Ex. 3.—Divide $100 among A, B and C, so that B may
receive 3 times as much as A, and C %^0 more than B.

Let x= the number of dollars A receives,

.-. ' 3a;= „ „ „ B
:. 3a;+30= „ „ „ C

.". they all receive (a;+3a;+3x+30) dollars,

.-. a;+3x+3a;+30=100,
7a;+30=i00,

7.r= 70,

x=10,
.-. A receives $10, B $30 and G $60.

Verify this result.

19. Steps in the Solution of a Problem. The examples

which have been given will show that in solving a problem

the steps in the work are usually in the following order :

(1) Read the problem carefully to see ivhat quanlitii is to he

found.

(2) Represent this unknown hy a letter.

(3) // there he more than one quantity to be found, represent

the others in terms of the same letter.
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(4) Express the condition stated in the problem in the form

of an equation.

(o) Solve the equation ami draw the conclusion.

(6) Verify the solution hij substitution in the problem.

On referring to Ex. 1, we see that there was only one quantity to

be found, and therefore step (3) did not appear in the solution. In

Ex. 2 there were two quantities to be found, and when we represented

the number of girls by x, we could represent the number of boys by
x+7.

The pupil is advised to make full statements, in plain

English, as to what the unknown represents.

Thus, in Ex. 3 to say, let x=^A, or let x=A's money, will

only lead to difficulties.

Note.—The examples in the following- e.xercise are to be solved by
means of the equation and the results should be verified in every

case. Although the answers to many of them may be given mentally,

the pupil is advised to give complete solutions, so that he may become
familiar with algebraic methods.

EXERCISE 11

1. If 37 is added to a certain number, the sum is 53. What is

the number ?

2. If 27 is subtracted from a number, the result is 5. What is

the number ?

3. A number was doubled and the result was increased by 27.

If the sum is now 1?,, what was the number ?

4. When a number is multiplied by 7, and 25 subtracted from the

product, the result is 59. Find the number.

5. If five times a number be increased by 6, the .-^um is the same

as if twice the number were increased by 15. Find the number.

<>. What number if trebled and the result diminished by 36 gives

twice the original number ?

7. If you add 19 to a certain number the^um is the same as if

you add 7 to twice the number. Find the number.

8. Five times a number, plus 19, equals nine times the number,

minus 41. What is the number ?
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9. T\Y0 numbers differ by 11 and their sum is 51. Find the

numbers/

loy^The sum of two numbers is 47 and one exceeds the other by

15. Vflxat are the numbers ?

ll.'/' ^'s salar}' is three times Bs and the difference of their salaries

is $1500. Find the salary of each.

12. A horse and carriage are worth S360. The carriage is worth

twice as much as the horse. Find the value of each.

13. Divide 93 into two parts so that one part will be 27 less than the

other./

14. The length of a rectangle is three times the width. The peri-

meter is 72 feet. Find the sides.

15.'''^ A is twice as old as B. In 10 years the sum of their ages will

be 41 years. What are their ages ?

16. Divide $500 between A and B so that ^4 will receive §20 more

than twice what B will receive.

17. The sum of two consecutive numbers is 59. What are the

numbers? (Let x be the smaller number, then x+l will be the

greaterJf

18.1 Find three consecutive numbers whose sum is 150.

19. A's age is twice B's and C is 7 years older than A. The sum of

their ages is 67 years. Find the age of each.

20./ The difference between the length and width of a rectangle is

10 feet and the perimeter is 68 feet. Find the sides.

21. Divide $468 among A, B and C, so that B may get twice as

much as ^4, and C three times as much as B.

22 . A railway train travels m miles per hour. If it goes from Toronto

to Montreal, a distance of 333 miles, in 9 hours 15 minutes, what is the

value of m ?

23. A line 20 inches long is divided into two parts. The length

of the longer part is J inch more than double the shorter one. Find

the lerfgths of the parts.

24.(/ What value of x will make 5x-+6 equal to 3.r +40 ?

25. If 5% of a sum is $48, what is the sum ?

2(j. An article sold for $2-61, the loss being 10%. What was the

cost ? .
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27. Divide $1496 among A, B and C, so that B will get three times

^4's share and C will get $100 more than A and B together.

28. A has five times as much money as B. After A has spent SC3

he has only twice as much as B. How much has B ?

. 29. If S20 less than ^ of a sum of money is §10 more tlian J of it,

what is the sum ?

30. Three boys sold 42 papers. The first sold J as many as the third

and the second sold J as many as the third. How many did each sell ?

31. The sum of J of a number and i of the same number is 55.

What is the number ?

32. A man paid a debt of S4500 in 4 months, paying each month

twice as much as the month before. How much did he pay the first

month ?

33. The half, third and fourth parts of a certain number together

make 52. Find the number.

34. Divide 72 into three parts so that the first part is | of the

second and ^ of the third.

35. What number is that to which if you add its half and take

away its third, the remainder will be 98 ?

36. If 3a=46c,

(1) Find a, when b=lO, c= 15.

(2) Find b, when a=12, c= 3.

(3) Find c, when a= 8, 6= ^.

BXBROISB 12 (Review of Chapter II)

1. State the four axioms which are used in solving equations.

2. Show that x=18 is the correct solution of the equation

3a:-7 = 2a;^-ll.

3. Determine if 8 is a root of 3(x+6) = 5(x — 1).

4. Solve (a) 5a;4-3 = 2a;+9 ; (6) l+2a;=9-2x; (c) .3a;- - 7 = 8- 2x
;

(d) 7a;+l = 9a;-9; (e) llx- 1 = 5x4-1.

5. My house and lot cost $16,800, the house costing five times as

much as the lot. Find the cost of each.

6. A horse and carriage cost $520. If the carriage cost $60 more
than the horse, what did the horse cost ?

iCI

'^.
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7. Ilueo fanners together raised 2700 busliels of wheat. ,4 raised

three times as much as B, and C raised -twice as much as A. How
much did each raise ?

8. What value of x will make 136 -3a; equal to 172-9x ?

9. Where r is the radius of a circle and c is the circumference,

c=27rr, where ir = 3f.

(o) Find c, when r= 7 ; when r= 42.

(6) Find r, when c= 88 ; whenc=Il.

10. If s=i/<2, find s when ^= 4 and/=r32; when <= 10 and /= 32-2.

11. In a company of 98 persons, there are twice as many women
as men, and twice as many children as women. How many children

are there ?

12. Six boys and 15 men earn $264 a week. If each man earns

four times as much as each boy, how much does a boy earn in a week ?

13. Five times a certain number, increased by 47 is equal to eight

times the number, diminished by 43. What is the nvunber ?

14. An agent charges 3 % commission for collecting an account.

If his charge is $11-13, what was the amount of the account ?

15. Solve (a) -05x= 4 ; (6) a;+-04a;=208 ; (c) a;--06a;=236 ;

(d) a;+5%a;=630.

16. If b is the base of a triangle and h is its height, the area {a) is

given by the formula a = \bh.

(i) Find a, when 6= 8, /i= 4.

(ii) Find b, when a= 36, h= 12.

(iii) Find k, when a=176, 6=22.

17 . The sum of the unequal sides of a rectangle is 65 feet and their

difference is 15 feet. Find the area of the rectangle.

18. If Gx— y= 2x'\-y, what is the value oi y if a;=6 ?

19. For what number does the question mark stand, if

5.T+i = 3x+?
is satisfied when a;= 3 ?

20. If 4 % of a; together with 3 % of x is equal to 35, find x.

21. State a problem the condition of which is expressed by the

equation 3x— 20= ar.

22. B has $10 more than A, and C has $20 more than B. Together

they have $190. How much has each ?

23. A turkey costs as much as three chickens. If 2 turkeys and

3 chickens cost 87-20, find the cost of a chicken.
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24. What number increased by f of itself is equal to 60 ?

25. Divide $6400 among A, B and C, so that B will get $120
niore than A, and C $160 more than A.

26. The net income from an enterprise doubled each year for five

years. If the total net income for the five years was $7750, what was
the income for the first year ?

27. Ii2ab= 3m.n,

( 1

)

Find a, when 6 = 1 5, m= 6, n = 5.

(2) Find b, when a= 12, m= 2, n= 2.

(3) Find m, when a= ^, 6 = 6, n = ^.

(4) Find n, when a= -3, b =-6, m= -I2.

28. Show that 6 is a root of the equation

2(a;-l)(a;+2)= 4(a;+3)(a;-5)+ (a;-2)(a;+5).

29. Tlie area of the United States is 4000 square miles more than

seventy times the area of England. If the area of the United States

is 3,560,000 square miles, find the area of England.

30. Solve and verify :

(1) 6850+a;=27a;+350.

(2) ^x+^x+lx= S380.

(3) 1607a;+20= 1762a-- 11.



CHAPTER III

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE NUMBERS

20. Arithmetical Numbers. In the diagram the hours from

12 noon to 12 midnight are represented on the horizontal

line, and the temperature at each

hour is shown by the position

of a point on the corresponding

vertical line.

Thus at 3 P.M. the tempera-

ture was 61°, at 7 P.M. 5.3° and at

11 P.M. 55-5°.

The points which show the tem-

perature for each hour are cori-

nected by a curve. This curve

gives a picture of the changes in temperature during these

twelve hours.

These changes might be shown by a column of figures,

but the curve exhibits the variations in temperature more
readily to the eye. We can see at a glance when the tempera-

ture was rising and when falling, at what hours it was the

same, that it rose or fell more rapidly during certain hours

than during others.

Here we say that we have represented graphically the

changes in temperature, and the curve shown is called a graph.

12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12

BXBRCISE3 13 (18, Oral)

Using the diagram, answer questions 1-8.

1. What was the temperature at 1 p.m., at 4 P.M., at 10 P.M. 7

3. At what hours waa the temperature the same ?
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3. What was the highest temperature ? What the lowest ?

4. What was the range of temperature ?

5. Between what hours was it rising ?

6. How much-did it rise between 10 and 11 ? How much did it

fall between 6 and 7 ?

7. When was it 60°, 58°, 55° ?

8. Between what hours did it rise most rapidly ? When did it

fall most rapidly ?

9. The percentage of games won by a baseball team, up to the

beginning of each month of the playing season, was as follows :

June, 66 ; July, 63 ; Aug., 60-5 ; Sept., 62 ; Oct., 61-5.

Draw a graph showing these changes.

10. A boy's height in inches, for each year from the age of 7 to the

age of 14, was 44, 47, 50, 51, 52-5, 54, 56-5, 58. Draw a graph to

illustrate the variations in his height.

21. Negative Numbers. This diagram shows the average

temperature for a week.

Thus on Monday it A\as 25°

above zero, while on Thursday it

was 15° below zero.

We might express this algebra-

ically by saying that on Monday
the temperature was +25°, and on

Thursday it was —15°.

The number +25 is called a

positive number and is read " posi-

tive " 25 or " plus " 25, while

number, and is read

35
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3. How much higher was it on Monday than on Thursday ? How
much lower on Tuesday than on Saturday ?

4. If the temperature is —30° and it rises 40°, how much will it

be then ? If it had fallen 10°, how much Avould it have been then ?

5. The temperature at which mercury freezes is —39°C. What does

that mean ? How much lower is it than the normal temperature

of the blood which is +37°C. ?

(i. If the price at which a certain stock sells above par is positive

and the price below par is negative, make a diagram similar to the

preceding, showing the prices of a certain stock for a week, when the

record was as follows :

Mon., 4 above par ; Tues., 2 below ; Wed., 1 above,

Thurs., at par; Fri., 3 below; Sat., 1^ below.

22. Distances measured on a Horizontal Line.

D B O AC
I \ \ \ \ \ \ H

\ \ 1

-5 -4 -3 -2 -I +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

On this diagram the distance between each successive

marking represents one foot.

What is the length of OA ? ot OB 1 In what respect does OA
differ from OB ? How might we use signs to show this difference ?

It is iisual to consider measurements made to the right as

positive and to the left as negative.

What point is +5 feet from O ? What one is —5 feet from O 7

If a point moves from O, 4 feet to the right and then 7 feet to the left,

liow far is it then from ? Is the distance positive or negative ?

We thus see that in addition to the numbers of arithmetic

which begin with zero and extend indefinitely in one direction,

we now have another series of numbers which also begin

with zero and extend indefinitely in the opposite direction.

In each series all integral and fractional numbers are included.

23. Further Examples of Negative Numbers.

(1) A man has property worth $100, and debts amounting
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to 360. When he has paid his debts he will have property

worth $40.

Thus, $100- .%0= .S40.

If, however, he has debts amounting to $100, when these

are paid he will have nothing left.

Thus, $100- S 100= $0.

If he has debts amounting to $140, when he has paid all

he can he will still owe $40. We express this algebraically

thus: $100- $140= —$40.

In the first case we say that his net assets are $40, in the

second they are zero, and in the third they are '.dnus $40.

When we say his assets are — §40, we mean he is j)40 in debt.

It will be seen that the difference in mea ling between

+40 and —40 when referring to dollars is practically the

same as the difference between +40 and —40, when
referring to degrees of temperature, as in art. 21, or to distances

measured in opposite directions on a horizontal line, as in

art. 22.

(2) If a man gains $20 on one trr.nsaction and loses $15

on another, what is the net result ? If he had lost $25 on

the second transaction what would have been the net result ?

If we attach a plus sign to the result when it is a gain, how
may we indicate a loss ?

if G represents a sum gained and L a sum lost, state the result in

each of the following, attaching the proper sign :

1. S30G+§20G. 2. $30(?+820L. 3. $30L+820Z,.

4. $30 L+ 820 G. 5. $40 0-\- $40 L. 6. $20 G+ $60 L.

(3) If a game won is represented by +1, then —1 would

represent a game lost.

In a series of games I find that my record is : won, lost,

lost, won, lost, won, lost, won, won.

This might be represented thus :

+ 1-1-1 + 1-1 + 1- l + l + l = +5-4= + l.

What does this result mean ?

Write in a similar way the following record : lost, lost, won, lost,

won, lost, lost, won. Also the following : won. lost, drawn, won, won.
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(4) In locating points on the earth's surface, the distance

in degrees north of the equator (north latitude) is said to be

positive, and south of the equator negative.

Thus, the latitude of Toronto is + 44° and of Rio de Janeiro is — 23°.

What is the distance in degrees of latitude between these two cities ?

The preceding illustrations show that a positive number
differs from a negative number in direction or quality.

Thus, if +10 means 10 yards measured to the right; or 10° east

longitude ; or 10 games won ; or 10 miles a boat goes up stream ;

or 10 minutes a clock is fast ; or $10 in my bank balance ; or 10

pounds lifted by a balloon ; what would — 10 mean in the corres-

ponding cases ?

24. Signs of Operation and Signs of Quality. The numbers

+25 and —25 are the same in magnitude, but differ in

direction or quality.

When a number is preceded by the sign +, it means that

the number is taken in the positive direction or sense, and
when preceded by the sign — , that it is taken in the

negative direction.

It will thus be seen that we use the signs + and — \A'ith

two different significations. When they are used to indicate

the operations of addition or subtraction, they are called

signs of operation. When they are used to indicate direction

or quality, they are sometimes called signs of quality.

The beginner might think that this ambiguity would lead

to confusion, but he will find that such is not the case.

When we read a quantit}' like —25, we should say " negative

25," but this is not followed in practice, as it is usually read
" minus 25."

When no sign precedes a number, it is understood to be a

positive number.

25. Absolute Value. The absolute value of a number is

its value without regard to sign.

Thus, +S snd —8 have the same absolute value.
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EXERCISE 15 (1-15. Oral)

1. What is the net property of a man who, (a) has $60 and owes

$47, (?)) has $40 and owes $50, (c) has $65 and owes $65 ?

2. What is the value of, (a) $40- $30, (6) $40- $60, (c) $30- $20,

(d) $20- $30, (e) $10- $0, (/) $0-$10 ?

3. The temperature was - 10° at 6 p.m. and 4° at 10 p.m. How
many degrees did it rise in the interval ?

4. A liquid whose temperature is 20° is cooled through 30°. What
is the final temperature ?

5. A vessel sailed on a meridian from latitude 15° to latitude —5°.

How man}' degrees did it sail and in what direction ?

6. What is the distance between a place 90 miles due east of

Toronto and another 60 miles due west ?

7. I am overdrawn at the bank $20. What must I deposit to

make my balance $100 ?

If — 20+a;:=100, what is X ?

8. What would a negative number mean in stating the height of

a tree above the window of a house ? The height above sea level of tlie

bottom of a well ?

9. A man buys a horse for $100 and sells him for $80. What is

his gain and his gain % ?

10. A man travels 20 miles from A and his friend travels —10 miles

from A. How far are they apart ?

11. What is the rise in temperature from —30° to —10° ?

H —30+x=-10, what is .r ?

12. What is the distance between two places which are a miles

and 6 miles west of Montreal, (1) if a is greater than b, (2) if b is

greater than a ?

13. Denoting a date a.d. by -(- and B.C. by — , state the number
of years between these pairs of dates :

(1) +1815 to +1915. (2) -20 to +75. (3) -65 to -37.

(4) -120 to +60. (5) -200 to +200. (6) +1900 to +1800.

14. Augustus was Roman Emperor from —31 to +14. How many

years was he Empemr ? What is the dilfcrence between 14 and — 31 ?

D
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15. The First Funic War lasted from —264; to - 241. How long

did it last ? What is the difference between —241 and —264 ?

16. A boy adds 15 marbles to his supply, gives away 10, buys 5

and gives away 12. How many has he thus added to his supply ?

17. I have Sa in the bank. H I issue a cheque for %h, what is m^
balance when the cheque is paid ? H a= 40 and 6=50, how do you

interpret the result ?

18. A has $50 and B has S20. .4 owes B $10 and B owes A $40.

How much will each have when his debts are paid ?

19. The'weights of two pieces of iron are 65 lb. and 147 lb. \i the\'

are attached to a balloon with an upward pull of 239 lb., how would

you represent the combined weight ?

20. Represent graphically the following changes in the price of

a stock

:

Month.
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6. In a 100 yards handicap race A has 3 yards start and B has
— 3 yards start. What do these mean ? How far has each to run ?

7. In solving a problem in which it is required to find in how
many years A will be twice as old as B, I get the answer — 10. What
does this answer mean ?

8. Find the average noon temperature for a week in which the

noon temperatures were : 20°, 10°, 15°, 0°, 4°, -6°, -15°.

9. A train was due at 10 minutes to 3. How many minutes before

three did it arrive if it was half an hour late ?

10. A man travels 8 miles, then —6 miles, then 4 miles, then

— 11 miles. How far has he travelled ? How far is he from the

starting point and in what direction (positive or negative) from it ?

11. Egypt was a Roman province from —30 to 616. How many
years was this ? What is the difference between 616 and — 30 ?

12. The daily average temperature for 14 days were : 6°, 5°, 0°,

-4°, 2°, -6°, -2°, 0°, 5°, 1°, -1°, -6°, -3°, 3°. Show these

variations by means of a graph.

13. If a gain of a dollar be the positive unit, what will represent

a loss of $3-50 ?

14. The record of a patient's temperature for each hour beginning

at 12 noon was : 100°, 100-5°, 102°, 101°, 104°, 101-5°, 99-5°, 98°,

97-5°, 97°. Represent these changes graphically, taking two spaces on

the vertical line to represent one degree.

15. If the normal temperature of the body is 98-5°, write the record

in the preceding question using positive and negative signs.

16. The minimum temperatures for the first 15 days of December
were : 26°, 22°, 14°, 25°, 21°, 18-5°, 13°, 7-5°, 11°, 6°, -4°, -6°, -1°,

10°, r2-5°. Make a chart to show these variations.

D 2



CHAPTER IV

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

26. Addition of Positive Quantities. What is the result of

combining

:

(1) A gain of $20 with another gain of SIO ?

(2) A measurement of 5 feet to the right Avith another of

3 feet to the right ?

(3) A rise in temperature of 10° with a rise of 8° ?

(4) 6 points won with 4 points won ?

As explained in Chapter III., we will consider all of these

to be positive quantities, and we might show this by attaching

the positive sign to each.

We might write these four questions as problems in

addition, thus :

+ $20 +5 feet +10° + 6 points

+ $10 +3 feet +8° + 4 points

+ $30 +8 feet +18° +10 points

Similarly, the sum of 6a and 4a is 10a, and the sum of 2x", 5x' and
6.T- is lo.r^.

Here we have not prefixed any sign, and when that is the case the

positive sign is understood.

We see then that the sum of any number of positive quantilies

is always positive.

27. Addition of Negative Quantities. We might change the

data of the four questions in the preceding article so that

all the quantities would be negative.
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Thus, the first might be changed to — . " What is the

result of combining a loss of $20 with a loss of $10 ?
"

Read the other three questions making similar changes.

What would now be the answer to each question ?

As problems in addition they would now appear thus :

-$20 -5 feet . -10° - 6 points

— $10 -3 feet — 8° — 4 points

-$30 -8 feet -18° -10 points

Similarly, the sum of — 7x and —5a; is —\2x, and the sum of — 5o',

— 2a', —a' and —6a' is —14a'.

Thus, the sum of any number of negative quantities is negative,

and is found by adding their absolute values and prefixing the

negative sign to the result.

EXERCISE 17 (Oral)

State the results of the following additions :

1.
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We proceed in a similar way in algebra, writing like terms

in the same column.

In arithmetic. hi algebra.

2 yd. 1 ft. 6 in. 2«+ h-]- (k

3 vd. 1 ft. 4 in. 3a+ h+ 4c

5 yd. 2 ft. 10 in. 5a+26+10c.

If the" like terms are not in the .^ame order, they must be

properly arranged for addition.

Ex.—Add 5x+3y—2z, 4?/-52+3x. Szi-4x-{-y.

Here the problem
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30. Addition of Quantities with Unlike Signs.

What is the result of combining :

(1) A gain of S20 with a loss of SIO ?

(2) A gain of So with a loss of S15 ?

(3) A loss of §8 with a gain of S6 ?

(4) A loss of S7 with a gain of §12 ?

These might be A\ritten as problems in addition, thus :

+ §20 + $ 5 - $8 - S 7

-$10 -$15 +$6 +$12

+ $10 -$10 -$2 +$ 5

It is thus seen, that when we add two quantities differing

in sign, the sum is sometimes positive and sometimes negative.

When is it positive and when is it negative ?

How is the numerical part of the sum found when the

signs are alike ? How is it found when the signs are different ?

The answers to these questions might be combined into

the following rule :

When the signs are alike, the sum is found by arithmetical

addition, and the common sign is affixed ; when the signs are

different, the sum is found by arithmetical subtraction, and the

sign of the greater is affixed.

Ex. 1.—Find the sum of 6 and —8.

Here the result is — 2, since the difference between S and ti is 2 and
the one with the greater absolute value is negative.

If there is doubt in any case, it is advisable to make the problem
concrete by substituting for + 6, a gain of S6 and for — 8, a loss of 88,

when the result will at once be evident.

Ex. 2.—Find the sum of 5a, —8a, --7a, 6a, -2a.

The sum of the positive quantities is 1 la.

The sum of the negative quantities is I7r».

The sum of 1 la and - 17a is — Ga,

.". the required sum is — 6a.

They might also be added in the order in which they come.

Thus, the sum of 5a and —8a is —3a, of —3a and -7a is — 10a,

of - 10a and 6a is —4a, of -4a and —2a is -6a.
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Ex. 3.—Add 3a— 116+ 5c, 66— 5a, 56—c+a.

Write the expressions in columns as already explained.

a=b=c~ I

3a- 116 + 5c

-5a+ 66

o+ 56--- c

— a +4c

= -3
= +1
= +5

= +3
The sum is — a + 4c or 4c— a, the sum of the second column being

zero.

We may check the result by substituting particular numbers

for the letters. Thus, if we substitute unity for each letter

the first quantity becomes 3—11+5 or —3, the second is +1,
the third is +5, and the sum (—a+4c) is +3. Since the sum
of —3, +1 and +5 is +3, we assume that the work is correct.

EXERCISE 19 (1-12, Oral)
Add:

1. +6 ft.

-3 ft.
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y?4. If the sum of 13.t— 7, 2x4-5 and 6— 4a; Ls 48, find the value of

^^ and vjerily.

^T' r( 25X If the sum of x— 6, 3x— 6 and 5x— 6 is the same as the sum of

. 12— X, 12— 3x and 12— 5x, find x and verify.

31. Indicated Additions. If we wish to use the sign of

addition to indicate that b is to be added to a, vse write it

thus : a-f 6.

Similarly, if we wish to indicate the sum when —7 is added

to 11, we write it ll+(— 7), the negative quantity- being

enclosed in brackets.

To find the value of ll+(— 7), Ave must add 11 ajid —7,

which is done by subtracting their absolute values and

prefixing the positive sign.

Thus, ll + (-7)=ll-7 = 4.

Similarly, 6a-|-( — 3o)= 6a— 3o=3cr,

5m -\- ( — Zm) -)- ( — m)= 5m— 3m — m = m,

and a+ { — b)= a— b.

We thus see that, to add a negative quantity is the same as

to subtract a positive quantity of the same absolute value.

If we wish to simplify a quantity like

(3a-26)+(2a-36),

we may write 2a— 36 under 3a— 26, and add in the usual way,

or we may remove the brackets and say that the quantity

=3a-26+2a-36,
=5a— 56, when the hke terms are collected.

Simplify :

EXERCISE 20 (1 12, Oral)

1.
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14. _6+ (_2A)+ (-36)+(-46)4-106.

15. -5p2+ 3/)H(-2/j2)-f.8;,2.

16. {2m+3«)+ (5w-?i)-H(3ra-5n).

17. {6,r+3.y-42)+ (x+ 2y-z) + (7/4-2-7x).

18. a+(-6)+ 6-f(-c)+c+(-a).

19. x+ (a-26+ c)+ (6-2c+ a)-f-(c-2o-}-6).

20. When —20 is subtracted from 10, the difference is 30. Show
that this is true by adding the difference to the quantity which was
subtracted.

21. Show by addition, that when 2a— 6-1-oc is subtracted from

3a— 46+3c the remainder is a—36— 2c.

/f22. Solve (2x+3)+ (3a;-5)+(5a;-l)-57. (Verify.)

'23. Solve (8a;-7)+(-4x-3)=(-5x-7)+(7a;-2). (Verify.)

32. Subtraction is the Inverse of Addition. To subtract 4

from 7 is equivalent to finding the number which added to

4 will make 7.

Thus every problem in subtraction may be changed into a

corresponding problem in addition.

If we wish to subtract —4 from 7, Ave enquire what number
added to —4 will make 7. We might make the problem

concrete by finding what must be added to a loss of $4 to

result in a gain of S7, and the answer is evidently a gain of

$11.

.'. when —4 is subtracted from 7 the remainder is 11.

Thus, 7 less —4 =11, because —4+11 = 7.

-10 less -3 = -7, because -3+ (-7)= -10.
66 less -46=106, because -46+106= 66.

SXBBCISE: 21 (Oral)

What must be added to

1. A gain of $10 to give a gain of $15 ?

2. A gain of S8 to give a gain of $3 ?

3. A gain of $5 to give a loss of $4 ?
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4. A loss of S6 to give a gain of $3 ?

5. A loss of S20 to give a loss of $15 ?

6. A loss of §5 to give a loss of $8 ?

7.
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EXERCISE3 22

Re-write the following problems in subtraction as problems in

addition and find the result

:

1.
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'WVl IrJu^ Subtract the sum of 3.i'^— 5;t + 6 and Sx^+ir— 3 from bx'-—x-\-'i.

(Verify.)

19. By how much is Ta^— 15a— 11 greater than 3ri2_lla-f-4?

20. By three subtractions simplify

(6a+106-c)-(3a+46-2c)-(a-36+ 4c)-(2a+ 76-3c).

21. Subtract the sum of 2p—5q—^r, —p-\-^q—2r and \p + Qq—^r
from the sum of 3;^—4g+5/', 3<7—4r+5p and ^r—i^p-\-5q.

22. Subtract 2a— 36-]- 5c from zero.

23. What is the excess of 15 over 10 ? 8 over —2 ? —4 over

— 11 ? a+h over a—26 ? 3.f2—5x+2 over 2x^'—\\x^l ?

24. Add a2+2a—5 to the excess of 2a^—4:a-\-3 over a^-3a+10.

25. Subtract the sum of a—36+c, b—3c-{-a, and c—3a+6 from

zero.

26. What must be added to the sum of x'—5x, 2.r-— 3x-|-4 and

6x— 3x- so that the result will be unity ?

27. From 2x-3x^+5-x'^ take 3-llx3-5x-2-6.r.

34. Indicated Subtractions. If we wish to indicate that

—3 is to be subtracted from 9 we write it: 9— (—3). From
the preceding this is at once seen 'to be equal to 9+ (+3)= 12.

Also, -8-(-5)= -8+ ( + 5)= -3.

-3o-(-5a)= — 3o+ 5a= 2a.

a~(-b)= a+ { + b) = a+ b.

We thus see that to subtract a negative quantity is the same
as to add a positive quant it i/ of the same absolute value.

Similarly, (3a f 4fe)-(2a-36) = (3a+ 46)-|-(-2a + 36),

= 3a+ 46— 2a+ 36,

= a+lb.
Also o— (64-c) = a+ (

— 6— c) = a— 6— c,

and a— (6 — c) = a-f-( — 6+ c) = a— 6+ c.

Thus, brackets which are preceded by a minus sign may be

removed if the signs of all the quantities within the brackets be

changed.
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Ex.—Simplify 5.r-3//-f42-(3,r-2.v+2z).

5x— 3y+ 4.2

We may consider this as an ordinary problem %x— 2y-\-2z

in subtraction and proceed in the usual way.
2x- y+ 2z

We may, however, remove the brackets using the rule and then

collect the like terms, thus :

The expression = 5x— 3y+ 42— 3a; -\-2y — 2z,

= 2x-y+ 2z.

EXERCISE 24 (1 10. Oral)

Simplify :

1. 10-(-3). 2. -5-(-6). 3. -la-(-ia).

4. 8x-(-3x). 5. (-2«0-(-3w). G. -^-{-h) + b.

7. 8_(_4)_(_2). S. 8ab-10ab~{-lub).

9. vi-{-37n)-(-5>u). 10. -ix^+{-3x^~)-{-lx-).

11.* {5x-2y)-{2x~4:y). 12. 3a— 116-(5a-86).

13. 2rt-36+ 5c-(a-46+5c).

4. (rt+6)+ (2a-36)-(4rr-36).

15. a+ b—c—{b-i-c—a)-\{a+b—c).

1(!. {6x^'-3x-^5)+ {2x^-5x-6)~(5x^-Sx+2).

17. Find the value of 5a-\-b, when «- 2, b=^—3.

18. Find the value of 2a+36— c, when a=l, 6=2, c= — 3.

19. By two different methods find the value of a— {b—c), when
= 20, b= \0, c=7.

20. Solve and verify :

(1) 2a:-3-(x-4)=:8.

(2) 3a--l-(x-3)-(.T+7)=40.

; (3) l-(4-.r)-(5-.T)-(6--x)=52.

21.- What value of x will make 5a;— 6 exceed 3a;— 11 by 70 ?

22. Find the value of 3a;2-2a;+5-(2a;2+a-- 1), when x=0, 1, 2, 3, 4.
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23. Remove the brackets and simplify :

(1) (a+36-llc)-(6+ 3c-8a)-(c+5a-26).

(2) {a-Sb)-{b-Sc)+ (c-3d)-{d-Za).

(3) -{3x-y+2z)—i2x-3y+4z)-(3y-Qz-5x).
(4) -{a- b)-{b-c)-{c-d)-(d-a).

EXERCISE 25 (Review of Chapter IV)
/

1.* Find the sum of 5a, —3a, 7a and — 8o.

2. Find the sum of four consecutive integers of which x is the

least. *

3. Find the sum of five consecutive integers of which n is the middle

one. y
l/

4. Add 3a— 26 + 7c, 56 — 3c— 2a and c — a — 36.

V
5. Subtract —106 from —66, —3a from 5a.

e.'^rom 4a— 36 + 5c subtract 2a-56-c.

7. t' Subtract 5x~3y-\-4z from 4x—2y — z.

SI/ What must be added to 3a— 56+ 6c to give 6a — 76+ 4c ?

9. If x-^y=\0 and x— y=4, what is the value of 2x ? What is

the value of 2y ?

10. What is the sum of the coefficients in 6a— 116 + c — 3rf ?

11 .v/ What must be added to x — y to give 0?

12. WHien x—Z and y = 4, what is the remainder when x^ — y^ is

subtracted from 2xy ?

13. What is the difference between 2a— 6— c and a — 6 + c ? (iive

two ansM'ors.

14. To the sum of 3»t — 4n and 2m— 3n add the sum of )ii t 7n and
3m— 2».

15. From 4a:*+ 3a;— 7 subtract the sum of 2a;*+7a;— 5 and
2x^— 8x+7.

16. By how much is 3a; -7 greater than 2a;+5 ? For what value

of X woald they be equal ?

17.*^ Simplify a+ (26-3c)-(c+ a).

18. If a;=a+ 26-3c, y = b+ 2c-3a and z=c+ 26-3a. find thp value

0f[\) x+ (y\z), {2)x-(y-z), (3) x-Oz + z).
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19. From the sum of 5x-\--ijf and -Sx— -2!/ subtract the sum of

•2x—\-\y and •'^x+lZy.

20. By how much is Sx"— Sx+ll greater than Sx^— 8x+17?
What is the meaning of the result when x= 2 ? when x— lt

21. From %a--^h-\-\c take ^o— J6— ^c.

22. If a+ 6+ c= 0when a= 3x— 4?/ and b=Ay~'>z, what is the

value of c ?

23. Solve 5x-3-(x-4)-(x-2) = 27. (Verify.^

24. What value of x will make 3x— 2 exceed x— 7 by 63 ?

25. Whena=l,6= 2, c= 3, thesumof x-|-a-36+ 4c, 2x -f 6 - 3c -[- 4a

and 3x+ c— a— 6 is 124. Find the value of x.

26. Using brackets, indicate that the sum of a and b is to be

diminished by the sum of c and d. If a= 2x— 3, 6= 5 — 3x, c= 3x— |,

d= % — Qx, what is the result ?

27. Solve 2-(x-^)-(i-3x) = 16-25.

28. Subtract 2m— 7?i— 4x from zero.

29. . What must be added to a — (1 — 6) — (1 — c) to produce unity ?

30. Subtract the sum of 2a+36— 4c+ cZ and a— 2b—c—d from tne

excess of 4o— 6-(-c over o+6+c.
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CHAPTER V

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

35. Multiplication of Simple Positive Quantities.

of a product ma}^ be taken in any order.

The factors

Thus,

Also

3x5x4= 3x4x5=5x4x3= etc.

axbxc—axc x6 =6xoxc =etc.

ab
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EXERCISE 26 (Oral)

Find the product of :

1.
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EXERCISE 27 (Oral)

State the product of :

1. 6, -7. 2. -4, 3. 3. -4, -5.

4. i,
—5. 5. 3x, —2. 6. — z, ?/.

7. —a:, —2?/. 8. 2»i, —3n. 9. —a;, — 3a;y.

10. -c(-6). 11. (-6)2. 12. -a?/(-x).

13. —27nv{~v). 14. — |.T, — 12a:. 15. —2x^x~3x^-.

16. a;2, — a;. 17. — 2a2, — 3a. 18. —ahx—3cd.

19. — 5a;?/, 2a;2. 20. —a\ —a. 21; 3a26x— a6.

22, 5a;3?/3, —xy^. 23. 3a263c4^ — a62c. 24. —xhjz^, 5x^yh.

25. Since —4x3= — 12, —4x2=— 8, —4x1=— 4, what woukl

you expect — 4 X to be equal to ? Also — 4 X — 1 and — 4 x — 2 ?

39. Multiplication of several Simple Factors.

Ex. 1.—Multipl}' 2a, —36, —4ab, -b.

The product of 2a and — 36 is — 6ab.

„ „ „ —Qah and —4ab is 24a^6^.

„ 24a262 and -& is -24a 263,

.'. the required product is — 24a263.

Of course the factors may be multiphed in any order we choose.

If we multiply all the negative factors first, what sign will their product

have ?

What sign will the product have if we multiply four negative factors ?

Five negative factors ? Twenty negative factors ?

The product will be negative when the number of negative

factors is odd and will be positive when the number of negative

factors is even. Any number of positive factors will evidently

not affect the sign of the product.

Ex. 2.—Multiply 3.r, —5xy, —6x-, —y, 6y^.

(1) The sign of the product is — , since there is an odd number of

negative factors.

(2) The numerical coeincient = 3 X 5 x 6x 6= 540.

(3) The literal part of the product = x. xy . x^ .y . y''= x*y^,

.'. the complete product= —5i0x*y^.

E 2
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Ex. 3.—Find the values of (-2)3, (-2)^, (-2)5.

In (
— 2)^ the number of factors is odd,

.-. (_2)3=-23=-8.

Similarly, (-2)^=16 and (-2)5=-32.

EXERCISE 28 (1-18 Oral)

Find the product of :

1. 3, 4, -5. 2. 3, -4, -5. 3. -3, -4, -5.

J 4, _a^ _6, _c. , 5. 2a, 3a, —4a. 6. — i, —J, 12.

7X3X, -2xy, -y. S.l^-3, -3, -3. 9.' (-4)3.

10. -2,-3,-4,-5. 11. (-2)2x(-3)2. 12. -2a;, -2a;,-2x.

13. —a, —2a, —3a, —4a, —5a. 14. 2x, —Sx, 4y, —y.

15. 5xy, -Sxy, -2x, -2y. 16. -1, -2, -3, -|, -J.

17. What is the square of —2a-, of —3xy, of — 4ffl-6c ?

18. What is the cube of —5, of —x, of —2x2 ?

19.* If x= — l and y=—2, find the values of :

x^, y^, x^-\-y^, x^—y'^, x^, y^, x^-]-y^, x^—y^.

20. Find the value of 3.r2+2x— 5 when x=—2; when x= — 3;

when .r=:— 4.

21. Write without the brackets :

(-a)% i-ar, (-2)3, (-1)7, (-1)3, (-3)*, (_l)3x(-2)5.

22. Find the sum of the squares of —2, —3, —4. Find also the

square of their sum.

23.^ Find the value of {a—b)^+(b—c)"+{c—q)^ when a=6, 6=4,

c=2.

24."/ When a=2, 6=1, c= — 3, show that a3+63_|_c3=^3a6c.

25. When x=3 and y= — 2, how much greater is {x—y)'^ than

a;3— 2/3 ?

If a= — 1, 6=— 2, c= — 3, d=—4, find the value of:

26.V' 3a+26+c-4(^. 27. a2+62_|.c2^(^2.

28. ab+ac+bc+cd. 29. a-d^—b\».

30. a6c+6c(i+cda+da6. 31. a3+63_}_c3-|_(^3.
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40. Compound Multiplication. We multiply a compound
quantit}^ by a simple one in a mamier similar to the method

in arithmetic.

In arithmetic. In algebra.

3yd. 1ft. 4in. 23= 2. 10+ 3

2 2 2

6yd. 2ft. 8in. 46= 4. 10+ 6

3a+46- 5c

2

6a+ 86 -10c

y
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16. , 4(rt-26+c)-3(6-2c+a)-2(5c-4a-56).

17y i(2a-36)+-l-(2a+56)+ i(5a+6).

is/ x{x-l^-{:2x{x-3)+Sx{x-}-5).

194 a(a2—a+l)+3(aH«—2)—2(o2+2a— 3).

20. 3x(a;2-2a;+2)-2.r(3x2+4.-r-5)+x(4x2+5a;-6).

21.V^—2a(6-c+(Z)-3a(c—fZ-^6)—a(f?-6-c).

Solve and verify

:

22. 3(a;-l)=2(a;+4). 23. 5(.r-2)-2(.c+2)=70.

24. 6(2.r-3)-3(.-r-3)=0. 25. 2(ox-9)+4(.i--ll)=36.

26. 3(x-+2)+5(a;-3)=2(a--4)+4(a;-l)+ 13.

27. Find the sum of x{x+l), 3.r(.T— 2), 2x(a;— 5).

28. Subtract a{2a'^-a+ l) from 2a{a^+3a-2).

29.' If a stands for x^-{-xy-\-y^ and b for x^— a:y+2/'» ^^^ ^he values

of a— i, 2a+6, 3a— 26.

41. Multiplication by a Compound Quantity.

The measures of the sides of the large rectangle are a-{-b

X y and x-\-y. The measure of sthe area is the

product of a-rh and x^y, which is seen to

be ax-\-ay-\-hx-\-hy,

:. {a-\-h){x-{-y)=ax-\-ay-\-'bx+by.

This diagram shows how to find the product of

x-\-Z and a;+2. What does it show the product to

be ?

Make a similar figure which will show the product

of a-\-b and a-\-h, and thus find the value of (a + 6)-,

or the square of a+ 6.

The method of obtaining the product without the diagram

is similar to that used in arithmetic.

a
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Thus, the product of any two expressions is obtained by

multiplying each term of the multiplicand by each term of the

multiplier. The proper signs are attached to these po.rtial

products, and the sum, of the partial products is then taJcen.

In multiplying in arithmetic we begin at the right, but in

algebra it is usiial, but not necessary, to begin at the left.

P^X.—Multiply (1) 2a~3b by 3a-2b.

Check
a= b=l
-1

1
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a—

3

6.

a-4

2.r-3 10.

2x+ 3-
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34. Find the sum of the squares of x-\-l, x-^2, x+3. Check by
putting x=2.

Solve and verify

:

35. {x-\-5)ix-'J)= {x-5){x-\-2). 3G. {x-l)-={x-~5){x^2).

37. {2x-l)(3x-l)= {x-2){Qx+4:).

38. (a;+ll)(a;-2)= (a;-7)(x-l)-l-107.

39. z{x+l)+ixi-l){x+2)=2ix+ -l)ix-\-S).

40. {x-^l)^-\-{x+2)^-\-{x+3y^^3{x-2)^+U.

43. Division by a Simple Positive Quantity.

To divide 24 by 6 is the same as to find the number by
which 6 must be multiplied to produce 24.

Thus division is the inverse of multiplication as subtraction

is the inverse of addition.

Since axh=ab,

.'. ab^a=^b and ab-^b=a.

If we wish to divide 6xy by 2x, we must find what 2x must

be multiplied by to produce Qxy.

(1) 2 must be multiplied by 3 to produce 6,

(2) X „ „ „ „ y „ „ xy.

.'. 6xy -^ 2x= 3y.

Similarly, 15a6c-^36c= 5a.

A problem in division may be written in the fractional

form, the dividend being the numerator of the fraction and

the divisor the denominator.

rx,. 24 ^ ab , 6xy „
Thus, «-=*' —= ^' o =3y-

o a 2x

As in arithmetic, we may remove or cancel from the dividend

and divisor any factor which is common to both.

I2ab
Thus, -'',— = 4a, on removing the factors 3 and b.

3o
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or

44. Index Law for Division.

Since a^xa^=a-' by the index law for multiplication,

.'. a-'^a-=a^ or a^^ a^— a-,

a^ ^ .(^ .a .a .a ^ .a^ ^.if.^.a.a
n \ i Ct clllCl ^ = a'

Thus, the index of the quotient of powers of the same quantity

is found by subtracting the index of the divisor from the index

of the dividend.

Thus, x'^^x-= x^''^= x*; a~^a^= a''^- = a^.

-5ab^.Similarly,

The work in division may be verified by multiplication.

Thus the pi-eceding division is seen to be correct, since

5ab^xZa^b=^loa^b^.

EXERCISE 31

CoiDy and suppl\- the quotients, verifying the results by mental

multiplication

:

1.

9.

X

2a'

ZaW-c

abc

Qxy^2x.

\0x^^2x^.

10.

5abc

ab

42x1

Ix

3.

11.

2Amn 25xyz

3n
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Ex.—Divide -lO.r^?/^ by —2xij^.

(!) What is the sign of the quotient ?

(2) What is the numerical coeflicient ?

(3) What is the hteral part ?

(4) What is the complete quotient ?

EXERCISE 32 (Oral)

Perform the indicated divisions :

1. 12^-3. 2, -12^-4. 3. -10^2.

4. —7^7. 5. -2a4--a. 6. -12-f2^-3.

7, Oh-5. 8. 0^— 5. 9. Ga~^— 2a.

10. ah-^—a. 11. axy~—x. 12. 45-!- —5^ — 3.

13. IQa^-.— 2a2. 14. _6a3-f3a. 15. 27a;«^-3.T2.

16. — 12m%-:

—

Gmn. 17. x^yH-.— xyz. 18. —4,a^-.— 2a^.

19.
~?^V 20

^^^"-^^^^
21

^"'^^^

—pq —4:77171'^
' — 2x'

22. Fill in the blanks in the following :

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dividend: 6a^ — lOa;^ —lOabc Somhi
Divisor : 2a —5c —5m
Quotient : — 2a^ 2ac Ga

46. Division of a Compound Quantity by a Simple One.

If we divide 6 ft. 4 in. by 2 we get 3 ft. 2 in., or 12 lb. 6 oz.

by 6 we get 2 lb. 1 oz.

Similarly,

3)9 ft. 6 in.
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EXERCISE 33 (1-15, Oral)

Divide the first quantity by the second :

1. 9a2+6a, 3. 2. 6x^+4:x'^-2x, x. 3. IS.r^-lO^ 5a;.

4. IQm^— 4:171, Am. 5. x-y-{-xy-, xy. 6. 12a^— 4a6, —2a.

7. —ax-\-ay, —a. 8. a*+a-— a, a. 9. 6x-— 4.r?/, 2x.

10. —Ca6— 6a, —3a. 11. 6a3—8a2+4a, —2a.

12. a-b^-a^b\ ab^. 13. —5a*-10a3, -Sa^.

14. -4:c+ 10x2-6^3, -2x. 15. 3y'^-2y^, hj.

Simplify

:

/

3a;+6, , 10a;— 15 .„/ ab+ac
,
bc+ab , ac-\-bc

lb. —-— + g Ir. 1 — + .

3 5 a b c

^g^ a2+3g _ 3a2+6a - ^g (a;+2)(a;-2)+(.r-2)(a;-4)
_

a 3a 2 '

2Q^
x-2+xy

,

y^-x-y
21.

(a+2)(a+3)-(a-3)(a-2)

X ' y ' 2a

^f, ab—ac
I

bc—ab a^—a^j^a^—a_^^
— a '

— b a ' a

24. Subtract (x-f3)(.r— 8) from (2a;-4)(.r-f 6) and divide the

remainder by x.

-^ „
1 J -t .T-— lOx

,
3.r24-15.r

,
lOx— 15

25. Solve and verify -\ ~ -| ^40.
a; 3a; 5

EXERCISE 34 (Review of Chapter V)

1. State the rule of signs for multiplication and for division.

2.* If a = 3 and b= —4, find the values of :

a-, b\ ah, a^+ b^; a^-b^, a^, b^, a^-fcs.

3. What are the values of (-1)2, (-1)% {-IV, {-2)\ {-3)^ ?

4. Simplify 3a2x -4b^X -2ab^6ab^.

5. Simplify 2a(o+3)+ 3a(2a-5).

6. What is the area in square feet of a rectangle which is (a+ 6) feet

long and (a—b) yards wide ?

7. Make a diagram to show that 3a; X 4a;= 12a;*.
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8. A merchant bouglit a pieces of silk at 60 cents a yard and b

pieces at 80 cents a yard. If each piece contained 50 yards, find the

total cost in dollars.

9. To the product of 3x— 2 and 2x— 3 add the product of 3a;+ 2

and 2a;+3.

10. From the product of ox—3y and 2x+ y subtract the product
of 3a;— 2y and 2a;— 3y.

11. Make a diagram to show that thS product of a+3 and a+ 1 is

a^+ ia+S.

12. Divide 4a^—6a^— 8a by —2a and verify.

13. To the square of 2m— 3n add the square of 3to— 2tt.

14. Prove that when I5x^—8xy—12y^ is divided by 5x— 6y the

quotient is dx~{-2y.

15. Find the product of a— b, o+ 6 and a^-\-b^. Check by sub-

stituting 3 for a and 2. for b.

v^ o- If 4a;'— "8x^-1- 12a;
,
lox'+lOa;^— lox

16. Simplify ^^ +-—^x-

17. Solve (2a;+ 3)(3a;+ 2) = (6a;-l)(a;+ 3). (Verify.)

18. Simplify (2a-36)(a+ 6) + (a-6)(3a + 6).
'

19. What value of x will make (a;+3)(a;+9) equal to (x+5)(x+6) ?

Could (a;+ 3)(x+9) be equal to (a;+ 4)(a;+8) ?

20. Find the sum of (a-l)^, {a -2)- and (a— 3)^

21. Subtract the product of 2x~-Sy and 3x-\-2y from the product

Sx— 4y and Ax+ dy.

4/73_|_ Or,

22. Simplify *"-2^+ (3 + 2a)(l- a).

23. Find the value of 2x^-\-3x—\, when x= —3; when x= —4.

24. Find the product of a;— 2, a;+2 and x^+ 4:.

25. If x=a^— 3a-{-\ and y= 2a^ — a~l, find the values of 2a;+ 3^,

4.-22/,^^+^.
"^ a

26. If x=2a-\-b and y= a-\-2b, find in terms of a and b the values of

ax— by 4x—2y x'^— y^
~2

' 3a ' 3

27. If a;= 36 -2c and ?/ = 26-3c, find the value of (2x-y)(Zx~2y).

28. If a;=2, y= 2, z= -4, find the value c^ x^-\-y^+ z^-Zxyz.



CHAPTER VI

SIMPLE EQUATIONS {conti7iued from Chapter II.)

47. Definition. An eqiiatic i is the statement of the

equality of two algebraic expiocisions.

Thus, 2.-r-f3=13 is an equation, and the solving of it

consists in finding a value of x which will make the statement

true.

The beginner should clearly see the difference between the

value of X in an expression like 2a; -j- 3 and the value of x in

an equation like 2x-4-3=13.

In the expression 2.r-|-3, x may represent any number,

and for different values of x the expression has different

values. But in the equation 2.r+3=13, x can not represent

any number we please, but some jDarticular number, in this

case 5, which when substituted for x will make 2x-\-^ have

the value 13.

48. Identity. The statement 4(.r— 2) =4.r— 8 is an equation

according to the definition we have given.

If the first side of this equation be simplified bj^ multi-

plication, we obtain 4a:— 8, which is identically the same as

the second side. It is at once seen that this equation is true

for all values of x.

An equation "v^hich is true for all values of the letters

involved is called an identical equation or briefly an identity,

while an eqiiation which is true only for certain values of the

letters involved is called a conditional equation. The usual

method, however, is to call all conditional equations simply
" equations," and all identical equations, " identities."

62
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Thus, 5a;— 2= 3a;+ 10, is an equation,

and (a;+ 3)(a;— 3)= a;2— 9, is an identity.^

We cannot always see mentally whether a given statement is an
equation or an identity.

Thus, (a;+ 2)(a;+3) = (a;— l){a;— 3)-l-3(3a;+ 1) might appear to be an
equation, but if we simplify each side, we find that each becomes
a;*+ 5a;-f6, and tliis statement is therefore an identity.

EXERCISE 35

Which of the following statements are equations and which are

identities ?

1. 8(x4-3)=4a;+4(a;+6).

2. 3a;(x+7)=a;(x+l)+2a:(a;+.5)+ 10.

3. (a;-3)2-5=.T(a;-6)-)-4.

4. (2a;-4)(a;-5)+ (a;-2)(x-3)= (3x-2)(a;-7)+40.

C. {x-{-a){x^-\-a'^)=x^-\-ax{x-\-a)-\-a^.

6. {x+2){x-2)=x{x+5)^^x-\).

49. Transposition of Terms. In Chapter II. the method
of solving easy equations was dealt with.

The method depended almost entirely on the proper use

of the four axioms of art. 15.

The following examples will show how the methods of

Chapter II. may be abbreviated.

Ex. 1.—Solve 7.r-6=4T+12.
Add 6 to each side, 7a;=4x+12+ 6.

Subtract 4a; frona each, 7a; — 4a;— 12+ 6.

Collect terms on each side, 3a;=18.

Divide each side by 3, a;= 6.

Here we added G to each side with the object of causing

the —6 to disappear from the first side of the equation, so

that we might have only unknown quantities on that side.

But the addition of 6 to the second side caused +6 to appear

on that side.

We might say then, that the —6 was transposed from
the first side and written on the other siile with its sign
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changed, and similarly, that the 4x was transposed from the

second side to the first, with its sign changed.

We therefore have the following rule :

Any quantity may he transjiosed from one side of an equation

to the other if the sign of the quantity he changed.

Using the rule, the solution of Ex. 1 might appear thus :

7a;-6= 4a;+12.

TransjDosing terms, 7a;— 4a;= 1 2 + 6,

.-. 3a;=18,

.'. x= 6.

Verify this result.

Ex. 2.—Solve 2(3.T-5)+ 3(,r-5)= 7(.r-l).

Removing brackets,
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Here the product of x — 3 and x~2 is first found and enclosed in

brackets with the minus sign preceding. In the uext line the brackets

are removed and the signs ciianged.

In ',i{x—'2)^, the x— 2 must first be squared and tlie product multiplied

by 3.

Note.—The beginner should not attempt to perform tliesc double
operations together.

E3XERCISE 86

Solve and verify :

1.' 4.r-4=2.r+8. 2. 3a;-7=8-2x.

3. 3-3a;=9-5a;. 4. 2(a;-5)=a;+20.

6. 5(?/-2)=3(?/H-4). 6. 10(a;-3)=8(.r-2).

7. ll(4.x--5)=7(6.r-5). 8. 7a:-ll+4.r-7= 3;e-8.

9. 14-h5a;=9;c-ll+ 3. 10. '^(5a:-6)-9.r=30.

11. 7(a;-3)=9(x+l)-38. 12. 5(.r-7)+ 63=9a;.

13. 72(a;-5)=63(o-x). 14. 28(a;+9)= 27(46-.r).

15. 7(4.x--5)=8(3a;-5)+9. IG. 4(.r+2)= 3-3(2A'-5).

17. (x+l){x-3)=(x~l)(x^l). 18, (.r-8)(.i;+12)=(x+l)(x-6).

19. 20(a:-4)-12(a;-5)=a;-6. 20. 5(2.r-l)-3(4.r-6)= 7.

21. (2m-5)(47?i-7)=8TO^+52. 22. 5(3/i+ l)-7A-3(/i-7)=6.

23. (a:+5)2-(jr-|-3)2=40. 24. {xi-5)--{4.-x)-=--2lx.

25. 4(22/-7)-3(4«,'-8)=2i/-7.

26. (x+4)(x-3)-(.T+2)(.r+l)=42.

27. (2i-7)(a;+5)==(2.T-9)(.r-4) + 229.

28. (a;+l)2+(a-+2)2+(a,H-3)2==3(a:+l)(x+4)-7.

29. 2(.r-l)2-.3(.r-2)(.r+3)=32-(a:-3)(.r-4).

30. Wliat value of x will make lOx+ll equal to 5a;—9 ?

31. Prove that 3(x-2)-|-4(3:r-5)= 5(3j;-6)J-4 is true for all

values of x.

32. What value of a will make 5(a— 3) exceed 3(a— 7) by 28 ?

33. For wljat value of x will the sum of 12-|-7x, 4x |-3 and 9—5.1

be zero ?
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Si. If x—2 is a solution of the equation

(^H-l)(^+2)=(x-4)(.^-5)+ ^•,

Hnd the value of k.

35. Prove that 10 is a root of the equation

(a;+3)(x+4)+(a:+5)(x+6)=422.

36. When (3x+2)(4.r-5) is subtracted from (2x+7)(6a;+3) the

remainder is 141. Find .r.

37. What value of y will make (i/— 3)(v/-|-3) exceed (y+4)((/— 7)

by 40 ?

38. What value of /: will make (5-3/.-)(7-2A-) equal to

(ll-6/^-)(3-i) ?

39. What is peculiar about the equation

(.r-5)2-(.i;-3)(,r-7)=0 ?

40. Under what condition is the square of a;+3 equal to the product

of x-\ and .r-1 6 ?

41. If 3(2x'— 1) is greater than 12(.t— 3) by the same amount that

5.C is greater than 22, find x.

42. If 4a.r—4a2=a.r-|-2a-, what is the value of a; ?

43. The lever in the diagram is balanced by the weights P and Q,

when Pa=Qb. The point of support F is called

a F 6 the fulcrum. If P=^10 lb., Q=15 lb. and a=12 in,,

I
what is the length of 6 ?

P Q 44. Two boys balance on a teeter 16 feet in

length. The heavier boy weighs 85 lb. and the point

of support is 6 feet from his end of the teeter. Find the weight of the

other boy.

45. How far from the larger weight must the fulcrum be placed,

if weights of 8 lb. and 16 lb. balance at opposite ends of a lever 12 feet

long ?

40. The formula 6'=§(i^— 32) is used to change Fahrenheit readings

of a thermometer to Centigrade readings. If F=77°, find the value of

C.

47. Change the following readings to Fahrenheit readings :

0°C., 40"C., 100°C., -10°C., -50°C.

48. What is the temperature when the two scales indicate equal

numbers ?
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50. Equations with Fractional Coefficients.

Ex. 1.—Solve lx+lx=20.
Since ^+ ^= 1, .'. t-c=20,

.-. x= 20-^^ = 24.

Instead of adding the fractions, we might get rid of them by multiply-

ing each term of the equation by 6.

Then |a;x 6+ ix X 6= 20x 6,

.-. 3x+2a;=120,
5a; =120,
a;= 24.

Verify by substituting in the original equation,

Ex. 2.—Solve A(A-4-l)+ i(x-+2)= |(a;+14).

Multiply each quantity by 12 (the L.C.M. of 2, 3, 4),

.-. {{x+ 1) X 12+ J(a;+ 2) X 12= i(a;+ 14) x 12,

6(a;+l)+ 4(a;+2) = 3(a;+14).

Complete the solution and verify.

Ex. 3.—Solve

Multiply by 30,
X--2

5

X-
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(3) Transpose all the unknown quantities to one side and the

knoivn quantities to the other.

(4) Simplify each side by collecting like terms.

(5) Divide each side by the coefficient of the unknoion.

(6) Verify the result by substituting the root obtained in the

original equation.



28.
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Ex. 2.

—

A is 3 times as old as B ; 2 years ago A was 5

times as old as B was 4 years ago. Find their ages.

Let z years represent B's age.

What will now represent ^'s age ?

What will represent ^'s age, 2 years ago ?

What will represent B's age, 4 years ago ?

Now express that 3x— 2 is 5 times a;— 4.

The complete solution might appear thus :

Let X years= 3's age,

3a; „ —A's age,

.'. (3a;— 2) ,, = ^4 's age, 2 years ago,

.*. (a;— 4) ,, =B's age, 4 years ago,

.-. 3.r-2= 5(a;-4),

.-. 3x-2= 5a;-20,

18= 2a;,

x= 9.

.'. B's age is 9 years and A's is 27 years.

Ex. 3.—How do you represent 3% of 130 ? 4% of §27 ?

5% of $x ? 21% of S(:r+50) ?

Solve the problem :
" Divide $620 into two parts so that

5% of the first part together with 6% of the other part will

make $34."

Let Sa;= the first part,

$(620- a;) = the other part,

ifi5 of $x=5% of the first part,

.-. ^go of $(620- a;)=6% of the other part,

.-. Tgoa;+T§^(620-a;)= 34,

5a;+ 6(620 -a;) = 3400.

Complete the solution and verify the result.

Ex. 4.—What is the excess of 73 over 50 ? What is the

defect of 30 from 50 ? What is the excess of x over 50 ?

The defect of x from 89 ?

Solve the problem :
" The excess of a number over 50

is 1 1 greater than its defect from 89. Find the number."
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Let a;=the number,

then a;— 50= its excess over 50,

and 89— a;= its defect from 89,

.-. a;-50=89-x-|-ll.

Complete the solution and verify.

Ex. 5.—The value of 73 coins consisting of 10c. pieces

and 5c. pieces is §5. How many are there of each ?

Let a;= the number of 10c. pieces,

.-. 73—x= „ „ :, 5c.

The value of the 10c. pieces= 10a; cents.

The value of the 5c. pieces= 5(73— .r) cents,

.-. 10a;+ 5(73-a;) = 500.

Complete the solution and verify.

The pupil should be careful to express each term of the

equation in the same denomination.

Why would it be incorrect to say that

10a;+5(73-a-)= 5 ?

E3XERCISE3 38

All results should be verified.

1. A number is multiplied by 23 and 117 is then added. The

result is 232. Find the number.

2. From the double of a number 7 is taken. The remainder is

95. Find the number.

3. Three times a number is subtracted from 235 and the result

is 217. Find the number.

4. Five times a number with 33 added is equal to 7 times the

number with 18 added. Find the number.

5. Find a number such that the sum of its third and fourth parts

may be 35.

G. A has SIO more than 3 times as much as B, and they together

have $250. How much has each ?

7. The sum of two numbers is 81. The greater exceeds 6 times

the less by 4. Find the numbers.

8. Find a number wliose seventh part exceeds its eighth part

by 2.
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9. The excess of a number over 42 is the same as its defect from

59. Find the number.

10. Find 3 consecutive numbers whose sum is 129.

11. Divide 114 into three parts so that the first exceeds the second

by 15 and the third exceeds the first by 21.

12. Divide S176 among A, B and C so that B may have $16 less

than A and $8 more than C.

13. A man sold a lot for $2280 and gained 14% of the cost. What
did the lot cost ?

14. Divide 420 into 3 parts so that the second is double the first

and the third is the sum of the other two.

15. A man buys 8 horses at %x each, 5 at $(a;+5) each and 3 at

$(a;+25) each. The total cost is $2020. Find x.

16. Find a number which exceeds 31 by the same amount that

\ of the number exceeds 1..

17. Find a number which when multiplied by 6 exceeds 35 by as

much as 35 exceeds the number.

18. A farmer sells 7 cows and 17 pigs for §754. Each cow sells

for $70 more than each pig. What is the price of each cow ?

19. If 10 be subtracted from a number, 40 more than J the remainder

is 30 less than the number. Find the number.

20. Find two consecutive numbers such that the sum of J of the

less and \ of the greater is 44.

21. Divide 46 into two parts so that if the greater part is divided

by 7 and the other by 3, the sum of the quotients is 10.

22. Divide 237 into two parts so that one part may be contained

in the other \\ times.

23. A horse was sold for $116-25 at a loss of 7%. What did he

cost?

24. The difference between the squares of two consecutive numbers

is 17. Find the numbers.

25. A box contains two equal sums of money, one in half-dollars

and the other in quarters. If the number of coins is 30, how much
money is in the box ?

26. A is 35 years old ; B is 1 years old. In how many years wiU

A be twice as old as B "i
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27. My age in 20 years will be double what it was 10 years ago.

What is my age ?

28. A is 35, B hi and C is 5 years old. How long will it be before

u4's age is the sum of the ages of B and C ?

29. Find three consecutive even numbers such that the sum of

a fourth of the first, a half of the second and a fifth of tlie third is 17.

30. ^'s share of $705 is | of S's and B's is f of C's. What is the

share of each ?

31. The simple interest on a sum at 2% together with the interest

on a sum twice as large at 3|% is $135 per annum. What aje the

sums ?

32. Three % of a certain sum together with 4% of a sum which

is $50 greater is S12"50. Find the sums.

33. The value of 52 coins made up of quarters and ten cent pieces

is $10. How many are there of each ?

34. A square floor has a margin 2 feet wide all around a square

carpet. The area of the margin is 160 sq. ft. Find the dimensions

of the room.

35. In an}' triangle the sum of the angles is 180°. The greatest

angle is 35° larger than the smallest angle and 10° larger than the other

angle. Find the angles.

36. The length of a room exceeds the width by 4 feet. If each

dimension be increased by 2 feet the area will be increased by 52 sq. ft.

Find the length.

37. If I walk m miles at 4 miles per hour and m-\-2 miles at 3 miles

per hour, the whole journey will take 15 minutes longer than if 1 walked

at the uniform rate of 3-2 miles per hour. Find the length of the journey.

38. A and B together have $65, B and C have $100, C and .1 have

$95. How much has each ?

39 State problems which will give rise to tlic following equations :

(1) 5a;-10-:60. (2) 4.r-a;=24.

(3) ?-|-^=a;-10. (4) 23-5.r-4.r-4.

40. A fruit dealer buys apples at the rate of 5 for 3 cents and sells

them at the rate of 3 for 5 cents. How many must he sell to gain

$1-28 ?
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41. The sum of two numbers is 147 and J of the less is 9 greater

than 1 of the other. Find the numbers.

42. John has 4 as much money as his brother, but when each has

spent 25 cents, John has only J as much as his brother. How much
has each ?

53. Algebraic Statements of Arithmetical Theorems. If wc
take any two numbers, say 23 and 13, and add together

their sum and their difference, wc will find the result is twice

the larger number.

Thus, 23+ 13=36 and 23-13= 10,

and 36+ 10=46, which is twice 23.

We see that it is true for the numbers 23 and 13, and we
would find it true for other pairs of numbers, but we are not

sure it is true for all pairs of nimibers.

By the use of algebraic s3anBoIs and methods, we may show
that the statement is true for every two numbers.

Let the larger number be a and tlie smaller h.

Their sum is a-\-b and their difference is a— b.

But (a+6)+ (a-6) = a+ 6 +a-6= 2a,

and 2a is twice the larger number.

Thus the statement (a+6)+(a— 6)= 2a represents in a

brief form the theorem stated at the beginning of this article.

Besides stating it in a concise form it shows that it is true

generally.

EXE3RCISB 39

Show that the following statements are true for all numbers

:

1. The sum of two numbers is equal to their difference increased

by twice the smaller number.

2. The difference between the sum of two numbers and the

difference of the same two numbers is twice the smaller number.

3. Half of the sum of two numbers increased by half of their

difference is equal to the larger number.

4. The sum of two numbers multiplied b}^ one of them is equal

to the square of that one, plus their product.
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5. The square of the sum of t'.vo numbers is equal to the square

of their difference increased by four times their product.

6. The sum of three consecutive numbers is equal to three times

the middle one.

7. If two integers differ by 2, twice the square of the integer

between them is less by 2 than the sum of the squares of the two

integers.

8. Read the statement {a+b)'^-\-{a—b)'=2{a'^-\-h'^) without using

symbols and prove that it is true.

EXERCISE! 40 (Review of Chapter VI)

1. What is an equation ? An identity ?

2. What rule is followed in transposing terms ?

3. Solve and verify: 6x(2a;+3) = (3x+2)(4a;+ 3).

4. Is —-— = -^—— an equation or an identity ?

5. What value of x will make 5(a;— 3) — 4(.'c— 2) equal to zero ?

x—1 x— 10 x— 11
6. Solve -^- H -— = —~

h 2.
o 7 b

7. The sum of two numbers is 50. If 5 times the less exceeds 3

times the greater by 10, what are the numbers ?

8. Show that x — 1 + —— = —^ 1- is true for all values

of X.

9. What value of x will make the product of 5— 3x and 7— 2a;

equal to the product of 11 — 6x and 3 — a; ?

2x 3 3x 4
10. If „ „ = , - _—|- -262, find x correct to two decimal places.

2-0 12-0 '

11. A and B invested equal sums. A gained S200 and B gainoil

S2600. If B then had 3 times as much as A, how much did each
invest ?

12. From a cask which is |th3 full, 36 gallons are drawn and it is

then half full. How much will the cask hold ?

13. Show that a;=6 is a root of

(x-l)(x-2)(a;-3)= 2a;(a;-5)(2x-7).

14. A man has §115 in $2 bills and S5 bills. If ho has 35 bills

altogether, how many of each has he ?
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3rf-20a 5x-6a
15. If — -\ ^— =31 and a — J, find x.

16. In a stairuay there are 4o steps of equal heights. If they had
been one inch higher, there would have been only 40 steps. How high

is each step ?

-.p. <M 1 .r— 4 x—5 x— 2
1< . Solve —z —- = —r— •

5 6 24

18. Divide 150 into two parts such that if the smaller be divided

by 23 and the other by 27 the sum of the quotients will be G.

19. The difference between the squares of two consecutive numbers
is 51. Find the numbers.

20. A father is 30 years older than his son; five years ago he was
four times as old. Find the son's present age.

21. If the sum of the fractions —„— and ——- is 9, what is the
3 7

numerical value of each fraction ?

22. Sliow that the difference between the squares of any two
consecutive numbers is equal to the sum of the numbers. Show also

that the sum of their squares is one more than twice their product.

23. Solve 2-(x-4+ 3a;-5)= 10-a:.

24. If the product of x-{-2 and 2x4-5 is greater than the product

of 2x+l and a; + 3 by 127, find x.

25. Solve t{'2-^x)-i(x-i)= i-{x-5).

20. Divide -75 into two parts so that three times the greater

exceeds six times the less by -75.

^- r. , a;-3
,
2+x 1— 2x ^

27. Solve -^ -f
— —- = 0.

o 3 lo

28. A man walked a certain distance at 3 miles per hour and returned

by train at 33 miles per hour. His whole time was 4 hours. How far

did he walk ?

29. Pro\'e the accuracy of the following statement :
" Take any

number, double it, add 12, halve the result, subtract the original

number, and 6 wiU remain."

^ , 2x x+l X— 1 „
30. Solve - + -^ g- = X - 8.

31. How inanj^ minutes is it to 10 o'clock if three-quarters of an

hour ago it was twice as many minutes past 8 ?

32. What value of a will make 2(6x-fa) — 3(2a;+ a) = 4(l Jx-G)

an identity ?
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33. Solve (6a;-2)(2a;-l)-(4a,— 2)(3x-2) = 4.

34. A rectangular grass-plot has its length 5 yards longer than its

width. A second plot, of equal area, is 5 yards longer and 3 yards

narrower than the first. Find the dimensions of the first.

35. Solve (.T+l)(.'c+ 2) + (.T+ 3)(:c+ 4)= 2x(a;+12).

36. A man leaves his property amounting to §7500 to be divided

among his wife, two sons and three daughters. A son is to have twice

as much as a daughter, and the wife $500 more than all the children

together. Find the share of each.

x— 2 4a;+o 7a;—

8

3<. Solve—- 1 i7—= 0.

38. Find an integer wliose square is less than the square of the next

higher integer by 37.

39. If ^^—z— exceeds —~ by -z^—, find x.
3 4 -^ 6

40. How far can I walk at 3 miles per hour and return on a bicycle

at 10 miles per hour and be absent G hours 4 minutes ?

41. A man invested J of his money at 3%, I at 4%, i at 5% and the

remainder at 6%. If he receives an annual income of $516, how much
did he invest ?

42. Prove that the product obtained by multiplying the sum of

any two numbers by their difference is equal to the difference of their

squares.



CHAPTER VII

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS

54. Equations with two Unknowns.

The sum of two numbers is 10. What are the numbers ?

It is evident that there are many different answers to this

problem. The numbers might be 1 and 9, 2 and 8, 3 and 7,

etc., or I and 9|, — 3 and 13,. etc.

If we are also given that the difference of the numbers

is 4, then only one of these answers will satisfy this new
condition. The numbers would evidenth^ be 7 and 3.

If we follow the method previously adopted and re^Dresent

the required numbers by x and y, where x is the greater, the

first condition would be expressed by the equation

x+y^lO.

As stated, any number of pairs of values of x and y will

satisfy this equation.

If the second condition be expressed in terms of the same

unknowns, we have another equation

x—y=4.

It is now requiredto find a pair of values of x and y which

will satisfy

x+y=lO,
and x—y= 4.

If we add the corresponding sides of the equations we get

:

2x'==14, .*. x=l and .*. y=3,

.'. 7 and 3 are the required numbers.
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55. Simultaneous Equations. An}' equations which aife satis-

fied hy the same vahies of the unknowns are called

simultaneous equations.

Thus, cr=7, y=3 satisf}^ both of the equations

x-f-7/=10 and x—y=4:.

To find a definite pair of values of x and ?/ it is seen that

we must have two equations containing these letters. To solve

any problem where two numbers are to be found we must

have two conditions given, from which the required equations

may be obtained.

Ex. 1.—If 5 men and 4 boys earn $43 in a day, and 3 n^.en

and 4 boys earn $29 in a day, what sum does each earn in

a day ?

Why do the first set of workers earn more than the second ? How
much mofe do tliey earn ? How much then does one man earn ?

How can we now find how much a boy earns ?

We might solve this problem algebraically, thus :

Let $a;= the wages of a man for a day,

and Sy = th.e wages of a boy for a day.

The conditions of the problem would now be expressed algebraically

by the equations :

S5a:+S4?/=S43,
$3.-c+$42/=S29.

Or, omitting the $ sign and using only the numbers,

3.r+ 4?/= 29.

Subtract the terms of the second equation from the corresponding
terms of the first,

.-. 2a;=14,

.•. x= 1.

Substitute x= l in the first equation and

35+ 4?/= 43,

.-. 4?/= 8,

.-. y= 2,

.'. the roots of the equations are x= l, y = 2,

.'. a man earns $7 and a boy .$2 per day.

Verify by showing tliat these results satisfy the conditions of the
given problem.
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Ex. 2.—For 3 1b. of tea and 2 1b. of sugar I pay SI "SO,

and for 5 lb. of tea and 4 lb. of sugar I pay §2- 20. What is

the price of one pound of each ?

How does this problem differ from the preceding ?

What change might we make in the first statement so that the

number of pounds of sugar would be the same as in the second

statement ?

Let ^ X cents= the price of a lb. of tea,

and y cents= the price of a lb. of sugar.

Then 3x+ 2i/=U0, (1)

and 5a;+ 4y= 220. (2)

Multiply th.c first equation by 2 and we get

6x+ 4y-=260, (3)

5x+ 4y = 22Q. (2)

Now solve (2) and (3) as in tlie preceding' example and verify the

results you get.

Ex. 3.—Solve 3xH-4?/=39, (1)

4.r+3?/=38. (2)

Multiply ( I ) by 4 and ( 2 ) by 3 and we get

12a;+162/=156,

12a;+ 9y= lU.

Complete the solution and verify.

Ex. 4.—Solve 5.T-2z/=44,* (1)
• 3.r+4?/=42. (2)

Multiply (1) by 2, \0x~4y=8S. (3)

To get rid of the term containing y, we must now add instead of

subtract. When we do so
13a; =130,

.-. 0-= 10

Substitute x=\0 in (1) and y= 3.

56. Elimination. In all of the precedmg examples the

object has been to get rid of one of the unknowns, so

that we might have an equation with onh^ one unknown.

The process by which this is done is called elimination.
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Thus in Ex. 4 we eliminated the y. We might have eliminated the

X equally well.

Solve Ex. 4 by first eliminating the x.

After performing the necessary multiplications, when do we add

and when do we subtract to eliminate the unknown ?

3XBRCISB 41

Solve for x and y and verify 1-21 :

1. a;+2i/=8, 2. 3x+5?/=13, 3. 6a;+5!/=23,

ar+ y=5. 3a:+2?/= 7. 3.-c+22/=ll.

4. 2a;+3?/=25, 5. 5a;-2^=18, 6. 5x+2!/=24,

2:c-3//= 7. 2x— y= 7. 2a:+3^=14.

7. 3a;+5?/=::18, 8. 5a;-6?/=31, 9. 3a:-2i/=24,

2.r-f3«/=12. 6x-32/=33. 2a;-32/=ll.

10. a;+2/=::4, 11. 3.r+ 4?/= 5, 12. 3.r+2?/=24,

X—2/=3. 6a;+122/=13. — 2a:+3?/=10.

13. 3a;-42/=16, 14. 2x-\-^y= 0, 15. 2/y-.3a;=-22,

7a;+3.?/=62. 3.r-42/=23. 2.r-f32/=32.

16. 3x=2^/+ 7, 17. a:=3?/-f20, 18. 3a;=2y,

2x=2y—l2. y=2x—20. 2.r-5?/=— 33.

19. 2a;+13?/== 275, 20. 2x+3y= 5x-y=\l.-
14x-172/=1385. 21. ^x-5y=l0y-Ux=-\0.

22.* If 5x— ?/=8 and 5?/—x=20, find the values of .r+y and x— r/.

23. If 2x-5?/-31=6?/-9x 4-57=0, find the value of 19.r-!-13?/.

24. Solve .r L3=4_2y, 7(.r-l)+ ll?/=:6.

25. If ax-\-hy equals .30 when a is 3 and b is 4, and equals 13 when
a is 5 and 6 is —2, find x and y.

26. What values of x and v/ will make IG.r— // and 4.r-f2// each

equal to 6 ?

27. Solve 2(«-2/)+3(a;+7/)= 31, 3(2x-2/)+5(.r-2//)=53.

G
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57. Fractional Equations in two Unknowns. If the equations

contain fractional coefficients of x or y, the fractions may be

removed by multiphcation.

Ex.—Solve Ix+y^ 8, (1)

ix-^y=32. (2)

Multiply (1) by 6, 3x+ 2ij= 48.

Multiply (2) by 4, x-\- 10?/= 128.

Complete the solution and verify.

E3XBRCISB 42

Solve and verify 1-20 :

1.
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21.* ^'^ + !!i±^= 2i 22. a;+i-2/- !-=?/+ J(x+?/),

23. a;+^?/=i/-2, 24. 5(a;+?/)-7(a;-y)=26,

r>,, a;+l 3?/—5 a;—

w

25. 8x-72/= 12, 26. -^- =^^ = -^
x—2y 2x-y _

4 "^ 3

27. i?/-la:+24=f?/+-J.T+ll=0.

^ EXERCISE 43

Solve, by using two unknowns, and verif}'

:

1. The sum of two numbers is 40 and their difference is 12. Find

the numbers.

2.'/ The sum of two numbers is 19. The sum of 3 times the first

and 4 times the second is 64. Find the numbers.

3. If 41b. of tea and 7 lb. of sugar cost $2-42, and 5 lb. of tea

and 3 lb. of sugar cost S2"68, find the cost of each per lb.

4. Find two numbers such that 7 times the first is greater than

twice the second by 23, and 5 times the first and 3 times the second

make 136.

.5. If 5 horses and 6 cows cost $840, and 3 horses and 2 cows cost

S440, find the cost of a horse.

(J. If either 9 tables and 7 chairs, or 10 tables and 2 chairs, can be

bought for SI 56, what is the cost of each ?

7. If 3 men and 4 women earn .S1G4 in 4 days and 5 men and 2

women earn $135 in 3 da\s, find the daily wages of a man and of a

woman.

8. Find two numbers such that .} of the first and J of the second

is 26, and I of the first and J of the second is 8.

9/ Three bushels of wheat cost 20 cents more than 5 bushels of

corn, and 2 bushels of wheat and 1 bushel of corn cost ?2"30. What is

the price of each per bushel ?

G 2
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10. In 10 years a man will be twice as old as his son, but 8 years

ago the man was 8 times as old as his son. Find their present ages.

11. If the sum of two numbers be added to 3 times their difference

the result is 18 ; if twice the sum be added to their difference the result

is 26. Find them.

12. A merchant sells 33 suits, some at $35 each and the others

at $25, and receives $945. How many did he sell at each price ?

13. Find two numbers such that '5% of the first is greater than 6%
of the second by 3, and 7% of the second is greater than 4% of the first

by 7-5.

14. If 3 algebras and 4 arithmetics cost $2-95, and 2 algebras and

3 arithmetics cost $2* 10, find the cost of 6 algebras and 2 arithmetics.

15. A bull's eye counts 5 and an inner 4. In 10 shots a marks-

man scores 46 points, each shot being either a bull's eye or an inner.

How many of each kind did he make ?

16. A classroom has 25 seats, some double and some single. If

there is seating accommodation for 42 pupils, how many double seats

are there ?

17. A man bought 8 cows and 50 sheep for $900. He sold the cows

at a gain of 20% and the sheep at a gain of 10%, and received in all

$1030. Find the cost of a cow ?

18. If 10 men and 8 boys receive $37, and 4 men receive $1 more

than 6 boys, how much does each boy receive ?

19. A man bought 20 bushels of wheat and 15 bushels of corn for

$36 and 15 bushels of wheat and 25 bushels of corn, at the same rate,

for $32-50. How much did he pay per bushel for each ?

20. Find two numbers such that, if the first be increased by 8 it

will be twice the second, and if the second be increased by 31 it will

be three times the first.

21. A farmer bought 100 acres of land for $4220, part at $37 and
the rest at $45 per acre. How many acres were there of each kind ?

22. Find two numbers such that 7 times the greater and 5 times

the less together make 332, and 51 times their difference is 408.

23. The quotient is 20 when the sum of two numbers is divided

by 3, and the quotient is 7 when their difference is divided by 2. Find

the numbers.
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24. A grocer bought tea at 60c. a lb. and coffee at 30c., the total

cost bemg S96. He sold the tea at 75c. a lb. and the coffee at 3.5c..

and gained $21. How many lb. of each did he buy ?

25. Three times the greater of two numbers exceeds twice the less

by 90, and twice the greater together with three times the less is 255.

Find the numbers.

26. The sum of two fractions whose denominators are 2 and 5

respectively is 2-9. If the numerators be interchanged the sum would
be 4-1. Find the fractions. .

•

27. Divide 142 into two parts so that when the larger part is divided

by 17 and the other by 19 the sum of the quotients will be 8.

28. A farm was rented for .$650, part of it at $6 and the rest at $8

per acre. If the rates had been interchanged the rental would have

been $750. How many acres were in the farm ?

29. ^4's age 3 years ago was half of £'s present age. In 7 years

the sum .of" their ages will be 77 years. Find their present ages.

30. A man travelled 240 miles in 4 days, diminishing his rate each

day by the same distance. The first two days he went 136 miles.

How far did he go each day ?

EXERCISE 44 (Review of Chapter VII)

1. Solve 2a;+3(/= 38, 3a;+ 2y= 37.

2. I fire 20 shots at a target. If a hit counts 5 and a miss counts
— 2, how many hits did I make if my net score is 51 ?

3. Solve 7a;-2?/= 13, 2x+ 32/ = 43.

4. The average marks of those who passed an examination was
65, and of those who failed was 25. If there were 1000 candidates

in all and their average was 53, how many passed ?

5. Solve 2(x-2/) = 3(x-4y), 14(x+ 2/)= lI(a;+8).

6. At an election /I's majority was 384, which was ,"1 of the whole
number of votes. How many votes did A receive ?

7. Solvei(x+ 5)-5=J(2/+ 2), J(y+ 8)-3 = J(a;-3).

8. Divide $5600 into two parts, so that the income from one part

at 3% may be equal to the income on the other part at 4%.

9. Solve ^ + ^ = 3x - 7w - 37 = 0.
3 4
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10. Two numbers differ by 11, and
J of the larger is 1 more than

I of the smaller. Find the numbers.

11. If px+ qy is 74 when p = 5 and q= 3, and is 76 when p= 6 and
q = -, find x and y.

12. If 3% of ^'s salary plus 4% of iJ's salary is $93, and 5% of J.'s

plus 3% of B's is $111, find their salaries.

13. Solve 2l2/4-20x=165, 77y-30a;= 295.

14. Divide 100 into two parts so ftiat \ of the greater part exceeds

\ of the less by 2.

15. Solve 5x- 22/= 7a; +22/= a; +2/ +11.

16. If 3 men and 4 boys earn $26, and 5 men and 2 boys earn $34,

what would 7 men and 3 boys earn ?

17. Solve |(x+l)-i(2/+ 2) = 3, i(a;+ 2)+ i(2/+ 3) = 4.

18. If Zx— ^= ax-\-b when a;= 2 and when a;=5, show that a= 3 and
6=-4.

19. I bought a horse and carriage for $400. I sold the horse at

a profit of 20% and the carriage at a loss of 4%, and on the whole

transaction I gained 5%. What did each cost ?

20. Solve 5 - 22/ = 2a; - % = 7.
2 2

21. A man pays a debt of $52 in $5 bills and $1 bills. If the

number of bills is 24, how many are there of each ?

22. Solve 19x-2l2/=100, 21a;- 192/= 140.

23. ^'s wages are half as high again as B's, but A spends twice as

much as B. If A saves $5 and B $10 per week, what are the wages

of each per week ?

24. If 23.T+15?/ = 91, and y is 50% more than x, find x and y.

25. When a man was married his age was i more than his wife's

age. His age 8 years afterwards was l more than his wife's age. How
old was he when he was married ?

26. If 3(.5a;-22/)= 2(3a;+62/), find x in terms of y.

27. A man has two farms rented at $5 per acre and the total rent

is $1100. When the rent of the first is reduced 20% and the second

is increased 20%, the total rent is $1120. How many acres are there

in each ?
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28. If I + I = I + 1^ = 9, find the value of ? + | •

3 4 o lb 11
29. Seven years ago B was three times as old as A, but in 5 years

he will be only twice as old. What are their present ages ?

31. Solve ?^^ =. 5 + *-±i,
^-f«

= 3 +
^-f»

.



CHAPTER VIII

TYPE PRODUCTS AND SIMPLE FACTORING

58. Factor. When a qnantit}^ is the product of two or

more quantities, each of the latter is called a factor of the

given quantity.

Thus, the factors of 36c are 3, b and c.

The product of 6+ c and a is ab-\-ac,

.'. the factors of ab-\-ac are a and 6 + c,

or ab-{-ac= a{b-\-c).

Similarly, ab— ac= a{b— c).

When x^y-{-z is multiplied by a, the product ax~\-ay-\-az

contains the factor a in each term.

If we wish to factor ax-\-a>j-}-az, we recog-

nize that since a is a factor of each term, it ")"^+«y+«z
x-j- y-\- z

must be a factor of the whole expression.

The remaining factor is the quotient found by dividing the

expression by a.

Then ax+ay-^a^=-a{x+ y-^z).

This is seen to be similar to the method in arithmetic.

If we wish to factor 485, we see that 5 is a factor. How do

we obtain the other factor ?

Ex.—Factor Aa^—?>ab.

Here we see that 2 and a are factors of each term and therefore 2a

is a factor. On division the other factor is 2a— 36.

.-. 4a2-6a6= 2a(2a-36).

Similarly, 36a;+6cx= 3x( ).

ab— a'^—a^= a( ).

The result of the factoring may be verified by multiplication

and this may usually be done mentally.



10.
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The middle term in every ease is seen to be the

sum of the two cross products, each taken with

the pr9per sign.

EXERCISE 46 (1-22, Oral)

Stale the products of

:

x + 5

i:
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The last terms in the factors must be factors of 8, so they must be

1 and 8 or 2 and 4.

x+l x+2
x+8 x+4

Which of these when multiplied will give the proper middle term ?

What are the factors of x^— 6x+ 8 ?

The factors of x^ — 9x+14 must be of the form (x— )(x— ).

What are the factors ?

Ex. 2.—Factor .r2-2.r-15.

Here the factors must be of the form (x— )(x+ ), since —15
must be the product of two numbers differing in sign. The possible

combinations are :

X— 15 x+lS X—

5

x+5
x+ 1 X— 1 x+3 X—

3

Which of these sets of factors is the correct one ?

In factoring a trinomial like x^— 8x-[-15, we require two factors

of 15 whose algebraic sum is —8. They are evidently —5 and —3.

.-. x2-8x+15= (x-5)(x-3).

In factoring x^— 4x— 21, we require two factors of —21 whose

algebraic sum is —4, and they are evidently. —7 and 3.

.-. x2-4x-21 = (x-7)(x+ 3).

The pupil is advised to write the factors under each other,

below the expression he is attempting to factor.

Thus,
x2-6x-16
X - 8

X +2
.-. x*-6x-]6= (x-



92>
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When both the positive and negative square roots are

considered, both signs must precede the radical sign.

Thus, V9= 3 not -3; - V''9= -3 not +3, but ±V9=±3, and
is read " plus or minus the square root of 9 equals plus or minus 3."

Thus, Vi+\/9= 2+ 3= 5,

but + V'4±V9=±2±3=±5 or ± 1.

If we represent the square root of 16 by x, then x"^]Q.

To solve this equation, take the square root of each side,

.". x=±4k.

We might have said ±a:=±4, which includes the four

stat"ments :

-f.r=+4, +•'^=—4, —x=-{-4r, —X—— 4:.

If both terms of the last two be multiplied by —1, the

statements become the same as the first two. which are

represented by aj=±4.
We see then, that it is necessary to attach the double sign

to the square root of otiltj one side of the equation.

Ex.—Solve (a;+ 1)2=25.

Take the square root of each side,

.-. a;+l=±5,
a;=±5-l = 5-l or -5-1,
= 4 or —6.

Show by substitution that each root satisfies the given equation.

EXERCISE 48 (1-16, Oral)

State the two square roots of

:

1.
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20. If the area of a square is 100 square inches, find the length of

its side.

21. If r is the radius of a circle the area is nr-, where 7r=31

approximately. If the area of a circle is 154 square inches, what is the

radius, or what is the value of r, if 31r-=154 ?

22. Find the radius of a circle whose area is 616 sq. in.

23. If r is the radius of a sphere the area of its surface is given by

the formula, area =4;Tr'-. If the area of the surface of a sphere is

154 sq. in., what is the radius ?

64. Squares of Binomials. If we multiply 'X-\-y by x-\-y,

the result, which will be the square of x-\-y, is x^-\-2x7j-\-y^.

:. {r,-\-i/)-=x~-\-2jrf/+i/-.

The diagram shows a geometrical illus-

tration of this identity.

The first and last terms in x^-{-2xy-]-y^

are the squares of the terms of x-\-y, and
the middle term is hvice the product of x

and y.

Therefore, the square of the sum of two numbers is equal to

the sum of the squares of the numbers, increased by twice their

product.

Also {x~y)^=x^—2x)/+y^.

Therefore, the square of the difference of two numbers is equal

to the sum of the squares of the numbers decreased by twice their

product.

In the square of a sum all the terms are positive, and in

the square of a difference the middle term is negative.

Thus, (3a+26)2=(3a)2+2(3a)(26) + (26)2,

= 9a2 + 12a6 +462.

(5x-3^)2 = (5x)2-2(ox)(3^) + (32/)2,

= 25x2— Wxy +9y2.

(Jx-4y2) = (ia,-)2-2(U-)(42/) + (42/)2,

= |a;2 — Axy -\-\Qy^.

x^
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EXERCISE 49 (1-16, Oral)

What^re the squares of :

ira+\. 2. 2/+2. 3. m— 1. 4. a;— 4.

5. 2a+L 6, 1— 3.r. 7. ?3-?. 8. 2.r+3.

9. 2a— 3. 10. m—2n. 11. 3a;— 2//. 12. 4z— 3rt.

13. J— x, 14. 2ij-h 15. 3a;— f. 16. —a;—

2

Simplify

:

17.* (a;+l)2+(a'-l)2. 18. (a-6)2+(a+6)2.

19. (2a;+l)2+(a;— 2)2. 20. (a-fi)2-(a— 6)'-.

21. (3m-7i)2-(2m+n)2. 22. (3a;+2?/)2-(2a;-3//)2.

23. (a;+l)2+(a;+2)2+(a;+3)2. 24. (.r-l)2+(a;-2)2-(a;-3)2.

25. 2(a+l)2+3(a-l)2-5(a-2)2.

26. Find the value of a--ft'+c^ when a—x—y, b—x-\-y, c=x—2y.

27. Simplify {x-{-lf+{x-2f+{x-3)^-3(x—4:)-.

28. From the sum of the squares of a;+2, x-1-3, a;+4, subtract the

sum of the squares of a;— 2, a;— 3, a;— 4.

29. Simplify {2a-3b)-+{3a+2by'-(2a+2b)'.

30. If two numbers differ by 2, show that the difference of their

squares is equal to twice their sum.
2

31. Bv how much does the square of a; + - exceed the square of

2, ' ^
X :

X

32. Show that the sum of the squares of three consecutive numbers
is greater by two than three times the square of the middle number.

33. The square of 1234 is 1,522,756. Find the square of 1235.

34. The square of 2^^2x3+i^6l; the square of 5J=5x6+i=
30^, etc. In the same way find the squares of 6^, 8^, 20i. Prove
that this method may be used to find the square of any number ending
in J. (Let the number be w+^.)

65. Square Roots of Trinomials. Any trinomial which is

of the form a^-ir2ab-\-b'- or a^— 2a6+6- is a perfect square.

In order that a trinomial may be a square, the first and
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last terms must each be a square and the middle term must
be twice the product of the quantities which were squared

to produce the first and last terms.

Thus,9x-+ 2izy-t-lGy^ is a square, because

( 1

)

9a;" is the square of 3a:,

(2) I6y- is the square of 4y,

(3) 24xy is twice the product of 3x and 4?/.

.-. 9x-+ 24xy+16y-={3x+ 4y)^.

.'. the square root of 9x^+ 24xy+l6y^ is Sx+ 4:y.

Is 4m^—l2mn-'r9n^ a perfect square ? AVhat is it the square of ?

What is its square root ?

Similarly, 25a;2_ I0x+ l = (5x- 1)2,

36a:2+ 24x+ 4=
( )\

a262-6a6+ 9 =
(

)-.

Why is a^-\-5ab-\-25b- not a square ? Is it the square of a + 56 ?

How would you change it so that it would be a square ?

The square root of a-+2a&+6- is a-\-h, but — (a+6) or

—a—b is also a square root, since

It is customar3% however, in stating the square root of a

trinomial to give onl}' that one which has its first term

positive.

EXERCISE 50 (1-24, Oral)

Express as squares

:

1. a;2+2a:i/-f2/2. 2. y^~~2y+\. 3. 4x2+4a;-hl.

4. 4a-+20a+25. 5. 9a2-24a+16. 6. IBx^—8x+l.

7. a''-b"—2ah+\. 8. l—^y+'dy-. 9. %x-—l%xy+2y\

10. a-h'^c-—2abc^\. 11. x^+x+J. 12. y-'—xy+lx^.

What is the square root of

:

13. 9a2-L12a+4. 14. x-—4xy+4y-. 15. 1— 6x+9x2.

16. 4a262-20a6-l-2o. 17. 4»i2+2m+i. 18. a2_i4f^j_^4952^

19. 4—4a+a2. 20. 9— 12x+4a;2. 21, 9x-—mxy-\-2oy'^.

Supply the missing terms, so that the following will be perfect

squares

:

22.' «^+- • •+ &^- 23. x^—. . .-f-4^2_ 24. x^-f-Ga; ....

25, 4m--. : :+9. 26, Ga^+lSa. . , , 27, . , .-4xy+4y\
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a +b
a —b

a^-\-ab

-ab-b'

a"- -62

28. If 16a2—?na+4 is a perfect square, what is the value of m ?

Give two answers and verify each.

29. What is the square root of 9x^-{-Qx+l 1 Check by putting

a;=10.

30. Solve the equations and verify :

(1) \/x2+2x+ 1+VxH 10a;+25= 14.

(2) 3Vx^—4x+4-2\/a;2+6a;+9= -2.

(3) V9a;24-6x+l+ V4a;2+4a;+l+ Va;2_2a;+l= 13.

31. Show that

2\/a2—6a+9-Va2_4a+4=3Va2-2a+l-V4a2+4a+l.

66. Product of the Sum and Difference. The product of

a-\-h and a—h is a^—b'^,

:. {a+b)(a-b)=a'^-b\
Here the two factors multiplied are the sum

and difference of the same two quantities a

and b, and the product is the difference of the

squares of a and b.

Therefore, the product of (he sum and difference of the same

two quantities is equal to the difference of their squares.

Thus, {x-\-y){x—y) — x^— y^.

(2a+ 36)(2a-36) = (2a)2-(36)2= 4a2_962.

(3o2-6)(3a='+ 6)= (3a2)2-6*=9a*-6^

{i+ 3a;)(^-3x)= (^)^-(3x)2=^-9x».

67. Factors of the Difference of Two Squares.

Since a'^—b'^—{a-\-b){a—b), the factors of

the difference of two squares are the sum and

the difference of the quantities squared.

The diagram shows how this identity may
be illustrated geometrically.

Thus, 9x2-25!/2= (3a;)2-(5?/)*, \vhich shows that

it is the difference of the squares of 3a; and 5y.

Therefore one factor of 9x-— 25?/'' is the sum of Zx
and 5y, and the other is the difference of 3x and 5y.

That is, 9x«-252/«= (3x+5?/)(3x-5(y).

Similarly, lG?n»-9.-(4»i)»-3*= (4w + 3)(4m-3).

a-b
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If we wish to factor Sx^—2i/-, we should recognize that 2

is a factor of each term.

.-. 8x^-2y^= 2(4:x--y~) = 2(2x+ij){2x-y).

EXERCISE 51 (1-24, Oral)

State the products of :

1. 7n+n, m—n. 2. p—q,p-\-q- 3, a-\-2,a—2.

4. .-r-5, a;+5. 5. 2a+l,2a—l. 6. 3.c-2, 3.T+2.

7. (2a-3x){2a+3x). 8. {4x+5y){Ax-5y).

9. {x+i){^-l). 10. {x^-2y){x'-+2y).

11. i5x+ab){5x-ab). 12. ( 2x - |V2.T + |j.

State the factors of :

13. x^—1. 14. 2/-— 4. 15. a2— 462. ^q 4:m^—n\

17, 4p2_922_ 18, X-—1. 19. 9— x2. 20. l-lGa^fts.

21. 25-49x2. 22. o^-25. 23. aW'-'i^. 24. 992-982.

Simplify

:

25.* (a-2)(o+2)+ (2a-l)(2a+ l).

26. (2a-36)(2a+36)-(a+i)(«-6).

27. 2(.T-3?/)(a;+3(/)+2(3z/-.T)(3^+a;)-

28. 2{p-qY+Z{p-\-q){p-q)-5{p+ 2q){p-2q).

29. Find the product of x— a, x+a and x^-{-a^.

30. From the product of x—\, x-\-\ and x-+\, subtract the product

of x—2, a;+2 and x--\-^.

Find three factors of

:

31. 3x2—3^2 32, 5.r2_20. 33. a^—a.

34. ynx^—ma"^. 35. 5— 45p2. 36. x*—y^.

37. TTR^—nr\ 38. a(x2-l)-(-6(x2-l).

39. Why is the difference between the squares of any two consecutive

numbers always equal to their sum ?
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40. Simplify {a--b^){a^-5ab+6b^)-^{a^-3ab-\-2b^).

41. Simplify "^^^ -f ^-^ and "^ -^-
" x—y x-\-y X—4 x-\-o

42. Solve ?!::i + ?!i:| = 10 ; 2(x-5)(x+5)= 15+ (a;-l)(a;+l).
x+1 X—

3

68. Numerical Applications of Products and Factors.

In this Chapter we have developed certain formulae

concerning products and factors.

(1) [a-hy- =a^-2ab-\-h^.

(2) (a+6)- =:a2+2a&+&2_

(3) {a+b){a-b) =a^-b^.

These formulae are true for all values of the letters involved.

By substituting particular numbers for the' letters we will

see how some arithmetical operations might be simplified.

(1) Since {a-b)'= a^-2ab+ b^,

992= (100-1)2=10000-200+1 = 10001-200= 9801.

372= (40-3)2= 1600-240+ 9= 1609-240=1369.

9982= (1000-2)2= = =
892= (90-1)2= = =

(2) Since {a+ by=a'^+2ab+ b^,

922= (90+2)2= 8100+ 360+4= 8464.

1212= (120+ 1)2= 14400+ 240+ 1 = 14641.

7.52= (70+5)2= =

(3) Since (a+ 6)(o-.6)= o2-62,

92x88= (90+ 2)(90-2)= 902-22= 8l00- 4= 8096.

65 x75 = (70-5)(70+ 5) = 702- 52= 4900- 25= 4875.

27x23= (25+ 2)(25-2)= = =
87x93= ( )( )= = =

(4) Since a^-b^={a + b){a-b),

532/ 522= (53+ 52)(53-52) = 105x 1 = 105.

412- 312= (41 + 31)(41-3I)= 72x10= 720.

727»-6272=
( )( )= =

672- 332=
( )( ) =

II 2
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69. Some Geometrical Applications.

(1) If a is the length of the side of the large square and

b the side of the small square, the area of the shaded portion

is evidently a^—h^.

If we wish to find the area of the shaded part when
a=n and 6 = 23, we have

a2_&2 = 772_232= (77+ 23)(77-23) = 100x54= 5400.

If a= 225 and 6=125, find the difference in the areas

of the two squares.

(2) .The radius of the large circle is R and of the small

circle is r. The area of the large circle is ~-fR^ and of the

small one is yr^,

.•. the area of the shaded part is -/(i?^— r^).

If i?= 39 and r=31, find the area of the ring.

The area = V(i?' -»•') = ¥(392-3r)
= V(39+ 31)(39 - 31) = V-X 70x8= 1760.

If iJ= 89 and r = 82, show that the area of the ring is 3762.

(3) In the right-angled triangle in the figure it

is shown in geometry that

l)'i-\-c-=a^ or b^=a^—c^ or c^=a^—b^.

If a=41 and c = 40, find the length of b.

62= a2-c2= 41«-402= 81xl= 81,

.-. 6=^81 = 9.

If a= 61 and 6=11, show that c= 60.

EXERCISE] 52

Use short methods in the following :

1. Find the squares of 98, 999, 119, 58, 799.

2. Find the products of 91 x 89, 61 X 59, 47 X 53, 203 X 197.

3. Find the values of 522-482, 79^-78?, 2152-2052, 7252-2752,

6732-5732.

4. If x^=b^-c^ find x when 6=13, c= 12 ; when 6=25, c=24.

5. If 7a;2=642-572, find the value of x.
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G. Find the difference of the areas of squares whose sides are

a and b for the following values :

a= 1 41
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22.- Find three factors of x^— x, Sa;^— 12, a^~3a^+ 2a.

23. Solve (a;-3)2= 25; 4(a;-A)2= 9.

24. If a= 7ir2, find r when a=12-56, x = 3-14.

25. Find the values of 9972, 8752-75^, 97x103, 81x81, 86x94,
using algebraic methods.

26. Find four factors of 2a;^-32, a^-13a2 + 36, 2m^-l87n and

a"(x^-y^)-b\x--y^).

27. Simplify {b+l)^+ {b^ir~+ (c+l)'+(c-l)~.

28. Simplify {x+ y){x-'ij)+ (x+2y){x-y) + {x+ y)(x-2y).

29. If a= 92 and 6= 88, find the values of ab, a"— b^, aM-^^ using

algebraic methods.

30. Simplify (a-26)(a+ 26) + (a-46)(a + 46)-2(a-36)2.

31. What are all the possible values of b, if x'^-\-bx-\-A:2 is the product

of two factors with positive integral coefficients ?

32. Simplify ^-^-+^-2^- + -^33^-

33. If the square of 426 is 181476, find the squares of 427 and 425.
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70. Highest Common Factor. When a factor divides two

or more expressions it is called a common factor of those

expressions.

Thus, 4 is a common factor of 8, 12 and 20,

and a is a common factor of a^, 2a and Sab.

As in arithmetic, the highest common factor (H.C.F.) is

the product of all the simple common factors.

Thus, the simple common factors of 3a-6, Gab- and 9abc are 3, a and b,

and therefore the H.C.F. is Sab.

In the case of monomials the H.C.F. may be written down

by inspection.

Ex. 1.—Find the H.C.F. of 6m^n, I2mhi^ and 9mH^.

(1) The H.C.F. of 6, 12 and 9 is 3.

(2) The highest power of jn which is common is 7n*.

(3) The highest power of 7i which is common is n.

.". the H.C.F. is 3xm-Xn or Sm-n.

If the expressions are not monomials they must be factored

when possible, after which the H.C.F. may be written down
by inspection.

Ex. 2.—Find the H.C.F. of a'-+ab, ab+b^-, a^--\-3ab-{-2b^.

a^ -\- ab = a(a -\- b),

ah+ b-^b{a+ b),

a2+ 3a6 4- 2ft2 = (a + 6){a + 26),

.-. the H.C.F'.=a-t-fc•



34
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Thus, i| = 6 = i.|=3o = etc.

Similarly,
a

b~
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EXE3RCISE 55 (6-21, Oral)

Fill in the blanks in the following :

20~T "I2~4a

2 ax _ _ «c _ _ —5« _ 3am
bx b brn

^ «^ ^ a{p+q)

b b{m-\-n) Qb^

6a^x a^x _ a\v a
' T2a2^2= • 2x^^~'

• o2-2fl&J-6- ( )2 a-b

Reduce to lowest terms :

G. 1*. 7. ^. 8. :^. 9. ^J".

21 6 25 6c

a& ., 4a;- .^ lOm^n 35a ^6

ac ox l077in 5ab

^^ 2a-t-4 ^^ 3a2+6a ^^ 42; .„ o(a;— 3)14. 15. • 16. — • 1<. —

^

.

6 12a 2x2-8a; 6(x-3)

18 ^i^ZlD 19
(•^•-l)(a:-2) 3a(a;-y) ^^ a(a-b)

(«-!)-' (x-2)(a;-3)' "
'

6a2 " " * (a-b)^'

22.*-:^!zil. 23.
y'-y

- 24.
^'-3^+ 2,

a;-— a;
* j/^—2y+l ' a;^— 4.T+3

2- w^+7?n+ 12
26

a^-^^
^ 07 3a:^-3y2 ^

m^+4m ' a^+5a6+462 * 3a;2+9a:?/+6?/2

28 "-=^. •

29. 2^^*11-^ 30. ^-^.
a^—a 4a2—

4

a;^—

x

74. Multiplication and Division of Fractions. The methods

by which fractions are multiplied and divided in algebra

are the same as in arithmetic.
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EXAMPLES.

3 5_ 3x5 15

4^7~4x7~28*
„ 10 7 4 10 7 15 25

21 3 15 21 ^ 3 4 6
^

a c axe ac

b d~ bxd^ bd

ab x^y
_
x^ ab x^y a b

xy a^ a xy a^ x^ x

a^+ ab cd+ d' _ a(a+ b) dic-\- d) _ ad
^'

c^+ cd ^ a6+P ""
c(c+ d) ^ b(a+b) ^ 6c

'

exercise: 56

Simplify

:

j453 oA'^^A 3 ^ ^'5^6 4' "*
15

^'
7 14" • 36 ^ 4^'

. a b c ^ ah yz „ 2a 4a
4. -X-X-. 5. — x^-- 6. — -^ —

.

oca xy be 3b 3b

7. «^^ 8. ?^^^1^\ 9. 6-^^- 12a.
6 d Uy^ ' ly 56

10 * ^•^' X ^^ 11
^""^^^

X ^^^ lo ^^±31 _:_
xy+y^

' 3x-3 10 '5a; 2tt+36" "' a^+aft ' «6+ 62'

13
^^~^

X
^^~^^+^ 14 «^-3a+2 a2-7a+12 a2-4a+3

a2-62 a2+2a6-862 . a2+3a6-462
15.

a2-3a6+262 ^ a2-2a6-362 " a2-4a6+362

75. Lowest Common Multiple. A jM'oduct is a multiple of

any of its factors.

Thus, Zxy is a multiple of 3, of x, of y, of 3x, of 3^, of xy, and o* is a

multiple of a, of a^, of a'.

When an expression is a multi])le of two or more
expressions it is a common multiple of those expressions.

Thus, I2a^b- is a common multiple of 2a- and '.iab^.
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The lowest common multiple (L.C.M.) of two or more
expressions is the expression containing the smallest number
of factors which is a multiple of each of the given expressions.

Ex. 1.—Find the L.C.M. of (Sx^y, 9xy^ and 12x2j^.

The numerical coefficient of the L.C.M. is evidently the L.C.M.

of G, 9 and 12 or 36.

The higiiest power of x in any of the given expressions is x^ and of

y is y^, so that the L.C.M. must contain the factors .r- and y^.

:. the L.C.M. = 36 xx^x 2/3= 3Ga;2y3.

Ex. 2.—Find the L.C.M. of a^--b^ and a^-2ab-\-b^. '

a-— 6- = (a — 6)(a+ 6).

a2-2a6+ 62= (a-6)2.

.-. the L.C.M. =(a-6)2(a+ 6).

Why is(a-6)(a+ 6) or (a-6)2(a+ 6)2nottlieL.C.M. ?

EXERCISE 57 (1-9, Oral)

Find the L.C.M. of

:

1. 3, 4, 5. 2. 10, 15, 20. 3. 2a, ^a, 6a.

4. a, ah, a^. 5. x-, xy, y^. G. 2ab, 3ac, 66c.

7. lOa^, 15a2, 5a. 8, 3a^ 2a-, 4a. 9, Ga-b, iabK

10.* a\ a-+a. 11. 3x, 3x^^6x. 12. ab+ac, b--{-bc.

13. 2.c-f2,^2-1. 14. x^^xy,{x+y)\ 15. x'^-l, x^--3x+2.

IG. a^-ab,ab-bK 17. a^~b^,a^-^2ab+b^. 18. x^--x,x^—x.

19. 2x, 4a;+4, 2.1-2-2. 20. y^-Sy+2, y''~y-2, tf-\.

21. Show that the product of x~-\-x—2 and x-—x—^ is equal- to

the product of their H.C.F. and L.C.M.

76. Addition and Subtraction of Fractions. If we wish

to add or subtract fractions we must reduce them to a

common denominator. As in arithmetic, the lowest common

denominator is the L.C.M. of the denominators.
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Examples.

?j-^_?-^ 10 8 9+10-8_ 11

4 "^6 3~i2"^l2 12 ~ 12 ~ 12*

a a ac ab ac-\-ah

b c" be be be '

3 _ 4 5 _^ _ 1?^ ,
5a6 _ 3b^-4a^+ 5ab

ay— bx

x'^+ xy xy+ y^ x(x-\-y) y(x+ y) xy(x-^y)

2x 2 2x 2 _ 2x-2(x^2)
x2-4 ~ x+2 ~ (x+2)(x+2) ~ x+~2 " {x+2)(a;-2)

2a;-2x+ 4

(a:+2)(a;-2) (x+ 2)(*-2)

EXERCISE 58 (1-8, Oral)

Reduce to fractions with the lowest common denominator

:

1.
2 5 o ^ f_
3' § 4' 46

1
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og 4 _4 8a_
_ 2^

a+a: ^ a— a: ^^ o^—^2

0+4 a—4 a^— 16 * a ' a: ' aa;

28. —^- ^
^

• 29
*"

3x+6 2x+4 a2-a6 aft-fes

''• ^iM^2 + aM^5^ +SH^- (Check when a ==1.)

31
2 1 - 1__

• a2_i^a2+3a+2 a2+a-2

77. Mixed Expressions. An expression which is partly

integral and partly fractional is called a mixed expression. A
mixed expression in algebra corresponds to a mixed number
in arithmetic.

Thus, 3| is a mixed number and a -)-- is a mixed expression.

Note that in a mixed number the sign of addition is

omitted and 3| means 3-f |. But in algebra the sign must
6 , -, ^ 1 b

be mserted, as a- would mean ax- and not a -\—

.

78. Reduction of a Mixed Expression to a Fraction. Since

every integral quantity may be written as a fraction whose

denominator is unity, it follows that the reduction of a

mixed expression to a complete fraction is a problem in

addition or subtraction.

Examples.

b ac b ac-\-b

c c c c

3. 5 - " - ^ -

4. a

y y y y

ac _ a{b-[-c) ac _ ab+ac—ac _ ab

b-{-c~' b-\-c b+c~~ b+ c ~ b+ c
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79. Reduction of a Fraction to a Mixed Expression. To

separate into two fractions we merely reverse the

operation of addition.

_,, ah-\-hc ah , he ,' , he
Thus, = 1- ^ = 6 -| ,

a a a a

. ab— bd—cahbdc , c
and T-«— = -r ~ ^— r = a — a — r*

b b b

EXERCISE 59 (1-9, Oral)

Reduce to complete fractions :

1. 2+ '>. 2. 1+?. ^ 3. 3 + *.

2 y

4. aA—

.

5. X — -- 6. a — -.^4 3 c

7. z 8. 2.?; + -^. 9. ao
n X c

O'b ..
,

xy ^n o ,
2a6

10. a — - 11. x-\ ^. 12. 2a-] -.

b-\-c x—y a—b

13. .+ 1 + 1- 14. «-ft-^. 15. x-2/ +
"'+^

3x 2 --.-:, I ^^^

Separate into fractions in their lowest terms :

6a+26 ax+6x ._ 5x—%y
' 4 " ~~ab~

'

'

10a

19. ^"Z^l". 20. "t^^-i^. 21.
Qy-^^^.

3a6 " ' 21a6
*

Gxy

„„ Smn—4« „„ 6abc—9bc+c^ „. (a— 6)2+a;

2» 3oc a—

EXERCISE 60 (Review of Chapter IX)

1. Define highest common factor and lowest common multiple.

2.* Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of 3a;- 6, 4a;- 8, 5a:- 10.
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3. Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of x^-\-xy, xy+ y^ and x^y+ xy^.

4. Find the H.C.F. 'and L.C.M. of x^-Tx+lO and x2+ 2x-8.
Show that the product of these expressions is equal to the product
of their H.C.F. and L.C.M.

5. Reduce to lowest terms :

a^-\-ab x^ 6a^— 9ab abx—bx^
o* x^ — xy 8a6 — 126^ acx — cx^

-,,,., 6ax 4cy 5bd
6. Multiply „.-, „ J . .s^ ^ 5by Sad 2cx

„ „. ,., 2c- 3bd 6cd

8. Reduce to lowest terms :

jc^—2x- ^i-M^jf* __2a;*^-18 o»-6»
a;2-5xJ-6' x^+5x+Q' 3a;'*+ 3a;- 18 ' a\-2ab'+b*'

„. ... x— y x-\-y 2ax "a:v— w'
9. Smiplify ----- ^--, X -,—o 7-2 X X FT^^ *

x^+ 2xy + y^ x^— 2xy-\-y^ y x^+xy

10. Divide ,
, o t)y ,-.-,- and — by ^—•

•

.. „. ... x-3
,
a;+4 , 2a;- 1 , 8-4a;

11. Simplify -g +-4 and ---- H g—

•

12. Find the sum of ^^^ ,
^—

,
'^-~

xy yz zx

13. From the sum of _ , and -^,— subtract -, •

2ab 2bc iac

„. ... x—8 x— 5 , 3x-y 3z— 2y
14. Simplify . -7, —— and — ^_

.
-^.

3x 5x - xy yz

a?— h^
15.- Express -vrs- as the difference of two fractions in their

u-b^
~- 7.2 ^2 . n* .JL. rj 2

lowest terms. Do the same with ,, , and =, , and find the sum

of the three insults.
"

• .

y— 4 y — 5
16. By how much does .-^^ exceed ^— ?

-_ .
- ^ 42/ 5?/

. _ ^. , , /. 1 1 , 2a
17. Find the sum of ——,, . and -, -7---

a-\-b a— b , a'— b^
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18. By what must — . be multiplied to give -^

—

n~rrt) as the

product ?

2;
I 4 x^-\-x 12

19. Find the quotient when — -, is divided by -5

—

-—-^ •

x—l x^—ix+S

20. Solve (a-6).r= (a2-62)(a + 6).

21. Find the difference between

a , b , c , X , X , X+ r and h ra—x b—x c— x a—x b— x c—x

by first subtracting from , etc.
•^ ° a—lc a— x

22. Find the missing term in the following identity :

x^— 5x+ 6 x^+ ox . . . _ x^-\-2x— 8

x^-3x^4: ^ »?— 9 ^ x^-x-W



CHAPTER X

REVIEW OF THE SIMPLE RULES

80. In this Chapter will be found snch exercises as will

furnish a review of the elementary rules. In it is also

included matter Avhich it was not thought advisable to

present to-beginners in the subject of algebra.

81. Use of Brackets. We have already seen that

(1) a^{h^c)=a+h+c,

(2) a+{h—c)=a+h~c,
(3) a— (6+f)=a-6— c,

(4) a—{h—c)=a—h+c.

That is, when brackets are preceded by the negative sign,

as in (3) and (4), the brackets may be removed if the signs

of all terms within the brackets he changed ; but when they are

preceded by the positive sign, as in (1) and (2), no change

is made in the signs when the brackets are removed.

In (3) the sign " of b in a— (6+c) is positive as the

expression might be written a— (-)-&+ c). When the brackets

are removed we follow the rule and change ~\-b into —b.
Sometimes we find more than one pair of brackets in the

same expression.

-Ex. 1.—Simplify a- (.3a— 26).+ (5a— 46).

Following the rule, this expression btecomes

a-3a-j-26+ 5a— 46 or 3a-2fe.

When one pair of brackets appears within another, it is

befeter to remove the brackets singly, and the pupil is

advised to remove the inner brackets first.
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Ex. 2.—SimpUfy 4x-{2x-{3-{-x)\. -

Removing the inner brackets, we get

4a;-|2x-3-a;'r.

Removing the remaining brackets, we get

4a;-2x+ 3+ x or 3x-f-3.

Ex. 3.—Simplify 3a— [a+6— {a—6—c—(a+6— c}}].

The expression= 3a— [a+ 6— 'a — 6— c— a— 6+ ct],

= 3a— [a+6— a+ 6+ c+ a + 6— c],

= Sa—a— b-\-a— b — c— a — b-\-c,

= 2o-36.

After removing the first pair of brackets, the quantity

a— b— c— a— b-\-c

might have been changed into the simple form — 2b. Work the

problem again, simplifying at each step.

When brackets are used to indicate multiplication, the

multiplication must be performed if the brackets are

removed.

Ex. 4.—Simplify 4x—3{x—2y)-\-2x—4y.

The expression =4x—{3x—6y)-\-2x-'8y,

= 4x— 3x-\- 6y+ 2x- 8y,

= 3x-2y.

Note.—When the pupil has had some practice he should be able
to remove the brackets and perform the multiplication in a single step.

.

EXERCISE 61 (1-9. Oral)

Remove the brackets from :

1. {a-b)+{c-d). 2. {a-b)-{c-d).

3. -(a-6)+ (c-(Z). 4.' -(a-6)-(c-d).

5. a—{b~c)—{d—e).
.

(>. a—(— 6)—(— c).

7. a+{b+ {c~d)\. 8. a-\-lb-{c-d)\.

9. a-{b+{c-d)}. 10. a-\b-ic-d)\.

li. a-{-b-(c-d)\. 12. -[a-\b-(e-d)\].

I 2
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Simplify :

13. 4a -26 -(2a -26). 14. 2{lx-3!j)-'i{2x-3y)

15. 3(a-6+c)-2(a+6-c). 16. 2a- :3a+ 2(a-26);.

17. 3(a+6-c)-2(a-6+c)+5(6-c+a).

18.* 15x-;4-[3-5x-(3a;-7)]l.

19. Add 3{a+b)-5{p+ q), -2(a+ 6) ^{p+q) and Mp+q).

20. Add l-\-x—y, l—x—y and l—x+y.

21. Add 3,r-2(;/-2), 3^-2(2-.r), 3z—2{x-y).

Remove the brackets and express in descending powers of x

:

22. 3(5x-3+2.T2)-2(x2-5+3a;)-3(4-5.r-6.r2).

23. 2x(3a;-2)-5(.T-3)+ 6.r(a--l) ^2{x~-5x).

24. i(4.r-3)-i(6-;e2)+ 3(.r2+8x-12).

Solve for .r and verify'

:

25. 4{x-3)-7{x-4)=6-x.

2G. 5a;-[8a;-3;i6-6z-(4-5x-)!]= 6.

27. 3(2.c-7)-(x-14)-2(5x+17)= 6(5-8x)+ 21x+149.

28. .^(27-2x)= «-J^(7x-54).

29. Simplify a-[56- ;a-(3c-36)+2c-(a-26-c);].

30. Simplify
3(a-6+c)+2(6-c+a)-(c-a +6)

^ ^ 5(a-26+c)-2(6-3c+2a)-(llc-2a-116)

31. Solve (7^x-2|)-[4|-i(3J-5.r)]=18^.

82. Insertion of Quantities in Brackets, The trinomial

a—b-\-c may be changed into a binomial by combining two
of its terms into a single term. This may be done in a number
of ways.

Thus, a— 64-c= (a— 6)+c= (a+c)—

6

= a— {b— c) = a+ {c— b).

Remove the brackets mentally and see that each of these is equal

to a — b-\-c.
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Ex. 1.—Express a—b-\-c~d as a binomial.

As we have seen, this may be done in many ways as a — {b — c-\-d),

(a-b)+ {c-d), {a+ c)— {b+d), (a-d)-{b-c), G-{b+d—a).

Note.—The pupil must exercise particular care when dealing %vith

brackets which are preceded by the negative sign. The signs of all

terms inserted in such brackets must, of course, be changed. He
should, in every case, remove the brackets mentally to test the accuracy
of the work.

Ex. 2.—Express a-\-b—c as a binomial by combining the

last two terms within brackets, preceded by the negativ^e

sign.

a-}-6— c= a— ( — fe + c),

= a— {c~b).

Either form is correct, but it is usual to make the first term within

the brackets positive, so that the second form is preferable.

83. Collecting CoefTicients. Brackets are frequently used

for the purpose of collecting the coefficients of particular letters

in an expression.

Thus. ax + by — cx — dy = x{a— c) + y{b — d),

and mx— ny-\-px-\-qy= x{m-\-p)— y{n— q),

= x{m+p) + y{q— 7i).

Verify these by removing the brackets.

EXERCISE 62

1. Express 3a— 26+ 4c as a binomial in three different ways and
verify in each case.

2. Express p — q—r-\-s as a trinomial in four diilerent ways and
verify.

3. Expre.ss x—y— z— k as a l)inomial in four ditl'erent ways and
verify.

Collect the coefficients of x and y :

4. ax—by—ex— dy.

5. mx—ny—px-\-qy—ax^by.

G. a{x-y)^b{2y-2x)-^c{bx^2y).

7. x(a-b)^y(b-c)-d{xJry).

8. 2ax-^by-\0x—5y-\-^x—Aay.

9. (a-3)»/-(2-6)x4-4!/+2ax-(3a;+6t/).
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10. Enclose a—b—c—d—e-{-f in alphabetical order in brackets,

with two terms in each ; with three terms in each.

Arrange in descending powers of x :

11. a{x^+4:-3z)-b{Zx-5x-)-c{\-4:x).

12. ax-—bx-^c—{2px^—3qx+r)—{ldx-+3cx+f).

84. Multiplication with Detached Coefficients. The method

of multiplying two binomials has already been shown in

Chapter V. The same method is followed when the factors

are not binomials.

Ex. 1.—Multiply x^—3x-\-4 by x--2.

(1) (2) (3)

x^—3x+4: 1— 3+ 4 Check

X —2 1 — 2 x=l

a;3_3a;24- 4a; 1-3+ 4 +2
-2x^+ 6x-8 -2+ 6-8 -1

a;3_5a;2_|.i0a;-8 1-5+10-8 -2

The second method is called multiplication with detached

coefficients. The processes in the two methods are the

same, with the exception that the letters are omitted in the

second method and the coefficients only are used.

When the second method is used the first coefficient in

the product must be the coefficient of the product of x^ and

X, that is, of x^. The next must be the coefficient of x~ and

the next of x, as the product will evidently be in descending

powers of x, as both factors multiplied are so written.

In (3) the check is shown as explained in art. 42.

Ex. 2.—Multiply S.r^— 7a;+2 by x^—2x-\-3.

Here the term containing x^ in the first 3+0—7+ 2

expression is missing and a zero is sup- 1 — 2+ 3

plied in order to bring coeflficients of like
'

^-1-0— 7-1- 2powers of x under each other in the partial o-r^r > -r

products 6-0+14- 4

The first term in the product is 3x\ +9+ 0-21+ 6

Write down the complete product and 3_6+2+16 25+ 6.

check the work.
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Ex. 3.—Find the coefficient of x^ in the product of

5x^-6x^-\-3x-2 and x^-2x^-Sx+4:.

Here the complete product is not required, but only the term which

contains x^.

The partial products which will contain z^ are evidently those which

we obtain by multiplying —2 by x^, 3x by —2x^, — 6a;^ by —3x and

5x^ by 4.

.-. the coefficient of a;3= -2-6+18+ 20=30.

Ex. 4.—Multiply ax^-\-bx-\-c by mx—n.

ax^ -{-bx +c
Here the multiplication is _^

performed in the usual way.

In adding the partial pro- amx^-\-btnx^ -\-cmx

ducts, the coefficients of the —anx^ —bnx
powers of x are collected.

amx^ -\- ibm— an)x'^ -{- {cm— bn)x— en.

EXERCISE 63

Multiply and check :

1. x2-3x+2, x-2. 2. 2.r2_5x-3, 3z-2.

3. a;2—x+l.x+l. 4. a^-\-ab+h'^, a—b.

5. x^—x+\, x^-\-x+\. 6. a3—5a2— 2, a24_a_i.

7. Zx^--2x-5, x^+x-Z. 8. 2a''—5ab-^W^, 2a'+5ab-^b\

9. a+b—c, a—b-\-c. 10. a;3+2xH4.r + 8, x^— 4a;+4.

11. b''-b-\-\,b-'-^b+ \,b*-b'-+\.

12. a;2—a;?/+?/2^a;+?/+l, x+7/— 1.

Use detached coefficients to multiply ; check the results

:

13. 3a;3-4x2+7a;-3 by x'^-2x-\.

14. 5a4-6a3_2a2-a+2 by 2a2-3a+2.

15. 4a;3-5a;-2 by 4x2-3.c-l.

16. (x2—a;— 2){2a;2—a:-l)(3j;-2).

Simplify :

17.* (x-l)(a;-2)+(x-2)(a:-3)+(x-3)(x-l).
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18. {a+ x){b-c)+ {b+x)(c-a)+ {c+x){a-b).

19. {a+b){c+d)-{a-b){c-d).

20. ia+ b-c){a—b) + {b-{-c-a){h-c) + {c+a-b){c-a).

21. {x+l){xi-2){x+ 3)-{x-\)(x-2){x-3).

Find the product of :

22. {l-x){l+x){l+x^-)(l+x*). 23. (x-l)(.r-2)(a;-3)(x-4).

24. (.r-l)(x-3)(.r+l)(.r+ 3). 25. {a-l){a-+a+ \){a''+ l).

Find the coefficient of x- in the product of :

2G. 3x2—5x+ll and ox-+ 6x—4.

27. a;3+4;c2-5.i--|-2 and x--2x-3.

28. 3a;2— 12a;+15 and 2.1-2— 7.r-38.

29. Multiply l-irX-{-x-'\-x^ by l4-2x+3a:-+4.r^ retaining no powers

higher than the third.

30. Add together {x-l){x+2), (.r4-2)(.i--3), (x+ 3){x+4)(x-l),

{x+4.){x^-2x+3) and 7-x-+3x.

Check by putting x=2.

31. Multiply lx^—5x-!/—xy-+ 6y^ by 4:X^+3xy—2y-.

32. Show that the expression x{x-\-l){x-{-2){x-'r3)-{-l is equal to

(.r'-+3a;+l)2.

33. Find the first four terms only in the product of:

2+3x+4x--{-5x^ and 1—2.r+3x2-4x3.

34. Find the coefficient of x* in the product of:

l+4x+7x2+10x3+13x* and l+5x+9x~+l3x^+nz*.

35. Solve and verify :

(x-2)(x-4)(x-6)(a:-10)=(a--l)(x-5)(x-7)(x-9).

36. Multiply ax--^bx+c by bx^—cx-\-d. Collect the coefficients

of X and write in descending powers.

37. Multiply px'—qx-\-r by px-\-q, and {a—l)x-+ax—l by ax-j-l.

38. Simplify {ay'-by+c){ay+b)+{ay^+by—c){ay-b).

39. Subtract the product of x-+x(p-\-l)— l and x—2p from the

product of x^- x(p— 1)+ 2 and x+p.
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40. Point out two obvious errors in each of the following statements

:

(i) ab{a+b){a--\-b-)=a^b+a%+a^b^~-ab*.

(ii) {2x+3y)^=6x''^+36xy-5ixy^-!r27y^.

(iii) x''^—Qx^y—3xy--\-2t/^={x—2y){x^—4:X-^y-).

41. Use the formula {a+l){b+ l)=ab+(a+b)+ l to find the

product of 2146 and 3526, being given that the product of 2145 and
;3525 is 7,561,125.

85. Division by a Compound Quantity. The method of

dividing by a monomial has already been shown in Chapter V.

The method of dividing by a quantity containing two or

more terms is in many ways similar to long division in

arithmetic.

Divide 672 by 32.

(1) (2) •

32)672(21 3. 10+2)6. 102+ 7. 10+ 2(2. 10+1
64 6.102+ 4.10

32 3. 10+ 2

32 3.10+2

In (2) the divisor is expressed in the equivalent form

3 . 10+2 and the dividend G . 10^+7 . 10+2.
If we substitute x for 10 the problem would be :

Divide Gx^+lx-\-2 by 3.1-+2.

The method here is so similar to the 3a;+ 2)6x2 + 7x+ 2(2x+

1

method in arithmetic, that little explana- 6x2+ 4x

tion is necessary. The first term in the

quotient is obtained by dividing 3x into ox-|-^

6x2. The product of 3x+2 by 2x is then 3x+2

subtracted from the dividend and the

remainder is 3x+2. The last term of the quotient is obtained by
dividing the first term of the remainder (3x) by the first term of the

divisor (3x).

In more complicated examples the method is preciselj^

the same as here. The division is continued until there is
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no remainder, or until a remainder is found which is of lower

degree than the divisor.

86. Verifying Division. The work may be verified as in

arithmetic, by multipUcation. It is simpler, however, to

test by substituting a particular number for each letter

involved.

Thus, in the preceding problem if we let x=\, the divisor is 5, the

dividend is 15 and the quotient is 3, which shows that the result is

very likely correct.

If on substituting particular values for the letters involved, the

divisor becomes zero, other values should be selected.

87. Division with Detached Coefficients. As in multiplication

the method of detached coefficients may be used.

Ex.—Divide Ux^-x^-29x'-+12 by lx'-^3x-6.

74.3-6)14- 1-29 + 0+ 12(2- 1-2
14+ 6-12

Check
cc=l _7-17 +

4)-4(-l -7- 3+ 6

-14-6+12
-14-6+12

Here the first term in the quotient is 2x^, since 14a;*-H7a;2= 2a-'.

The complete quotient is 2x^— x— 2.

Divide also by the usual method.

EXERCISE 64 (1-6, Oral) •

State the quotients in the following divisions

:

x'-i-3x+2 „ a2-3a+2 „ a^-b^
1.

x+l ' a—

I

'

a—b

^2_4 ^ a^+2ab+b\ ^ 3x^-5x-\-2

x+2
' '

a+b '
' 3a;-2

Divide and verify :

7. 6a;2+a;-15by2a;-3. 8. 6x'-i-xy-l2y^hySx-^ij.

9. 5x"~3lxij+6ij' by X-61J. 10. 9a-+ Gab-S5b^hy3a^lb.
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11. 7x3+96x2-28xby7x-2. 12. lOOx^-lSx^-Sx by 25x^-3.

13. 3+ 7a;— 6.r-by3-2.r. 14. 6a2+35-31a by 2a— 7.

15. a:3+13x2+54a;+72bya;+6. 16. 2a3+7a2-(-5a+100by a+5.

17. x^+^x^y+3xy^+y^hyx+y. 18. —x^+3x^y—3xy'+y^hyx-y.

19. 16wi3—46to2+39to—9 by 8m— 3.

20. 6x3— 29x2?/+ 18xz/2_L35y3 ^y 2x—ly.

21. a*+aH4a2+3a+9 by a2_a-|_3.

22. x4-x3-6x2+15x-9 by x2+2x-3.

23. 5x*-4x3+3xH22x+55 by Sx^+llx+ll.

24. 2x3—8x+x«+12— 7x2 ^y a;2+2-3x.

25. 30— 12x2+x*—X by X— 5+x2.

Use detached coefficients to divide

:

26. x^— 3x2-f3x— 1 by x2—2x+l.

27. 6x*-x3-llx2-10x-2 by 2x2-3x— 1.

28. a5-5a3+7a2+6a+l by a2+3a+l.

29. 4x2+9+xH3x+x3 by 2x+3+x2.

30.* (x2-x-2)(2x2+x-l) by 2x2-5x+2.

31. 10x3-L17x*-2x5-llx2-x+l by 2x2+x-l.

32. Divide a^- 1 by a— 1 anda3+l by a+1.

33. Simplify

34. Simplify

30. Solve —-^-!

—

-!—-— =11.
2x—

1

3x—

1

36. If x(3a2-a+ l)+2=3a3-7a2-L3a, find x.

37. The dividend is a*+6a3-|-6a2— 9a+2, the quotient is a^+Sa— 1.

Find the divisor.

38. Divide x^+x*?/*+i/® by x*—x^y--\-y'^ and divide the quotient

by x^-xy+y^.

-j.3_j_y3 3.3 yZ
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39. Simplify ^-^^ + A__

Without removing the brackets divide

;

40. ax--'r{b-\-ac)x-\-bc by ax-\-b.

41. x-+{2p—l)x-\-p{p—l) by x-\-p.

42. a^x^—2abx-\-b-—c^ by ax—{b—c).

43. ahj^+{2a^-+a)y^+{a''+2a)ij+{a+l) by ay^+ay+l.

88. Inexact Division. As in arithmetic, the divisor may
not divide evenly into the dividend, and so there may be a

remainder.

Thus, 34 -r 5 gives a quotient 6 and a remainder 4,

.-. ?Jt= 6+ 4 or 34= 6. 5+ 4.

Similarly, when a-+ 3o+5 is divided by a+1, the quotient is a+ 2

and the remainder is 3.

a^+ 3a+5^ 3

a+1 ^ a+V

or' a2+ 3a+ 5= (a+l)(a+ 2) + 3.

That is, dividend= divisorx quotient+ remainder.

l-f.r'*
Ex.—Express -^ as a mixed expression.

Here the quotient is 1— x)l -\-x*{l+x+x^+x'

l+x+ x'^+ x^
^~^

and the remainder is 2x*.

Divide 1 — x^ by 1 +x and show that

t X^ - ,9 1 I A ^'^= 1 — x + x^ — X-* + a;* — :;—— •

1+X l+x

In such cases the division may, of

course, be continued to any number of

terms.

+x
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EXBROISE 65

Find the remainder on dividing :

1.* x2-10a;+25 by .r-T. 2. a^+20a+10 by a+5.

3. x^—4z^+5x+20hy x-l. 4. i/^—ly-i-8y—lhyij^—y-]-l.

5. x^-\-y^ hy x—y. 6. a;^— 2/^ by x+y-

Express as mixed quantities :

- ^+^ 8 a+ 26 2a- 3& ^^ 5a:^+7a;-3

x+l ' a—

&

* ci-\-b
'

x-\-2

Find four terms in the quotient of

:

11. l-^(l-.r). 12. l^(l+x). 13. ^-±^. 14. -V±^±i^'.
l—x l—a-{-a^

15. When the dividend is a-— 3a+ ", the quotient is a and tlie

remainder is 7. Find the divisor.

16. Divide x^—5x+a by x— 2 and determine for what value of a

the division will be exact.

17. If x^—mx-^\2 is divisible by x—3, what must the quotient be

and what is the value of in ?

18. By division show that

—4-=a-f6+ 7; —T-ir=="~^+T^"a—o a—o a-\-o a-\-b

EXERCISE 66 (Review of Chapter X)

1. Add a:*-2ax2 + o2.r+ a», Sx^+ SaxS 2a^-ax^~x\

2. Add ia-J6, §a-i6, ga-t-J6.

3. Subtract 8a+36-5c from 1 la-26+ 5c-3d.

4. Subtract — 3a-f-46 — c fl"om zero.

5. Subtract Aa — J6-(-|c from ja+gfe— fc.

6. How much must be added to hx—ly+ ^^z to produce x—y-\-z ?

7. Subtract the sum of 3a + 26, 26— 3c and 3c — a from the sum of

a—b, h~c and c — a.

8. Simplify a -(36 -4c) -(6 4c «)-2(ra-c).
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9. Subtract 4x^— 3x--x+2 from lx^—6x'+ 2x—l and check

by substituting 2 for x.

10. Find the value of a'+ ^^+ c'— 3a6c when a= 2, 6= 3, c=— 5.

11. Simplify {a+ b-c)-{b+ c-a)-{c+a-b)-{a+ b+ c).

12. Multiply l-4a;-10a;2 by l-6x+3x^.

13. Find the product of x+\, x+2 and x—3.

14. . Divide the product of x+2, 2a; -3, 3a;-2 by 3a;24-4a;-4 and
check when a;=l.

15.* Multiply a^+ b^+ c^— ab— bc-ca by a+ b+ c.

16. Find the product of a-2, a+2, 0^+ 4, a*+ 16.

17. Divide a;*+ 64 by a;2+ 4a;+ 8.

18. Divide x*+a;'-24x2-35a;+ 57 by a;2+ 2a;-3, using detached

coefficients and verify by multiplication using the same method.

19. Find the coefficient of a;^ in the product of 3a;*— 2a;2+ 7a;—

2

and 2a;»+5a;2+lla;+4.

20. The expression 44a;*— 83a;'— 74a;2+ 89a;+56 is the product of

two expressions of which 4a;^— 5a;— 7 is one. Find the other.

21 Divide a;*+ 4x*+ 6a;2+ 4x+ 1 by a;2+ 2a;+l and check by
substituting a;= 10.

22. Subtract aa;^+ 6a;+ c from cx^-i-dx-'rf, collecting the coefficients

of powers of x in the result.

23. Find the remainder on dividing a;^+ 6 by a;-— 1.

24. Show that

(o— 6)(a;— a— 6) + (6— c)(a;— 6— c) + (c— a)(a;— c— a) = 0.

25. Show that {a-b){b-c)(c-a) = a(b^-c^) + b{c^-a^) + c(a^-b^).

26. If a= x^+2xy+ 2y^, b = x'^-2xy+ 2y^, c= x^-y*, find the

value of ab — c.

27. Subtract 2x-'i{y+ 2z) from 3?/-(82— 3a;).

28. If s^a-i-b-JrC, find in terms of a, b, c the value of

a(«— a) + 6(s— 6) + c(5— c).

29. Arrange in descending powers of x,

c{ax— b) — x{a— b)-ir bx{x^— ex).

30. When o= 5, find the value of

2a- 13o- (46+ 2a)} + 5a- (46 -o).
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31. What quantity when divided by x'^— 2x+S gives x^+ 2x—3 as

quotient and 9 as remainder ?

32. If a=x'-3x+2, 6 = 3x2- lOx+ 8, c= 4:X^-9x+ 2, find the

value of {a+ 2b-c)^{x~2).

33. Arrange in descending order of magnitude and find the average

of: 30, -15, 27, 0, 3, -10, -2, 6, -8.

34. What number must be added to 5x^— I3x^ -\- 2x— \ so that

the sum may be divisible by x—2 ?

35. Find the coefficient of x^ when l+x+x^ is divided by l—x— x-.

36. Divide 3p^-7_p(l-p2)- (2+p2) by {3p+ \)(p+l).

37. If X-— Ox+ c is divisible bj' x+ 4, find c.

38. Find the sum of the coefficients in the square of 2x^— 3;- 3.

39. Find the product of x+a, x+b, x+ c. Collect the coefficients

of the powers of x in the product. From the result, write down the

product of x+l, a;+2, x-\-S and of x— 1, x — 3, x+ 4.

40. Divide a;«-2a;'+l by x2-2x+l.

41. When a=3, 6= 2i, c= 2, find the value of

~ + V7ab{2c^-ab) - {2a-3b)\

42.



CHAPTER XI

FACTORING {continued)

89. In Chapter VIII. we have already dealt with the

subject of factoring in simple cases. This Chapter will

furnish a review of the methods already used, and an

extension of those methods to more difficult examples.

90. Type I. Factors common to every Term. When every

terra of an expression contains the same factor, that factor

can be found by inspection (art. 58).

Thus, 2xy is a factor of '^x^y— Qxy^-\-2axy,

.". Ax'^y — Qxy^ -\-2axy = 2xy{2x—iy -\- a).

Also, x^y is a factor of a{x-\-y)-\-h{x^y). When this expression

is divided hy x-\-y, the quotient is a-\-b,

:. a{x+ y) + h{x-\-y) = {x-\-y){a + h).

91. Type II. Factors by Grouping. When every terra has

not a common factor, if the number of terms be changed by

grouping, we may sometimes obtain a common factor.

Ex. 1.—Factor mx-\-7w-{-my^ny.

(1)

mx -{-nx-\-my+ ny,

= x(in-\-n)-\-y{m-\-n),

(2)

mx -\- nx+my+ ny,

= m{x+ y)-\-n(x+y),

= {x+ y)(m + n).

Here we changed from four terms to two, and we found a common
factor in tlie two terms. The other factor of the expression was then

found by division.

The two solutions show that different methods of grouping may be

employed. If the first method tried is not successful, try others.

128
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- Usually those terms are grouped which contain a simple common
factor. In the example we should not expect to be successful by
grouping mx with ny, as these terms have not a common factor.

Ex. 2.—Factor x^-^x^'+2x+2.

Use two different methods of grouping and obtain the factors x-\-\

and x^+ 2.

Ex. 3.—Factor {a—h)^—ax-\-hx.

[a— 0)^— ax -\-bx= {a—b)^ — {ax— bx),

= \a-b)^-x{a~-b),
= (a— 6)(a— 6— x).

Note.—When quantities are enclosed in brackets, tlie pupil must
not forget to verify by mentally removing the brackets.

EXERCISE 67 (1-9, Oral)

^ac*or :

1. 3j;-27. 4. }/--ob. 7. a{x+y)^h{x-^y).

2. 2a— 6. 5. 3a2-loa6. 8. p{m-n)+ {m—n).

3. a2-3a. 6. Qxhj-\2xij^. 9. x{a-b)-2ij{a-b).

FriCtor, using two different methods of grouping and verify by
multiplication :

10. ax-\-bx^ay-\-by. 11. am— bm-\-an— bn.

12. x-—ax-\-bx—ab. 13. bx—ax-\-ab— x-

14. 2ac-^Zad-2bc—2bd. 15. ar^+x^+x+l.

IG. a^-a^-Za+X 17. x-y-xy^\.

1». x^-Hx--Zx-\2. 19. «3-7a2-4a+28.

20. Factor x^-\-x*—x^—x^-\-x-\-\ by making three groups each
containing two terms, also by making two groups each containing three

terms.

21.* Find three factors of 3x^— 6.r-f 3a;— 6 and of axy—ay—ax-\-a.

22. Find a common factor of

am+bm-\-an-irbn and ax\-ay-\-bx \-by,

and of x^—x^-\-x—\ and x^—x-^2x—2.

23. Factor \0x'^—5xy-^xz^2yz and n^b{-a'^bc-2a^b'^-'iab^c.
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24. Find a common factor of 2x'^—6z^—3x-\-9 and x'^—3x^+2x— Q,

and show that it is a factor of their difference.

25. Factor 'i8ax—5Qay—35by+30bx.

26. Factor (a;-|-2/)2-f 4x+4?/ and 2{a— b)^—a^b.

92. Type III. Complete Squares. We have already seen

in art. 64 how the square of a binomial may be written

down. We have also seen in art. 65 how the square root, of

a trinomial may be found, when the trinomial is a perfect

square.

93. Square of a Trinomial. A trinomial may be squared

by expressing it in the form of a binomial or

by multiplication.

Thus,

(a+ 6+ c)2=:a+ (6+ c)|2,

= a2+ 2a(6+ c) + (6+ c)^

= a^+ 2ab+ 2ac+ b'^+ 2bc+ c\

:. {a + b+ c)'^=a^+b^+c^+2ab+ 2ac+2bc.

Multiply a-\-b-\-c by a+ 6+ c in the ordinary way and compare the

results. Examine the diagram and see that the same result is obtained.

Similarly, (a+ 6— c)2= ]a+(6— c)| %
and {a-b + c)^={a-{b-c)\^.

Complete these two in a manner similar to the one worked in full.

If we examine these products we see that they consist of

two kinds of terms, squares (a^, b^, c^) and double products

{2ab, 2ac, 26c).

We might express the result thus :

The square of any expression is equal to the sum of the squares

of each of its terms, together with twice the sum of the products

of each pair of terms.

In writing down the square, care must be taken to attach

the proper sign to each double product.

Ex. 1. (2x-3y+ 4z)^

= ix'^+ dy^+l6z'^—l2xy+l6xz-24yz.

a'
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Ex.2. (a-26+c-d)2

= a2_|_462_^c2_^£^2_4Qj_l_2ac-2ad— 46c+46d-2cd.

Ex. 3. Factor a;2+4i/2+ 2*—4ccj/— 2x3+42/z.

This is evidently the square of an expression of the form x+2y±z.
Which of these when squared will give the proper arrangement of signs ?

Verify by writing down the square.

EXERCISE 68 (1-33, Oral)

What are the squares of :

1. m-\-n. 5. x—2y.

2. m—n. 6. 4:X—y.

3. Sx+2. 7. 2a— 36.

4. 3a— 5. 8. Sm—5n.

Express as squares

:

9.
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Complete the squares by supplying the missing terms

:

39. X-- +25. 40. 4a;24- +25y^.

41. a-~4:ab 42 — 127nn+9n-.

43. a2+962+ -Gab—2ac

44. 9x-+ + — Qxy—I2xz

45. Find three factors of ^x-+ 6x+3 and of a^^4a^b+Aab^.

46. Factor

(a+6)2+4c(a+6)+4c2 and (a+b)^-2(a+b)(c+d)i-(c+d)^.

47. Show that the square of the sum of any two consecutive integers

is less than twice the sum of their squares by unity.

48. Divide the sum of the squares of a—2b+c, b— 2c-{-a, c—2a+b
b\^ the sum of the squares of a—b, b—c, c—a.

49. If a: + - = 4, find the value of x^ H—;,.

X X-

50. Factor {ax-{-by)^-\-{bz—ay)^-'rC%x--\-y^).

51. Express a-x^-^b^y'^-\-ahf^-'rb-x^ as the sum of two squares.

52. Find the value of x^-{-y^+z--\-2xy+2xz-j-2yz, when

x=a+2b-3c, y=b+2c—3a, z=c+2a~-3b.

94. Type IV. The Difference of Squares. The product of

the sum and difference of the same two quantities is equal to

the difference of their squares (art. 66).

Conversely, the difference of the squares of two quantities

is equal to the product of their sura and difference (art. 67).

Or, in s3mibols, {a-\-b){a--b)= a^—b",

and a--b^={a-\-b){n-b).

95. The formula for the product of the sum and difference

ma}' sometimes be used to find the product of expressions of

more than two terms.

Ex. 1.—Multiply 2a—b-\-c b}^ 2a—b—c.

Here 2a — 6 -f-c is the sum of 2a— 6 and c,

and 2a— b— c is the difference of 2a— b and c.
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Tliey might be written (2o— fc) + c and (2a— 6)— c. The prochict

is therefore the difference of the squares of 2a— 6 and c.

.-. (2a-6+c)(2a-6-c) = (2o-6)2-c2,

Ex. 2.—Find the product of 2x^y—z and 2x—y-]-z.

Here the first expression= 2a; +(2/— z),

and the second =2x—{y— z),

.•. the product ={2x)^—{y-zy,
= 4x^-(y2-2yz + z^),

= 4x^— y--{-2yz— z^.

Verify by ordinary multiplication.

Ex. a.—Multiply a—b-\-c—d by a-irb— c—d.

Note that the terms with the same signs in the two expressions arc

a and —d. These should be grouped to form the first term in each

factor.

a — 6 l-c — d = (a — rf) — (6 — c),

a-\-b — c— d= (a — d)-\-(b — c),

.'. the product= (a— d)2— (6 — c)^.

Simplify this result and verify by multiplying in the ordinary way.

Ex. 4.—Factor p'~—42}q-{-4q^—x'".

Here the first three terms form a square and the expression may
be written :

(p'^— 4pq + 4q^) — x^= (p — 2q)'— x^,

= {p~2q + x){p-2q- x).

What two quantities were here added and subtracted to obtain

the factors ?

Ex. 5.—Factor a'^-b^+2bc-c^.

Here the last three terms siiould be grouped to form the second

square.
.-. a»-fe2+ 26c-c2 = a2-(62-26c + c«),

= a«-(6-c)*,

= {a+(6-c)Ma-(6-c)i,
= {n \ h-c){a-b-\-c).

Verify by multiplication.
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Ex. 6.—Factor x^-\-y^—a^—b^-\-2xy-{-2ab.

Evidently three of these terms form one square and the remaining

three the other square.

The expression ={x^-{-2xy-\-y^) — {a^ — 2ab-\-b^),

= ix+y)^-{a-b)^
= {xi-y+ a-b){x+y-a+ b).

EXERCISE 69 (1-10, 17-32, Oral)

Use the formula to obtain the following products :

1.
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45. Find three factors of ba-—l0ab-^5b'^—20c- and of

46. Find four factors of a'^b'-a^c'-bH'^+c'^dF' and of

47. Factor a'x''-—b-if'+2acx-\-c'^ and 7?i2_9m2|i2+ n2_2,,i/i.

48. Find the simplest factors of Zx^—2x'—Zx-{-2 and of

x^—x^—^x'^-{-Qx.

49. Simplify (a—6+c)(a—6— c)+ (a+&— c)(«— &+c).

50. Arrange x-{x'^—a'^)—y-{if'—a'^)^-2xy{x'^—y'^) so as to show

that x'^—y'^ is a factor of it, and thus find the simplest factors.

51. Use factoring to simplify :

(1) (a2_3a-|-l)2-(a2_3a)2.

(2) (x-2y+ZzY-[^z-x^2ij)\

(3) (a2-3a-4)2-(a2-4)2.

(4) (5x2-2x?/+2/2)2_(5;c2+ 2a,-?/-i/2)2.

52. Multiply a+6+c by a^b—c and a— ft + c by a—b—c and use

the results to obtain the product of

(a+6+c)(a+6— c)(a— 6+c)(a—6— c).

53. Show that x{y^-z^)^ry{z^-^^)-^z{^-—y^) is equal to

{x-y){y^-z^)-{x^-y^){y-z)

and then find the factors of this expression.

64. Arrange a{b^-c^)+b{c^-a'^)-\-c{a^-b^) in the form

a(b^-c^)-bc{b-c)-a^{b-c)

and thus obtain the factor b—c. Find the other two factors.

96. Type V. Incomplete Squares. We have already factored

many expressions which were seen to be the difference of two

squares.

Sometimes the two squares of which an expression is the

difference are not so easily seen.
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Ex. 1.—Factor x^-^x^y^-^-y'^.

This expression would be the square of x^-\-y^ if the middle term were

2x'^y^. We will therefore add x^y- to complete the square and also

subtract x'^y'^ to preserve the value of the expression.

Then x* ^x'^y'^ ^-y*= x*+ 2x'^y^ -\-y^ -x^y^,
= {x^+ y^)''-{xy)^,

= {x^+ y^ + xy){x^+ y'^-xy),

:. X* + x^fj'^ -!rf/*= (x^+^U + .V-)(x2 - xif + »/2).

In order that this method may be successful, it will be

seen that the quantity we add to complete the square must
itself be a square.

Thus, to change 0^ + 06 + 6^ into a* + 2a6 + 6- -ab is of no value as

ab is not an algebraic square.

Ex. 2.—Factor a4+46*.

This can be made the square of a^-\-2b^ by adding 4a^b^.

.-. a*+ 4b*=^a*-\-4a^b- + 4b*-4a^b^.

Complete t!ie factoring and verify by multiplication.

Ex. 3.—Factor 4m'^—lQm^n^+9n\

What must be added to make it the square of 2m^ — 3)i^ ? Complete

the factoring.

Try to factor it by making it the square of 2m^-\-3n^.

Ex. 4.—Factor a^+b^+c^-2a^b^-2b^c^-2c^a'-.

How does this expression differ from the square of a--\-b^— c^ ?

Express it in the form {a^-^b- — c^)^ — 4a^b^.

Write down the two factors and see if you can factor each of them

again and thus obtain the result

(a+ 6+ c)(a+ 6-c)(a-fe+ c){a-6-c).

EXERCISE 70
Factor and verify :

1. a*+ a^^\. 2. x*-^x-^2o. 3. x^+lx^-+ \6.

4. x«+2x2j/2+V. 5. 4a*+l. 6. 9x*+ 8x^y^+ lQy\

7. 46*-136Hl- 8. 9a*-15a2+l. 9. 9a*-52a^b^+6ib*.
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10. 25x*-89a;2?/2+6V. 11. x^-^y'^-Wxhf. 12. x^-Tx^l.

13.* Find three factors of 2.rM-8 and x^-\-x^-^x.

14. Find four factors of Ga^-lOa^i^+fe*.

15. Find three factors of x*+ a;''+ l.

16. Find four factors of a^+h*+c*-2a''h^-2b''c^-2c^a^ by

completing the square of a^—h^-\-c'^.

17. Factor (a+ l)4+ (a'-l)H(«-l)*-

97. Type VI. Trinomials. We have already dealt with

the factoring of expressions of the type .r^+^.r+g, where the

coefficient of the first term is unity (art. 61).

We now wish to factor expressions of the type mx^-\-'px^q,

where m is not necessarily unity.

98. First Method, by Cross Multiplication.

Ex. 1.—Factor 2x'^-\-lxij-^^y^.

Tiie product of tlie first terms of the factors is 2x^, and therefore

the first terms must be 2x and x ; similarly, the last terms must be

3y and y and the signs are evidently all positive.

.". the factors must be

2x+ Zy 2x+ y
x-\- y or x-\-Zy

It is seen, by cross multiplication, that the coefficient of xy in the

first product is 3+ 2=5, and in the second is 1 + 6 = 7.

.'. the correct factors are {2x-{-y){x-\-^y).

Ex. 2.—Factor Sx^-Ta:— 6.

Here the numerical coefficients of the first terms of the factors must
be 3 and 1, and of the last terms may be G and 1 or 3 and 2.

Since the third term is negative, the signs of the second terms of the

factors must be different.

The possible sets of factors, omitting the signs, are :

3x 3 3x 2 3x- 3x- 1

X 2 X 3 X \ .T H
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Since the signs are different for the last terms, when we cross

multiply to find the coefficient of x in the product, the partial

products must be subtracted.

It is easily seen that the second arrangement is the only one from

which 7x can be obtained.

Since the middle term is negative, the larger of the cross products

must be negative.

.". the factors are (3x-\-2){x— 3).

This method is liable to be found tedious when the coefficients

have a number of pairs of factors, but in ordinary cases the

pupil will find httle difficulty after he has had sozne practice

in the work.

99. Second Method, by Decomposition. In the process of

multiplying two binomials hke 2.);+3 and 3x^5, we have

(2.r+3)(3x+5)= 3x-(2.^+3)+5(2x+3),

=6a;24-9x+10x+15,

If we wish to factor a trinomial like Gx-^+lQ-^+lS, we

may do so by reversing the process.

Thus, 6^2+ 19.r+15=6.r2+9.r+10.r+15,

= 3a,-(2.c+3)+ 5(2x+3),

= (2a:+3)(3x+5).

The only difficulty in this method is in finding the two

terms into which the middle term, 19x, should be decom-

posed. This difficulty may be overcome in the following way :

{ax-{-b){cx-\-d)=acx^-\-x{ad-\-bc)-\-bd.

Note that the product of the two terms in the coefficient

of X, ad and be, is the same as the product of the coefficient

of x^, ac and the absolute term, bd.

In the trinomial 6.r2+19.r+15 above, the product of 6 and

15 is 90 and the two factors of 90 whose sum is 19 are 9

and 10, which shows that the middle term, 19a;, should be

decomposed into 9x+10a;.
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Ex. 1.—Factor e.r^+lSx+G.

The product of the coefficient of x^ and the absolute term is 36.

The two factors of 36 whose sum is 13 are 4 and 9.

.-. 6a;2+13a;+6=6x2+ 4a;+ 9a;+6,

= 2a;(3x+2) + 3(3x+2),
= (3a;+2)(2a;+3).

Ex. 2.—Factor \2x^—\lx-5.

Here we require two factors of —60 whose sum is

are evidently —20 and 3.

.-. 12x2-17a;-5 = 12a;2-20a;+ 3a;-5,

= 4a;(3a;-5)+ (3a;-

= (3a;-5)(4a;+l).

5),

17, and they

EXERCISE 71 (1-18, Oral)

Factor and verify :
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41. Show that the product of 6x^— 13a:-|-6 and 2x^—lx-\-ii is

divisible by Sa;^—5a;+2 and find the quotient.

42. If Sx--'rax—l4 is the product of two binomials with integral

coefficients, find all the different values that a may have.

43. By factoring, find the quotient when the product of

6a^+lab-20b- and 22a^-13ab-Ub-

is divided by 4:a^—4ab— 3ob^.

44. Factor x^-^5xy-{-iy^-}-x-{-y.

45. Factor Sa^-ab-2b^^Qa+4b.

46. Divide the product of x-+3x-\-2 and x*— l by the product

of .T^+Sx+l and x^+x— 2.

100. Type VII. Sum and Difference of Cubes.

Divide x'^+y^ by x+y, x+y)x^ +yHx^-xy+ y'

and x^—y^ by x—y. ^ +^'y

:. ^^+ij^={x+y){x'—xy-\-y^), -^;^_^ ,

and x^—y^^{x—y){x^-\-xy-\-ij-). ^ ^ ^^'

Examine carefully the signs in these "^^I"^^,

factors
"^^+^^

It is thus seen, that the sum of the cubes of two quantities

is divisible by their sum, and the difference of the cubes is

divisible by their difference.

The quotient in each case consists of the square, product and

square of the terms of the divisor, with the proper algebraic signs.

Ex. 1.—Factor 8a3+27i=5.

Here 80=" = (20)3 and 27^3^(3^)3^

.". the expression may be written (2a)3-|-(36)*,

.'. the first factor is 2a+ 36 and the second is

(2a)2-(2a)(36) + (36)2 or 4a^ - 6ab-\-9b^.

.-. 8a3+ 2763= (2a + 36)(4a2- Qab + 9b^).

Ex. 2.—Factor a^x^—64y^. '

a^x^— 641/* = (aa;)3 — (4y^)^,

= {ax- 4y'i){a^x'^+ 4axy'+ I6y*).
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Ex. 3.—Factor x^—y^.

This may be expressed as the difference of two squares or of two
cubes.

.-. a;8-y«= (x3)2-(?/3)2, or {x'^)^-{y^)^,

= (x^ -{y^){x^— y^), or {x^ — y'^){x* -\-x^y^ -\-y*).

Complete the factoring by each method and decide which you will

use, if you have the choice, as here.

EXERCISE 72 (1-12, Oral)

State one factor of :

1. a3+ft'. 2. .r3+8. 3. x^-21. 4. lOOO-a^.

5. x^-Uy'^. <). 27-63. 7. Sa^-\-V2a. 8. V2ba^-9,b^.

9. 1-27x3. jo_ :343.f3_8. 11. [a+ hf+c^.

12. {a-bf-c".

Factor and verify 13-21 :

13. o3^27. 14. x^-%y^.

IG. 27.C3-64//3. 17. 8-27a3.

19. a^-\-b^. 20. x6-63.

22.* 2a3-16. 23. 81 + 3//'.

25. a^b-^b\ 2(i. a^^b^.

28. (a;-2)34-8. 29. [a-bf^a"^.

.31. What is one factor of {2x-y)'^-(x~2yf ?

32. Show that (2a-36)3+(3a-26)3 is divisible by a-b.

33. Factor {a^--2bcY+%b\^ and 21xhj-z-yH*. '

34. Find six factors of a'^— />'-.

35. Find two binomial factors of {2x^— 2x-r'i)^— {x-—2x-\-bY.

,3C. If X + - =2, find the value of x^ + 1 .

x x^

37. By factoring show that (tt-r/^)'»-3a6(a+ 6)2=(a+ 6)(a3+ 63).

101. Type VIII. The Factor Theorem. What are the values

of 0x5, axO, Ox (-4), ixO, -1000x0?

15.
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If one of the factors of a product be zero, the product

must also be zero.

If the product of two numbers be zero, what can we infer ?

If a&=0, it follows that either a=0 or 6=0.

If (.r—3)(x—4)=0, then either x—3^0 or a;—4=0.

Since {x-2){x^-lx^ 12) =x3-9:r2+26x-24,
.'. x^—dx^-\-26x—24: must be equal to zero when a:=2, for

then one of its factors, x— 2, is zero.

If we substitute 2 for x, we see that this is true.

x3-9x2+ 26x-24=23-9 . 2^+ 26 . 2-24,
=8-36 + 52 -24= 0.

Conversely, when any expression becomes zero when x=a,
then x—a is a factor of it.

Substitute x=3 in x^— 6x^-\-llz— 6 and it becomes

33-6 . 32+ 11 . 3-6= 27-54+ 33-6 = 0,

a;— 3 is a factor of x'— ex*^+ llx— 6.

Divide it by x— 3 and the other factor is x^- 3a;+ 2.

.-. x3-6x2 + llx-6= (x-3)(x2-3x+ 2),

= (x-3)(x-2)(x-l).

If x+1 is a factor of an expression, the expression must be equal to

zero when x= — 1, for then x+1 = 0.

Thus, x+1 is a factor of x^-x^- lOx— 8, since

(_l)3_(_i)2_io(_i)_ 8= -1-1+ 10-8= 0.

Divide by x+ 1 and complete the factoring.

Any expression is divisible by x

—

a if it vanishes {becomes

zero) when a is substituted for x.

This is called the factor theorem.

Show that x— a is a factor of x'^ — lax'^-\- lOa^x- 4o'.

Show that x+ a is a factor of 0x3+6x^0+11x02+ 10a'.

Ex.—Factor x^— Ox+lO.

If it has a binomial factor it must be of the form

x+1, xj:2, x±5 or x+10.

Testing for these factors we find that x— 2 is a factor,

.-. x3-9x+ 10= (x-2)(x2+ 2x-5).

The factoring is complete as x2+ 2x— 5 has no simple factors.
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102. Special Case. It is easy to see when x—-\ is a factor

of any expression, for when 1 is substituted for x, the vakie

of the expression becomes equal to the sum of its coefficients.

Thus, ifx=l x»- 2x2 -19x4-20,
= 1 -2 -19 +20= 0,

.•. X— 1 is a factor. Complete the factoring.

Similarly, x— a is a factor of 3.r'— IG-r^a- 7.ra2+ 20a^, since

3-16-7 + 20= 0, and a-h is a factor of a^-%a^b+ ^ah^-\-2b^, since

1-6 + 3 + 2 = 0.

E3XERCISB 73

Each of these expressions is divisible by x— 1, x—2 or x— 3. Find

all the factors of each and verify.

1. x3-I0x2+29x-20.
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103. Equations Solved by Factoring. We have seen that if

(x-3)(a:-4)= 0,

then .T—3=0 or x—4=0.

Thus the equation (a:— 3)(a:—4)=0 is equivalent to the two

simple equations x— 3= and a:— 4= 0.

But if a;-3= 0, 3-=3,

and if a:—4=0, a:=4,

.'. the roots of the equation (.c— 3)(.r— 4)= are 3, 4.

The truth of this may be seen by substitution.

If a;= 3, (a;-3)(a;-4) = {3-3)(3-4) = 0x -1 = 0.

Ifa;= 4, (a;-3)(a;-4) = (4-3)(4-4)=lx = 0.

Since (x-3){a;-4) = x2-7x+ 12,

the given equation may be written

a;2-7.r+12 = 0.

104. Quadratic Equation. Any equation which contains

the square of the unknown and no higher power is called a

quadratic equation or an equation of the second degree.

The preceding shows that if we wish to solve a quadratic

equation we may do so by finding, by factoring, the simple

equations of which it is composed.

The simple equations Avhen solved will give the roots of the

given quadratic equation.

Ex. 1.—Solve a:2-6.T-7= 0.

Factoring, (.-r— 7)(.t+ 1) = 0,

.-. x-7 = or a;+l=0,
x= l or — 1.

Verification : if x= 7, x2-6x-7 = 49-42-7 = 0,

if a;= -1, a;2-6a;-7= 1+ 6-7 = 0.

Ex. 2.—Solve 3a-2+7x=6.

Transpose the 6 so as to make the right-liand side zero, as in the

previous problem
3x''+7x-6= 0,

(3a;-2)(x+ 3) = 0,

.-. 3x-2= ora;+ 3= 0,

x=§ or -3.
Verify both of these roots.
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Ex. 3.—Form the equation whose roots are 2 and —5.

The required equation is at once seen to be a combination of the
two simple equations

a;-2= and a:+5= 0,

and therefore is
"

(.r— 2)(x-f 5)^0,

or a:2+ 3.r-10= 0.

Ex. 4.—If x=2 is a root of the equation

a;3+3.T2-16.r+12=0,

find the other roots.

Since a:=2 is a root, then x— 2 is a factor of x^+ Sx^— 16x-f 12 and
the other factor, found by division, is x^+ 5a;— 6.

.-. x^+ Zx^~\Qx+\2 = {x-2){x-\){x-\-Q) = 0,

X— 2= or x— 1 = or x+6= 0,

x=2 or 1 or —6.

.". the other roots are 1 and —6.

EIXBRCISB 74 (1-16. Oral)

To what equations of the first degree is each of the following

equivalent

:

1. (x-l)(x-2)=0. 2. (x-3)(x+5)= 0.

3. x(x-5)=0. 4. (x-l)(x-2)(x-3)= 0.

o. x2—4=0.
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27. If x=2 is a root of x^— 19x+30=0, find the other roots.

28. Solve a;3— 6x2+ 1 la;-6=0 and 4:X^—\2x"+nx—3=0.

(Note that the sum of the coeflficients is zero.)

29. The sum of a number and its square is 42. Find the number.

30. The sum of the squares of two consecutive numbers is 61.

Find them.

31. The sides of a right-angled triangle are x, .r+ 1 and .t+ 2. Find x.

105. Notes concerning Factoring. The subject of factoring

is one of the important parts of algebra, as it enters into so

many other processes. We have already had examples of

its use in solving equations and in performing operations on

fractions.

In the preceding exercises, in this Chapter, the expressions

to be factored have been classified for the pupil. In the

practical use of factoring, however, he must determine for

himself the particular method to be used.

This is usually done by determining the type or form

to which the expression belongs. The examples in the

review exercise which follows will give the required practice.

The types which have been discussed in this Chapter are

here collected for reference :

I. ax+ay. (Common factor in every term.)

11. ax-\^ay-\-bx+hij. (Factored by grouping.)

III. X"±2x)j-\-y^. (Complete squares.)

IV. ar—h". (Difference of two squares.)

V. x*+x^y^+2/^ (Incomplete squares.)

VI. «x-+&x+c. (Trinomials.)

VII. x"^ ± y^. (Sum or difference of cubes.)

VIII. Factored by the factor theorem.
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EXERCISE 75 (Review of Chapter XI)

1. State the squares of a+ 6, a— b, x— 3y, 2a;— 1, 3a;— 5, 5a+ 26,

3x-4y, 7a-3, a^-l, a+--
a

2. State the squares of a-\-b-\-c, x-\-y~z, a— b— c.

3. Write down the products of x{a— b), a(a— b-\-c), {x-{-\){x-\-'7),

{x-3){x-5), (2a;-3)(2a;+ 3), {ax-6){ax+7).

Use short methods to find, in the simplest form, the value of :

4.* {x+ a+ b){x+ a— b) + {x-a-b){x-a+ b).

5. {x^+ x+l){x^+x-l)-(x^-x+l){x^-x-\).

6. {a+ b+ c)^+ {a+ b-c)^+ {a-b+ c)^+ (a-b-c)'^.

7. (2o+36-c)2+ (3a+ 6-2c)2+ (a-26-p3c)2.

8. 99992-99982. 9, 57432-42572.

10. 503x497-502x498. 11. (a+ 99)2-(«+ 98)2.

Find the simplest factors and verify 12-29 :

12.
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CHAPTER XII

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS {continued)

106. In Chapter VII. the solution of simple examples

of equations in two unknowns has been considered.

The method there followed was to make the coefficients

of one of the unknowns numerically equal by multiplication,

and then that unknown was eliminated by addition or

subtraction.

Other methods of eliminating one of the unknowns are

useful in certain cases.

107. Elimination by Substitution.

Ex.—Solve x—2y= 2, (1)

5x+7?/=78. (2)

Froin(l), a;= 2 + 2(/. (3)

Substituting this value of x in (2),

5(2+ 22/)+ 72/= 78,

.-. 10+ 102/+ 72/= 78,

172/= 68,

2/= 4.

Substituting 2/ = 4 in (3), a;=10.

Here we eliminated x by finding the value of x in terms
of y from (I) and substituting that value in (2). We thus

obtained an equation wliich contained only the unknown y.

This is called the method of elimination by substitution.

We might take the value of x from (2) and substitute in (1).

Thus from (2), 5x= 78-7v, ' a; = —^^ •

* 5

Substituting in (
I ), '^^~K^ - 2y = 2.

Comploto the sohition and verify the roots.

140
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The value of y might have been found from either equation and
substituted in the other.

Thus from (1), 2y= x~2, .-.
y=^-~^.

Substituting in (2), 5x + ~-^- = 78.

Complete the solution.

Solve also by finding y from (2) and substituting in (1).

If the four solutions be compared it will be seen that, in

this problem, the first is the simplest.

In solving equations with two unknowns, the pupil

should examine them carefully and choose the unknown
which he thinks will be the simpler to deal with.

108. Elimination by Comparison.

Ex.—Solve 2a;-3i/= 7, (1)

3x+5y=39. (2)

„ ,,, 7+ 3y , . ,-,, 39-5y
From (1), x= ^

, and from (2), x = —^ -^»

7+ 3y_ 39-52/

2 3 '

.-. 3(7 + 32/) = 2(39 --5y).

Complete the solution and verify the roots.

Here we effected the elimination of x by comparing the

values of x from the two equations.

This is called the method of elimination by comparison.

We might have compared the values of y obtained from

the two equations. Solve it that way.

109. Three Methods of Elimination. We have illustrated

three methods of elimination, by addition or subtraction,

by substitution and by comparison. When no particular

method is specified, the pupil is advised to use the first

method as no fractions appear in it.
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EXERCISE 73 (1-6, Oral)

State the value of each unknown in terms of the other in

:

1. x+y^o.
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110. Equations with three Unknowns.

Ex.—Solve 2x+32/-42=12, (1)

3.r— ?/+2z= 15, (2)

4r+ 7/-3z=19. (.'?)

This S37stem of equations differs from the preceding by

containing three unknown quantities.

If we can obtain from these three equations, two equations

containing the same two unknowns, the sokition can be

effected by preceding methods.

How can we obtain from (1) and (2) an equation containing

X and 2 only ? How can we obtain another equation from

(2) and (3) containing x and z only ?

Perform these two ehminations and find x and z from the

resulting equations.

Now find y by substituting in any one of the given equations

and verify b}^ showing that the values 3^ou have found for x,

y and z will satisfy all of the given equations.

The solution might be written in the following form :

Eliminate y from (1) and (2),
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EXERCISE 77 (1-4, Oral)

1. What operation will eliminate both x and x-\-y-\-z=35 (1)

y from (1) and (2)? What is the value of z? x+y-z=25 (2)

of x-\-yl x-y-\-z=l5 (3)

2. What operation will eliminate both y and z from (2) and (3) ?

What is the value of a; ? of y—z ?

3. How can you eliminate both x and z from (I) and (3) ? What
is the value of ?/ ? oi x-\-z 1

4. In No. 5 below, which letter is simplest to eliminate from two
pairs of the equations ? W'hich in No. 6 ? Whicli in No. 7 ?

Solve and verify :

5. x+2y+ 3z=:16, G. 2x-y+Sz= 7,

x+3y+ 42=24, 3a;+?/-4z=- 7,

x+4yi-l0z=4:l. 6a;- 2/4-52=2 1.

7. 4a:-3«/+ z=10, 8. a:+?/- 2= 16,

6a:—5i/+2z=17, •^—^-f 2= 4,

a;-f yi- z= 8. a; +;/-}- 22=22.

9. x+ 2y+3z=32, 10. a;-f)/= 25,

4x— 5(/-}-6z=27, y-\-z=lo,

lx+8y~9z=U. z+a;=70.

11. x+ 2y=l2, 12. 3(2-1) =2((/-l).

3i/+42= 2. 4(7/+ a:) =92 -4,

52-2.c=-21. 7(5a:-32)=2// -9.

13. 3+a;=5+4(/, 14. iar-j- i?/+ ^z =36,
2+.r=3//, ia^+ ,'.?«/+ ^.'o2

=10,

7?/=2 + 2. Jx+ iz/+^2 =43.

234345456
10.* If a;+2//=25, (/+ 32=5.5, 2+4a:=35, find the value of x+y+z.

17. If a:— ?/+ z=9, 2x\-y=8, ?/—42=5 and x }-</+2+w=12,
find w.

18. If ax^- ftx+c is 8 wlien x=l, 8 when .c = 2, and 10 when x=3,
6nd a, b and c.
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19. If ax"-\-bz-\-c is 9 when .r=], —3 when x= — 1, 18 when

x=2, find its value when x=3.

20. Deteniiine three numbers whose sura is 9, such that the sum
of the first, twice the second and three times the third is 22, and the

sum of the first, four times the second and nine times the third is 58.

21. If a+6=12, b+c=l5, c+(Z=19, find a^d.

111. Special Forms of Equations. Two equations of the

first degree in x and ij will usually determine the values of

X and y.

Consider the following sets of equations :

(1) 2x~3tj=10,
*

(2) 2x-3y=10, (3) 2x~Sij=lO,

4x+5?/=42. 4x—6y^20. 4r-6?/=30.

In (1), if the two equations are solved in the usual way
we find that x—S, y—2 will satisfy both of the equations,

and no other values of x and y will satisfy tliem.

We therefore say that these equations are determinate, that

is, they determine the values of x and y.

In this case the second equation can not be deduced from

the first, nor the first from the second. We therefore say

that the equations are independent.

In (2), the second equation may be deduced from the first

by multiplying by 2. These equations are dependent and

not independent as in (1).

Any number of values of x and y will satisfy both equations,

because any values which will satisfy the first will also satisfy

the second. These equations are therefore indeterminate.

In (3), if the first equation is true, the second can not be

true. They are therefore said to be inconsistent or impossible,

and no values of x and y can be found to satisfy both of them.

We thus see that two equations in two unknowns can have

a definite solution only when the equations are independent

and consistent.

In this set of equations, the third may be 3a;+ 2^/— z= 5,

obtained by adding the other two. They are 4x— y-\-3z= 20,

therefore dependent equations and consequently lx-{- y-\-2z= 25.

indeterminate.
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EXERCISE 78

1. Find three pairs of values of x and y which satisfy the equation

2. Solve 2x+3tj^l3, 5x—ij=2A. Ts it possible that 2x+Zy=}Z,
5x—y—2i: and 4x-j-5^=19 can be true at the same time ?

3. What is peculiar about the equations 4a;-f-?/=17, 8x+2?/=35 ?

Also about Sx+\2y=m, Gx-+%=45 ?

4. Show that the equations

x+2+4=32/, 3a;+2=2?/+6, 2x^y=\Q,

are indeterminate. If z=5, solve the equations.

5. Find two solutions of the simultaneous equations :

x+y-\-z=\Q, 2x-2y-z=l.

For what values of a will the following sets of equations be consistent

:

G.* Zx— y= 5, 7. Zx-\-2y^ 1, 8. 9.f— ay=0,

x+2y=25, 10x-4:y= 2, 3x- y=2,

x+4y= a. Sx-{-ay=\\. 5x—^^y=^.

9. Show that these equations are inconsistent

:

2x+3y-Zz=20, 3x+7y-2z^5, x+2//-z=6.

112. Special Fractional Equations.

Ex.—Solve ---=-11, (1)
X y .

4 2
- + - = 21. (2)XT/

Here we could obtain the solution in the usual way by removing
the fractional forms, by multiplying each equation by xy. Sec if you
can complete the solution by tliis method.

It is simpler, however, to eliminate y from the equations as they
stand.
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Thus, multiplying (2) by 4 and adding

19 1•^ = 95, •. 95a; = 19, :. x = =

1 8
Substitute x = - in (1) and 15 = 11.

5 y

.-. -^ = 4, .-. 2/ = 2.

y

The solution, therefore, is x=i, y = 2.

Verify this result.
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The number 47 might be written 4 . 10-f 7. What is the sum of the

digits of this number ? What number would be formed by reversing

the digits ? What is the sum of the number and the reversed number ?

What is the sum of the digits of the reversed number ?

Ex. 1.—A number has two digits. If 18 is added to it

the digits are reversed. The surn of the two numbers is 88.

Find the number.

Let a;= the units digit and y the tens digit,

.". the number =lOy+x,
and the reversed number =10x+ y.

.-. 10i/+ a;+18=10a;+ 2/, (1)

and \0y+x+l0x+y= 8S. - (2)

Simplifying (1), 9x—9y=l8 or x— y= 2,

(2), lla;+lly= 88 or a;+2/= 8.

Solving x= 5, y= 3.

.'. the required nimiber is 35.

Verification : 35+18 = 53,35+ 53 = 88.

Ex. 2.—If 4 be added to the numerator of a fraction

and 3 to the denominator, the fraction becomes h If 2

had been subtracted from the numerator and 5 from the

denominator the result would have been ^. Find the

fraction.

Let = tlie fraction,
y

x+4 1 , x-2 1

J/+ 3 2 y-o 6

.-. 2x+8=y+ 3 and 6x-12= y-5.

2x—y= —ii and 6x— y=1.

Complete the solution and verify.

Sometimes the solution of a problem may be simplified

by using some function of x instead of x to represent one

of the imknowns.

Thus, if two numbers are in the ratio of 7 to 6, we might

represent the larger number by x and then the smaller would

be '\x.
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A better way, however, would be to represent the larger

by Ix, and then the smaller would be 6a:. By doing so we

get rid of the use of fractions.

Ex. 3.—The incomes of A and B are in the ratio of 3 to

2, and their expenses in the ratio of 5 to 3. Each saves

$400 a year. Find their incomes and expenses.

Let S3x= ^'s income, then $2x= B's income.

Let S5y= A''s expenses, then S-iy= B's expenses.

.-. 3x-5j/ = 400 and 2a;-3y= 400.

Solving X= 800 and y= 400.

.-. .4's income = S3a;= S2400 and B's = $1600.

.-. ^'s exp*enses= $5y= $2000 and B's = 81200.

Note.—In solving the problems in the exercise following, the pupil

will find that he frequently has the choice of using one, two or more

unknowns. Except in special cases, ho is advised to use as small a

number of unknowns as possible. In each case the results should be

verified.

EXERCISE 80

1. If 10 men and 4 bo3^s, or 7 men and 10 boys, earn $96 in a

day, find a man's wages per day.

2. Two numbers are in the ratio of 5 to 7 and their difference is

10. What are the numbers ?

3. The sum of three numbers is 370. The sum of the first two

is 70 more than the third, and six times the first is equal to four times

the third. Find the numbers.

4. Find three numbers such that the results of adding them two

at a time are 29, 33, 36.

5. Divide 429 into three parts so that the quotient of the first

by 7, the second by 4 and the third by 2 will all be equal.

G. A workman can save $200 a year. He goes to another town

where his wages are 10% greater and his expenses are 5% less, and he

can now save $310 a j-ear. What are his wages now ?

7. The denominator of a fraction exceeds the numerator by 3.

If 2 is subtracted from each term, the fraction reduces to ^. Find

the fraction.
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8. Divide 120 into three parts, so that f of the first part is

greater than the second by 5 and J of the second part is greater than

the third by 10.

9. If 6 men and 2 boys earn $56 in 2 days and 7 men and 5 boys

earn $57 in 1 1 days, how long will it take 3 men and 4 boys to earn $60 ?

10. A number between 10 and 100 is 8 times the sum of its digits,

and if 45 be subtracted from it, the digits are reversed. Find the

number.

11. The difference of the two digits of a number is 4. Tlie sum of

the number and the reversed number is 110. Find the number.

12. The sum of the two digits of a number is 14, and when 18 is

added to the number the digits are reversed. Find the number.

13. When 1 is added to both terms of a fraction the result is \. If

9 had been subtracted from the denominator only the result would

have been J. Find the fraction.

14. A number consists of two digits whose sum is 11. If the order

of the digits be reversed, the number thus obtained is greater by 7

than twice the original number. What is the number ?

15. The difference between the digits of a number less than 100 is 6.

Show that the difference between the number and tlie number formed

by reversing the digits is always 54.

IG. The sum of the reciprocals of two numbers is g^^. Six times

the reciprocal of the first is greater than five times the reciprocal of

the second bv \- Find the numbers. (The reciprocal of .r is -•)
X

17. Divide 150 into two parts such that the quotient obtained by

dividing the greater by the less is 3 and the remainder is 2.

18. I wish to obtain 100 lb. of tea worth 34c. per lb. by mixing

tea worth 30c. per lb. with tea worth 40c. per lb. How much of each

must I take ?

1!), Three pounds of tea and 10 of sugar cost $2-40. If tea is

increased 10"^ in price and sugar decreased 10%, they would cost

S2-52. Find the price of each per lb.

20. Two numbers are in the ratio of 7 to 5. What quotient

is obtained v/hen three times their sum is divided by six times their

difference ?
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21. Show that the sum of any number of two digits and the n\niiber

formed by reversing the digits is always divisible l)y 1 1 and that the

difference is divisible by 9.

22. A number has three digits, the middle one being 0. If 396

be added the digits are reversed. The difference between the number
and five times the sum of the digits is 257. What is the number ?

23. Divide 126 into four parts, so that if 2 be added to the first,

2 be subtracted from the second, the third be multiplied by 2, and the

fourth be divided by 2, the results will all be equal. (Let the result=a:.)

2-1. There are three numbers such that when each is added to twice

the sum of the remaining two the results are 44, 42, 39. Find the

numbers.

25. The sum of the three digits of a number is 12. If the units

and tens digits be interchanged the number is increased by 36, and if

the hundreds and units be interchanged it is increased by 198. Find

the number.

20. Find three numbers such that the first with ^ of the sum of

the other two, the second with J of the others, and the third with

1 of the others, shall each be 25.

27. A piece of work can be done by A working 6 days and B 21

days, or by A working 8 days and B 18 days. In what time could

each of them complete it alone ?

28. Divide 84 into four parts, so that the first is (o the second as

2 to 3, the second to the third as 3 to 4, and the third to the fourth as

4 to 5.

29. Of what three numbers is it true that the sum of tlie reciprocals

of the first and second is |, of the first and third is 3 and of the second

and third is J
?

"

30. Two numbers consist of the same three digits but in inverted

order. The sum of the numbers is 1029. The sum of the digits of

each is 15 and the difference of the units digits is 5. Find the numbers.

31. A stream flows at 2 miles per hour. A man rows a certain

distance up stream in 5 hours and returns in I5 hours. How many
miles per hour could he row in still water ?

32. A rancher sold 50 head of horses, part at 8125 a head and the

balance at S150 a head. After spending 850 he was able to make the

first payment of J of the purchase price of 1200 acres of land at §18

per acre. How many horses did he sell at §125 a head ?
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33. A number consists of a units digit and a tenths digit, the units

digit being the greater by 1. The sum of the digits is less than twice

the number by 2. Find the number.

34. A grocer spent S120 in buying tea at 60c. a lb., and 100 lb.

of coffee. He sold the tea at an advance of 25% on cost and the coffee

at an advance of 20%. The total selling price was S148. Find the

number of lb. of tea purchased.

35. When 2 is subtracted from each term of a fraction the result

is equal to \. Show that the result would have

been the same if I had been subtracted from

the numerator only.

36. It Ls shown in geometry that the two

tangents drawn to a circle from a point are

equal. Thus, in the figure AD=AE, etc. If

AB=15, BC=U, CA= 13, find x, y and z.

37. If the sides of a triangle are 10, 15 and

19, where will the inscribed circle touch the

sides ? (See figure of preceding example.)

38. If A can do a piece of work in m days and B can do it in n days,

in what time can they do it working together ?

If X is the number of days required.

then
1 i + 1.

m n m-{-n

39. Use the preceding result to find in what time A and B working

together can do a piece of work which could l)e done by .4 and B
separately in the following number of days :

(1) .4 in 10, B in 15. (2) .4 in 20, B in 5. (3) .4 in .,', B in 1^.

EXERCISE 81 (Review of Chapter XII)

Solve and verify :

1. Tx— 8j/=10, •
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y ' 1+2/ 2/+ 2 2y+l

o a;-y 2a;+3 ?/ _ a;-2j/ _ 3x-y
J. 3 - 5 - *• Au- 3 - 7 '

5{x+ y) = 8.

11. J.T 5 - ^' ^- 2 ~ 4 " 6 '

4y + ^2^12.
x+y+z-^33.

13. a;+ y+ z=— 3, 14. 2.r+ 32/- z= 5,

x+ 2y+ z= 0, 3a;-4?/+ 22=l,

3x+ 2/+ 62= 0. 4x-6y+ 5z= 7.

^- a; 2/ z .r-2 10-a; y-10

a;+ y + z= 24. 2y4-4 2a;+2/ a;+13

17.
X— 1 2/+ ^ _ a;+2
~3 12" "" ~60 '

{x-n){y-l^)^xy-5.

18. lx-^y+z+l = 3{x-y) + 5z+ 4:= x+ Qy-2z-9= 0.

19. ^^^ = 4,-2z = i«-^*-^ = 6.
4 ^ 2

20. x+2/ = ^» y+ 2= 3, 2 + u'= 1, X— i^=3.

21. 31.r+ 28i/= 146, 28.t;+312/= 149. (Add and subtract the

equations and remove common factors.)

22. 97a; -59?/ = 329, 59a; -97!/ =139.

23. What values of x and ?/ will make —~ and —^-^ each equal

to .T-IO ?

24. Show that a;+ y+ z=12, 3.T+ 42/-5z= -22, 10a;+ 12i/-6z= 4,

are indeterminate.

2.5. Divide unity into two parts so that 18 times the first part may
exceed 12 times the second by 13.

26. A number of two digits is four times the sum of its digits,

and if 18 be added to the number the digits are reversed. What is

the number ?

27. The tens digit of a number is twice the units digit. 'Wlien the

number is divided by the sum of the digits what must the quotient be ?
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28. Find a fraction equal to % such that ^ of Lhs denominator

exceeds § of the numerator by 8.

29. Two persons vrho are 30 miles apart are together after 5 hours

if they walk in opposite directions, but are not together for 15 hours

if they walk in the same direction. What are their rates ?

30. A's age is equal to the combined ages of B and C. Ten years

ago A was twice as old as B. Show that 10 years hence A will be twice

as old as C.

31. A bill of 819-50 was paid in half-dollars and quarters and four

times the number of quarters exceeded twice the nuinber of half-dollars

by 12. How many of each were used ?

32. If 5 lb. of tea and 8 lb. of coffee cost 85-80, and coffee advances

10% in price and tea 15% and they now cost S6o3, find the prices

per lb. of each before the advance.

33. I invest a certain sum at 4% and another sum at 6% and
receive $42 interest. If the sums had been interchanged I would

have received S8"50 more. What were the sums ?

34. If each side of a rectangle is increased by 5 feet the area is

increased by 275 square feet. If each side is decreased by 5 feet the

area is decreased by 225 square feet. Show that the sides can not

be determined from these conditions.

35. Solve ——^— = —^ = 4x — z = 1.

36. A grocer wishes to mix tea worth 30c. a lb. with tea worth

40c. to make a mixture weighing 601b. worth 36c. a lb. How many lb.

of each must he use ?

37. If 3x^— 2x-\-5= ax^-]-bx^c, when x=l or x=2 or x= 3, show
that a= 3, 6= — 2, c= 5.

38. The tens digit of a number exceeds the units digit by 3. By
how much is the number decreased by inverting the digits ?

39. A train is 27 minutes late when it makes its usual trip at 28

miles per hour and is 42 minutes late when it runs at 27 miles per

hour. What is the distance ?

40. A piece of work can be done by A working 6 days and B 16 days

or by A working 9 days and B 14 days. How long would it take each

alone to do it ?

41. A number has three digits, the units being i of the tens and J

of the hundreds. If 396 be subtracted the digits are reversed. Find

the number.
M 2
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42. When the greater of two numbers is divided by the less the

quotient is 5 and the remainder is 2. When 12 times the less is divided

by the greater the quotient is 2 and the remainder is 12. Find the

numbers.

43. Find four numbers such that when each is added to twice

tlie sum of the remaining three, the results are 46, 43, 41 and 38

respectively.

44. If the sum of two numbers is a times the greater and the

difference is b times the smaller, show that a— b-\-ab= 2.



CHAPTER XIII

GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF NUMBER

114. Function of ,r. The value of the expression 3.r—

2

depends upon the vahie of x.

Thus, when x= 4, 3, 2, 1, 0,-1,-2, -3, -4,
3a;-2=10, 7, 4, 1, -2, -5, -8, -11, -14.

When the vakie of an expression depends uj^on the vahie

of X, the expression is called a function of x.

Thus, 2a;— 3, 5x, ^x+l, are functions of x.

What is the value of each of these functions when x= 2, 1, 0,

-1, -2?

Instead of repeating the words " the expression " or " the

function," we might represent the function by a symbol,

say y.

Thus, ii y= 5x-\-l, when x=l,^ = 6; x= 3, y=l6.
If y= ix-\-4, what are the values of y when x has the values 0, 3, 0,

-1, -s"?

115. Variables and Constants. A quantity that has • not

always the same value is called a variable, while a quantity

whose value does not change is called a constant.

Thus, the population of a city and the height of the barometer are

variables, while the number of days in a week and the length denoted

by an inch are constants.

Note.—To do the work of this chapter properly, pupils should be

supplied u ith squared paj^er. Paper ruled in tenths or eighths of an
incii will be found most satisfactory.

IG')
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116. Connected Variables. Two variables may be so

connected that for every change in the vakie of one there is

a corresponding change in the vahie of the other.

Thus, if y=2x-{-5, for each value of x there is a corresponding

vaUie of y. Here x and y are variable quantities, but 5 is a constant.

In arts. 20 and 21 we have shown how the changes in two
variable quantities may be represented by a diagram. Those

diagrams show that for each variation in time there is a

corresponding variation in temperature.

117. Graph. A line so drawn as to exhibit the nature of

the relation of two variables is called a graph.

118. Arithmetical Graphs. The solution of many problems

in arithmetic might be represented graphically as follows :

Ex. 1.—The passenger rate on a railway is 3 cents per

mile. Represent graphically the amount charged for any
number of miles from 1 to 10.

In the diagram each unit on the hori-

zontal line OX roj^resents 1 mile and each
unit on the vertical line Y represents

3 cents.

The point A shows that the cost for

4 miles is 12 cents. What does the point

B show ? The point G ?

Read from the figurj the cost for 2

miles, 5 miles, 9 miles. How far can I
travel for 9 cents, 21 cents.. 27 cents ?
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Place a ruler on the points marked A, B, G, D, E, F. What
pecuHarity do you notice ?

Make a similar diagram, on squared paper, which will give the

interest on S200 at 4% for any num-
ber of years from 1 to 7. So that

your diagram will not occupy too

much space vertically, suppose each

unit on OY to represent S4 instead

of SI.

Read from your diagram the in-

terest for 3 years, for 5 years. In

how many years is the interest $8,

S24, S4, S12, 844 ?

coll

s: 7

5S 5

Y
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They meet at M at about 3.15 r.ai. and at a d/stance from P of

about 2C miles.

How far are they apart at the end of each hour from 1 1 to f) ? When
did B reacli P ?

We might solve the problem
algebraically.

Suppose they are together x

hours after 9 a.m.

Then A has travelled x—l
hours at 5 miles per liour, and
B X'— 4 hours at 15 miles per

hour,

.-. 5(.T-l) + 15(a;-4) = G0.

Solve and compare with the
' 9 10 1' 12 1 2 3 4 5 results obtained graphically.

119. Graphical Results only Approximate. The last problem

illustrates the fact that the results obtamed b}^ graphical

methods are approximate only. When the problem is solved

algebraically we find that they will meet 26J miles from P
at 3.15 P.M.
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5. If 8 kilometres equal 5 miles, construct a graph which will

enable j'ou to change into miles any number of kilometres up to 20.

Read the approximate number of miles in 3, 5, 11, 13, 16, 19, 20

kilometres.

6.* A starts from Toronto at 12 miles per hour to motor to Hamilton,

a distance of 40 miles. An hour and a half later B starts from Hamilton

to drive to Toronto at 8 miles per hour. By means of a graph, find

when and where they will meet.

7. The distance from A to B is 10 miles, B to C 8, C to D 8, D to

E 10 miles. A mail train, which leaves A at 10 a.m., arrives at B at

10.24, C at 10.48, 2) at 11.12, £• at 11.40. An express train leaves E
at 10.24 and without stopping reaches A at 11.28. If the mail train

stops 4 minutes at each station, show graphically

:

(a) when and at what point they pass each other,

(b) how far they are apart at 10.30 and at 11.12,

(c) when the express passes through B.

120. The Axes. In the diagram the line OX is called

the axis of x and OY the axis of [/.

We will call the measurement along

OX, X, and along OY, y.

For the point A the x measure-

ment is 3, and the y measurement

is 1. What are the x and y
measurements for the points B,

C, D, E i.

Examine the .r and y measure-

ments for each point marked on

the line OP. What equation con-

nects the values of x and y for

each point on tiie line OP ? For each point on OQ, OF,

OS ?

OP is the gra])h of the equation y^2x, OQ of y^ix, OR
of y=x, and OS of y=\x.
The X and y measurements of every point on the line (>/'

satisfy the equation y—2x. This equation is not satisfied

7
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by the x and y of any point not on the Hne OP. Is it satisfied

by the x and y of the points A, C, D, E 1

121. Equation of a Line. Since the equation y=2x is

satisfied by the vahies of x and y for each point on the line

OP and by no other points, the equation y—2x is called

the equation of the line OP.
What is the equation of OQ ? of OP ? of OS ?

122. To Construct the Graph of a given Equation.

Ex.—Construct the graph of y=\x.

Here when x= 2, y=\,
x= 4, y= 2,

x= 6, y= 3, etc.

To find the point where x= 2, y=l,
count 2 units from O along OX and then

1 unit upwards. Find in a similar

manner the points where x= 4, y= 2;
a;=6, 2/= 3; x= 8,y = 4:; x=lO, y= 5.

Join all the points located. They are all seen to lie on the same
straight line passing through O.

This line is the graph of the equation y = ^x.

123. The Origin. All the fines we have so far considered

have been drawn through the point 0. This point is called

the origin.

The x and y measurements of the origin are .r=0, ?/=0.

These values satisfy the equation ?/=|.r, and consequently

the graph of this equation should pass through the origin

as the figure shows.

Y
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to the two points and transferring the compasses to the line

OX, or any other line, and reading off the distance.

Plot the points (3, 5) and (6, 1), and see if the distance

between them is 5.

EXERCISE 84

1. In what quadrants are the points (3, 4), (4, —1), (—5, ?>),

(-1,-2)?

2. Plot the points (1, 2), (4, -6), (-3, 7), (-5, -2).

3. Plot the points (5, 0) and (— 3,0). What is the distance

between them ?

4. Where are the points (0, 0), (0, 2), (-5, 0), (4, 0) situated ?

5.* What is the distance between the points (6, 4), (1, — 8) ?

G. What kind of figure is formed by joining the points (0, 0),

(4, 0), (4, 4), (0, 4) in order ? What is its area ?

7. What kind of a triangle is formed by joining the points (0, 2),

(2, 6), (2, 2) ? What is its area ?

8. Plot the points (1, 1), (1, 3), (2. 1), (3, 3), (3, 1). Join them
in order. What letter is formed ?

9. What is the area of the figure formed by joining (1, —3),

(-5, -3), (-5, 6), (1, 6) in order ?

10. The angular points of a triangle are (6, 0), (3, 4), (
— 2, 0).

Construct the triangle and find its area. Measure or calculate the

lengths of the sides.

11. What is the length of the perpendicular from the point (5, 8)

to the line joining (3, 2) and (7, 2) ?

127. Complete Graphs.
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(-2,-1), (-4,-2) and (-0,-3). This is as we would

expect because

x=—2, y=— l ; X——4:, y-

all satisfy the equation y^^\x.

2; x=-Q, y=-3,

128. Linear Equation. It is seen that the graphs of all

the equations so far constructed have been straight lines.

This is true concerning all equations of the first degree. For

this reason an equation of the first degree is sometimes called

a linear equation.

Since a straight line is fixed or determined when any two

points on it are fixed, it follows that to construct the graph

of an equation of the first degree, we need to determine only two

points on it.

129. Lines not passing through the Origin. Every equation

of the form y^^mx represents a straight line passing through

the origin, because the equation is satisfied by .x-=0, y=^0.

If the equation contains a term independent of x and //,

it represents a straight line which does not pass through the

origin.

Thus, 2/= 2a;+ I represents a straight Une which does not pass tiirough

the origin, because this equation is not satisfied by x= 0, y= 0.

K\. 1.—Construct the graph of //=2.r-f I.

The coordinates of two points on the line

are x=0, y=l and x=\, y= 3.

Locate these two points and draw the un-

hrnited straight hne which joins them. This is

the required graph.

The diagram shows that it also passes through
the points (2, 5), (-1, -1), (-2, -3), (-.3,

— 5). Do the coordinates of these points satisfy

the equation ?

In constructing the graph of an equa-

tion by locating two points on it, the

pupil should try and determine two points whose coordinates

are integers.
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Ex. 2.—Construct the graph of 3.r+4?/=15,

15-3x , , /x=l, 2/= 3\
Here w = z— and when .

"^ 4 \x= 5, y= 0)

Plot the points (1, 3) and (5, 0) and join them giving the required

graph.

We might have found the points at which the graph cuts the axes.

Thus, when cc= 0, y= ^f and when y = 0, x= 5. The required line is

then found by joining the points (0, 3|) and (5, 0).

If the latter method is followed and fractions appear in

the coordinates of either of the points found, the unit of

measurement should be changed, in this case, by taking four

spaces as the unit instead of one.

When the unit is not one space, it should be clearly shown
on the diagram what the selected unit is.

BXBROISB 85

1. Find two pairs of values of x and y which satisf}'^ .r+?/=6.

Plot the points whose coordinates are the values found and construct

the graph of the equation x-{-y=6.

2. What are the coordinates of the points at which the graph in

Ex. 1 cuts the axis of x, the axis of y ?

Construct the graphs of the following equations :

3. y=x-{-3. 4. y=x—3. 5, y=2x—3.

6. y=3x-2. 7. x+2y=7. 8. x-2y=l.

9. 2x+3?/=12. 10. 3x—4y=lG. 11. 5x+6y^n.

12. Construct the graph which cuts off 4 units from the axis of x

and 6 units from the axis of y. Find the area of the triangle which this

line forms with the axes.

13. On the same sheet construct the graphs of x—y=lO and

x-\-2y^=l. What are the coordinates of the point at which they

intersect ? Do the coordinates of this point satisfy both equations ?
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14. Will the point (3, 4) lie on the graph of the equation 4x+3«/=24 ?

Which of the following points lie on it : (2, 6), (0, 8), (6, 0), (9, -4),

(5, 2), (
— 1, 9) ? Verify by constructing the graph.

15. By constructing the graph of 2a:+3;/=24, find three sets of

positive integral values of x and y which satisfy this equation.

10. Why is there an unlimited number of positive integral values

of X and y which will satisfy 2x—3y=24:, but only a limited number
which will satisfy 2x+3y=24: ?

130. Graphical Solution of Simultaneous Equations. In this

diagram are shown the graphs of the equations x-\-y=5 and

2x-3?/=15.

The coordinates of the point P, at

which the lines intersect, must satisfy

both equations.

The coordinates of P are (6,-1).

.\ x=Q, y=— l, must be the values

of X and y which satisfj^ both equa-

tions. We have therefore obtained

the solution of these two equations

graphically.

Since it is evident that two straight

Hnes can intersect at only one point,

it must follow that there is only one pair of roots of two

simultaneous equations of the first degree.

In this diagram are shown the graphs of

(a) a:—?/=3, (b) 2x—y=l, (c) Sx-\-y=— 7.

At what point do the graplis of (a)

and (b) intersect ? (a) and (c) ? (b)

and (c) ?

Is there any point which is common to

the three lines ? Are there any values

of X and y which will satisfy these tlireo

equations at the same time ?

When tliree equations in x and y are

all satisfied by the same values of x and

y, wliat peculiarity will appear in their

graphs ?
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4. If 3x— 2^=6, express x as a function of y and 2/ as a function

of X.

Solve graphically and verify :

5. x+Zy=9, 6. x+ y= 8, 7. a;—2y= 6,

2x+ 2/=8. 3.r— 4?/==10. 2a;— 3?/=-ll.

8. 2a;+3y= 6, 9. 2y= x, 10. a;+42/=9,

3a:+22/=14. 10y=ix-2. 3x-Sy^-3.

11. Show by graphs that the equations x+y=5, 2a; -1-3^=12,

3x—2y=5 have a common pair of roots and find them.

12. Show graphically that 2.c+3;/=13 and Ja;+ |2/=2 are incon-

sistent. What is peculiar about the graphs of these equations ?

13. Show graphically that no values of x and y will satisfy all of

the equations x+y=4, 2x—y=ll, 4a;+7/=13. What values satisfy

the first and second, the first and third, the second and third ?

14. Show the coordinates of the points where the graph oi y=2x-\-3

cuts (I) the axis of x, (2) the axis of y, (3) the graph of y—6—x.

15. Show by graphs that the values of x and y which satisfy

2x—3y+l=0 and 5a;— 2y— 14=0 will also satisfy 3a;—4?/=0 and

x—2y+2^0.

BXERCISB 87 (Review of Chapter XIII)

1. At what point does the graph of x-{-y= 5 cut the axis of a; ?

The axis of y ? Construct the graph. In the same way construct

the graph of x+4y— —4. At what point do they intersect ?

2. How does it appear geometrically that two equations of the

first degree can have only one set of roots ?

3.* Plot the points (0, 0), (-3, 4), (3, 12), (-2, 0). What is the

distance between each consecutive pair of these points ?

4. From a certain point a man walks 5 miles E., then 4N., then

2W., then 3N., then 3E., then 4S. Using squared paper, determine

by measurement how far he is now from the starting point.

5. A man walks 8 miles W. and then 5S. Find by calculation

how far he must now walk to renoh a point 4 miles E. of his starting

point.

N
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6. If 11 lb. equal 5 kilogrammes, make a graph from which you
can express any number of kilogrammes in lb. or lb. in kilogrammes.

Read from the graph 3^ kilogrammes in lb. and 8i lb. in

kilogrammes.

7. What is the perimeter and area of the triangle whose angular

points are (0, 0), (5, 0), (0, 12) ?

8. How do you show that the point (3, —2) lies on the graph,

of 5x-2ij=l9 ? Which of the following lie on it: (6, 5), (1, —7).

(-3, -17), (4, 1), (-2, -12), (5, 3) ?

9. Find the area of the triangle formed by joining the points (.5, 9),

(8, -6), (-7, -6).

10. Draw the triangle whose vertices are (2, 0), (10, 0), (5, 6) and
find its area. Why do the points (2, 0), (10, 0), (8, 6) determine a

triangle of the same area ?

Solve graphically and verify :

11. x+2y= l2, 12. 3x-'iy= 0, 13. 2/-a;=4,

x-3y= 2. 4x-3y=14r. x=2.

14. y-2x=-3, 15. 2x+ ly= 52, 16. y= ^x+4.

x+2y=U. 5x-5y=l6. y = ^x+ 5.

17. What is the area of the figure formed by the lines whose
equations are : a;=4, x=—2, y=3, ?/= — 1 ?

18. What are the coordinates of the middle point of the line joining

the points (2, 3) and (6, 5) ?

19. On the same sheet draw the graphs of the equations

y= x-\-i, 2/= 4x— 2, y= 2x-\-2.

What peculiarity is presented by the graphs ? What conclusion

do you draw concerning these equations ?

20. Draw the graphs of 2x-{-3y= 20, 4x-\-6y= 35 on the same sheet.

What do you conclude as to the solution of these equations ?

Determine graphically whether these sets of equations are consistent

or inconsistent :

21. x~ y= 4, 22. x+2y=\0, 23. 2x+ y= 8,

4x+ 2/= 26, 3x- 2/= 9, 3x+ 2y=13,

2x-5y= 2. 2x- y= 1. 5x-3y^ 9.

24. Describe the triangle whose sides are represented by the

equations: 3x+2t/=14, 5x—6y= — \4, x+lOy= — 14. What are the

coordinates of its vertices ? (Verify by solving the equations in pairs.)
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25. At what point do the graphs of 2x+3y/=12, 3a;— 2j/= 5

intersect ? At what angle do they seem to intersect ?

26. A teacher's salary is increased by $50 each year. His salary

for the first year is $750. Construct a graph from which you can

read off his salary for 'any year. Wliat is his salary for the 8th year ?

In what year would his salary be $1300 ?

27. In the process of solving 2x— 3y=l, 3a;+2j/ = 8, by eliminating

y we have

2x-^y=\,
I

4a;-62/= 2, 1 a;= 2, I x= 2,

3a;+22/= 8. | 9a;+62/= 24. | 2x-Zy=\. \ y = \.

On the same sheet show the graphs of each of these sets of equations,

and thus show that they all determine the same point and that the

four sets are therefore equivalent.

N 2



CHAPTER XIV

HIGHEST COMMON FACTOR AND LOWEST COMMON
MULTIPLE

132. In Chapter IX. we defined the terms highest common
factor and lowest common multiple, and showed how they

were found in simple cases.

When the expressions under consideration can be factored,

the H.C.F. and L.C.M. can at once be written down from

the factored results.

A few examples are here given of a more difficult character

than those previously considered.

• Ex. 1.—Find the H.C.F. and L.CM. of

x^y-\-lxy^-\-\2y^ and x^y—x^y^—I2xy^.

x^y+ lxy^+Uy" =y{x^+ 7xy + l2y^)=y(x+ ^y){x+ 3y).

x^y— x^y^— \2xy^=xy{x^— xy— \2y'^) = xy{x— '^y){x-\-^y).

Here the common factors are y and x-^^y, and since the H.C.F.

is the product of all the common factors,

.-. the H.C.F.=2/(a;+ 3!/).

The L.C.M. is the expression with the lowest number of factors which

will include all the factors of each expression,

.-. the L.C.M. =a;i/(a;+ 42/)(x+3i/)(a;-4j/).

Ex. 2.—Find the L.C.M. of

x~—\, x^-\-\, x'^—x and x'^-\-x^-\-\.

x^-\ = {x+\){x-\).

x3+l = (a;+l)(a;2-.r+l).

x*— x= x{x^— l) = x{x~l){x^+ x+l).

x*+ x^+\ = {x^+\)'^-x-= (x^+ x+l)(x^-x+\),

4
.-. the L.C.M. =a:(x+l)(a;-l)(a;2+ x+l)(a;2-a;+l).

180
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If the multiplications be performed the L.C.M. will be found
to be x'— x. It is customary, however, to leave the result in the
factored form, as it is in this form that it is usually made use of.

EXERCISE 88

Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of

:

1.* 4a;3^%, '^xyh'^, \2axy^z.

2. x^— 2/2, xy— 2/2, X'—xy.

3. a2_j2^ a6+62, a^^'lah^h'^.

4. .r2_73.^12^ a;2.|_2a;-15, a,-2-9.

5. a~^M^\^, a^-2a-35, a--{'3a-10.

6. 3a;2-12a;+12, 3a;2-l2, 3x^~3x-6.

7. x^—xy-\-xz—yz, xy—y-.

8. m^— 8, rn^n'^—'im-n^, 4Ht2— 16m-|-16.

9. 6a3-663, 2a3+2a26+2a62.

10. a'^+ab-ac, a^+b^-c^^2ab.

11. a2-62-c2-26c, 62_c2_a2_2ca, c--a^-b--2ab.

12. a;3-f 7/3, a;*+a;2j/2+»/4.

13. 3x2-f7x-6, 3.i-2-lla;+6, 6a;2-13x+6.

14. lOax— 2a4-15c.r-3c, 25x2-1, 25a;2— 10a;+L

15. a;3-5x24-6x, a;3-3a;2+5.-c-15.

16. M*— V*, M^— v^, u^— v^, u— v.

17. a;3+2a;2-8z-16, x-3+ 3.r2-8a:-24.

18. Show that the product of x2— 8a;+15 and a;2-|-.r— 12 is equal

to the product of their H.C.F. and L.C.M.

19. The L.C.M. of a^-5a+Q and a^ -6 is a3-3a2-4a4-12.
Supply the missing term.

20. Find two trinomials whose H.C.F. is x—2y and whose L.C.M.

is a:3— 7XJ/2+62/3.
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Ex. 1.—Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of

x^-\-2x—3 and x^—Sx-\-3.

Here x'^-\-2x— 2 is readily factored, but none of the method"?

jreviously given will apply in factoring a;'— 8a;+ 3, except by using

the factor theorem of art. 101.

The difficulty is, however, easily overcome thus :

a;2+2x-3 = (x-l)(a;f 3).

If the expressions have a common factor it must evidently be either

X— 1 or x-\-Z.

By using the factor theorem, find if .t— 1 or a;+3 is a factor of

a;»-8a;+3.

When a;-l = or a;=l, a;3-8x+ 3 = 1-8+ 3= -4,
.'. a;— 1 is not a factor.

When a;+ 3= or a;=-3, a;3-8a;+3= -27-}-24+ 3= 0,

a;+3 is a factor.

How can we obtain the other factor of a;'— 8a;+3 ?

We now have x2+ 2a;-3 = (a;- l)(a;+ 3),

and a;3-8x-h3 = (a;+ 3)(x2-3a;+l).

/. the H.C.F. = a; -1-3,

and theL.C.M. = (a;-f3)(a;-l)(x2-3a;-Ll).

Ex. 2.—Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of

a;2-7x+10 and x^-Gx^-f ll;r-6.

The factors of a;^— 7a;+10 are (a;— 5)(a;— 2).

Here it is evident that a;— 5 is not a factor of the second expression,

since its last term is — 6, which is not divisible by 5.

Is a;— 2 a factor of a;*— Gx^-t-lLa;— 6 ?

Conaplete the solution.

EXERCISE 89

Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of :

. 1.* x2-3a;+2, a;3-6a;2-|-8x-3.

2. a^--%a-{-5, a^-lGa^-f-lTa-f-l.

3. a;3-2a;2-f4a;-8, 2x^-1x^+12.

4. a3-a2+a-l, Za^-2a-+5a-&.

'*. x^+Zx"—i:X, x'^—lx-\-Q>
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6. If x—2 is a common factor of

a;3+3a;2-9:c-2 and x^-4:X^+3x-\-2,
find their L.C.M.

7. Reduce to lowest terms

:

a2-3a6+262 x^—2x^—Sx
and

a3-19a62+3063 2a;*-14a;2_12a;

8. Find two expressions of the third degree in x, whose H.C.F.

is a;2—5x+6 and whose L.C.M. is x*—10x^+3ox^—50x+24:.

133. Method of finding the H.C.F. of two expressions which

can not be factored by the usual methods. From the preceding

it is seen that the chief difficulty in finding the H.C.F. of

two expressions is in factoring the given expressions.

If neither of the expressions can be factored by the iisual

methods, another method may be used which depends

upon the same principle as that of finding the G.C.M. of two

numbers in arithmetic.

134. Fundamental Theorem. This method of finding H.C.F.

depends upon the following theorem :

If i;c is a common factor of any two quantities, then x is also a

factor of the sum or difference of any multiples of those quantities.

Thus, X is a common factor of mx and nx.

Then 7nx-{~nx, mx~nx, pmx-\-qnx, rmx— snx, are each the

sum or difference of multiples of mx and nx.

It is evident that each of these is divisible by x, the

quotient in each case being found by division, thus :

x\mx-\-nx x\mx—nx x\pmx-\-qnx x\mix—snx
m -\-n ' ni —71 pm -j-qn ' rm —sn

The way in which the theorem is applied is shown in the

following examples.

Ex. 1.—Find the H.C.F. of

x-+4x--\-4x-\-3 and x^-\-3x'^-\-4x+l2.

Any common factor of these is a factor of their difference, which
is x*— 9.

But a;2-9= (x-3)(x+3),
.-. the H.C.F. is x-3 or x+ 3 or (x-3)(x+3).
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It is evident that x—3 is not a factor of either expression, since their

terms are all positive. Therefore if they have a common factor it

must be x+3.
By applying the factor theorem, or by division, we find that a;+ 3

is a factor of each, and since it is the only common factor, it must be
the H.C.F.

Ex. 2.—Find the H.C.F. of

3.1-3— 17.r2-5.r+ 10 and 3x^-23x^i-2Sx-6.

Theirdifference=6a;2-28x+16= 2(.T-4)(3x-2).

Now 2 is not a factor gf either and may be discarded, also a;— 4 is

not a factor, since 4 is not a factor of 10 nor of 6. Therefore if there is

a common factor it must be 3z— 2.

Divide 3a;— 2 into one of them and see if it divides evenly. If it

does not there is no common factor but unity.

If it does divide evenly into one of them, it is not necessary to divide

it 'into the other, for if it is a factor of one of them and also of their

difference it must be a factor of the other.

Ex. 3.—Find the H.C.F. of

3.r3— 13a;2+23x— 21 and Qx^-{-x--Ux+2l.

JNIultiply the first by 2 and subtract the product from the second

and we get
27a;2-90a;+63= 9(a;-l)(3x-7).

Now since 9(a;— l)(3a;— 7) is the difference of two multiples of the

given expressions, it must contain all their common factors. Which
of these factors may be discarded ? Complete the solution.

We might have obtained the H.C.F. thus :

The sum of the expressions is

9a;3-12.-c2-21a;=3x(.r+l)(3.r-7).

This expression contains all the common factors of the given

expressions.

Complete the solution by this method.

The object in each case is to obtain from the given

expressions an expression of the second degree. If this

expression can not be factored, it must be the H.C.F., if

there is any common factor other than unity. If it can be

factored the H.C.F. can then be found either by the factor

theorem or by ordinary division.
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In obtaining the expression of the second degree, the last

problem shows that it is sometimes easier to eUminate the

last terms than the first terms.

Ex. 4.—Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of

6x3—5x2— 8a;+3 ^nd 4.r3_8x2+a;+3.

Eliminate the absolute terms and show that 2a;— 3 is the H.C.F.

Since 2x— 3 is a factor of each, the other factors may be found by
division, then

6a;3-5a;2-8a;+3= (2a;-3)(3a;''+ 2a;-l),

4x3-8z2+ a;+3= (2x-3)(2a;2-a;-l),

.-. the L.C.M. = (2x-3)(3a;2+ 2a;-l)(2x2-x-l).

Why is it unnecessary to factor 3x^ + 2x— 1 and 2x^—x— 1 ?

Ex. 5.—Find the H.C.F. of

a:4—4a;3+ 10x2-1 lx+ 10, (1)

and x"—x3—4x2+19a;— 15. (2)

Subtract (1) from (2), and we get

3x3- 14x2+ 30a; -25. (3)

Multiply (1) by 3 and (2) by 2 and add to eliminate the absolute

terms. Remove the factor x and we obtain

5x3-14x2+ 22x+ 5. (4)

The common factor we are seeking must be a factor of both (3)

and (4).

Eliminate the absolute terms from (3) and (4) and show that the

H.C.F. is a;''-3x+5.

Find also the L.C.M.

Ex. 6.—Find the H.C.F. of

8x4+4x3+4x2—4x and 6x4+2x3+2x2— 4x.

Here 4x is a factor of the first expression and 2x of the second, and
therefore 2a; is a common factor. Remove these simple factors and
find the H.C.F. of the quotients, and show that the H.C.F. is

2a;(a;2+x+l).

135. Product of the H.C.F. and L.C.M.

Suppose that x is the H.C.F. of mx and nx, so that m and
n have no common factor.
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Then the L.C.M. of mx and nx is mnx.

.But re X mnx=mx X nx,

therefore the product of any two quantifies is equal to the

product of their H.C.F. and L.C.M.

Is a similar theorem true concerning any three quantities

mx, nx and px ?

If the H.C.F. of t\A"o quantities has been found, we might

therefore find their L.C.M. by dividing their product by the

H.C.F.

EXERCISE 90

Find the H.C.F. of :

1.* a;='— 7x2+ 13:f— 15, x^— 6x2+a;+20.

2. a3-10a-+33a-36, a3-2a2-23a+60.

3. 6x3+10.t2+8x+4, 6x3-2x2-4.

4. 2x3-5x2-20x4-9, 2x3+x2-43x-9.

5. 263+562-86-15,463-462-96+5.

6. 3x3+1 7x2?/-44x?/2-28?/3, 6x3-5x2^-33xi/2+28i/3.

7. 2a3-3a2-4a+4, 3a*-4a3-10a+4.

8. 2x*-12x3+ 19x2-6x+9, 4x3-18x2+19x-3.

9. 18a56-3a^6-12a36-3a26, 12a5c-6a4c-9a3c+3a2c.

10. x3—x2—2x+2, X*—3x3+2x2+x— 1.

Find the L.C.M. of :

11. x3-7x-6, x3-4x2+4x-3.

12. x3+6x2+llx+6, x3+7x2+14x+8, x3+8x2+19x+12.

13. 2x3+9x2+7x-3, 3x3+5x2- 15X+4.

14. x3— 6x2+llx-6, x3— 7x2+ 14x-8.

15. 20x*+x2— 1, 25x*— 10x2+1, 25x^+ 5x3-x— 1.

16. Find a value of x which wiU make x3 — 13x+12 and

x3—6x2—.r+30 each equal to 0.

17. The L.C.M. of two numbers is 70 and the H.C.F. is 7. If one

of the numbers is 14, find the other.
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18. The H.C.F. of two expressions is x—2, the L.C.M. is a;3-39.r }- 70.

If one of the expressions is x^— 7x+10, find the other.

19. Two integers differ by 11. If they have a common factor,

other than unity, what must it be ?

EXERCISE 91 (Review of Chapter XIV)

Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of :

1.* x2-20a;+99, x'^-24x+U3, a;2-21a;+I10.

2. a;2-15x+36, a;3-27, x3-3a;2-2x+ 6.

.^. a^-b^, a2-2a6+ 6S a'-6».

4. x^-2x^-\5x, x^ +x^-Ux-24.
5. 4a3_l2a2-a+ .3, 2a34-a2-18a-9.

6. x^— ax—bx-{-ab, x-— bx—cx+ bc.

7. x^-6x^+l\x-6, x^+ 4:X^+ x-6.

8. a;*+ 3x'+ 3.T2+ 5a;-12, a;*-4:c»- 19a;2+ 10x+ 12.

9. 2a*+15a3+39a2+ 40a+12, 2a<+ 9a3-2a2-39a- 18.

10. x*-6x^y+l3x'^y^-l2xy^+ 4y*,x*+2x'y— 3x^y^— 4xy^ + 4y*.

11. x*+ x'y^+ y*, x*-2x'y+ 3x~y^-2xij^+ y*.

12. Show that two consecutive integers can have no integral

common factor except unity.

13. Two odd integers which differ by 6 have a common factor

other than unity. What must it be ?

14. Find the H.C.F. of x^+ a^ and x^+ x*a*+ a^.

15. If the H.C.F. of a and b is (/, show that the L.C.M. is -r •

a

16. If a is the H.C.F. and b is the L.C.M. of three quantities, show
that the product of the quantities is a'b.

17. For what common values of x will

x^-Sx^-x + 'i and x*-4a;»+ 12a;-9
both vanish ? .

18. Find two expressions of the second degree in x, whose H.C.F.

is x-1 and L.C.M. is x«- 8x2+ 17a;- 10.

19 Reduce ^^ „
;
„ . ' ——r^ to lowest terms.

12x'+ 8x*— 7x+12



CHAPTER XV

FRACTIONS

In Chapter IX. fractions were introduced and simple

examples of operations upon fractions.

In this Chapter the subject is extended and applications

made to more compHcated forms.

136. Changes in the Form of a Fraction. Both terms of a

fraction may be multiplied or divided by the same quantity

without altering the value of the fraction. As previously

stated, the only exception to this rule is, that the quantity

bj^ which we multiph^ or divide must not be zero.

The rule might be stated in the s3'mbolic form :

a una na a
h nib no o

The case in which the terms are multiplied or divided

by — I deserves special attention.

From the rule of signs for division —r is seen to be the-6

same as — - , so also is

Similarly,

b
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Since {a~-h)x{~l)= —a-\-h or h—a, it is seen that a—h
and h— a differ only in sign, or that each one is equal to the

other multiphed by — 1.

That is, a—h= — {b—a) and b—a= — {(i—h).

_, a—b_{a—b)x{—l)_b—a_ a—b_ b—a

c—d~{c—d)y,{—\)d—c~ d—c c—d'
Also, since (—a) X (

— 6)= ( + a) x [ + b) = ab,

it follows that {a— b){c—d) = (b— a){d—c),

m m —m m
{p,-b){c-d) {b-a){d-c) {a^b){d-~c) ib-a){c^dy

{a-x){b-y) ^ {x-a){y-b) ^ {a-x){y-b) ^ ^^^
ib-x){a-y) (x-b){y-a) {b-x){y—a)

EXERCISE 92 (1-29, Oral)

Express these fractions in their simplest forms with no negative

signs in either term :

-2
1- 4 •
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30. Write \^ n : in four equivalent forms, with the positive
{x-y){y-z)

sign before the fraction.

31. Which of the foUovp'ing are equal in value :

(^a—b){b-c){c-a), {b~-a){c-b){a~c), (a~b){c-b)[a—c),

ia-b){b-c){a~c), (b-a){b-c){a-c) ?

137. Reduction of Fractions to Lowest Terms. The formula

— = - may be used to reduce a fraction to its lowest terms,
hx b -^

by dividing both terms by all the common factors.

Ex. 1.—Reduce -^--

—

^-^.—,-

x*+ x^y''+y*= (x^+y''V~x^y^= {x^+xy+ y^){x^-xy+ y^),

.'. the fraction = -
,

-,—i*
x^+xy+y'^

Ex. 2.—Reduce -^—, g , o
, o '

a2+ 62-c2+ 2a6= (a+ 6)2-c2= (o+ 6+ c)(a+ 6-c).

Complete the reduction.

_ ,
a;2-lla:+28

Ex. 3.-Reduce 2^3_6^a+7^._60
'

x^-nx+ 2S= {x-4)(x-7).

Which of these factors can not divide into the denominator ?

Complete the reduction.

_ ,
3.r3-15a;2-19a;+6-

Ex. 4.-Reduce _^-^-^-^-,--^_p^ •

Here the factors of neither term can be readily obtained, so the

common factor must be found by the method of art. 134.

Eliminate the x^ and we obtain

33x^+ 33x-U or 1 1(3.^2+ 3x- 1).

This expression must contain any common factor of both terms.

Since Sx^+Sa;— 1 can not be factored, what conclusion can be

drawn ? Complete the reduction.
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EXERCISE 93

Reduce to lowest terms

6a;2+a;—

1

^' 4x2+8x+3

7."

9.

11.

13.

(a-6)2+4a&

ag+2a+l
a3+2a2+2a+l

'

a2-4a+3
4a3-9a2_i5a+18'

2x3-^2-1-2^-3

2a;3-|-3a;2+4z+3"

a3_|_a2_3a_3

a^—a*—2a^+2a^~^3a—5

'

6.

10.

12.

14.

a;2-|-7a;2/— 82/2

a;2-)-5a;i/— 24t/2

a;2-f 2a;?/ -{-1/2—22

a;2

—

y2_2yz—z^
'

2-3y-2y2
4-5?/— 62/2

*

x^-a;2— 2a;

a;3— 3a;2-f-4

"

3a;2-3a:-18

6a;5— 12a:*-18*3'

_3x3+4x2-6a;-8_
36a;3+27a;2-40a;-16

'

2x4— 4a;3— 2a;2— 12a:

138. Addition and Subtraction. In adding or subtracting

fractions we should be careful to note whether any of the

given fractions can be reduced to lower terms. When the

result is obtained we should examine it to see if it can be

reduced.

Ex. 1.—Simplify ^—^ -f -^

mi x—y
,

-.,
The expression = -\ r-'

x—y
+

2^
x—y

22/

-xy^

x{x-y){x+y)

y
X ' x—y x{x—y)

{x-y)^+2xy—y^

_jc2_
x{x—y)

x(x—y)

X

x—y'

The form of the last fraction in the j^iven expression should prompt
the pupil to examine whether it can bo reduced.
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Ex. 2.—Simplify ^ +x—2 ' x^-^x-\-2 a;2-4a;+3

The expression

iC-2^(a;-l)(a;-2) (a;-3)(a-l)'

(x— l)(a;-3)+a;-3-2(a:-2)

(a;-2)(a;-l)(a;-3)

tc*— 6a;+4 (x— 4){a;— 1) a;—

4

(a;-2)(a;-l)(a;-3) (x-2)(a;-l)(x-3) (a;-2)(a;-3)

Simplify :

EXERCISE 94

a-\-b a—b ' x—y x-\-y ' x—y x-\-y

a— 4: a—1 ^ 2a^ 2a „ a- a

a— 2 a—

5

a^—b^ a-\-b a—a^ l+a^

2x^ 2x^ x—y 1 a;2— 4?/^ x—2y— - o, —-

—

'—— -\- • y,
x'^—y^ x'^-^xy x'^—y'^ ~x—y x^-{-2xy x

10 __i 1 11
-^ 3j/ x^+y^

' a;2+9a;+20 x2+12x+35 ' x+2/ a;—y x^— ?/2

x^—3x— 10 x2+2x—

3

. x—y 2x _ x^+x^y

x^—8x+lo x^—3x+2 '

y x—y xh/—y^

a^—ab-{-b^ a^-\-ab-{-b^ .. x+y ixy y—x
a—b a-\-b

' x—y x^—y^ x-\-y

a-b a+b _ a^-+V^ ^_ 3x--8 _ 5x-j-7 _2_
' 2{a+b) 2{a-b) a^-b^' '' x^-l x^+x+l x-1

18
1

I

2a+9&
I

1 19 J 2 1

• 2a-db 4a^-9b'- 2a-\-3b ' x-1 x-2^x-3

21.

x2—3x+2 ' x2—7x+10 x2—6x+5

(a+6)(6+c)(c+a) a+6 b+c c+a
abc cab
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a2_fc2_(.26c-c^ _ cH2ca+a^— 6^

62_c2_|. 2ac— a2 pTj_ 25^:|:^2ll^2

'

23 a^-(fe-c) ^
I

6Mc-a)2 c2-(aj-6)2

(a+c)2-62^ (^b+a)^-c^ {b+c)^-a^'

a^—2a 3a 5a

a2_a-2 Ga-4 6a2+2a-4

25. and ^

26.

27.

_I 1 2y 4.y3

^—2/ ^+y x2+?/2 x*+y*

_\. 1 2x

3^ 3+x 9+x^'

29. -J L_+ ^
4— 4a; 4+4a; 2+2a;2 l+x*

X 15 12 1
30. Solve

^a+5^6+^M^to+i4- a:2+10x+21 = 4- ^^'"'"^'^

139. Special Types in Addition and Subtraction.

We have already seen that

h—a=— {a—b) and a—b=— {b—a),

or {a—b)^{b—a)=— l.

When a—b and b— a occur in the factored denominators

of different fractions, which are to be combined, it is not

necessary to inckide both of them in the L.C.D.

Ex. 1.—SimpHfy —, + r .

' -^ a—b b—a

Here only one factor is required in the L.C.D. and we may use

either a—b or b— a.

If we decide to use a— b, then it is better to change the second

fraction into the form v •

o—

o

a b a b a—b
Then —

-. + r-— = =
,
= v = 1.

a—b b—a a—b a—b a—b
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Ex. 2.-Sxmphfy ^j -^ + f^^^
•

The denominator of the last fraction should be changed to x^—l,
so as to be the product of x— 1 and x^\.

_ .43 x-3
Ihe expression = r ;-- ^

—

.,x—l x+1 x^—l

^ 4(x+l)-3(3;-l)-(a;-3) _ 10

{x-l)(x+\) -(a;_l)(x+l)'

Ex. 3.—Simplify

1 2 3

{x-l){x—2) "^ {x—2){3-x) {x—d){l—x)'

Here there are only three factors x—l, x— 2, x— 3, required in the

L.C.D.

We therefore change the second and third fractions so that the given

expression

1 2 __J~ {x-l){x-2) i^x-2)(x-3)^ (a;-3)(a;-l)'

Complete the simplification.

140. Cyclic Order. Suppose we wish to simplify

b-\-c
,

c+a
.

a+6
{a—b){a—c) {b-c){b~a) ' {c—a){c—b)

The L.C.D. in this case will contain three factors and it

might be written in different forms as

{a—b){b—c){c—a), {a—b){a—c){b— c), etc.

The pupil is advised to write the factors in what is

called cyclic orde!.

If we arrange the letters on the circumfer-

ence of a circle, as in the diagram, and follow

the direction of the arrows we see that a is

followed by b, b by c, and c by a.

Thus, if we write a— h as the first factor, then

changing a to 6, 6 to c, and c to a, we write the second

factor h — c and the third c — a.

If we write the L.C.D. as (a— b){b— c){c— a), we should change the

fractions so that these factors appear in the denominators.
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The given expression then

6+ c c-\-a a+b
{a-b)(c-a) {b-c)(a-b) {c-a){b-c)'

_ —{b+c){b ~c)-{c+a)(c—a)-{a+ b){a—b)

{a— b)(b—c){c—a)

-b^+c^-c^+ a^— a^+ b^

{a—b){b—c){c—a)
0.

T^ ct- IT ^^ ,

ca
,

ah
Ex.—Simplify ^— + — +

{a-b){a-c) {b-c){b-a) ' {c-c){G-b)

Proceed as in the preceding example and you should get the result

— b^c-\-bc^— c^a+ ca^— a^b-{-ab^

{a—b)(b— c){c—a)

This fraction is equal to unity, for the numerator is equal to the
denominator. Prove that this is true.

EXERCISE 95

Simplify :

a^+ax x^+ax 2a— 3b 36—2a'

, x+3 x—3 . a; ,
'

o. — . 4. +

5.

cc—2 2-x x~—9y^ ' 3y—x

2 3_ g x+a _ x^—a^
a^—ah b^—ab ' x~a a^—ax'

7 ^ 3 x^-3
g ^ 4 16

x—\ x-\-l 1— a;2* ' x—2 2+a; 4— a;^

fl ^ '/
, _lL. 10 ^ ^ 24

a—y a;+i/ 2/2— a;2 a;+4 a;—4 16—a;^

11. -J L_+ 6a

6+ 3a 3«-6 ' 62_9(j2

j.^
3a+2a; _ 3a-2x 16x'-

3a-2a; 3a+2x "^
4a;2-9a2

j3 Jl 4 _8_ 3a;+7

a;-l 1-a; i+a; a;2_i
'

2
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a c
14 —

c{a—b) a{b—a)

(a-6)(c-a) {b-a)(c-b)

a b
16. , Tt Tv +(x—o)(a— 6) {x—b){b—a)

2 2 1

18.

y^—x^ x^—2xy-\-y^ x^-\-xy'

'S—x 3+:c 1— lOx

1— 3a;
~

l+ 3z
~ 9x-— 1

'

2 2
, 4

^^- ^aZgx+Ts a;2-4.r+3
"^

6a;-a;2-5
*

20.
^+^ + __^±^ f ^+"

{b—c){c—a) {c~a){a—b) {a— b){h—c)

(a— 6)((Z— c) (6—c)(5— a) (c—a)(c—6)

22.
^'

I

^'

I

'^^

(a— &)(a— c) {b—c){b—a) {c—a){c—b)

23. , I ,+, ? ^+ y
{x—y){x—z) {y-z){y-x) {z-x){z—y)

ax— be ,
bx—ca , cx—ab

24. ~ J— +
(a—6)(a— c) (b—c){b—a) (c—a)(c— 6)

(a2_&2)(a2_c2) ' (62_c2)(^,2_„2) ' (c2_(i2)^c2-62)

bc(a+d) ^ cn{b+d) ab{c+d)

27.

(a— 6)(«— c) (6—c)(6— a) (c—a)(c— 6)

_J I a+36 46^

o^ 2{b+a) 2{a''-+b") b^-a'-''

28. /J__ , J_\ /JL + J_
Vs:-5 a;+5/ Kx+B x-3

29, ^ . -r —^^ , o (Check when a= 1.)

a-l-4 a+3 a+2 a+ 1 ^
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141. Multiplication and Division. The ordinary cases in

multiplication and division of fractions have been treated in

art. 74. Some special forms which appear are illustrated

in the following examples.

Ex. 1.—Multiply a -\ by a —- •

a— X ct~\~oc

Here the mixed expressions should be reduced to the fractional

form before multiplying.

^, , a^— ax-\-ax a^-\-ax—ax a*
The product = X

a-{-x a^— x^

Ex. 2.—Multiply ^ + - + 1 by ~+--l.

Multiply this in the ordinary way, hy multiplying each term of the

one by each term of the other.

We should recognize that the first expression is the sum of r + -

and 1 and the second is the difference.

Theproduct = (« + ^y-l =
f:
+ 2 + ^-l=«:+l + ^.

Or, we might proceed as in Ex. 1, thus

:

a^+ h-+ ab a^+ b^-ab _ {a^+ b^)^-a^b^ _ a^+a% ^+ b*

ab ab a^b^ a^b^

q2 52
This result is seen to be the same as 7^ + I H

—

., and the answer
0- a^

may be given in either form.

r2 1 r 1 1
Ex. 3.—Divide ^ + - by -^-- + -.

The dividend =''^^, the divisor = x^^zl^y+ y^
xy^ an/2

:. the quotient = -—^3— X -,—^-^—5 = -'-^ •

Divide in the ordinary way and get the quotient —|- 1.

Wc must not make the error of thinking that we can invert

the divisor, or take the reciprocal of it, by inverting
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each term of it, and change the problem to one in multi-

plication, thus :

The reciprocal of -—, is a-{-b, but the reciprocal of
a-\-b

—h I is not a-{-b.
a

„ 1,1 a+b J .^ . . . ab
r or —t- r = —j-~ a-nd its reciprocal is

a b ab . a-\-b

EXERCISER 96
Multiply

:

^ x^-x—6 , x^—2x -8 ^ a^-\-b^ ab-b

3.

x2+4x+4' x^—lx+12' ' aP-—ab' a*—b'^' b'

a;2+2x— 15 x^+lx—U a^—b'^ a—b '

a;2+8x-33' a;2+9x+2'0' ' a^-2ab-^b^' a^+ab'

, a— 6 , , a+b _ , a;;/ xy y^— x^

a-\-b a—b .V~^ ^+2/ 2/ +^

7. X2+1+1 a:2_H-i 8. a^ + 2 + - «' - 2 + -, .

^ , ,
bx , a a .. a^—b^ a+b a^—ab+b^

a a+x bx a^+b^ a—b a^-\-ab-{-b^

Divide :

11 a:^-nx+30.^ x^-5x ^2 cij-b^ ^ aj+ab

x^—Qx-\-9 ^ x^-Sx' ' x^-xy ^ xy-y^

13 a''+b^-c^+ 2ab , a+b+c
' c^-a^—b^+2ab ^ b+c-a'

14. ?'_^%?_^by--^.
y^ x^ y X y X

15. -, + -, by- + ^. 16. :;:T-^by
y^ x^ y X x*—y* x—y

Simplify

:

17 a+1 ^ a+2 . a^-4 ^^
^2,4 a2^2a

' a2-2a a^-a
"

a*-a2' * ^2^5^ • cj2-25'
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' x2-4x+3 ^' 6a;2+a;-2 " 3x2-7x—
6'

20. — + — - {a+xf.
\a—x a-\-x a^—x^J

-• ('+-!)('+:)-('+5)0+0-

""'
(a+c)2-(6+d)2 • (a-6)2_(d_c)2'

23
«^-64 0=^+12^-64 ^ a"-16ffl+64

'

a2_|_24a4-i28 a3-64 ' a2+4a+16
'

„^ /5a 26 \ . / 2a 26—
a'

24.
a—66 3a—26/ ' Vo+26 26-3a

142. Complex Fractions. A complex fraction is one

which contains fractional forms in either the numerator or

denominator or both.

Thus, - is a complex fraction and is, of course, only another way of

writing r -r- 3. It is simplified in the usual way by changing it into

a d , . . , ad
r X ~ which equals 7- •

A complex fraction may sometimes be easily simplified

by multiplying both terms by the same quantity.

Thus, ——- = —jr— on multiplying each term by 4.

0+26 a

a+b "*"
b _ 6(o + 26) + a(a+ 6) _ a«+ 2a6+ 26a

^ J

a+26 a (a+26)(a+6)-a6 a*+ 2a6+ 262

b ~ a+ h

Here both terms wei'e multiplied by 6(a-f-6).
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If the L.C.D. ic not the same for both terms of the

fraction, it is usually better to simplify the terms separately.

cc+l x—l

Ex.-Simphfy —^—^.

The numerator =

The denominator =

x-\-2 x—3
{x+l)(x-2)-{x--l){x+ 2) -2x

{x+2){x-2) (x+2){x-2)

(a;-2)(a;-3)-(a;+ 2 )(a;+ 3
) _ - lOx

{x+2){x-3) " (x+ 2){x-5)

-2x (a;+ 2)(a;-3) x-Z
the fraction = -.

—
--^rr-.
——tt, X —

(a;+2)(a;-2) -lOx 5(a;-2)

EXERCISE 97
Simplify :

6a J\_ 1_1

1*1^. 2. —

•

3. ^^. 4. ^ ^ .

12c ' ^^ ' a+6 ' x—y
12c

1 1,1
I

^^+r

^- ,

—

-• ^- -1 r- ^-
——2^

a-2

1+a; a+6 a—

6

a;+2/

«^-3
^ (a;+3^)2-(a;-32/)2

10.

\ + _3^ (3a:+y)^-(3a;-2/)2

a—

3

2 + x?/ + —
m. 11.

^^2/^ — 1

c a

a+6 6+c
12. -^

J-' 13.
a

6+c c+a

a + 6-



a2
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16. ,

—

^—,+,

—

y^ ,+
(x-y}{x-z) (,y-z){y-x) {z-x){z-y)

4x+6 3a;-9 15a;- 10

6x2+ 5x-6 ' 2a;*— 3a;-9 9x*-12x+4

18. Express the product of

8-6x+x* J 1 1 1
and

1+x (x-l)(2-x) (x-2)(4-x) (x-4)(l-x)

as a fraction in its lowest terms.

19. How can you show mentally that 3 is the sum of

X , X X , a h , c ^

X+ O X+ X+ C X+ O X+ x+ c

20. Divide -?^ + -^^ ^^by4- + -^,.
x+2/ x—y x^—y^ x-\-y x^— y^

21. Divide ^^(^-3^ X ^-.-^(^q::^ by (^^Ff^
•

22. Divide ^^ + ^-^+^-^-1 by 2-
f
^+1 + 1).

a b c
^ \a b cj

Q-i Show f>int
(•'^+ y)^^--'^'y) _ a:(l-y') + 3/(l-a;»)

23. Show that
(i_^)._(^+^)3 -

(i_^.)(i_y.)_4x2/
'

2,2 2 2
2^- i^«=2=:6'^^23^''^=2i:d''^=2i:^'P'^°^^'^=*-

25. Find the product of

1+x
and 1+X+-

l+x^
1 ,

a;

X— 1

26. Subtract i—r- from y and determine which fraction is the
o+lO

greater if a is greater than b and if both a and 6 are positive.

{\+ab){l+ac) (l4-6c)(l+6o) (l + ca){l+ c6)
Add

{a-b){a-c) ' (6-c)(6-a) ' (c-a)(c-6)

28. Show that 1 r has the same value when x=a+ 6 as it

X— o X—

has when x= 7 •

a+ b

29. Prove that the product of any two quantities is equal to their

sum divided by the sum of their reciprocals.
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30. If x= , v=—i—. z= J prove that

ocyz-\-x-\-y-\-z= {).

o< Tf a;—w , y—z z—x , ^, ,

31. If a= ^, 6= ^
, c= , show that

x-\-y y-\-z z-\-x

(l-a)(l-6)(l-c) = (l+a)(l + 6)(l+c).

32. If a and b are positive, which is the greater

a+36 a+ 26„
or ?

a+ 26 0+6

J Ji a+36 _ 463

a-6 2(a+6) 2(a2+fe^) a*—b*'

x—y y— z z—x

33. Simplify

34. Add
z^—{x—y)^' x'^—{y—z)^' y^— (z— a;)*

„.„.,., 4 3,1 2
3o. Simplify ^ -^ -. -„.

36. When a;= , find the value of
a-\-c

x—2a x+2a * 4ac
Z o7 <x+2c x—2c ^ x^—4c'

r y—x _ y—x '\

37. Simplify I ^4±^-^5^',- (^-?Y
^

x(y-a;) ^ 2/(y-a:) Va; y/



CHAPTER XVI

FRACTIONAL EQUATIONS

143. If an equation involves fractions, the fractions may
be removed by multiplying every term by the same quantity.

In Chapter VI. simple examples of fractional equations

were given.

The case in which two fractions are equal deserves special

attention.

(t c
Thus, if r = -^ and each side is multiplied by bd we have

- X bd ^ -j X bd.
b a

ad=bc.

144. Cross Multiplication. It is thus seen that when two
fractions are equal, we can remove the fractions by multiplying

the numerator of each fraction by the denominator of the

other and equating the results. This operation is sometimes
called cross multiplication.

Ex. 1.—Solve
x—5 x-{-3

x—1 a:+9

Cross multiply, (x-5)(a;+ 9) = (x+3)(a;-7),
.'. a;2+ 4a;— 45 = a;*— 4a;— 21,

8x= 24,

a;=3.

Verify by substitution.

This method is applicable only when a single fraction

appears on each side of the equation.
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Ex. 2.—Solve Hk- = 7 —

.

a:+3 X—

4

Simplify the right-hand member and we have

4a;+17 _ 4a;- 18

Now cross multiply, complete the solution and verify.

ESXERCISB 99

Solve and verify :

^ 3a;+l _a:+12 2 3a:-5 _ 3a;-l
* 2

3~"
* Sx-S^So;-!'

a; x—\ „ , X— 2 a;—6 ^
3, = a; — 9.

5.

19.

3 11 . a:-3 a;-5

a;+2_a;— 2 x—\ ^ a:+l a:—3_a:+30
~5~ ~ ~2 7~ '' ^ 3 13~

„ 7x-3
,

, 2a;+5 ^ a;2+7a;-6 a;+l
7. hl = —

•

8. =

—

—

.

2 3 a;2+5a:-10 x-l

9. ^±^=2-^+1. 10. J_+i=:i-.
a;—

1

X—

3

a;— 1 x x-\-\

11. -L + J_ = -A_. 12. ^^_2-i^^o.
a;+2 a;-2 a;-3 3x-2 Ga;-1

13.
2a:+38^6a:+8 ^ ^^_' 2/-8 _' 2/-12

a:+12 2x+l y^-%>j+\6 ?/2-12»/+30

15 2a:+7 8a:+ 19 _ 5a:+ II ^^ a:-l a:-5 _ ^
* 3 ~T2 7a;+9

'

' a;-2"^a;-3~

17 6-8a:
^

3 _
g ^^^

2x+7
^

3a:-5_5a:+9

3— a; ' 1— a; a;4-l a;+2 a;+3

4a:H 4a:g+8a:+l _ 2xH2a:+l
2x2+20;+

3

x+1

20. 2^ =^+1.
a;—3 a;—

5

.21. ^z:i^+^_^ =?^ + 3,^,
1-5 ^1-25 1-8 9

'**
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22. Solve ^ ~ ^ — ^^ by first reducing each fraction
3a;—

4

ix—

5

to a mixed expression.

23. Find three consecutive numbers so that the sum of ^ of the

first, \ of the second and I of the third may be 30.

24. Divide 300 into two parts so that if one be divided by 5 and

the other by 7, the difiference of the quotients will be 18. Give two

answers.

25. How much water must be added to 100 lb. of a 4% solution

of salt to make a 3% solution ?

26. A pupil was told to add 3 to a number and to divide the result

by 5. Instead of doing so he subtracted 3 and multiplied by 5 and

obtained the correct answer. What was the number ?

27. A man bought 1801b. of tea and 560 lb. of coffee, the coffee

costing j^ as much as the tea per lb. He sold the tea at a loss of 25%

and the coffee at a gain of 50%, and gained $62-60 on the whole. What
did the tea cost per lb. ?

28. I sold some butter at 25c. a lb. If I had received 5c. more

for 1 lb. less, I would have received 2c. more per lb. How many lb.

did I sell ?

29. If I walk to the station at the rate of 11 yards in 5 seconds

I have 7 minutes to spare ; if I walk at the rate of 10 yards in 6

seconds I am 3 minutes late. How far is it to the station ?

145. Fractions with similar Denominators.

x-j-6 2.x- 18 2x-+3 16
,

3x'+4
Ex. 1.—Solve

11 3^4 3 ' 12

Here we might multiply each term by the L.C.D., which is 132.

It will be found simpler, however, to remove all the fractions but the

first, to the same side of the equation, as they are easily reduced to a

coromon denominator.

x+ 6 _ 2a;- 18 _ 2a;+3 , 1_6 3a;+4

11 ~ 3 ~ 4 "^ 3" "^ 12 *

x+6 _ 4(2x-18)-3(2a;+ 3)+ 64+3x4-4
• • TT "~

12

Now simplify, cross multiply and complete the solution. The
correct answer is x=5.
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This problem shows that the denominators of certain

fractions are such that these fractions can be conveniently

combined when they are grouped on one side of the equation.

Since 4x+4=4(x+l), it is seen that it is simpler to combine the

second fraction with the first than with the third.

2x4-3 4x+5 5a;+4

x^\ 4(a;-l-l) 5x+l

Subtract the first two fractions, complete the solution and verify

the result.

T^ ^ o. 1 x—\ x—2 x—4:
,

x—5 ^
Ex. 3.—Solve + ^ = 0.

x—2 x—3 x—o cc—

D

Here it is too laborious to multiply all the fractions by the

L.C.D. It will be found easier to change the equation so as to have two
fractions on each side, then simplify each side and cross multiply.

Solve by transposing the last two fractions, also by transposing

the second and fourth, and compare the results.

Ex. 4.—Solve -^ + -^ = -^ + ^

a;+5 x+2 x+4 a;+3

Air u -J 2a;+7 2a;-f 7 ...
Addmg on each side,

^^^t^+TO = a;='+ 7a;+12
' ^^^

2a;+7 2x+l _^
a;2+ 7a;+10 x'^+lx+12

2x+ 7= or , ,
J'

, ,^ ^ , n , ,^ = 0, (art. 101)

a;=-3i or x'^+ 'Jx+lO= x'^+7x+\2.

Since the equation x^-f 7x+ 10=x*+7x+ 12 is impossible, the

only root of the given equation is x=—3h (Verify this root.)

If in line (1) we divide each side of the equation by 2.r+7

an impossible equation will result. It is not allowable lo

divide bolh sides of an equation by a common factor unless we
know that the factor is not zero. Here 2x-]-i might be equal
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to zero, and, in fact, would be if a:=— 3|. If a;=— 3| the

equation in line (I) is satisfied as each side becomes zero.

Solve the equation by writing it in the form

1 _1__ _1_ 1

^+5 ~ x+4 ~~ x+3 ~ x^

'

EXERCISE 100

Solve and verify :

2x+l _6.r— 1 _3.r—

2

2a:+3 x—\ _x+2
~~5 r5~""6z+3" * ~~i 6a;—

8
"" 2

x+3 3a:+5 _2a:+l 6a:+l 3.T-1 2a;-

1

_
' ~7~ 6a;+2 ~ 14 ' 4 2 3a;-2

~

r;
4

,
3 29 '}.

14.

a;-8 2:r-16 24 3a;-24

5 ox—5 __ 6x4-7
' 12 r2x+8

~~ 9x+6

'

13a:— 10 4x+9 7a:— 14 _ 23a:— 88

36 ^8 l2~~ " 17x^66

'

_ 3.r-4 1 6x-5
O,

9.

10.

11.

12.

6a-9 12 8x-12

5X-17 ,
2.r-ll 23 3a;-7

13-4a; 14 42 21

1 5a;- 7 4.r-3

10 10a;— 5 4a;-2

\ 1_ _ J. 1_
X— 1 x— 2 a;— 3 a—

4

1111
a;— 10 x—o x—1 x—

2

13. -J-+ 1
^ 1

3a;-fl2 6x+24 2a;-t-10 a:+6

_3 5__ ^ 1_
x—5 x—1 7—x 5—x

._ a;—8
,
a-— 4 x—5

,
a:— 7 ., . .

15. = 1- (transpose terms).
a:-10 x-0 a:-7 a;-9

^
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2x-21 x—l_ x—\2 2z—n
' x-U x^ ~ .T-13

'^ x-9 '

2x 27 . 1
17. Solve the preceding example by changing -^—-— into 2 -f-

a;— 14 .T— 14

and making similar changes in the other fractions.

4a;- 17 lO.r-13 8x--30
,
5a;-4

18,

19.

a;-4 2.1--3 2a;-7 x-l

5a;— 64 2.r-ll 4a;-55 x—

6

a;— 13 x—Q x—U x—1

20. -=l +^ + i^ = 3.
a;+l a;—2 a;—

1

21. Solve ^i:^ + -"^ + ^^ = 3.
h-^c c-\-a a-{-h

22. If a^—b^=a—b, does it follow that a must be equal to 6?

What is the alternative conclusion ?

146. Literal Equations with one Unknown. Equations often

occur in which the known quantities are represented by

letters instead of numbers.

These are called literal equations.

The same methods are used in solving them as were used

in solving equations with numerical coefficients.

Ex. 1.—Solve ax=bx-]-c.

ax^hx= c,

.". a;(a— 6) = c,

c

Solve ar= 3.i-+20.

8.-c-3x= 20,

.-. 5a;=20,
• a;= 5o = 4.

Here the letters a, h, c represent some known numbers

whose values, however, are not stated, while x represents

the unknown whose value is to be found in terms of a, 6 and c.

Usually the earlier letters of the alphabet are used to

represent known quantities, and the later ones x, y, z to

represent unknown ones.

Compare the two solutions given. They are practically

identical. When we work with numerical coefficients the

result can usually be expressed in a simpler form.
P
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Note.—The pupil must not make the mistake of giving x=

as a solution of ax= bx-\-c.

This statement is true, but it is .not a solution, since it does not

give the value of the unknown in terms of known quantities only.

Ex. 2.—Solve a{x—2)—h=a—2x.
Removing brackets, ax—2a— b= a—2x.
Transposing, ax-\-2x= a-\-2a-\-b,

:. a:(a+ 2)= 3a+ 6,

_ 3a+6"^"0+2"

The result should be verified by substitution, but this will

frequently be found more troublesome than the solution.

When it is not verified in the usual way, the pupil should

review his work to ensure accuracy.

Ex. 3.—Solve
a— X b—X

Cross multiply, hx— b'^— x--\-bx= ax—a^— x^-^ax,

.'. 2bx—2ax= b~— a~,

b^— a^ b-\-a

^ 2{b-a) 2

Verify by substitution.

EXE3RCISE 101

Solve for x, verify 1-12 :

4.

77ix-{-a=b.
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14. {ax-b){hx+a)=a{bx'—a). 15. ""J^LZ^ -^-^^±^^x.
a

16.
a. b a— b

X—a X— b X—

c

17. x{x—a)-\-x{x—b)=2{x—a){x—b).

18. {x—a){x—b)=(x—a—b)^.

19. -• ' =^ '-.
x—a x—2a x—3ct x—4:a

20. {x—a){x—b)—{x+a){x^b)={a+b)^.

21. {a-\-x){b+x)-a(b+c) = %^ + x^
b

22. {a-^x){b-x)+x^=b{a+x) -—

.

a

23. aH-\-b^-]-abx=^a^—h^x.

24. The excess of a number over a is three times its excess over 6.

Find the number.

25. Divide the number a into two parts so that one part may
contain b as often as the other will contain c.

26. Divide a into two parts so 'that m times the greater may exceed

n times the less by b.

27. A rectangle is a feet longer and b feet narrower than a

square of the same area. Find the side of the square.

28. If a number be divided by a, the sum of the divisor, quotient

and one-third of the number is 6. Find the number.

29. A man sells a acres more than the mth part of his farm and

has b acres more than the nth part left. How many acres were in the

farm ?

30. Solve {a—x){b—x)^{c—x){d—x).

Check by putting a=\, 6=6, c=2, d=3.

31. If 5 = - (a+Z), solve for n ; for a ; for I.

32. If s = , solve for a ; for Z ; for r.

r-l
33. If s—at-^-^gl", solve for a ; for (j.

V -2
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147. Literal Equations with two Unknowns, Every simple

equation in x and y may be reduced to the form ax-{-b{j=c,

where a, b, and c represent known quantities.

If two equations in x and y with Hteral coefficients be given,

the equations may be solved by the same methods as were

used with equations with numerical coefficients.

Ex. 1.—Solve
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EXERCISE 102

Solve for x and y, verify 1-12 :

1. mx-\-ny=a, 2. lx-\-my=m, 3. px-\-qy=r,

mx—ny=b. mx-\-ly=l. x-{-y=0.

4. ax-\-by=a^+b'^, 5. ax-\-by=2ab, 6, ax-'rby—2,

x-{-y=a-\-b. bx—ay=b^—a^. a^x—b^y=a—b.

7. ax—by=2a^+Zb'', 8. ax—by=2ab,
bx-\-ay=—ab. 2bx-\-2ay=3b^—a^.

9. a^x-\-b-y=a'^—ab-\-b^,

ax—by=a—b.

10. - + ?=3, 11. - + f = 2, 12. a2a;-62?/=aH63,
a a b

• y , ax—by=a^—b^. r = 2.— ? = 1.
-^

a 6
a

13.* a^x^b'^y=a^—b^, 14. aja;+6iy=Cp 15. _ -f _ = —
j^,

^ ^
So 46 ,,

.T ;/

IG. {a+b)x-{a-b)y=a~+b-, 17. ^ + ^= c„

x—y=^a—b.
,

X y -'

18. x +^=i^ + 2/ = 6. 19. 1:^ +^ = 22.
a— a-\-b X y

•5a _ -356 ^ -2'

X y

20. If aa:+62/=c and x—y=^l, prove that a;(c— a)=?/(6+c).

21. If y=ax-\-b and x=py—q, prove that y(q—bp)—x(aq—b).

22. If bx-\-ay-\-cz=ac-\-bc, ax-{-by=ac, cy-{-dz—ad, solve for

X, y and z.

23. What is the value of m, in terms of a and b, if the following

equations are consistent

ax-^^by^a^Ar%'^,

3x-fr/=3a+ 6,

4a;— 3i/=TO ?
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EXE3RCISB 103 (Review of Chapter XVI)

Solve and verify 1-24 :

1. i(7-.)-.(ll-.) = ^(.-8). 2. gE|-^J-i-
Q ?,?/_, ^,2/_5 4 2a;+7 _ 9a;-

8

_ re- II
"*• 2"^ 3" '^' 3"*" 2 «• • 7 11 2

2x- 3 3x— 2 _ 5x2-29^-4 x+1 3 _ a; 5-a;
• ^^4 "*"

.r-8 ~x2-12a;+32" * 2 a;
~

3 6 '

3.T-2 2(4x+l) 5x-2_ ?±zZ_(._9on-l
'• ~7 3 + 2 " -!• ^' 20 ^

-U^)-l.

5+ 3x 4a;-7 _ 16a;-27 z+3 2x-3
^

3a;-

7

^

2 3 ~ 21 5 ' 2x+l ' 3x+5~"'"

11. a(a;-o)-6(x-6) = (a+6)(a;-a-6)!" 12. ax+ b = bx+a.

_^ 8a;+ 5 9.C-3 4a;-3 ^^ 4-x 24-4a; _

1^- -10- -7;^ =-5-- ^*- T3 7- = ^-^-

15. ^ + 1=1, f-|;=5. 16. ^!i^^_£:?ii_f
a 3a 46

^^- 4 + 1 = '^' i'+il^^^- ^^•

19. ax+ by= 2ah,ay— hx= a-— b^. 20.

ic+ 2 _ x+ 3 _ a^ _ x-1-6
_ 20

a;+3 x+ 4 a;+ 6 a;+7'

23. ^4-^-^ + ^=0. 24.

aa;—
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30. -^ + — = 2lxy, 5ij-2x=2Axy.

31. What value of y will make

a;+5
,

y—l
, , x— 1 2/+11

,__ + __ equal to -3- + -g- ?

32. Two sums of money are together equal to SIOOO, and 5i% of

the larger exceeds 6|% of the smaller by^l6 cents. Find the sums.

33. Find a fraction such that if 4 be added to its numerator it

becomes equal to |, but if 4 be added to its denominator it becomes f

.

34. If ax-\-b= cx-\-d, give the argument which leads to the con-

clusion that X = , indicating at what point it is assumed that a
a—c

and c are unequal.

35. Take any two proper fractions whose sum is unity. Add
iinity to the difference between their squares. Show that the result

is always twice the greater fraction.

36. A man has $30,000 invested, part at 4J% and the rest at 5^%.

He receives $65 per annum more income from the former than from
the latter. How much is invested at each rate ?

37. The sum of three numbers a, b, c is 3036 ; a is the same
multiple of 7 that 6 is of 4, and also the same multiple of 5 that

c is of 2. Find the numbers.

38. If s = - {2a+ nd— d), solve for a ; for d.

39. If ax— by= a'-\-b^, x— y= 2b and x'^+ y^= c, find c in terms of

a and b.

40. A man can walk 2| miles an hour up hill and 3 J
miles per hour

down hill. He walks 56 miles in 20 hours on a road no part of which

is level. How much of it is up hill ?

41. A farm cost 3| times as much as a house. By selling the farm
**' '^7% gain and the house at 10% loss, $2754 was received. Find

the cost of each.

42. In 10 years the total popuiation of a city increased 11%. The
foreign population, which was originally ^^ of the total, decreased by
1160 and the native population increased by 12%. Find the total

population at the end of the period.



CHAPTER XVII

EXTRACTION OF ROOTS

148. Square Roots by Inspection. In art. 65 we have seen

that the square root of any trinomial, which is a perfect

square, may be written down by inspection.

We have also seen that every quantity has two square

roots differing only in sign.

Thus, the square root of a^-\-2ab-\-h^ is ±{a-\-h),

and of a^—2ab-\-h'^ is ±(a—b).

± {a^b)= a-\-b or —a—b ; ± {a—b)=a—b or b— a.

If we had written a"—2ab-\-b^ in its equivalent form

b^—2ab-\-a'^, it is seen that b—a is a root.

It is usual, however, to give only the square root which

has its first term positive, and we say that the square root of

a'^-\-2ab-\-b'^ is a-\-b and of a^—2ab-\-b^ is a—b or b— a.

EXERCISE 104 (Oral)

State the square of :

1. —abc. 2.

4. 2a-36. 5.

7. a+ 6+c. 8.

State the square root of

:

10. 16x2?/-. 11.

13. a^—2a+\. 14,

IG. a;2+a;+J. 17.

19. x^+y^-\-z^+2xy+2xz-Jr2yz.

20. a2+62^c2—2a6— 2ac+ 26c.

21. 4a2-(-962+i4-i2a6-4a-66.

x+1.
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149. Formal Method of Finding Square Root. When the

square root of an expression of more than three terms is

required, it is not always possible to write down the square

root by inspection.

Thus, to find the square root of

9x-*-12x3+10x2-4a;+l.

Here we could say that the first term in the square root is

3.r2, and that the last term is either +1 or —1, but it is

evident that there must be another term as well.

Let us again examine the square of the binomial a^h,

which is a^-\-2ab-{-b^.

The first term of the square root is a, which is the square

root of a^. The second term of the square root, b, may be

obtained in two different wa3^s, either from the last term, b^,

or from the middle term, 2ab.

Let us now see how we could obtain the second term in the

square root from the middle term 2ab. This term is twice

the product of a which is alreadj' found, and of the last term

of the square root which is still to be found.

If twice the product of a and the last term is 2ab, then we
can find the last term of the root by dividing 2ab by 2a, which

gives b.

The quantity 2a which we use to find the second term in

the square root is called the trial divisor.

Since a--}-2ab-\-b-=a^-\-b(2a-\-b), we see that the complete

divisor is 2a+ 6, that is, the trial divisor with the second term

in the square root added to it.

The steps in the process are : a^-\-2ab-\-b^ \a-\-b

(1) The square root of a* is a. The a^

square of a is subtracted from tlie expression

leaving 2ab + bK 2a+6|+2«6+
6J

(2) The trial divisor for obtaining the 2ab+ b^

second term in the square root is 2a.

When 2a is divided into 2ab the quotient is b, the second term in the

root.

(3) The complete divisor is 2a+ ^, and when this is multiplied by b
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and the product subtracted from 2ah-\-b" there is no remainder. The
square root is then a-\-b.

It might be thought that step (3) is unnecessary, as the root has

already been found in (1) and (2). It is unnecessary if we take for

granted that the expression is a perfect square.

If you attempt to find the square root of a^-f 2a6+ 4&^ and do not

go beyond steps (1) and (2), you would get the result a-\-b, as before.

This, however, is not the correct result. Why ?

We can now extend the method to find the square root of

a quantity of more than three terms.

9x*-12a;3+ 10x2-4a:-f l|3a;2-2x+l
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9. a;«-6.r3+17a:2-24a;+16. 10. 9a4-12a3+34a2_20a+2o.

11. a<-4a36+6a262_4a63+6*- 12. a4-4a3+8a+4.

13. 9a''+ 12a36-j-34a262_|_20a63+256*.

14. a;6-4.r5+6a;H8a:2+4x+l.

15. a;*— 2.r3+2x2_a._[.i,

a* 4a3 2a2 4a

17. a2-4a6+6ac+462_l26c+9c2.

18.* Simplify a(ffl+l)(a+2)(a+3)+ l, and find its square root.

19. By extracting the square root of x^ -{-^x^ -\-Qx'^ -\-Zx-\-l , find a

value of X which will make it a perfect square. (Verify by substitution.)

20. If the square root of a;*— 8a;3+30a;2—56a;+49 be x^-\-mx-^l,

what is the value of m ?

21. Using factors, find the square root of

(a;2+3a;+2)(a;24-5x+6)(a;2+4x+3).

22. Find the first three terms in the square root of 1— 2a;— 3.i' and
of 4- 12a:.

23. When a;=10, the number 44,944 may be written

4a;H4a;H9x2+4x+4.

Find the square root of the latter and thus deduce the square root ( f

44,944.

151. In algebra, an expression of which the square root is

required is usually a perfect square. When such is the ease

the formal method may be greatly abbreviated.

Ex. 1.—Find the square root of

a.-*-4a;3+ lO.x-2- 12.x-f 9.

The first term is x^ and the last is +3 or —3.
The trial divisor for obtaining the second term of the root is 2x^,

therefore the second term is — 4.T;'-f-2a;* or —2a;.

.'. the square root is a;*— 2x+ 3 or x*— 2x — 3.
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If we square x'^ — 2x+ 3, the term containing x will be twice the

product of —2x and 3 or —12a;. If we square x^ — 2x— 3, the term

containing x will be +12a;.

We thus see that if the expression is a perfect square, the square

root is x^ — 2x-\-S.

Check this by putting a;=l.

Ex. 2.—Find the square root of

4a;4+20x3+13a;2-3().f+9.

What is the first term in the square root ? What is the trial divisor ?

What is the second term in the root ? What may the last term be ?

What is the square root ? (Verify your answer.)

Ex. 3.—Find the square root of

Write the expression in descending powers of a.

a''-3a3+iia--5a+V'.

The first term in the root is a^. Tlie trial divisor is 2a^, therefore

the second term is — 3a^ -^20^ or — iia.

.•. the root is a^— |a-f | or a^— Sa— 3.

Which is it ? (Verify by squaring.)

Ex. 4.—Find the square root of

4 4
4a2-4a + 9 h-^'

a a^

Here the terms are already arranged in descending powers of a,

the term +9 coming between a and -.° a

The first term in the root is 2a, the second is — 4a -^- 4a or — 1, and the

2
last is + -.

~a

^ Complete and verify.

It will be recognized that it is only in the most complicated

cases that it is necessary to use the formal method in full.

It is advisable to use the contracted method whenever

possible.
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EXERCISE 108

Find the square root, using any method you prefer. Verify the

results.

1. x*+2x^-x^-2x+l. 2. x*—4x^+6x^—4:X+\.

3. a*— 6a3+6a2-f i2a+4. 4. x*+8x^+l2x-—l6x+4:.

5. 9a*-6a3+13rt2_4«+ 4. C. x^+ 6xhj+7x^-y--6xy^+y*.

7. 4x*+20.r''-3.r2-70.r+49.'' 8. l-l0x+21x^-—l0x^+x*.

9. 67.r2-f49+ 9x4-70x-30x='. 10. a^^-Sa^+lSa^-Sa'^+ l.

11, a;«4-2.T3_a:-(-]. 12. x*—2x^+'ix^—lx+^\.

i:;. a«-6a2 + ll _-? 4_1 . 14. 1^* _ 1^^_ ^4- ?^+ 1.

1.). 3a:^ + V-a;— 2x4-1. IG. \- l__4-1.
4

^^ ^"
25 ^ 5 ^ 45 ^ 3^

n. 5+ ----2.r+x-2. 18^ ^'_?:^ + 3_?^ + ?r.

.T- X y^ y X X-

19.* (.r+y)4-4(.r+ ?y)3+6(x-+2/)2-4(.r+2/)+ l.

2f). .T2(.T-5a)(3;-a)+a2(3x—a)2— 3a2x-2.

•21. (a-6)2:(«_6)2_2(a2+i2)|- + 2(re*+&*).

22. (a4-fe)i-2(a2+62)(^^5)24_2(a'J+ 6^).

24. If .r^+Sx^+^x^-l-ax+l is a perfect square, what is the value

of n ?

2o. If the sum of the squares of any two consecutive integers be

added to the square of their product, prove that the result will be a

square.

2G. If Ax^~\-\2xhj-\-lcxhj^-\-Qxy^-{-y* is a perfect square, find /,-.

27. If m = a^ and n = y , show that
X y

mn+\/(m2+4)(n2+4)

=

2xy+ — •

xy

28. Find the square root of 4.r''+ 8.r'' + 8.r2+4.r+I. Check when
a;=10.
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152. Cube of a Monomial. When three equal factors are

multiplied together, the product is called the cube of each of

the factors.

Thus, fhe cube of 2a or {2aY= 2a.2a. 2a=8a3,
the cube of a^ or (o-)' =a^ . a^ . a^= a^,

and the cube of Sa^ or (3o')* =3a^ . 3a' . 3a' = 27af.

The cube of a monomial is found by writing down the cube of

each factor of it.

Thus, the cube of 5ab^x is 125a'6*a;'.

153. Cube of a Binomial. Find the a^+2ab-\-b^

cube of a+6 by multiplying its square bj^
a +6

a-\-b. Find also the cube of a—b. a^-\-2a'^b+ ab^

{a—h)^=a^—3a^b-\-3ab-—b^. a^+3a-b+2ab'+b'

Note that in each case the cube contains four terms, in

descending powers of a and ascending powers of b, and the

numerical coefficients are 1, 3, 3, 1.

The cube of a—b is the same as the cube of a-\-b, except

that the signs are alternately plus and minus.

From the forms of these two cubes, the cubes of other

expressions may be written down.

Ex. 1. {x+ 2yy= x^+ 3x^2y) + 3xi2i/y+ {2y)\

= x^-\-6x-y-r-l2xy^-{-8y^.

Ex. 2. (3.T-22/)3 = (3x)3-3(3x)2(22/)+ 3(3x)(2i/)2-(22/)3,

.= 27x'— 54x^2/+ 36x2/^— 8y*.

Ex. 3. {a+ b+ c)^= {a+ b+ cy,

= (a+ 6)s+3(a+ 6)2c+ 3(a+ 6)c2+ c3,

= a^+ 3a''b+ 2ab^+ b^+ 3a~c+ 6abc+ 3b-c+ 3ac^+ 3bc^+ c^,

=a^+b^+c^+3{a^b+ ab^+ b^c+ bc^+ c^a+ca^)+ 6abc.
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155. Cube Root of a Compound Expression,

The cube root of (i'^-]-3a-b+ Sab-+b^ is ff+ fe,

and of a^—Sa'h^3((h^b^ is (t— b.

Therefore, when an expression of four terms is known to be

a perfect cube, its cube root can at once be written down
by finding the cube roots of its first and last terms.

Ex. 1.—The cube root of x^— Qx^y -\- \2xy^— %y^ is x—2y, since the

cube root of x^ is x and of — 83/^ is — 2y.

Ex. 2.—Tlie cube root of a'— 2a26 + ^06^— /j6' is evidently a — 16,

In the cube of a+fe, the second term is Za%. After finding

the first term a of the cube root, we might have found the

second term of the root by dividing Sa^ft by 3a-, that is, by
three times the square of the term already found.

Thus, the second term of the cube root in Ex. 1 is

— Cc^y-i-S.T- or —2y,
and in Ex. 2 is — 20^6-^ 3a- or —56.

Here three times the square of the first term of the root is the

trial divisor, corresponding to twice the first term in finding

the square root.

Ex. 3.—Find the cube root of

8x'6+12a;5-30a;4-35x3+45x2+27a;-27.

The first term in the root is 2x- and the last is — 3.

The trial divisor for finding the second term of the root is 'i{2x^Y

or \2x\
.'. the second term of the root is 12a;^-i- 12a;* or x.

.'. the cube root is 2a;^+ s;— 3.

It is thus seen that it is easier to find cube root by inspection

than to find square root, as in finding cube root there is no

ambiguity as to the sign of the last term in the root.

156. Higher Roots. Since {x'^)^=x'^, we may find the fourth

root by taking the square root and then the square root of

the result.
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Also, since {x'^)^=x'^ and {x^)'^=x^, we can find the sixth

root by taking the square root of the cube root, or tlie cube

root of the square root.

Thus, the square root of x*+ 8x^+ 24x^+ 323;+ 16 is a;-+ 4.r+ 4,

therefore the fourth root is x+ 2.

The cube root of x^-&x^-\-\5x^~2(ix^-\-\5x'^-Qx+\ is x2-2.t+ 1,

therefore the sixth root is x— 1.

EXERCISE 108 (1-15, Oral)

State the cube root of :

1. -64. 2. 27a3. 3. -I26a%^. 4. -%{a-bf.

5. x3+3.r2+3x+l. 6, x^-Zxhj+^xy^-y^.

7. aH6a2+12a+8. 8. 8.r3-12.c2+6.r-l.

9. a:V+3x--Z/-+3x?/+l. 10. 64a3_i44a2+l08a-27.

11. 125x3-75x2+ 15X-1. 12. 27x3-27x2^+9x^2_y3_

... x^ 3x2 3x ^, x^
,
2x2

13. -+ — — 1. 14. ^+ -„-+4x + 8.842 27^3

15. m3 - 9ni + _ _ _'
. IG. ^ - 6x* + 12x2^3 - 8?/«.

m ?7i* y 3

17.* In finding the cube root of x6+3x5+6x*+7x3+ 6x2+3x+ l,

what is the first term in the root ? What is the last term ? What is

the trial divisor for finding the second term ? What is the cube root ?

Check by substituting .x=l.

Find the cube root and check :

18. l-6x+ 2 1x2- 44x3+ 63x4 -54x5+ 27x6.

^ -.n ^' ^' c „ 18 27
,

27
''• 27-3+2--^+x-x-2 + ^3-

20. 27a«-108a5+ 171a4-136tt3+57a2-12a+l.

21. (1 + 3X2)2-X2(3+ X2)2.

22. For what value of x will x3+3cx2+2c^x+5c3 be a perfect cube ?

23. Find the fourth root of x*—4x3+6x2—4x+l.

Q
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24. Find the fourth root of a'*— \2a^-i-54a^—108a+ 8l.

25. Find the sixth root of

a,.6_ i2a;5+ eOx^- leOxH 240x-- 192a;+ 64.

EXERCISE 109 (Review of Chapter XVII)

Find the square root of :

1.* 9x*-24x^y+ 28xhj^-\6xy^+ 4y*.

2. x^+ 4x^-2x*-l0x^+\Sx^-Gx+l.

3. a;i2-|-6a;io+ 5^8- 8.T«+16x<- 8x2+ 4.

4. lx*-^x^+\''x^-^x+l.

5. \2a^x-26a^x^ + 25x*+9a*-20ax^.

G. 4.r2(7+a;2+ 3a) + (3a+ 7)2.

7. {x^+ 5x+Q){x^+7x+l2){x'^+ 6x+8}.

8. (2x2-a;-3)(x2-4x-5)(2a;2-13a;+15).

9. 4a;* - 20^3 + 33x2 - 32a; + 34 - — + -^ •

X x'
What is the cube root of :

10. 27-135a;+225a;2_i25a;3.

11. 8a;«-12a;5 + 18a;*-13a;3+ 9a;2-3x+l.

12. (a-6)3+ 36(a-6)2 + 362(a-6) + 63.

13. Find to three terms, the square roots of :

1-2.T, I -a, 4 + x.

14. Find the value of y for which x^— 2{a — y)x+ y^ is a complete

square and prove by trial that your result is correct.

15. The first two terms of a perfect square are 49x*— 28a;^, and the

last two are -|-6x+f. What must the square root be ?

IG. Prove that the product of any four consecutive integers

increased by unity is a perfect square.

17. Find the square root of a*+ 4a^+ 6a2+ 4a+ 1 and deduce the

square root of 14,641.

18. By finding the cube root, simplify

(a+ t)'+3(a+ 6.)2(a-fc) + 3(a + 6)(a-?))2-L(a-6)».

19. If a= 6+l, show that a='-63— 1 = 3«6.
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20. Show that the product of any four consecutive even integers

increased by 16 is a perfect square. How might the result be deduced

from No. 16 ?

21. By inspection, find the values of

(a-6)2+(6-c)2+ (c-a)2+ 2(a-6)(6-c) + 2(6-c)(c-a) + 2(c-a)(a-6),

22. To the square of the double product of any two consecutive

integers, add the square of their sum. Prove that the result is always

a perfect square.

23. Express in symbols : The difference of the cubes of any two
numbers exceeds the cube of their difference by three times their

product multiplied by their difference. Prove that this is true.

24. The expression

8a;S-36a;8+ 66a;'-87a;6+105;r5-87xH61a;3-42x2+12a;-8

is a perfect cube. Find its cube root by getting two terms from the

first two terms of the expression and tlie other two from the last two
terms. Check when x=\.

25. What number must be added to the product of any four

consecutive odd integers so that the sum may be a perfect square ?

2G. Show that the sum of the cubes of tliree consecutive integers

exceeds three times their product by nine times the middle integer.

27. Find the cube root of

(4x-l)3+ (2x-3)3+6(4a;-l)(2x-3)(3.-c-2).

[Note that it is of the form a^-\-h^+ 2ab{a + b).]

28. If Ax^-\-\2x^-\-5x'^— 2x^ are the first four terms of an exact
square, find the reniaining three terms.

Q 2
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QUADRATIC SURDS

157. Surd, When the root of a number cannot be exactly

found, that root is called a surd.

Thus, we cannot find exactly the number whose square- is

equal to 2, and we represent the number by the symbol V2
and we call '\/2 a surd.

If no surd appears in any quantity, it is called a rational

quantity.

By the arithmetical process of extracting the square root of 2, we
can obtain the value of V 2 to as many decimal places as we please,

but its exact value can not be found.

To four decimal places the value of V2 is 1-4142. Find the square

of 1-4142 by multiplication and see how closely it approximates to 2.

We can find geometrically a line whose length is V2 units. In this

square, whose side is 1 unit, draw the diagonal BD.
Then, from geometry, we know that

:. BjD2=im-i^ = 2,

.-. BD = V2.

On squared paper mark the corners of a square

whose side is 10 units. Measure the diagonal and

thus estimate as closely as you can the value of V 2.

Make a diagram like this to show how to represent

graphically lines whose lengths are \/2, Vs, Vi, Vs^
etc. Take the unit line 1 inch in length. What test

hav^e you of the accuracy of your drawing ?

158. Quadratic surd. A surd like V2 in which the square

root is to be found is called a quadratic surd. In this Chapter

quadratic surds only are considered.
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159. Multiplication of Simple Surds.

Since V2 represents a quantity whose square is 2,

.-. V2xV2=2=\/4,

also V4x\/9= V36, because 2x3=6.

Similarly, we might expect that V2xV3=VQ. That this

is true may be shown by finding the square of V2 x V 3.

(\/2xv'3)2=V2x V3xv2x V3, [Just as {aby^=a . b . a . b.]

=V2xV2xV3xVS,
=2x3=6.

.-. V2xV3=V6.
Similarly, VS X ^5= Vl5,

and Va X a/6= Va6.

Therefore, the product of the square roots of two numbers is

equal to the square root of the product of the numbers.

Since Vab=VaxVb, :. a/12=a/4x V3=2a/3,

and

V50= \/25 x ^2=5^2 ; V'T8a3= Vda-.x V2a=3aV2a.

Thus, Ave see that if there is a square factor under the radical

sign, that factor may be removed if its square root be taken.

Conversely, 5^/3= V25 x V3 = Vf5,

aVb=Va^xVb = Va^,

ax\/my= y/a^x^ X \fmy= y/a^x^my.

160. Mixed and Entire Surds. When a surd quantity is

the product of a rational quantity and a surd, it is called a

mixed surd. If there is no rational factor it is called an

entire surd.

Thus, 5^3, aVfe, (a—b)Vx^y are mixed surds, and V3, VSO,

Vax-\-b are entire surds.

In the preceding article we have shown that a mixed surd

can always be changed into an entire surd, and an entiro

surd can sometimes be changed into a mixed surd.
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A surd is said to be in its simplest form when the quantity

under the radical sign is integral and contains no square

factor.

Thus, the simplest form of VSO is 5\/2.

EXERCISE 110 (1-29, Oral)

Find the product of :

1. V2, Vs.
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34. If the area of a circle is 66 square inches, find the length of the

I'adius (77 = 31).

35. The sum of tiie squares of two surds, one of which is double

the other, is 40. Find the surds.

30. The length of the diagonal of a square is 10 inches. Find

the length of the side.

37. One side of a rectangle is thrQC times the other and the area is

96 square inches. Find the sides.

161. Like Surds. In the surd quantity 5^/3, 5 is a

rational factor and VS is called a surd factor.

When surds, in their simplest form, have the same surd

factor, they are called like surds or similar surds, otherwise

they are unlike surds.

Thus, 3V2, 5-^/2, aV2 are like surds,

and 2V3, 3V2, Ia/S are unlike surds.

162. Addition and Subtraction of Like Surds. Like surds

may be added or subtracted, the result being expressed in

the form of a surd.

Thus, 3V'2+ 5V2= 8V2, just as 3a+ 5a= 8a.

7\/3-4\/3= 3\/3, just as 7a-4a= 3a.

V'75-2\/3= 5\/3-2V3= 3V'3.

V5b + V32-VT8= 5V2+W2~3V2= 6V2.

The sum or difference of unlike surds can only be indicated.

Thus, V2-|-v3 can not be combined into a single surd, but the

approximate values of V2 and \/3 may be found and added.

Show tliat V2+V3=V5 is not true, by finding the square roots

of 2, 3 and 5 each to two decimals.

Is it true that Vi+ ^9 = V 13 ?

EXERCISE 111 (1-8, Oral)

Express as a single surd :

1. 3\/2+ 5v/2. 2. dVl-SVl. 3. 2Va+3Va.

4. 2Vx+5Vx—Vi. 5. V8+ V2. C. V\2-{-V3.
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8. V4a-\-V9a.

10. 2\/r8+3\/8-5V'2.

12. 2a/63-5\/28+\/7.

14. 10\/44-4\/99.

232

7. Vis-Vs.

9.* a/75+ \/12+ 3\/3.

11. \/45-V'20+ \/86.

13. 4V 128+4^50-5^162.

15. V45+ V20-\/80+\/l80.

16. a/72+ a/98-VI28-\/32-\/50.

Simplify the following and find their numerical values, correct to

two decimal places, using the square root table :

17. V75. 18. V63. 19. VGO+VIS.

20. VU7--2Vl2. 21. V128-VT62. 22. V'56+a/72+\/90.

Solve, finding x to three decimal places :

23. a;2=37. 24. 3x2+5=50. 25. ^^2-4= 19.

20. 31x2=132. 27. J(3x2-ll):=53. 28. lx^=\x^-il.

29. The area of a circle is 176 square inches. Find its radius.

Square Roots of Numbers from 1 to 50.

n
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It is thus seen that the product of tivo surds is found by

viidiiphjing the product of the rational factors by the product of

the surd factors.

5\/3x2V3=10.3=30,

also aVcxb^/c=abc.

It, therefore, follows that the product of two lik^

always a rational quantity.

Ex. 1.—Multiply VEO by Vl5.

Here the surds should bo simphfied before multiplying.

Since VSO= 5V'2andv'75= 5V3,

.-. \/50xV75= 5\/2x5a/3= 25V'6.

Ex. 2.—Multiply 2+ 2^3

2+2VS by 3- a/2.
^~ ^^

Here the multiplication is performed in a 6+ 6v3
manner similar to the multiplication of a+ 6 — 2v 2— 2V 6

by x-\-y. I I
~"

6+ 8\/3-2\/2-2a/6.

164. Conjugate Surds. If we wish to multiply

51/3+2^2 by 5a/3~2\/2,

we may follow the same method as in the preceding example.

These expressions, however, are seen to be of the same form as

a-\-b and a—b,

:. (5\/.3+ 2\/2)(5V3-2\/2)= (oV3)2-(2V'2)2==75-8=67.

Similarly, (3+ V'2)(3- a/2)= 9-2= 7,

and (2- V'T0)(2 + \/r6) = 4-10=-6.

Such surd quantities as these which differ only in the sign

which connects their terms are called conjugate surds.

Note that the product of two conjugate surds is ahvays a

rational quantity.
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EXERCISES 112 d 12, Oral)

Find the product of :

1. 2\/3, 3V5. 2. 5\/2, 6V3. 3. aVb, bVa.

4. 3\/2, V3, Vs. 5. (2V3)2, (V2)2. 0. \/24-], V2.

7. VS+VI, \/2. 8. \/a+V6-l, \/c.

9. ^3+^2, V3-V2. 10. ViO-$, VIO+S.

11. Vx-Vy, Vx+Vy. 12. 2\/2-f v/3, 2^2-^3.

13.* ZVg, 4v 2. 14. 3\/2, Wl, ^V2.

15. (\'3+V'2)2. 16. (2\/5-V7)^-

17. (3\/2+2\/3)2. 18. (Va+V'6)2.

19. 4+3V2, o-3V''2. 20. 3v^2^2v''3, 5\/2-3\/3.

21. 3\/5-4a/2, 2V5+3V'2. 22. 3V7t-2Vb, 2Va-3Vb.

23. V5+V3+V2, V5-\-V3-V2.

24. V7+2V2-V3, \/7-2\/2+V3.

25. Va+b—3, Va+b+2. 26. \/«+Va— 1, A'«-\'a— 1.

27. (v^3+\/2+l)2. 28. (\/5+2\/2-A^3)'-

29. (V'0+6+^/0^)2. 3o_ (3\/r^-2\/x+^)^-

Simplify

:

31. (6-2a/3)(6+2V3)-(5-\/2)(5-;- \/2).

32. (V3-V2+l)2+(\/3+V2-l)2.

33. ( \/50- \/l8+ ^72+^/32) x jVS.

34. 2(4\/3+3\/2)(3V3-2a/2)+ (5V'2-3\/3)(4\/2+2V3).

35. (V3+\/2)(2V3-V2)(\/3-2\/2)(v'3-3V2).

36. By squaring VIO-I-a/S and VS+V?, find which is the greater,

37. The product of 5\/3+3V7 and SVd— Vl Hes between what

two consecutive integers ?

38. Find the area of a rectangle whose sides are 5+\/2 and 10— 2"s/2

inches.
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39. The sides of a right-angled triangle are 7+4v'2 and 7— 4\/2

inches. Find the hypotenuse.

40. The base of a triangle is 2'\/34-3V2 inches and the altitude

is 3^3+2^2 inches. Find the area to two decimal places.

165. Division of Surds.

Since VaxVb=Vab, .\ Vab^Va=\—= Vb.
y a

Similarly, Va-^ Vb=—-=\-

,

Vb ^b
and 3\/l5^2V'5=fV3.

/- Vs
Ex. 1.—Find the numerical value of V5-^V2 or —^^

V2
(1) We might find the square roots of 5 and 2 and perform the

required division.

Vg-^ V2= 2-2364- 1-414= 1-581

(2) V'5-^\/2= Vf=\/F5= 1-581.

,,, V5 V5XA/2 VlO 3-162
, ...

^^^ Vl~V2^^Vl""2-="^~~
Here the third method is at once seen to be simpler than

either of the others.

In (3) we changed - _^ into , that is, we made the
,

^ V2 2

denominator a rational quantity. This operation is called

rationalizing the denominator.

Ex. 2.—Find the value of - ]^, if V2=l-4142.
V2

Here, instead of dividing 1 by 1-4142, we first rationalize the

denominator.

rr, 1 lxV2 ^2 1-4142 ^^„,Then -^^ = -7= ,^ = -^ = —^— = lOil.
V2 \/2xV2 2 2

Ex. 3.—Divide GVS by I0V2I.

eVs 6x2\/2 2V2 2xV2xV3 2V6 2x2-4495

10\/27 lOxSVS 5a/3 SxVSxVZ 1^ 15
= -3266.
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2+ v^H
Ex. 4.—Rationalize the denominator of —•

We have already seen that the denominator will be rational if we

multiply it bj' its conjugate 3— VB.

2+V5 _ (2+ V5K3- y/l) ^ l+\/5 ^ ^fVs
_

3+ V 5
"

(3+ VsTO - VS)
""9-5 4

Ex. 5.—Divide 5+2\/3 by 7-4V3.

Write the quotient in the fractional form — - ,_. rationalize the^ 7-4\/3
denominator and simplify.

BXEJPvOISB 113 (1-12, Oral)

Divide :

1. 3\/27-f-\/3. 2. Vl2^\/3.

3. \/7"2h-3'v/8. 4. Vabc^Va.

5. \/l8-|-Vl2 by Vs. 0. Voft+ A/oc by Va.

Rationalize the denominator of :

Vs V3

11. ^. 12.
'

^
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Solve, giving the value of x to two decimal places, using the table :

28. a;\/2=3. 29. a;\/3= V2. 30. 0:1/3= \/2+ l.

31. a;v/3-xV'2=l. 32. a:\/5-5=2a;-\/5.

33. a;2(V3-l)=2(\/3+ l).

34. The area of a triangle is 2 square feet. The altitude is

V5+V3 feet. Find the base to three decimals.

2+Vio
35. Simplify

4\/2+V20--v/l8-\/5

166. Surd Equations. A surd equation is one in which

the unknown quantity is found under the root sign, in one or

more of the terms.

Thus, Vx-\-l = 4, Vx-\-Vx—5= 5, are surd equations.

Ex. 1.—Solve V^-3=2.
Square both sides, a;— 3= 4,

.-. a;=7.

Verification: Vx^=Vl-3=Vi= 2.

Ex. 2.—Solve V5x- 1-

2

Vx+3=0.

Transpose 2V'x+ 3, VSx- l = 2\/^3.
Squaring, Sx— l = 4a;+12,

.-. a;=13.

Verification : •v/55'^-2Vx+ 3= \/64-2\/f6=8-8= 0.

Note that in verifying we have taken the positive square root only,

as defined in art. 03.

BXERCISH 114 (1-8. Oral)

>. Vx-5^4:. 3. 6-\/i=l.

3. Wx=V20. 6. Vx—b=a.

8. 7-V^^=3.

10. Vx^+Ux+3=x+5.

11. V9a;2-lla;-5=3x-2. 12. 2.r- \/4:c2- 10x-+ 4 =4.

13. 2a+Vz+a^=b+a. 14. V{x^)^T2ab+b^=-x-a+b.

Solve and verify :



Vs + Vis+Vos.
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27. Find the value of

(2\/2+ V3)(3\/2- VSKSVa- V2).

28. If the sides of a right-angled triangle are Vs+l and VS— 1,

what is the length of the hypotenuse ?

„
'

„. ,., \/5-i V5-3 ^ V'3+\/2 \/3-V2
29. feimplify -^= rz; and —,^ 7^ — -7= 7^ •

\/5-2 V5+ 3 V3-V2 V3+ A/2

30. Find the value to two decimal places of

^±^ + ^, whenx=2-fV'3, y= 2-V3.x—y x+y

31. Multiply 2'\/30-3a/5+ 5\/3 by V'3+ 2V'2- Vs.

32. Multiply Vt+W^ by V1-2x^6.

33. The area of a rectangle is IGVIO — 25 and one side is SVS— V'Z.

Find the other side to two decimal places.



CHAPTER XIX

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

167. A quadratic equation has already been defined in

art. 104. In the same article we considered the method of

solving some of the simpler forms of it.

Quadratic equations frequently occur in the solution of

problems as shown in the following examples.

Ex. 1.—Find two consecutive numbers whose product is

462.

Let the numbers be x and x-\-\.

a:(.r+l) = 462,

.-. a;2+x- 462 = 0.

Ex. 2.—The length of a rectangle is 10 feet more than the

width and the area is 875 square feet. Find the dimensions.

Let a;= the number of feet in the width,

,•, a; +10= the number of feet in the length,

T(a;+10)= 875,

.-. a;2+l Ox-875=0.

Ex. 3.—Divide 20 into two parts so that the sum of their

squares may be 36 more than twice their product.

Let a;= one part,

20— a;= the other part,

a;2+ (20-x)2=2a;(20-a;) + 30,

a;2+ 400- 40a;+ a:2= 40.-C- 2.^2+ 36,

4x2-80x+ 364 = 0,

x2-20x+ 91 = 0.

210
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BXBROISB 116

Represent the number to be found by x and obtain, in its simplest

form, the quadratic equation which must be solved in each of the

following :

1.* The sum of a number and its square is 132. Find the number.

2. Find the number which is 156 less than its square.

S. The sum of the squares of three consecutive numbers is 149.

Find the middle number.

4. The product of a number and the number increased by 6 is

112. Find the number.

5. The length of a rectangle is 6 feet less than five times the width.

The area is 440 square feet. Find the width.

6. The average number of words on each page of a book is 6 more

than the number of pages. The total number of words is 9400. Find

the number of pages.

7. The area of a rectangle is 88 square inches and the perimeter

is 38 inches. Find the length.

168. Standard Form of the Quadratic Equation. Every

quadratic equation may be reduced to the form

in which a, b and c are any known numbers, except that a

can not be zero.

The term not containing x is called the absolute term.

It is frequently necessary to simplify equations to bring

them to the standard form, and thus determine if they are

(juadratic equations.

Ex. 1. (a;+l)(2x-+3)=4a;2-22,

2a;«+ 5a;+ 3= 4x='-22,

.-. -2x2+ 5x4-25= 0.

2a;* -5x- 25= 0.

Here the equation is seen to be a quadratic. The coetticient of x* is 2.

of a; is —5 and the absolute term is 2.'i.

Or, a =2. ft= -5, r= - 25,
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^ - 7a;
,
X—

7

Ex. 2. -T H ^ 1'
4 X

:. 7«*+ 4(a;-7) = 4aj,

7a;»-28= 0,

a»-4=0.
Here a=l, 6=0, c=— 4,

Ex. 8. r + -Ps = 3,x— 1 .r+2

.-. 2x(x+ 2) + (x+l)(x-l) = 3(x-l)(x+ 2),

2x^+ ix+x'— \ = 3x^+ Sz—6,

a;+5= 0.

Here o=0, 6= 1, c= 5, and the equation is not a quadratic, since

the coefficient of x" is zero.

EXERCISE 117

Reduce to the standard form and state the values of a, b and c.

in which a is always positive :

1.* 6x2=a;+22. 2. 25a;=6x2+21.

3. 19a;=15-8a;V 4. 2=llx-12x2.

5. ^^ = 5x. 6. . + 1 = |.
X 2

8. (3a;-5)(2a;-5)=x2+2.r-3.

x—2 x+5 x—1 x+2 X

11. ^+-^=4. 12. -?^-^=l.
a;+2 a;—

1

x— 3 x

169. Solution by Factoring.

(1) When the absolute term is zero, the equation can

always be solved bv factoring.

2
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Ex. 1.—Solve 2a;2-3a:=0.

2:(2a;-3) = 0.

a;— or 2x-Z =0,

a;= or ?.

Verify both roots.

Ex, 2.—Solve aa:2+6a;=0.

a;(ax+'6)= 0,

.'. a;=0 or aa;+6=0,

6
.'. x= or

a

(2) When the middle term is zero, the equation can always

be solved by factoring, or by extracting the square root.

Ex.—Solve 3a;2-27=0.

3(a;-3)(a;+3)= 0,

.-. a;-3= or x+3 = 0,

x= + 3.

Or thus, 3x2-27= 0,

.-. a;2= 9,

.-. a:=+3.

(3) The equation is a complete quadratic when none of the

coefficients a, b, c is zero. If the quadratic expression,

ax^-\-bx-\-c, can be factored by any of the methods previously

given, the solution is then easily effected.

Ex. 1.—Solve 3a;2— lla;=14.

3a;*- Ux- 14= 0,

.-. (x+l)(3a;-14)= 0,

a;= — 1 or V*.

Verify both of these roots.

Ex. 2.—Solve .r^—mx+w.r—7nn=0.

x{x— m)-\-n{x— m) = 0,

.". («— m)(a;+n)= 0,

x =m or —n.
R 2
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EXERCISE 118

t-12. Solve the equations in the preceding exercise and verify-

13-19. Solve the problems in the first exercise in this Chapter.

(Verify the results.)

Solve by factoring and verify :

20. :c2-3aa;+2a2=0. 21. x^-b'^=0.

22. x''^—inx—6m^=0. '2ii. .c'^—ax—bx-\-ab={).

24. j;2+2a;(a+fe)+4a6=0. 25. •2ax^+ax-2x=:l.

2«. (x-a)(x-b)=ab. 27. x^-a^^{x-a)(b+c).

170. Consider the problem : Find two tiumbers whose

sum is 100 and whose product is 2491.

Let x-=one number,

100— a:=the other number,

a:(100-x)=2491,

.-. a;2-100a:+2491-0.

To solve this equation by the preceding method, we must

lind two factors of 2491 whose sum is 100, but this is exactly

what the problem requires us to find.

The necessity is therefore seen for another method of

solving the quadratic equation when the factors of the

quadratic expression cannot be obtained readily b}'- inspection.

171. Solution by Completing the Square. We know that

{x-\-a)^=x^-\-2ax-{-a^, the middle term being twice the product

of X and a.

If the first two terms of a square are x'^-\-2ax, we know that

it must be the square of x-{-a, and, therefore.

a- must be added to x^-^2ax to make a

complete square.

What is the area of the shaded portion in
^' " the diagram ?

Similarly, x^-\-ix must be the first two terms in the square of a;+ 2.

To make x^+ ix a complete square we must add 2^ or 4. Also, a;- — 8a-

are the first two terms in the square of .r — 4. and, therefore, 4^ or 1(5

must be added.
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To complete the square, it is seen that the quantity to be

added is the square of half of the coefficient of on.

Ex. 1.—Factor a:2+6a;— 40.

Add 9 to x^+ Qx to make a complete square.

Then x^+ 6x~i0= x^+ 6x+9— 9-'i0,

= x'+ 6x+9-49.
= (ic+3)2-7^

= {a!+ 3+ 7)(x+3 7),

= (a;+10)(a;-4).

Ex. 2.—Factor a^-^^ 5a;— 806.

Add (§)2 or ^/- to a;*+ 5a; to complete the square.

Then x2-i-5x-806=xH5a;+V—¥-806,
= a;2+ 5x+\*— 4-V^,

= (a;+|)2-(6/-)2,

= (a:+H-*f)(«-f-i-*f),

= (a;+31)(a;-26).

P:x. 3.—Solve x2-100a;+2491-:0.

Add 50- or 2500 to complete the square.

X*- lOOx+ 2500- 2500+ 2491=0,

x-2-I00a;+ 2500- 9= 0,

(x- 50)2 -32-^0,

(x-50+3)(.r-50-3) = 0,

(a;-47)(x-53)= 0,

x — 47= or x— 53= 0,

a;=47 or 53.

The solution might be contracted by writing it in the

following form :

x2-100x+ 2491 = 0.

Transpose the absolute term, .'. x'-'— 100x= — 2491.

Add 2500 to each side, .-. x^ - 100x+ 2500= -2491 + 2500= 9.

Take the square root, x— 50=+3,
x==50±3,

-53 or 47.
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Here the solution depends upon the same principJe, but

assumes a simpler form.

It is thus se«n that we effect the solution of a quadratic

equation by finding and solving the two simple equations of

which it is composed.

Thus by the first method of solving a;^— 100.r+2491=0,

we obtained the two simple equations a;—47=0 and .r— 53=0,

and by the second a;— 50=3, and a;—50= — 3.

Ex. 4.—Solve 3a;2+.T=10.

Divide by 3 to make the first term a square.

Add (J)2 to each side, .
.-. x"^ Ja;+ JV=¥+TrV= ¥B'-•

Take the square root, .". x+ 1 = +-V

,

~ 4.11 1 nnr 9X— T-g J— 3 or — Z.

Verify both of these roots.

The steps in this method are :

1. Reduce the equaiion to the standard form and remove the

absolute term to the right.

2. Divide by the coefficient of x^ if not unity.

3. Complete the square by adding to each side the square

of half the coefficient of x.

4. Take the square root of each side.

5. Solve the resulting simple equations.

EXERCISE 119 (1-8, Oral)

What must be added to each of the following to make a complete

square ?

1. x^+2x. 2. x2— 4x. 3. x2+10x. 4. x^—Ux.

o x^-\-3x. 6. x^—5x. 7. x^-\-4:ax. 8. x'^—^x.

Factor, by making the difference of squares, and verify ;

9. x2+4x-77. 10, a;2—54X+713. 11. x-—2x—S99.



17.
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173. Inadmissible Solutions of Problems. When a problem

is solved by means of a quadratic equation, it does not follow

that the two roots of the equation will furnish two admissible

solutions of the problem.

Ex.—A man walked 25 miles. If his rate had been one

mile per hour faster he would have completed the journey

in 1| hours less. What was his rate ?

Let his rate be x miles per liour.

25
The time taken to walk 25 miles = — hr.

X
25

At the supposed rate his time = hr.
x-\-\

X x+l ^

Simplifying, x^+x— 20= 0,

Solving, x= 4 or —5.

Therefore his rate was 4 miles per hour, the other root giving a

solution which is inadmissible

EXERCISE 120

Solve, finding the roots appi'oximately to three decimal places,

using the table :

1.* x^-ix=l. 2, .r-^-10x+17=0. 3. x'^+2x-6^0.

4. .T2+ 8a;=19. 5. .r(x-f 3)=J. «. 2a;24-3x-4=0.

Solve, expressing the roots in the surd form :

7. a;2— 6a;:=2. 8. ;r-4-8x=l]. 9. 4x^—4x^1.

10. 4.r2-8a:=37. 11. :}.r2-5a--ll=0. 12. ^x^-ir^x=l

The following problems reduce to quadratic equations. In solving

the equations factor by inspection where possible and verify the

results.

13. The sum of two numbers is U and their product is 30. Fiiul

the numbers.

14. The sum of the squares of two consecutive numbers is sr>.

Find the numbers.
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16. The difference between the sides of a rectangle is 13 inches

and the area is 300 square inches. Find the sides.

16. Find two consecutive numbers such that the square of their

sum exceeds the sum of their squares by 220.

17. A merchant bought silk for S54. The number of cents in the

price per yard exceeded the number of yards by 30. Find the number
of yards.

18. The area of a rectangular field is 9 acres and the length is

18 rods more than the width. Find the length.

19. The three sides of a right-angled triangle are con.secutive

integers. Find the sides.

20. How can you form 730 men into two solid squares so that tlie

front of one will contain 4 men more than the front of the other ?

21. The owner of a rectangular lot 12 rods by o rods wishes to

double the size of the lot by increasing the length and width by the

same amount. What should the increase be ?

22. If a;+2 men in a;+5 days do five times as much work as x+l
men in x—1 days, find x.

23. A rectangular mirror 18 inches by 12 inches is to be surrounded

bjj^ a frame of uniform width whose area is equal to that of the mirror.

Find the width of the frame.

24. What must be the radius of a circle in order that a circle with

a radius 3 inches less may be | as large ?

25. One side of a right triangle i.s 10 less than the hypotenuse

and the other is 5 less. Find the .sides.

2(i, A man spends 890 for coal, and finds that when the price is

increased SI -50 per ton he will get 3 tons less for the same money.

What was the price per ton ?

27. A man bought a number of articles for $200. He kept 5 and

sold the remainder for SI 80, gaining S'2 on each. How many did he

buy ?

28. The sum of the two digits of a number is 9. The sum of thp

squares of the digits is f of the number. Find the number.

29. A number of cattle cost S400, but 2 having died the rest

averaged $10 per head more. Find the number bought.
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30. How much must be added to the length of a rectangle 8 inches

by 6 inches in order to increase the diagonal by 2 inches ?

31. In the figure, the rectangle AO . OB^xect-
angle CO . OB.

(1) If .40=16, BO=Z, C0= 8, find OD.

(2) If ^0=10, 50=4, CZ)=13, find OD.

32. In the figure, when OA is a tangent to the circle,

OA'^^OC . OD.

(1) n 00= 4, CD= 5, find OA.

(2) If 0A= 8, 0Z)= 10, find 00.

(3) n 0.4= 15, CD=\e>, find OD.

33. I sold an article for $56 and gained a per cent,

equal to the cost in doUars. What was the cost ?

34. The denominator of a fraction exceeds the

numerator by 3. If 4 is added to each term the

resulting fraction is |^ of the original fraction. Find the fraction.

35. An open box containing 432 cubic inches is to be made from a

square piece of tin by cutting out a 3 inch square from each corner

and turning up the sides. How large a piece of tin must be used ?

36. A and B can together do a piece of work in 14| days, and A
alone can do it in 12 days less than B. Find the time in which A could

do it alone.

EXERCISE 121 (Review of Chapter XIX)

1. What is a quadratic equation ?

2. Is (x+ I)(x— 2)(x+3) = (x — 4)(x— l)(x+7) a quadratic equation?

Solve it.

3. The sum of a positive number and its square is 4. Find the

number to two decimal places.

1 1 1
4. Solve ^ h = 3;5—X ' 8— X ' X— 9 a— 8 .12

5. If x^i/* — 6x1/— 7 = 0, what are the values of xj/ ?

6. Are x=4 and x*=16 equivalent equations, that is, have they

the same roots ?

7. Solve X* — x2/ + 2/*=39, when y=l.
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8. Divide 14 into two parts so that the sum of their squares

may be greater than twice their product by 4.

9. If (a;-2)(x-3) = 7(a;-3), does it follow that x~2^7 ? What
ie the proper conclusion ?

10. The distance (a) in feet that a body falls from rest in

t seconds is given by the formula 5=16'U*. How long will it take

a body to fall 6440 feet ?

11. Solve 3x2 -4a;- 1 = 0.

12. Ten times a number is 24 greater then the square of the

number. Does this condition determine the number definitely ?

.„ „ , x+2 7
, 4-x

13. Solve—J = 3 + ^^.

14. Find two consecutive odd numbers whose product is 399.

15. Solve(2a;+ 3)2-2(2a;+3)= 35.

16. The units digit of a number is the square of the tens digit

and the sum of the digits is 12. Find the number.

x+lO 10 II 7 15
17. Solve

x—5 X 6 ' x+5

18. If a train travelled 10 miles per hour faster It would require

2 hours less to travel 315 miles. Find the rate.

19. Solve (3x-7)(2.r-9)-(5x-12)(x-6) = (.r-2)(2x-3).

20.* Find, to three decimal places, the positive number which is

less than its square by unity.

21. If 4x2— 3x1/4-2/2=14, find x if .v=x+-3.

22. The perimeter of a rectangle is 34 feet and the length of tiie

diagonal is 13 feet. Find the sides.

23. Solve x2 + (x— 4)2= 40. State the problem, the condition in

which is expressed by this equation.

24. A line 20 inches long is divided into two parts, such that

the rectangle contained by the parts ha,s an area of 48 square inches

more than the square on the shorter part. Find the lengths of the

parts.

25. Solve x*+ 2/^= 9, when y= Z— x.

26. The diagonal of a rectangle is 39 feet and the shorter aide is ^
of the longer. Find the area.

27. If 5 is one root of x«— 7x2 -f6x+ 20=0, find the other root*,

to three dpcimal plaoe.s.
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28. Find the price of eggs per dozen when 10 less in a dollar's worth

raises the price 4 cents per dozen.

29. The length of a field exceeds its brea^dth by 30 yards. If the

field were square but of the same perimeter, its area would be ^^i

greater. Find the sides.

30. If 8a; = 4, find x to three decimal places.
X

31. The cost of an entertainment was 820. This was to be divided

equally among the men present. But four failed to contribute anything,

and thereby the cost to each of the others was increased 25 cents.

How many men were there ?

32. If a man walked one mile per hour faster he would walk 36 miles

in 3 hours less time. What is his rate of walking ?

33. A polygon with n sides has ^n(n— 3) diagonals. If a polygon

hats 20 diagonals, how many sides has it ?

34. Solve a^x—a)^= b"{x+ a)-.

35. A can do a piece of work in 10 days less than B. If they work

together they can do it in 12 days. In what time could each do it

alone ?

36. If a:3 + —= 8i, find the value of x^ and of x.
x'

37. The length of a rectangular field is to the width as 3 tOi2

and the area is 5-4 acres. How many rods longer must it be to contain

6 acres 7



CHAPTER XX

RATIO AND* PROPORTION

174. Methods of Comparing Magnitudes. When we wish to

c;orapare two magnitudes, there are two ways in which the

comparison may be made.

(1) We may determine by how much the one exceeds the

other. This result is found by subtraction.

(2) We may determine how many times the one contains

the other. Here the result is found by division.

Thus, if one line is 6 inches in length and another is 18 inches, we

may say that the second is*12 inches longer than the first, or that the

second is three times as long as the first.

Neither method of comparison can be used, unless the

magnitudes compared are of the same denomination, or

can be changed into equivalent magnitudes of the .same

denomination.

Thus, we can compare 3 lb. and 10 lb. ; 2 yd. 1 ft. and 2 ft. !» in.
;

but we can not compare .') lb. and 4 ft.

175. Ratio. When two magnitudes, of the same kind,

are compared by division, the quotient is called the ratio

of the magnitudes.

Thus, the ratio of 3 to 4 is the same as the quotient of

:i-f4, which is usually written ^.

The ratio of 3 to 4 is written 3:4,

.-. 3:4=3-^4=|.

Similarly, a : b=a-^b = r.
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It will thus be seen that all problems in ratio max be

considered as problems in fractions.

176. Comparison of Ratios. To compare two ratios we

simply compare the fractions to which these ratios are

equivalent.

Ex. 1.—Which is the greater ratio, 3 : 4 or 7 : 9 ?

The problem is at once changed into :
" Which is the greater fraction

I or ^ ;

To compare the fractions we reduce them to the same denomination

in the forms ^^ and jf, and it is seen that the latter is the greater. We
might also compare them by reducing the fractions to equivalent

decimals.

Ex. 2.—Which is greater, a : a-\-2 or a+1 : a+3.

a _ a(a+3) _ o'+3o
a+2 " (a+2)(a+3) ~ (a+2)(a+3)"

g+1 _ (ct+1)(o+2
) _ o'+3o+2

^+3 ""
(a+2)(a+3) ~ (a+2)(o+3)"

What is the conclusion ? ^

177. Terms of a Ratio. In the ratio a :b, a and b are called

the terms of the ratio, a being called the antecedent and b

the consequent. The antecedent corresponds to the numerator

of the equivalent fraction, and the consequent to the

denominator.

a _ antecedent numerator _ dividend
' b consequent denominator divisor

178. Equal Ratios. Since a ratio is a fraction, all the laws

which we have used with fractions may also be used with

ratios.

Thus, since t = —r , it follows that a : h=ma : rnh.
b mb

Hence both terms of a ratio may be multiplied (yr divided

by the same quantity {zero excepted) without changing the value

of the ratio.

Thus, 6 : 9=2 : 3, ^ : i= 3 : 2, ^ : - = a* : b\
^ a
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EXERCISE 122 (1-15, Oral)

Simplify the following ratios by expressing them as fractions in

their lowest terms

:

1. 10:15. 2. 2J:5. 3. 45:63.

4. 15 : 10. 5. $2 : $6. 6. $2-50 : $10.

7. 2 ft. :3 yd. 8. 2 days : 12 hr. 9, 2 ft. 3 in. : 3 ft. 3 in.

10. 24a :8a. 11. 5a6 : lOa^. 12. a+b-.a'^-hK

13. a—b:a^—b^. 14. x—y.x—y. 15. 1— - : 1 -j

X X

^^- -^ : -2—T-Ta- 1^- a:2+2x2/+2/2 : x^+y\
x—2 x^—5x+o

18.* If 12 inches^ 30-48 centimetres, find the ratio of an inch to

a centimetre and of a metre to a yard.

19. The edges of two cubes are 2 inches and 3 inches. Find the

ratios of their volumes.

20. If 25 francs= $4-80, find the ratio of a franc to a dollar and

of a quarter to a franc.

21. If a metre= 39-37 inches, find the ratio of a kilometre to a mile.

22. Which is the greater 2 : 3 or 4 : 5, 15 : 37 or 11 : 27, a : a+2
or 0+3 : a+5 ?

23. Arrange in descending order of magnitude:

2:3, 3:5, 11 : 15, 13: 18.

24. What is the effect of adding the same number 5 to both terms

of the ratio 7 : 15? What is the effect of subtracting 5 from each

term ?

25. What is the effect of adding 5 to each term of 15 : 7 ? Of

subtracting 5 ? Compare your results with the results of Ex. 24.

26. Separate 360 into three parts which are in the ratio 2:3:4.
(Let the parts be 2x, 3x, 4a;.)

27. Divide 165 into two parts in the ratio of 2 : 3 ; 510 in the ratio

3:7; 36 in the ratio 1^ : 2^.
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28. When a sum of money is divided in the ratio 1 : 2, the smaller

part is $20 more than when it is divided in the ratio 2 : 7. Find the

sum.

29. What nura"ber must be added to both terms of f to make it

equal to i ?

30. What number subtracted from each term of 7 : 10 will produce

13:19?

31. What must be added to each term oi n : h to produce c : d '*.

What is the conclusion when c=d t

32. Tf a is a positive number which is the greater ratio,

l+2a l+3a
,or 7

l+Sa l+4a

33. The rate of one train is 30 miles per hour and of another is

55 feet per second. What is the ratio of their rates ?

34. Divide a line a inches long into two parts whose lengths are in

the ratio h : c.

35. ^'s income : B's income=3 : 4, and A's expenditure : B'?.

expenditure=5 : 6. If ^ spends all his income, what per cent, of hi.s

income does B save ?

36. Divide $315 among A, B and 6', so that A's share will be to i^'s

as 3 : 4, and B's to C's as 5 : 7.

37. A line is divided into two parts in the ratio of 5 : 7 and into

two parts in the ratio 3:5. If the distance between the points of

division is 1 inch, find the length of the line.

38. Two numbers, are in the ratio of 3:5, but if 10 be taken from

the greater and added to the smaller, the ratio is reversed. Find

the numbers.

39. Two bodies are moving at uniform rates. The first goes

m feet in a seconds and the second n j'^ards in h minutes. What is

the ratio of their rates ?

179. Proportion. A proportion is the ."Statement of the

(•(luality of two ratios.

Thus, 3 : 4=15 : 20, since |=^§.

Therefore, 3 : 4=15 : 20 is a proportion, or 3, 4, 15, 20 are

said to be in proportion, or they are said to be proportionals.
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If tt, h, c, d are in proportion or a : 6=c : '/,

i.u
a c

then r ^ J '

a

ad— be.

In the proportion a :b=c:d, a and d are called the

extremes and b and c the means.

Since ad=bc, it is seen that (he product of the extremes is

equal to the product of the means.

180. Fourth Proportional. VV^hen a:b=c:d, d is called

the fourth proportional to a, b, c.

Thus, if the fourth proportional to 10, 12, lo is x,

then 10: 12=15 :a;or J^ = — ,

12 r

.-. I0a;= 12x15,

.r=18.

181. To find a Ratio, by Solving an Equation. From certain

types of equations in x and y, the value of the ratio of x : y
may be found.

Ex. 1.—If 5.T=6.v. find the ratio of r : y.

Since 5x = 6y,

.- X = Sy,

X 6

y-5'
the ratio of x : y = | or 6 : 5.

Ex. 2.—If 3.x+4w=3v-7a:, find
^

y

3a; 4- 7a; = Sy—4y.

?= -1
" y 10'

If each term in the equation is of the first degree in x or y,

the ratio of x : y can be found, but it can not be found if

there is a term not containing x or y.

Thus, from 2a,' 7y=10. the valuo of x : y can not be found.

S
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Ex. 3.—If 2a;2— 7.r?/+6?/2=0, find .»;:?/.

Factoring. (x-2y){2x—Zy)==Q,
:. aj— 2j/ « or 2a;-3«/ = 0,

Here there are two values of -. If we divide each term of the given
y

equation by y^, we get

In this form we see that the equation is a quadratic in , ami we

might naturally expect to find two values for the required ratio.

Ex. 4.—If 2a;- 5?/+ z=0,

3x+2y-2z^0,

find the ratios of x, y, z.

If we eliminate z in the usual way, we get

lx-8y= 0.

X _8 . ^ _y
•• y-r 8~7"

If we eliminate y we get
,

X _ 8 X _ 2

z
~ 19' 8 ~ r9

We can combine these resxilts in the convenient form :

? = ^ = —
8 7 19'

BXBRCISB 123 (1-21, Oral)

Find the value of x in the proportions :

1.



Kind the value of x
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3 9

The side of the square ABCD is 10 inches and EF is parallel

B to DC. If the length of AE is 3 inches, find the

length of FC to three decimals.

34. If the bases of two triangles are in the ratio

3 : 4 and their heights in ratio 8:9, find the ratio of

their areas.

36. From these equations find x : y,

13x-\-5y=9x-\-l3y ; ax-{-by=cx-\-dy
;

mx—ny=nx-\-my ; px-\-qy=0.

'Hi. Find tv/o values oi x: y when

6.r2— 13a;?/+6^2^0 ; x-=4.xy+5y^.

37. If oa—36+2c=0 and a+ft+c=0, find the ratios

of a'.h, a: c, a : b : c.

38. Find the lengths of all the other lines in this

figure.

39. If a pole 10 feet high casts a shadow 17^ feet

long, what will be the length of the shadow cast, at the same

time, by a monument 84 feet high ?

40. Write the equation S-t^- 10xi/^3?/^=0 in a form showing -

,V

as the unknown, and find x : y.

41. A number of two digits bears the ratio 7 : 4 to the number

formed by reversing the digits. If the sum of the numbers is 66,

find them.

42. The length of a room is to the width as 6 : 5, and the length

is to the height as 3 : 2. If the area of the floor is 187^ square feet,

find the dimensions.

43. If 4 men and 3 women earn as much as 16 boys, and 6 men
and 5 boj's. earn as much as 10 women, find the ratio of the earnings

of a man, woman and boy.

44. If 2ab+2h- : 2a--ab=9 : 5, find a : 6.

45. When tlie angle A is bisected,

AB : AC=BD : DC.

(1) If AB=10, .4(7=8, BC=12, find BD and DC.

(2) If AB=c, AC=b, BC=a, find BD and DC.
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46. The ratio of the area of a rectangle to the area of the square

described on its diagonal is 6 : 13. Find the ratio of the sides.

47. The sides of a triangle are 7, 10 and 12. I'he perimeter oJ a

similar triangle is 72^. What are its sides ?

.„ ,, x-]-y 2x—Zy x+2y+5z ^ ,

48. If —— =—-—^ = ——^-1
, find x: y: z.

5 7 9

182. Mean Proportional. When three numbers form a

proportion, it is understood that the middle number is to be

repeated. The three numbers are said to be in continued

proportion, and the middle one is called the mean proportional

between the other two.

Thus, 4, 6 and 9 are in continued proportion, since 4:6 = 6:9.

Here 6 is the mean proportional between 4 and 9.

If X is a mean proportional between .3 and 27,

- = s^. ••• •»;^=81, .'. j;=+9.
X 21

-

:. the mean proportionals between 3 and 27 are +9.

3 9 3 — 9
Since ;, = ;r=, and —-z = -^r;^, it is seen that these are the correct

9 27 —9 27

results.

Similarly, il •' is tiie mean proi)urtioiial between n and h, then

ax J
-.

- = f, .". x---->r Vab.
X

Therefore, the mean proportionai between any two quanlilies

is the square root of their product.

183. Third Proportional. If a. b, c are in continued

proportion, c is called the third proportional to a and b.

Thus, if X is the third proportional to 6 and 1.5,

lo X
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BXERCISB 124

1. Find a mean proportional between 4 and 16 ; 2a and Sa ;

4rt63 and 9a% ;
{a-b)^ and (a+ b)^.

2. Find a third proportional to 2 and 4 ; 3 and 30 ; 5a and lOab ;

x-—y^ and a;— i/.

3. The mean proportional between two numbers whose sum is

34 is 15. Find the numbers.

4. Three numbers are in continued proportion. The middle

one is 12 and the sum of the other two is 51. Find the numbers.

5. What number must be added to each of the numbers 3, 7, 12

so that the results will be in continued proportion ?

6.* In the figure, the angle BAG being in a

semicircle is a right angle. When AD is drawn

perpendicular to the hypotenuse it is proven in
" D ~ geometry that

AD is a, mean proportional between BD and DC,

AB between BD and BC, and AC between CD and BC.

(1) If BD^ 4, DC= 9, find AD.

(2) If BD= 5, AB^ 8, find DC.

(3) If BC= U, AC=12, find DC, AB, AD.

(4) If AB= 3, ^C=. 4, find BC, AD, BD.

7. How would you use the preceding to find

(1) A line whose length is V6 inches ?

(2) The side of a square whose area is 12 square inches ?

8. Find two numbers such that the mean proportional between
them is 4 and the third proportional to them is 32.

9. Divide a line 21 inches long into three parts such that the

longest is four times the shortest and the middle one is a mean
proportional between the other two.

184. The following examples will illustrate a method which

has many appplications to problems with ratios or fractions.
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Ex. l.-If ^ = ^, prove that ^^-^ = -^^-^ •

Since r =" j» f^^ each fraction = k.

Then v = A:, .'. a=bk, -, = k, .'. c—dk.
a

Substitute these values of a and c in each side of the identity to b(-

proven.
3a'+26^ _ 362^2+ 26* _ 6»(3fca+ 2) _ 3^:^+ 2

o2_562 ~ b^k^—5b^ ~ b^k'^-S) " k^-5
'

3c'+2d' _ 3d''fcg+2d2 _ d2(3)fc'+ 2) _ Sk^+ 2

c2-5d2 "~ d^k^-5d^ ~ d\k^-5) ~ k^-5
'

3a^+2b^ _ 3c^+2d^

a2-562 ~ c2-5d2
•

FY 2—Tf- = ^=- r>rnvn
^^^y+^'^+g'^ ^ (a;+y+g)^

•

a 6 c '
^ a26+62c+c2a (a+6+c)3'

Let x=ak, y= bk, z= ck. Substitute as before and show that each

of the fractions is equal to k^.

185. „^ = ^,,hen^ = 2±^.
b d a—h c—d

Prove this by letting a=bk and c= dk, as in the preceding examples.

Here the fraction r was obtained by adding and sub-
a—b -^ *

tracting the terms of the fraction .-> and -. was obtained
c—d

in a similar way from -.

This principle is sometimes useful in simplifying equations.

4a:+3 3a+46
Ex. 1.—Solve

4a;— 3 3a- 46

Adding and subtracting,
'a — oLtu oO

.-. 646a; = 36a,

9a

Solve also, in the usual way, by cross multiplication.
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„ „ ,, a+6+c+rf a-\-b~c—d a d
Ex 2.—If -4 nj =—n 1

'

V^ove r =• -
a-~b~c-i-d a—o-\-c—d ^ be

Adding and subtracting, j .
' „ •

—

Adding and subtracting.

26 + 2c
"
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9. If u, b, c, d are proportionals, prove that a^c-\-ac^, b^d- hd\

a^2 a,Q(j 53^2 aje proportionaJs.

10. If -— =3 » —"—
, prove that o=i6-Hx

x-{-y y—z z-\-x

11 . If a : b=b : c, show that a : c—a^ : b^.

12. If a— 6 : a4 6=c— rf : c+c?, prove a:b=c:d.

13. If «-±^±^ = ^^II^±^=^, show that « = f.
a+o—c— ci a—b—c-\-d b d

14. Solve -

—

—- = ——
3x-4b 5a- 36

15. If the sum of two numbers is to their difference as 7 to 4, find

the ratio of the numbers.

ic T* a—b+l b—c+3 c—a+o , ^, ^ u t ..
16. It , = — — ; » show that each fraction

b—c+2 c—a+4: a—6+6
equals |. (Use Ex. 7.)

._ CI , az+b+c bx+c+a
17. Solve — ' =

—

——
ax—b+c bx-\-c—a

18. If a : b=3 : 5, b - c=l : 9, c : d-=~. 15 : 16, find the ratio of a : d.

19. If - = -^ =: _ , show that each fraction equals ' '^—— , and
a b c 5a—Sb+2c

, , mx-\-ny—pz
also equals — -

—

— •

ma-\-nb—pc

20. Find two numbers such that their sum, difterenci- and product

are proportional to 4, 2, 9.

21. If a, b, c are consecutive numbers and if r-—b^ : b^—a^=4i\ : 'Mh

find the numbers.

22. The length and breadth of a room are as 3:2, and if 2 feet

lie added to each, the new area of the floor is to the old as 35 : 27. Find

I he dimensions.

23. If a : b=c : d, prove a : a+6=a+c : a+ft+c+d.

.1^ It lOa+6 12a+6 , ^u * « <^

24. If ,--——, = tt;——,, show that - = -, •

\Oc+d \2c+d b d

26, If a : h --h : c, then <t'^-^nh : h^r^b'+bc : r'^
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EXERCISE 126 (Review of Chapter XX}

Write as fractions in their simplest forms :

2. x2-3/2 : (a;-3/)2. 3. a^+ b^ : {a+b)*.

, fe^ , 6 « 6 6
o. a* :1 6. a :c •

a a c a

^
8. a2+l+^ :a-l+ -

.

1.
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26. Find a mean proportional to a;* g and y^ -j
•

26. If ax-i^by -.hx-^ay^^^ : \\ and o : 6a«8 : 2, find the ratio of

X Ui y.

27. If r = T = 7^, show that each of these fractions is equal tooaf
nui—nc—pe
mb—nd—pf

28. Find two numbers whose sum, difference and product are

proportional to 5, 3, 16.

„^ „ ^ . , , a a+b 202-362 2c2-3d*
29. Ifa:6=c:rf,showthat- = ^^; 2^^3^, =

2^^-p3^;

(a6+crf)2= (a2+c2)(62+d2).

30. If T-r^ = —7^—V = —7^^
, prove that

b+c—a c+a—b a+b—c
x{b — c) + y(c— a) -\- z{a — 6)= 0.

31. If any number of ratios are equal, show that each ratio is equal

to the ratio of the sum of all the antecedents to the sum of all the

consequents.

32. If 3x—2y+ 'iz= 2x-3y+ z= 0, find the ratios of x, y, z. If

also, a;2+2/2_|_22_ x^q^ find the values of x, y and z.

33. The hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is to the shortest

side as 13 : 5. If the perimeter is 120, find the sides.

34. The length, width and height of a room are proportional to

4, 3, 2. If each dimension be increased 2 feet, the area of the four

walls will be increased in the ratio of 10 to 7. Find the dimensions of

the room.

^^- " 6 = d =r '^°'' '^^' b^+d^+p = bdf
•

36. If the sides of a triangle are 6 and 8 and the base is 4
'5, find

the segments of the base when the bisector ot the vertical angle is

drawn.

37. If
y-^+'^ = ^-y+»

ghow that z^=x^+yKz—x+y x+y+z
38. The incomes of A and B are as 2 : 3 and their expenses are as

6:7. If .4 saves 25% of his income, what % does B save ?

39. Find three values of the ratio x : y ii

3(x3 - 4x22/+ 5x3/2- 2y») = 2(a;»- 2x*y - 2xi/2 -f 3y^).
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THE GENERAL QUADRATIC EQUATION

186. Type of the General Quadratic. The equation

is called the general quadratic equation, because every

quadratic equation may be reduced to this form.

If the factors of ax^-\-hx-^c can be obtained, the roots

of the equation can be found b}" solving the two equivalent

equations.

187. Solution of Literal Quadratics. The method of

completing the square msiy be applied to the solution of

quadratic equations with literal coefficients.

Ex. 1.—Solve x^-\~2mx=n.

Complete the square by adding m^ to each side.

Take the square root, x+m,= + Vn+m^,
.'. x= —in± Vn+m^.

The two roots are — m-|- Vn-^rn^, —m~ Vn-^-in-.

Ex. 2.—Solve x^-\-px-\-q=0.

Transpose the absohite term, x^-\-px— —q.

Add ~- to each side, x'^ -^ px -\- — = ~ a -{- ^ = -—-—? •

4 4 4 4

p vp^— 4o
Take the square root, a; + 5 = + —^—^ ^ >

• * = -2-* 2—

•

2M
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Ex. 3.—Solve aa;24-6a;+c=0.

Divide by a to make the first term a square,

.-. 3.* + *a; + £ = 0.
o ^ a

Transpose, x^ A—aj =
a a

Add ^, to each. :c« + ^a. + ^ =^ - £ = ^-^^^

I ake the square root, x 4- jr- = + ^ '

, 2a ~ za

b
.
Vb^—4ac

2a - 2a

_ —6±V6''— 4ac
"~

2a

The roots of the general quadratic equation are

h±Vh'^—A>nex =
2a

188. The roots of the general quadratic might also be

found by factoring as in art. 171.
ax^+ bx+ c = 0.

a(x^ + -x+-)=^ (I,

\. a a

'

(7 by c 62
I

r/ 6\* 62-4ac|

Since the product is zero, one of the factors must be /.pro. I^it

a is not zero, as the equation would not then be a quadratic.

, 6 , VB^^^m ^ ,
6 \/P-4ac ,,

.". a: + j^ + s = or a; + s a = 0.
2a 2a 2a 2a

_ —b±Vb'—4ac •

•••
^

2a
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BXSROISB 127

Solve by either of the preceding methods :

1.* x«-2ax=3o2. 2. x'^+'ibx--5b^=0.

3. x^—6mx+3m^=0. 4. x^-\-ipx—p^—0.

5. x^—2ax+b=0. 6. a;2+26x—c=0.

7. ax^-\-2ax=^b. H. ax^+2hx+c=0.

9. aa;^—6a;—c— 0. 10. px^—qx+r—O.

189. Solving by Formula. The roots of any particular

quadratic equation may be found by substituting the values

of a, b and c in the roots of the general quadratic.

Kx. 1.—Solve Qx^-lx+2=0.

Herea=6, 6= -7, c= 2.

Substitute
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Ex. 3.—Solve 2x2-5a;+6=0.

a=2, 6=—5, c= 6.

•• * =
^^

i
== 4—

•

190. Imaginary Roots. In the preceding result the numeri-

cal value of the roots cannot be found even approximately,

for there is no number whose square is negative.

Such a quantity as V— 23 is called an imaginary quantity,

and the roots in this case are said to be imaginary. This is

merely another way of saying that there is no real number
which will satisfy the equation 2a;2—5a;+6=0.

191. Methods of Solving Quadratic Equations. When a

quadratic equation has been reduced to the standard form, it

may be solved :

(1) By factoring, by inspection or by completing the square.

(2) By substitution in the general formula.

The pupil is advised to try to factor by inspection, and if

this method is unsuccessful, then substitute in the general

formula.

As the general formula will be used very frequently, it is

absolutely essential that it be committed to memory.

Tu . f 2,V , rt —b±Vb^~4<ac
The roots of non^-{-nx-\-c=0 are

2a

EXBRCISB 128

Solve, using the formula :

1.* 3j;2-5a;-f-2=0. 2. 24x2-46x4-21=0.

3. 576x2-2x= l. 4. 2x2-6x-l=0.

5. 247a;2+5x=12. 6. 2x2- 13a;+ 10=0.

7. 391x2+4x=35. 8. 1200x2- 10x=l.

9.. x2+x(36-2o)=6a6. 10. 2x2-25x-(-77=0.

11. 6x2-x-l -0, 12. 1800a:2-r>.r-l-O.
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Solve by any method. "Verify 13-18 :

13. 27a;2_24a;=16. 14. 1 50:24. 7a;- 2 =.0.

16. 4a;2-17ir-|-4=:0. 17. 460a;8-3a;=.l.

20. 3.t2-|-2=9x.19.

22.

2o.

28.

30.

9a;-|-4=6a;2.

4.T2-4a;=79

3

23. l—y=.y^

0. 26.

9)= 15.

2aa;2+x(a-2)= l.

x+2

(a;-4)2-3(a:-

2 2 3?/'

15.

18.

21.

24.

27.

12a;2-a;-6=r()

6-26a;-f-6x''=(i

1 «^2
3

"*"
9 x'

x^-_a:=I.

32. 2a-(a--2)=a2_2.

29.

31.

.33.

(a;-2)(.r+ 3)=a;(5a;-9)- 2.

b b
ax:, -\- - = --{- ex.

a X

X 2

2'^x
X 3

Z^ X

34.

36.

37.

a;+l x+2

38. If

12

x+Z'

x^-xy-'Sy^=-12. If y=2, find j-.

a;2— 4a;y-fx*4-2/^+5=0. If x= -3. find y

a; x+ 1

35. (.r+2)24-(a;+3)2=:(x+6)2.

, find u; to tfiree decimal places.
x+l 2x

39. Find the sum of the roots of a:^—3x=20.

40. The area of a square in square feet and its perimeter in inches

are expressed by the same number. Find the side of the square.

41. The length of a rectangular field exceeds the width by 16 rods

And the area is 32 acres. Find the length.

42. Find three consecutive even numbers whose sum is { of the

product of the first two.

43. A line 10 inches long is divided into two segments so that the

tiquare on the longer segment is equal to the rectangle contained by

the whole line and the shorter segment. Find the segments to two

decimal places.

44. Find two numbers whose difference is 3 and the sum of whose

squares is 317.

45. The area of a square is doubled by adding 5 inches to one side

and 12 inches to the other. Find the side of the square.
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46. Three times the square of a number exceeds eight times th<-

number by unity. Find the number to three decimals.

47. Mr. Gladstone was born in the year a.d. 1809. In the yeai

A.D. x^ he was x— 3 years old. Find x.

48. The area of a rectangular field is half an acre. The perimetei

is 201 yards. Find the sides.

49. One root of x^—i\x-\-d={) is 8. Find the value of d and the

other root.

50. If a train travels 10 mUes per hour faster than its usual rate,

it will cover 480 miles in 4 hours less time. Find its usual rate

51. Divide 3 into two parts so that the sum of their squares may
be ^.

52. I buy a number of articles for 84-80 and sell for So'95 all of

them but 2 at 6 cents a dozen more than they cost. How many did

I buy?

53. A straight line AB, 12 inches in length, is divided at G so as

to satisfy one of the following conditions. Find, in each case, the

length of AC to two decimals :

(1) ^C2=2fiC2. (2) AC^=2AB . EC.

(3) ZAC^='^AB . BC. (4) AC^+SBC^=2AB".

(5) AC^-BC'-=10 sq. in. (6) AC{AB+BC)=2 sq. ft.

54. I buy a number of books for S6, the price being uniform. If

they had been subject to a discount of 5 cents each, I could have
bought 6 more for the same money. What did each cost ?

55. Solve the equation ax^-\-bx+c=0 by multiplying by 4a and
completing the square of 2ax+b.

56,

Ve]
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Ex. 1.—Solve x4— 10a;2+9=0.

This is an equation of the fourth degree, but we might write it in

the form of a quadratic, thus

(x2)2-10(a;2)+ 9= 0,

or if we write y for x^ it takes the form

y2-102/+ 9= 0,

.-. (j/_9)(*/-l) = 0,

2/= 9 or 1.

Buty= a;*, .'. a;2= 9 or 1,

x=±3 or ±1.

We see tliat this equation has four roots. This is what we might

expect, as it is an equation of the fourth degree in x.

Verify each of the four roots.

Ex. 2.—Solve (.r2-5a:)2+4(a,2_5a;)-12=0.

Here we consider x^— 5x as the unknown, whose value should first

be found.

Let x^— 5x=y,

:. 2/2+ 4*/- 12= 0.

.-. (2/+6)(2/-2)= 0,

t/= — 6 or 2.

x'^—5x=—6, or a;''— oa;=2,

a;«-5x+ 6= 0, .-. x*-5a;-2= 0,
, ^^^^

.-. (x-3)(a;-2)= 0. 5±\/25+8
I

' X = 7Z 9

.r=3or2.
,

2

1 o+VSS
I

.-. x= 2

This equation has four roots, two of which are rational and the

other two irrational.

Verify the rational roots.

Ex. 3.—Solve (2x2+3a;-l)(2a;2+3.r-2)=56.

Let 2a;*+3x=2/.

The result \a x = t:, — 3, -—
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x^-{-2x
,

3 26

3 x^-\-2x 5

^ , T^Jf^x 3 1

Let --3- -2/, .-. -q:2i
= y'

1 26

(Complete Ex. 's 3 and 4 and s-erify the rational roots.

Kx. 5.—Solve x^-l -0.

Factoring, (x— l)(x*+ a;+l)= 0, ,

.-. x-l= or a;2+a;+l= 0,

-l+ V-3x= 1 or X = =^ •

We thus see that ij one root of an equation of the third

degree, or a cubic equation, can he found hy factoring, the

equation can he completely solved.

This equation might be written x^=\, and each of the three

roots when cubed must give unity, which shows that unity

has three cube roots. This is what we might have expected,

as we have already seen that unity has two square roots,

+ 1 and —1.

EXERCISE 129

Solve and verify the rational roots :

1. a:*—5a;2+4=0. 2. x*— 13a;2+36=0.

3. V+ 12=312/2. 4. 8a;«- 65x3+8=0.

5. (x2+5a;+6)(x2-9x+14)=0. «. T + "

25 x2+16

42
(x2-4a;+o)(x2_4x+2)=-2. 8. .r^ + x + 1 =

.r^-fx

9. (a;2+x+l)2_4(a;i!+x-i-l)+3=0.

10. a;3-4x2—4x+16=0.

11. 6(x + l)'- 35('x + -)+50=0.

12. (l+x+x2)(a.^a.8)^i56
r 2
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la.* (a;+l)(x+2)(x-t-3)(x+4)c=120. (Multiply the Oret and laet

taotora and the second and third.)

14. a;(:e-l)(a;-2)(a;-3)«360.

15. Find the three cube roots of 8 by solving the equation z^— 8=0.

16. Find the four fourth roots of 16 by solving the equation

,^-16=0.

17. Solve .r^—19a;+30=0 being given that 3 is one of the roots.

18. Solve 12z=*—29x2+23x—6=0 (use the factor theorem).

19. It is evident that 4 is a root of the equation

a;(.r-l)(a;-2)= 4. 3. 2.

Find the other two roots.

20. Find the six roots of 8a;«— 217x3+27=0.

21. Solve (.T2-.r)2-8(x2-x)4-12=0.

22. Solve x^H ^a; + - = 4 ( Add to .r^ -|—- the quantity
x^ X \ x^

required to make it the square of .r \ j

EXERCISE ISO (Review of Chapter XXI)

1. Explain the different methods of solving quadratic equations.

Illustrate them, by solving in full the equation lix^— 4a;— 1.5= 0, by

each method.

2. Solve 323x*+ 2x=l.

3. The difference of two numbers is 8 and the sum of their squares

is 104. Find the numbers.

4. If X = 2( \-\— ], find X to two decimal pis

5. What is the price of meat per lb. if a reduction of 20%
in the price would mean that 5 lb. more than before can be bought

for $3 ?

6. Solve 10x2- 19x-9= 0.

7. The sides of a right-angled triangle are o, a— 10 and a+10.

What are the sides ':
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8. Solved+^ = 4-

9. The sum of two numbers is 46 and the sum of their reciprocals

is '09. Find the numbers.

10. Solve 637oa;2- 10x= i.

11. The length of a rectangular field is 5 rods more than the width.

The axea is 3J acres. Find the sides.

16a+2n2
12. What must be the values of n in order that zm ttt— may

10n+21a •'

equal | when a= ^^ ?

13. The perimeter of a rectangle is 56 and the area is 192. Find the

diameter of the circle which passes through its angular points.

14. Solve •007ox''+ -75x= 150.

15. By solving (x— 2)(x— 3) = (a— 2)(a— 3), find ,a quantity which
can be substituted for a in (a — 2)(a— 3) without changing its value.

16. Solve x3-2a;2-89a;+ 90= 0.

17. Two trains each run 330 miles. One of them, %vho3e average

speed is 5 miles per hour greater than the other, takes ^ an hour less

to travel the distance. Find their average speeds.

IS. solve «^^+^^,_.J.

20. I sell a horse for $96 and gain as much % aa the horse

cost in dollars. What was the cost ?

21. Solve (x*-3x-5)»+8{a;*-3x-5) + 7= 0.

22. Divide 25 into two parts so tliat the sum of the fractions formed

by dividing each part by the other may be 4-25.

23. The sides of a rectangular field are x+17 and x— 17. The
difigonal is 50. Find the area.

72
24. Solve x«+a:+-TT- = 18.

x^-\-x

25.* Solve (OT*-n*)x«+ 2a:(m*+ n») + m*-n*x=0.

20. Solve (x-2)(x-l)(x+2)(x+ 3) = 60.

27. Find all the roots of the equation x'= 1 25.

28. Since x*-8x+12= {x-2)(x-6), for what value- of x will the

expression x*— 8x+12 be equal to zero, and for what values will it

be negative ?
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a b a— b
29. Solve ~ V = -7-. •

x—a x—o a+b

30. Solve adx—acx^= bcx~bd.

31. The area of a square is trebled by adding 10 inches to one
side and 12 inches to the other. Find the side of the square.

32. Solve a;2(o2-c2)-a;(a6 + 36c)-262= 0.

33. Solve (a;2+ 6a;+8)*+ 3a;(a;2 4-6a;-|-8)= 0.

34. A man bought a number of acres for S300. If he had paid

.So more per acre, the number of acres would have been 2 leas. Find

the nimaber bought.

0-0, 1 11,1
3o. Solve — -T = - + - + r •

x+a-f-o X a b

36. Solve —r = 7
•

b a x—a x—b

37. OX and OY are two roads at right angles. A starts at noon
along OX at 3 miles per hour. B starts at 2 o'clock along O F at 4 miles

per hour. Find to the nearest minute when they will be 20 miles apart.

38. Solve a2x2-2a3x+a*- 1 = 0.

39. Solve ax-—

—

—,=cx— bx'.
a-\-b

40. A gravel path 2 yards wide is made round a square field and
it is found that it takes up tV of the area of the field. Find the area

of the field in square yards.

41 . Solve s= vf+ 1 6< 2 for «.

42. What positive integer is that, the sum of whose square and cube
is nine times the next higher integer ?

43. Solve (x*+a;-2)«-4(x2+x-2)+ 3= 0.

44. The side of a square is 34 inches. Find at what points in the

sides the vertices of an inscribed square must be placed so that it

may have an area of 676 square inches.

45. Write the equation ax* 4- bxy+ cy-= as a quadratic in - . What

are the values of - and of - ?
y

y

46. What positive integral value of x will make x*+10x most
nearly equal to 1000 ?



CHAPTER XXII

SIMULTANEOUS QUADRATICS

193. Consider the problem : The sum of two numbers is 12

and the sum of their squares is 74. Find the numbers.

Let a;=one of the numbers,

12 — a;= the other,

.-. .-c«+ (12-a;)2= 74.

Solve this equation and find a;=7 or 5.

If x=7 or 5, then 12— a;=5 or 7.

.', the numbers are 5 and 7.

Here we have used only one unknown. We might have

solved by using two unknowns.

Let X and y be the numbers,

.'. •^•-^^=12,

and x'^+ y^—74.

How can we obtain from these two equations the original equation

in the preceding solution ?

194. Type I.
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BXEEOISQ ISl

Solve and verify 1-6

:

I. x+y^l, 2, x-i/=4, S. z-22/=0,

xy=\2. xy=m. a;2-?/2=27.

4. x—y=Z, 5. x—y=6, 6. 2a;+2/=9,

1-2+^2^65. x2-2/2=60. a;2-2/2=15.

7.* x+3t/=ll, 8. 2x4-3^=12, 9. 3x-iy=2,

x^+y=21. x2+2/2=13. 3x2+22/2=140.

10. x2+3xiy+?/2+2x=37, 11. 3x2—2xt/+5x—?y=17,
x—y=^3. 2x—Sy=l.

12. If x—3y—2 and x2— x2/+2?/2=6, find the values of x and y
to three decimal places.

13. The hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is 25 and the

perimeter is 56. Find the sides.

14. ^ is 10 years older than B. Eight years ago the sum of the

squares of the numbers representing their ages was 148. Find their

ages.

15. The diagonal of a rectangle is 50. The difference of the sides

is 10. Find the area.

IG. The area of a right-angled triangle is 96 and the difference

of the two sides about the right angle is 4. Find the hypotenuse.

17. Solve 3x+5y=2, 3x2-10i/2_xy+28=0.

18. If each digit of a number be increased by 2, the product of these

increased digits will be the original number. When the digits are

interchanged the resulting number is thirteen times the tens digit of

the original number. Find the number.

19. The sum of the areas of two squares is 40 square inches. The

side of the smaller is 10 inches less than three times the side of the

larger. Find their sides to three decimals.

20. Solve —+5f= 14, 2/-l=x.
J/* y

195. When both equations are of the second degree in x

and y, they can not always be solved by elementary methods.
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There are special cases in which they can be solved without

difficulty.

196. Type II.

Solve

Factoring (I),

(1)

(2)

{a;-42/)(x-?/)= 0,

x=4y or x=y.

We are now required to solve :

a;*+2/''+ 3a;=29» ^^ x*+ 2/^+ 3x=29|

Substituting the value of x,

162/2+2/2+ 122/= 29,

172/2+122/-29= 0,

(2/-l)(172/+ 29)= 0,

t/=l or -li,
x— ^ or — V/.

y^+ y^-^Zy= 2%
%' + 3?/-29= 0,

3+V24I
3/

-3+V241

Here there are four solutions

a; = 4 or —

2/ = 1 or — ff or

-3±\/241
4

-3+\/24T

In this type the first equation contains only terms of the

second degree. When that is the case the left-hand member
may be factored and each of the resulting linear equations

may be" combined with the second equation, thus giving two

cases of Type I.

BXERCISSI 182

Solve and verify 1-5 :

1. a;2_y2^o,

x2+a;2/+w*=36.

3. 3x2_2x?/— 2/2=0,

x+2/-fy2-32.

2. a;2-4x?/+3^'^=0,

x2+i/2=l0.

4. a;2+i/2+2a;=12,

'ix'^-\-'ixy=y'^.
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5. 4a;2-f-20xy+9w2=0, 6.* ^ + ^ = 14,
y^ y

7. Qx^-\lxy+\2y^=0, 8. x^-\-2y=^b,

x^—xy—y=\. 6x^+4:y^=llxy.

9. Find four solutions of the equations

{x-y){x-2)=0, {x+y-6){y+3)=0.

197. Type III. Homogeneous Equations.

Solve x^—xy=6, (1)

y^-\-Sxy=lO, (2)

Multiply (1) by "> and (2) by 3 and subtract, to eliminate the absolnte

terms, and we get
5x^-l4xy-3y^= 0. (3)

This equation (3) is of the same form as the first equation in

Type II. Grouping (3) with (1) we proceed as before.

Factoring (3), (x-3y){5x+y)==0,

x=Sy or —
s2/.

Substitute x= 3?/ in ( 1), I Substitute x= — iy in ( 1),

.-. 91/2-32/2= 6,

y^=h

x=±3.

Hence the four solutions arc

.'/"== 26,

.V=±5.
x=+l.

x=x3, x= — 3, .c= — I, x=l,
' or or or

t/=l. 2/=-l- .'/= 5. .'/=— o-

Verify each of these four pairs of roots.

If we had grouped (3) with (2), the results would have been the same.

Show that this is true.

In this type, terms of the first degree were absent from

both equations. The expression on the left in each is homo-

geneous, that is, every term is of the same degree. For this

reason, this is called a homogeneous system.
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The pupil should be on the look out for special methods of

obtaining from the given equations an equation of the first

degree. Here we might have done so by simply adding the

equations and taking the square root. Solve it by this

method.

EXBRCISB 188

Solve and verify 1-9 :

1. 3a;2-52/2=28, 2. 2x^—3y^=23, 3. x^-xy+y^=2l,

Sxy—4y^=S. 2xy—By^=B. 2xy-y-=\b.

4. 2x^—Sxy=14, 5. x^+xy—66, H. x^—xy=54:,

3?/2—a;2+l=0. x2-2/2=ll. xy-y^=lS.

7. x^+2xy=^32, 8. 3x^-5xy-{-2y^=U, 9. x^-4y^=20,

2y^+xy=16. 2x^—5xy+^y^=6. xy=\2.

10.* a;2-3?/2=4, 11. x^+xy-{-y'^=l, 12. Z2y'^=:2xy+\\,

x^+xy+y^=28. 3x^-l=xy. x^+^y^=lO.

13. 2x^—9xy+9y^=5, 14. x^+xy+y^=l,

4x2-10x2/+ll?/2=35. 2a;2+3a;2/+4^2^24.

15. Sx^—Sxy-\-2y^=2x, 2x^+3y^-xy='kx.

IG. Find, to two decimals, the renl values of x and y which satisfy

x^—xy=20 and 3xy—y^—50.

17. When a number is multiplied by the digit on the left the product

is 105 ; when the sum of the digits is multiplied by the digit on the right

the product is 40. Find the number.

198. Special Methods.

Since {x-^y)^={x—y)^-'r4:xy, it follows that if the values

of any two of the quantities x-\-y, x—y and xy are given, the

remaining one can be found.

Ex. 1.—Solve x-\-y=n, (1)

xy=\%, (2)

Squaring (1), a;«+2a;2/+2/2= 121.

From (2), 4a;y= 72.

Subtracting, x^~ 2xy +2/2= 49,

.'. x—y=±l.
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K x+y^n. If
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Ex. 5.—Solve (x-+t/)2-5(a:+2/)-6=0,

Factoring (1),

Now solve

a;+2/= 6 or — 1.

^+y= ^' and ^+2/=-!'
0:^=8. an/= 8.

(1)

(2)

EXEROISB 184

Solve, by finding x+y and x—y, and verify

1. x+y=8, 2. x—y=4:,

xy=15. xy=12.

4. x2-t-?/2.^61, 5. («-.v)2=l,

a;4-i/=ll. a;«/=30.

7. x^+xy+y^=m, 8

9. 5x-2+ a;y+5t/2=23, 10,

x+y=l.

11. a;2-7.c^+r/2=_l01,

13. a;3— 2/3=19,

a;-?/=l.

16. .r'^— .r?/+2/^=39,

a;3+j/3==.35i.

17. a;*+a;V^+?/4=133.

a;^— x?/+2/^=''^-

19. {x+y)^-S{x+y)-28=0, x-y=i.

20. (x-y)2-7(a;-t/)-}-12=0, a;?/=12.

21. x^y"—21xy+180-=0,x+y=8.

22. The perimeter of a rectangle is 34 inches and the diagonal is

13 inches. Find the sides.

3. a;2+2/2=25,

.r—2/=l.

6. x'^—xy-{-y^=bl,

x-y=8.

x^-xy+y^=19,

x+y=lS.

a:2+</2=89,

xj/=40.

12, 2a;2+3a;i/+2?/2=8,

xy= — G.

14. 3:3+2/3=1064,

16.* x'^+x^y^+y*=2\,

x~+xy+y^^l.

18. x*—a;22/2+y4=13,

xy=2.
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23. The diagonal of a rectangle is 25 and the area is 300. Find the

24. The sum of two numbers is 12 and the sum of their square."

is 72 -5. Find the numbers.

25. The product of two numbers is 270. If each number is decreased

by 3 the product will be 180. Find the numbers.

26. The sum of two numbers is 10 and the sum of their reciprocals

27. Solve {x—\){y+2)^9, 2x.y=15.

28. A and B are two squares. The area of A is 63 square inches

more than B, and the perimeter of A is 12 inches more than B.

Find the side of each.

29. Find two numbers whose product is 1 and the sum of whose

reciprocals is 2^\.

30. Solve x-3-8t/3=56, x-2y=2.

31. The sum of the two digits of a number is \ of the number.

The sum of the squares of the digits is 4 less than the number. Find

the number.

32. The area of a rectangle is 1161 square yards, and its perimeter

is 140 yards. Find the dimensions.

33. Solve 1 + 1 == -3, i - i - -03.

X y x^ y~

34. The sum of a number of two digits and the number formed by

reversing the digits is 121. The product of the digits is 28. Find the

number.

35. Find the sides of a right-angled triangle whose perimeter is

24 inches and whose area is 24 square inches.

36. Prove, algebraically, that if two rectangles have equal areas

and equal perimeters, they are equal in all respects.

37. Solve a;2+a-2/+i/2=7-75, x'^—xy-\-y^=5-2ii.

38. What must be the dimensions of a rectanfrular field containing

7J acres, if the greatest distance from any point in its boumlary to

any other point is 50 rods ?
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39. The sum of the radii of two circles is 8 inches and the sum of

their areas is | of the area of a circle whose radius is 9 inches. What
are their radii ?

40. What must be the length of a rectangular field that contains

a square rods and which can be enclosed by a fence b rods long.

199. Graphical Methods. What is the distance of the

point P(4, 3) from the origin ?

Since OP'^=OM^-^MP^,
. OP2:^42+32=25,

.-. OP =5.

If any point {x^y) is the same
distance from the origin that P is,

then the point {x,y) must lie on

a circle whose radius is 5 and

whose centre is 0. But the

square of the distance of the point

{x,y) from the origin is x'^-\-y'^,

:. a;2+?/2=25.

It is thus seen that the equation x^-{-y^=25 represents a

circle whose radius is 5 and whose centre is the origin.

Similarly, x^+ y^—lQ, x^+y^=lOO, x^+ y^=l8, represent circles

with the origin as centres and whose radii respectively are 4, 10, VlS.

It is seen that it is a simple matter to draw the graph of

the equation of the circle in the form z^-\-y^=r^. All we
require to do is to describe with the compasses a circle whose

centre is the origin and whose radius is r.

When the radius is a surd as in x^-\-y^=lS, it is simpler

to find a pair of values of x and y which satisfy the equation.

Here x=3, 2/=3 satisfies the equation, and the circle is then

described through the point (3, 3).
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200. Graphical Solution of Simultaneous Equations.

Solve a;24-2/2=26, (1)

X -y =1. (2)

(1) represents a circle whose radius is 5.

(2) represents a straight line, two
points on which are (1, 0) and (0, —1).

The graphs of (1) and (2) are shown in

the diagram.

The line cuts the circle at the points

(4, 3) and (-3, -4).

.'. the roots of the given equations are

x—4 or —3,

y= S or —4.

201. Equal and Imaginary Roots.

Solve, (1) x^-{-y^=i8, x-y^i}.

(2) a;2+t/2= 18, x+y-H.

(3) x^-^y^=\S, x+y=S.
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EXERCISE 186

1 . On tbe same sheet draw the graphs of the circles whose equatione

are .r2+t/2=4, a;2+i/2=9, x^-\'y^=-lZ, Z'-^y^=^U.

2. Solve graphically z^-\-y^=\Z, x~y= \.

\>. Find graphically the positive integral roots of x^-\-y^=25

and 2a.-+3.y=18; x--\-y-=lO and 2.r— //=5. Approximate to the

other roots.

4. The sum of two numbers is 8 and the sum of then* squares

is 2o. Show, graphically, that this is impossible. Is it impossible

il' the sum of the numbers is 7 instead of 8 ?

EXERCISE 186 (Review of Chapter XXII)

1. Solve a;+2/= 28, .r2-2/2= 336.

2. Solve 5x-2y=l2, 25x'^-'iy^= 9G.

3. The sum of two numbers is 10 and the sum of their squares

is 58. Find the numbers.

4. Solve 2x-32/= 4, x2+2/2= 29.

5. Solve 3x-4y= 4, 2z^+3xy= 56.

6. The sum of two numbers is 5 and the sum of their reciprocals

is |. Find the numbers.

7. Solve x^+ xy-\-2y^-2x-7y+ 5= 0, x+y= S.

8. Solve x2-f-x3/-6y2= 0, .r2+ 3^:1/ -2/2= 36.

9. A field whose length is to its breadth as 3 to 2 contains 664

square rods more than one whose length is to its breadth as 2 to 1.

The difference of their perimeters is 60 rods. Find the dimensions ot

each field.

10. Solve x''+ 2xy= 55, xy-{-2y'=^33.

11. Solve 2x-~3xy= S, y^-2xy = 20.

12. The area of a rectangle is 300 square feet. If the length is

decreased by 2 feet and the width by 3 feet, the area would be

216 square feet. Find the dimensions.

13. Solve x{x+y)=\oO, y{x-\-y) = 15.

14. Solve x{x—y)=\o, t/(x+2/)= 14.

15. Sodding a lawn at 9 cents a square yard costs $108. If it had
been 10 yards longer and 6 yards wider the cost would have been
half as much again. Find tlie dimensions.
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16, Solve a;3-2/3t= 126, x8+ an/+2/*= 21.

17. Solve a52+ 3a;i/-5t/2-|-2x-2/=12, x+2/= 7•

l8.* If (x+2/)2-7(i--f-i/) + 12= and a;V-6a^+8= 0. find the

\ alues of a;+ 2/ and xy, and thus solve these equations' for x and y.

19. The product of two numbers is 28 and their difference is 5.

Find the sum of their squares, without finding the numbers.

20. Solve 8a;'+ 2/3= 280, 2x+y=\(i.

•21. Solve ?/=x+ ^2, x2+ 1/2=1.

22. Find two positive integers whose sum multiplied by the greater

is 192 and whose difference mviltiplied by the less is 32.

23. Solve ^ + ^,= 10, ^ = 3.
x^ y^ xy

24. If 12a;2-4la;/y + 3o2/2= 0, find the values of -•

25. The product of two numbers is 6 and the difference of their

squares is 5. Find the numbers.

2H. Solve -z + - = 6, x~y=-\.
y"^ y

27. Solve (x+y)(x+2y) = Zm, - + ^ = 3.

y X

28. A regiment consisting of 1625 men is formed into two solid

squares, one of which has 15 more men on a side than the other. What
is the number on a side of each ?

12 14
29. Solve + - =8, -, + -, = 40.

X y x^ y^

,,,111465
30. Solve =ro» ^+~2=T9"x y 12 x^ y^ 12

31. The difference of two numbers is 15 and half of their product

equals the cube of the less. Find the numbers.

32. Solve x2+ 32/2= 37, xi/= 10.

4 3
33. Solve X A— = 4, y =3.

y X

34. Two men start to meet each other from towns which are 25

miles apart. One takes 18 minutes longer than the other to walk a

mile and t\\c\ meet in 5 hours. How fast does each walk ?

u 2'
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'A5, Solve --f-tBs^, r4 + :n2=°5'X y B a^ y' 8

38. Sole (a;+2/)2-x-j/ = 20, xi/= 6.

37. The difference of the cubes of two consecutive odd numbers

is 218. Find the numbers.

38. Solve a;*-a;2T/''+ 162/*= 28, x^+ 5xy+ 4y^ == M.

39. Solve a;''+ y= 2/'*+ x=3.

40. The diagonal of a rectangle is d, and the difference of the sides

is s. What are the lengths of the sides ? Apply the formula thus

obtained to find the sides of a rectangle whose diagonal is 13 inches,

and one side is 7 inches longer than the other.

41. Solve 9a;2+2/2-21(3a;+2/) + 128= 0, a;y= 4. (Make the first

equation a quadratic in 3x+y, by adding to 9x^+ y^ what is necessary

to make a complete square.)

42. Solve x2+ 4?/2-18x-362/+ 112= 0, xy= S.

43. So\\ex^+y^= \26,x^y+ xy^= 30.



CHAPTER XXIII

INDICES

E3XERCISE 137 (Oral)

1. What are the values of 3 2, 2 3, \\ po, 0^ ?

2. Simplify 3x22; 3x10^; 5x0^; 03-^4.

i{. When x=10, what are the values of :

x^ 6x\ 200^a;, 500-^a;2, 6x^~x^ ?

4. Give the values of (-1)2, (-1)3, (-l)^(-l)3^ {-If^.

5. What are the values of (-2)2, (-2)^, (-2)6 ?

6. Find the difference between 23 and 32, 2^ and 5^.

7. What does x* mean ? How many factors are there in x^Xx^ ?

8. Express in the simplest form a'^xa'^Xa*.

9. How many factors will remain when x'' is divided by x^ ? What
IS the quotient ?

10. What are the values of : a;*-^x3, x^°^x^,

x8 a2o ^ a*b^
^

11. What does (a2)a mean ? Read its value without the brackets.

12. State the value in the simplest form of :

{x^)^ (2/'')^ (2/^)^ (a^)*, («')^"-

13. What does {ab)* mean? What does (t) mean? Read

their values without brackets.

14. Express as powers of 10 : 100, 1000, 10,000, 10 x 100, 10' x 10«,

106-M 03.

298
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15. Simplify (-iy'x(-ifx(-\)*: (-ay^x{-a)*x(-a).

Hi. What is the value of x if

10^=1000, 2'= 16, 5^=125, 3^=-81 /

17. Express 32,794 in descending powers of 10.

202. Definitions of a'". As a^ is the product of three factors

each equal to a, so a'" is the product of m factors each equal

to o.

a"^= a.a.a . . . to m factors.

Here it is understood that m is a positive integer.

203. The Index Laws. We have abeady seen that :

(1) a^xa*=a^+^=a'.

(2) a5_i.(j2^(j5-2_^3

(.3) (a2)3^a2x3=ot«.

(4) {ab)*=a*b*.

Let us now express these statements in general form, using

letters to denote the indices.

(1) a"'xn"^ci"'^".

(2) f(>"^a''=a"''".

(8) {a">)"=a"'".

(4) {f(h)"*=a'"b'".

.., /aV" a'"
^""^ [bJ ^6^-

These are called the index laws. The letters m and n

represent any positive integers, and in (2) m>n (m is greater

than n), to make the division possible. The laws, as stated

in the general form, may be proved as in particular cases.
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204. Law I. Law for Multiplieation. f*'" x «"= «".'*".

By definition,

a'"=a . a . a ... to ?n factors.

a"=a . a . a . . . to n factors,

(I'" xa"= {a . a . a . . . to m factors)(a . « . a . . . to n factors).

^a . a . a . . . to (m+ n) factors,

= 0'"+", by definition.

.\lso, a"' X a" X a/'=a"'+" X w,

205. Law IL Law for Division. (t"'-^a"=a"''".

a"» _ a . a . a . . . to m factors

a" a . a . a . . . to n factors

—o . a . ff . . . to (m— n) factors, if in^ti,

Here the n factors in tlie denominator cancel witii an equal number
in the numerator, leaving m— a factors in the numerator.

If, however, n^in, the n factors in the numerator cancel with an

equal number in the denominator, leaving n—m factors in the denomi-

nator.

when m>)i, a"'-^o''=a"* ",

and when n>m, a"* -^ a" = .

a" '"

206. Law in. Law of Powers. (r<"')"=a"*".

(a"')"=a"' . a"' . a'" ... to /i factors,

= (a . a ... to rn factors) (a . a ... to m factors) . . . the

brackets being repeated n times,

=a . a . a . . . to mn factors,

=a""'.

Also, )(a"')"J''= (a""' )''= « "• ".

207. Law IV. Power of a Product. (ab)"^n"h".

{ab)"= ab . ab . ab ... to n pairs of factors,

= {a . a . a . . . to n factors) {b . b . b . . . lo n factors).

Also, (abc)" = {ab)" . c"~u"b"c".
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208. Law V. Power of a Quotient. ( - ) = •;

—

\bJ b"

/aN" a a a ^ , ^

\l)
-5-5.6---tonfactors.

_ a . a . a ... ton factors

h . b .b . . .ton factors '.

~b»

209. We have given five index laws. They are not all

independent. The second and third laws may easily he

deduced from the first.

(1) When m>n, a"'=o"'~"xa" by Law I.

a"'-^o"=o™~", which is Law II.

(2) a'" xo'"=a™+"'=o 2'", by Law I.

Similarly, o'"xa'»xa'"=a'»+'"+'"=a3'",

and a'" . a'" . o"* . . . to n factors =a"'+"'+"' • • • to » terms =c[m>i_

(a"')"= a""', which is Law III.

For this reason the first law is frequently called the

fundamental index law.

BXBROISB 138 (1-18, Oral)
Simplify :

1. a'^xa^xa^. 2. x^xx^^x''. 3. {x^)*^x^

4. (a263)2. ». (32)2. (j. (33)2-^(32)3.

7. {ahf-^a%. 8. 5«-^5^ 9. ((—2)2)3.

65
""•

(-1)4 "• (^2^2)3

13. af' X a;'' X a.-*". 14. a' . a*' . a==
-

". 15. «'" ~ » X x^'" "'.

IG. a;« + ''-fx«-''. 17. (a^ftSci)^. ig. z"'"'' . a:**"^ . a^' + ".

19.* fr) X (~) ><(")• -0. x2<' + 6xa;2& + '^xa;2<' +''-«.
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/ay /by /cV" {x"y (a^')^

26 Express 4" as a power of 2 and 9^ as a power of 3.

26. Divide 27^ by 9' by expressing each as a power of 3.

2"x2''-ix22 9"x3" + 5

27. Simplify ^ and g^,.^i
•

28. Solve

210. Fractional, Zero and Negative Indices. We have defined

a"* to mean the product of m factors each equal to a. This

definition requires m to be a positive whole number.

Thus, the definition will tell us what a^ means, but will not

tell us what a^ means, nor what a~^ means, nor what a°

means.

If we wish to use in algebra such quantities as a^, a~^, a^,

it is necessary that we define their meanings.

Now it would be very inconvenient if we gave to these new
forms of indices such meanings that the index laws, already

estabUshed for positive integral indices, would not apply to

them. We will, therefore, give to fractional, zero and
negative indices such meanings as will make the index laws

valid for them as well as for positive integral indices.

211. Meaning of a Fractional Index.

Since x^xz^=x!^'^^, then if we suppose that the same
law applies to fractional indices, it follows that

Thus, x^ when multiplied by x^ gives the product x, or the

square of a:- is x.

But we have already represented the quantity whose square

is a; by Vx,
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Tliat this is a reasonable value to altacii to x'~ might appear as

t ollovvs

:

_
We know that x* = Vx^, x^~ Vx*, x^~ Vx^, tlie index of the quantity

under the root sign in each case being half of the index in the preceding

ease. If now we take haJf of the index on each side again, it would
J. ,-^

seem but natural that x- should be equal to Vx.

1 i V i 4. 1 J. I

Similarly, aj^Xcc'^ XX-' = x' ^ "^—x.

1 ,,-
x'-^ — Vx (the cube root of x).

Also, x' = \/x (the fourtli root of x).

I

and .t"= y/x (tlie nth root of x), where n. is a positive integer.

Thus, 4^=\/4= 2, 125^= -5^125= 5, 32^=^32= 2.

By Law III, {x^Y= X',

x^ = ^x*.

pVi

t>) =x^,

p
n 9/

a; = V xi", where p and q are positive integers.

We thus see that if the same laws apply to fractional indices

as to positive integral indices we are led to the conclusion

~ 9/—
tliat x'=-Vxi', when p and q are positive integers, that is,

irhen ike index is a fraction, the denominator of the fraction

indicates the root to he taken and the mimerator the poiver.

Similarly,

Bv Law III,

.: x'i = i\^'xr=-^x^.

80 that x"^ means that the p'^' power of the 3*" root is to

1)0 taken, or the g'"' root of the p*" power.

Thus, 83= ^82= f64=4,

or 83 = ( '^8)2= 22= 4.
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It will be seen that it is simpler to take the root first and then the

power.

Thus. 32^= (\^32)»=23= 8.

212. Meaning of a Zero Index.

By Law I, a^x a"'= a<'+"'= a'",

a°= a"'-f-a"'= 1.

Therefore, if the same law applies to zero indices as to

positive integral indices, we are led to the conclusion that

any quantity {zero excepted) to the index zero is equal to unity.

Thus, 3<»=1, {5x)'>=l, (-2)<»=1, (-Aa6)''=l.

213. Meaning of a Negative Index.

Jy Law I,
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Thus, -grr = -3.- =8: -^ = —, : ^x ^a^ = -^ •

Ex.—Simplify -y^P'x -V^Ie^ ; (j|^)~'-

^82xVl63=8^Xl6* = (2«)^X{2«)*= 22x 2^= 32.

/ 9a« \"^ 9"^
.
g-^ 16^ 64

\ 166-8/
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Ex. 3.—Find the square root of Ox— 12a;i-f 10— 4,r~^+a;"^

9a;-12a!*+10-4ir'i4-3;''*
I
Zx^-2-{-x~^

9a:

6x^-2
I

-12a;^+10

-\2x^+ 4

6-4a;~^+a;-i

Verify by squaring Zx* — 2-\-x - by the method of art. 93. Also

check by putting x=\.

BXBROISE 140

Multiply

:

1.* x^+3, a;^-2. 2. x+a;^+l, x^-l.

a. x'^-—x^x^—\, x^+ \. 4. 3a;— 2a;2+5. x~2x^.

5. o.^— l+2a~2, a-'+l— 2a~2. (;. (a—aS+ l)^.

7. a;+5a;^+6a;ia:3^-l-a;~f. 8. (a;^+2)4.

9. x+x^y^-\-y,ya:—x^^r'+y. 10. (a-— 1)^.

Divide and verify

:

11. a+5a26i+66 by a^-+2h-^.

12. a;3—a;2+a;—2-2.C - - 2.r- ^ by a;2+2+2.r- 2.

4, 2 2 4 i 111
13. x''^ -\-x^y^ -\-y'^ by .r'^+a^^2/ +2/^-

1 1 2
14. 1—5a;"3— a; bj' 1—x^+3a;^, as far as four terms.

Find the square root and verify

:

15. a+6a-+9 and 25x2— 10+a;--^.

16. a2+4a2+6a+4a2+ i.

17. 4.r^'-20«^+37a-— 30.r^4-9a;«.
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18. 49-30a;^— 24a;~'-f25;c»+ 16cc

19

rL

Show that —

i

= (a3+63)-i.
a-\-o

20. Divide a;-— a; - by x-—x~^.

21. Divide lOa^'"— 32a'"— 27a2"'+14 by 2«'»— 7.

22. Simplify (a;+a:-+ l)-+(a;-x*+l)2.

23. SimpUfy {Va+\){Va-l)-{V3a+V2){\/3a.-V2).

24. Find the square root of x-— 4a;\/x+10.r— 12v/a;+9.

216. Contracted Methods. The following examples will

illustrate how contracted methods may be employed.

Ex. t.—Multiply x-i-x^— 4: by a;+3:^+4.

If x-\-X' be considered as a single term, the product

= {a;+ a;^)''-42, [(a+ 6)(a-6)=a«-6*.]

= a;2+ 2a;''^+ x-16.

Ex. 2.—Divide a+6 by ah-\-h^-.

Since a is the cube of a* and h of 6^, this is similar to dividing
j,3_^y3 by x-^^/.

Since (•'c^+2/*)-i-(a;+2/) = a;*— xy+y^,

so (a4-6)-^(a^+ 6^) = a'^'-a^6-* + 6-l

Ex. 3.—What is the cube root of

8.r^-36a:?/l4-o4a;M-27t/S ?

This is evidently the cube of a binomial whose first term is 2x^ and
A

last term is — Sj/"*.

.'. the cube root is 2x^ — S/y* , if the given expression is a perfect

cube. Check when a;=y= 1.

Using the method of art. 155, the cube root of more

complicated expressions may be found.
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217. Factors with Fractional or Negative Indices. If we aje

permitted to use fractional or negative indices, many ex-

pressions may be factored which were previously considered

algebraically prime.

Ex. 1. a—b may be written as the difference of two squares, thus

(ai)2_(6i)2.

Ex. 2. 3a;— 1 — 2a;~^ may be factored by cross multiplication.

The factors are {3x- + 2x '^)(x~—x -').

Ex. 3. x^+xy+y^ is an incomplete square.

It may be written (a;+ 2/)*— (aj-j/-^)*.

.'. the factors are (x+ x'^y--\-y){x—x'-'y+y).

EXERCISE 141

Use contracted methods in the following :

1.* Multiply z^—2 by a;^+2 ; a^—b^ by a^-+b^.

2. Multiply a^—l+ar^ by a2+

1

-^a~^.

1

3. Find the square of x—x-— l and of 2a—2—a"^

1 i
4. Write down the cube of a- + l and of l—x'^.

5. Multiply x+x-y~-\-y, x—x'^y^-\-y, x^—xy+y^.

2 11 2

0. Divide x-\-y by x^—x'^y'^-\-y'''.

7. Divide a+2ah^+b—c by a^+b^—cK~

8. Find three factors of x^—y^.

9. Find a common factor of a+a-b'^—2b, a—h.

10. Simplify
x+x^—Q a—b a'^+ab-\-b'^

i ' ~I i' —
a;—5x2 4-6 a^— 6' a-\-y/cih-\-b
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11. What is the cube root of a;'- —6x+ 12x^—8,

and of a;3- 3x^+ 6x2- 7.-c^+6x- 3x2+ 1 ?

12. What is the square root of 4lX~*-{-12x~^-\-9x~^,

and of x2+4x+2-4x-i+a;-2?

EXE3RCISE 142 (Review of Chapter XXIII)

1. State the index laws.

2. Explain how meanings are assigned to such quantities as

3.* When x= 16, y= 9, find the values of

:

{x+y)Kx'^+y~K(x^+yh''

4. Find the numerical values of

:

8^, 9"^ ^1252, 32-*, 16-1-5, -25"^ (-64)"^.

5. Show that ^82 X V^8P= 108.

6. Simplify 32~^^{^^j)^ and 8{2'^^(i\)~fy.

7. Find, to two decimals, the value of lO'' when x=h, J, |, f.

8. Simplify 2^+lO<'-4:^-{i)~^+ 0*+ (V^,)-^.

9. Find, to three decimals, the value of (3«)"^ X -V^27.

10. Simplify 16^+16^- 16"^- 16"^ and 32'-32° + 32"^ + 32"^.

11. Simplify 5^ X 5^ X 55 X I61''' X 16^'^ X 16^7.

12. Solve a;^' = 8, 2" . 4=64.

13. Simplify 4^x6~»X'^3 and (8^+ 45) x 16"^.

9"+! Q-H 3 2"— 4 2"~i
14. Simplify -- X jgzv. and ^_^l-_,.

15. Reduce to lowest terms :

a+8Va+l5 3x^+ 5x^+ 2 a^+ab

a+7Va+l2' J,^^ ' ab-b^
'
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n i. 1 n i i

16. Multiply x^y'^ — 2xy-\-4iX^y'^ by x-'-\-2y'^.

17. Multiply x'y - + l+a; °i/^ by a;"i/ -— 1 + a; "y^.

4 2 _2 _4
18. Divide a;^— ?/~* by x^-\-x^y ^+2/ '

2 .2 1 _i
and 0^5+ 1+ a ^ by o^+ l+a ^.

19. Divide o*'"-6*'« by a™-6'».

B 3 1
20. The dividend is 2/-4-2?/*— 3y— 2, the quotient is 2/' — y^ — 1,

1
the remainder is 3?/'- — 1. Find the divisor.

21. Find the square root of {x-\-x~^)^— 4l{x—x~^).

22. What is the cube root of Ja'*—io*^6^+§a^62i,_^s_^{>3^?

23. If x=a^-\-\ and ?/= «-*+ 1, show that
'^^+^~^ = a^.xy—x+y

24. Simplify -008^ l-728§, 2-251-5, -0625"^.

25. If x-\-y= a" and x—y=a '^, find the values of xy and x^-\-y^

in terras of a.

26. If 2a= 2^+2-^ and 26= 2>^-2--', find a^-fc^.

27. Find the square root of (C— e~')''+ 4 and of

B 1 s a 1 r.

x^—4:X^y'^-{-\()x^y— 14a;-?/- + 13cc2/^— Gx-y'+y'-

3 1 _1 _1 _1 _1 _2

28. Simplify —p- x —-j- -i

c-^ 6 3 g

29. Factor x^—y, x—5x'^ — 6, x—1, ia—b^ and

a;«— 4:c+ 1 - 1 2a;- 1+ 9a;-

^

30. If 10-30io3^2, find the value of IQ-Goaoe and IQi-soBis.

31. If 72-oio4= 50 and 72-»593= 55^ fiuj the value of 7*-»«".

2n-t-l (2n-l)n+l
32. Simplify

^-^^^^^ X ^J^ •
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33 Solve 3^+i+ 23'=35, 3^+2i'+*= 41.

34. Divide x—2{x^— x '^)+ 2(x^— x ")— a;"^ by x^— x \

35. Show that x^'^^=(xVa;)^ is satisfied by a;=2|.

36. Find the square root of

j^ dx^
^{2Vxy-2x-*^+x+ix^+Vx-^- -jj=^ .

Vx^

X2



CHAPTER XXIV

SURDS AND SURD EQUATIONS

218. In Chapter XVIII. we have already dealt with

elementary quadratic surds It was there shown by squaring

that -\/axV6= \/a&.

We might now deduce it from the index laws.

From Law IV, (a6)"= o"6«.

Letw=i, .'. (a6)^=oM,

Vab=Va,xVb.

1 11
Similarly,

.

(a6)"=a"6",

\/ab= -\/a X Vb.

219. Orders of Surds. We have already defined a quadratic

surd as one in which the square root is to be taken. A cubic

surd is one in which the cube root is to be taken. When
higher roots are to be taken as the fourth, fifth . . . %"", they

are called surds of the fourth, fifth . . . n"' orders.

220. Changing the Order of a Surd. A surd of any order

may be expressed as an equivalent surd of any order which is

a multiple of the given order.

,_ 1 ri

Thus, Vx=x^=x* = x^= •ill

/. Vx= \/x^='^x^=-\/x'^.

n

Similarly, x^ = x^=x^=x'^"',

«
308
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221. To Compare Surds of Different Orders. Any two surds

may be reduced to surds of the same order and their values

compared.

Thus, to compare the values of ^2 and "^3,

V2= 2*= 2^= -^25=v^8.

^3= 3^= 3' = V''32=\/9.

It is thus seen that Vs is greater than V2.

222. Changes in the Form of Surds. Any mixed surd can

be expressed as an entire surd.

Thus, 2f'5= -^23 X ^5= ^40.

av^6= a/o« X -V^ti= V^o^

'V TO + n V ^ ' ' m + n

Conversely, ^250= -^125 x -^2= 5-^2.

V^^2^=:-^P^X v^a=62\/a.

^F=^m =^^X ^100=1-^100.

•^^;^=-^^^27x ^3= -3^3.

EXERCISE 143

Express as mixed surds :

1. \/27, VfOOa, Vlb^ VSa^, VB2x^, VSQ3a*b^

2. ^I6, -^80*; ^5^, ^T25a36, V-STa^ i^^^*.

3. ^/Z2, \/243; \/^, v^64, VSz'^+lGxy+Sy^

Express as entire surds :

4. 2V3, 10\/2, Wa, aV5, abVb, {a-b)Va—b.

5. 2^3, 3^7, -2^16; a^^, -^^. 2-^5.

6. ia+b)J^ (^4-n)yiII, ^ /^.V a-\-b V m'^—n^ x-{-y\ xy—y^
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7.* Reduce ^2, Vs to surds of the same order. Also reduce

^2 and \/3
; V2, ^3 and \^5.

8. Which is the greater:

3\/2or2\/3; 5\/6 or 7^3 ; Vs or ^lO ;
1-26 or ^2; ^3 or \^5 ?

Reduce to like surds and simplify :

9. V8+ \/T8+-\/98. 10. a/500+\/80-\/2().

11. 3\/32+5\/50-i\/l28. 12. ^i6-^128+ \'^250.

13. ^96-2^=^+^324. 14. v^32+\/162+^1250.

15. V75-3\/T2+5A/300+2\/48-7Vl47+3A/i.

16. xVx^y+Vx^+xh/—V{x+y)^—V{x^—y^){x—y).

17. Express as equivalent surds of a lower order :

v/9, -v/]^, V^^, \/l6^6, v^32.

18. If ^2=r26 approximately, find the values of :

^I6, ^54, ^2000, ^J, ^^002, §-^6^.

19. Showthat2x\/2x\/2xv'4=4.
«

223. Rationalizing a Surd Denominator. When the numerical

<ralue of a fraction with a surd denominator is required,

the value is more easily obtained when the denominator is

rational (art. 165).

When the denominator contains only two terms, it may be

rationalized by multiplying by its conjugate (art. 164).

EXBRCISS 144 •

Multiply

:

1. 2\/3, SVB. 2. V2ax, V3ax. 3. Vx, Vxy.

4. ^4, ^5. 5. 6\/l4, jV2l. 6. ^^, ^^.

7. ^S^Zft, ^'^+6, ^^Mlp.

8. Vx+2, Vx-3, Vx-2, \/x+3.
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9. V2+V3—V5, \/2+\/3+\/5.

10. ^a-1, Va-2, ^/a+3.

11. Ve-Vn, Ve+Vn.

12. (\/l8+Vl2+V8)2.

What is the simplest quantity by which the following must be

multiplied, to produce rational products ? What is the product in

each case ?

13. 3\/2. 14. 2a/5. 15. ^32. 16. Vsi.

17. V5i2. 18. ^2. 19, ^^. 20. v^48.

21. 3-\/2. 22. Va+b. 23. 3^2-2^3. 24. aVb-bVa.

Rationalize the denominator of

:

25.* 1^^. 26. Vi- 27 Vrs.
V5

4_l_2\/2 - - "^

28. -^^—7=:- 29. (V8+V'3)-i. 30.
2+2V2 ' \ -r )

' . ^^2_|_52_j

31.
«+fe—

c

32^
Vx+y—Vx—y

Va+b-^Vc Vx-]-y-\-Vx—y

33. Find, to three decimal places, the value of

22^(3\/2-a/7)(2\/2+V7) and of (5+\/7)^(3+ V7).

34. If a; = -^—= and y =— , find the value of x^-^y^.

2+V3 2-V3

35. Simplify (2V3-\/2)3-(V3-V2)3.

36. Simplify Ll^ + i±v2 and ^±^ + ^+^^5

37. Simplify

3+\/5 4-\/5 I+V5 2+\/5

7-2A/5 15+6\/5

4-V5 2+V5

38. Show that 3—V? is a root of the equation a;^— ox'^— 4x-f 2=0.
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39. The three dimensions of a room are equal. If the longest

diagonal from the ceiling to the floor is 18 feet, find the length of the

room to the nearest inch.

224. Surd Equations. When an equation contains a single

quadratic surd, and the equation is written with the surd

alone on one side, the surd may be removed by squaring

both sides of the equation (art. 16G).

If the equation contains three terms, two or three of which

are surds, the operation of squaring must be performed twice.

Ex. 1.—Solve l+ Vx=Va;+25.

Squaring, 1 + 2Vx -\-x= x-\-25,

:. 2^^= 24,

VS=12,
X=U4:.

Verification : l+ \/x=l + Vl4i=13.

Vx+25=\/169=13.

Solve by squaring in the form '\/a;=V.'c+ 25— 1 and in the form

l=Vx-{-25—Vx, and compare the three solutions.

Ex. 2.—Solve l-\/x=V^+25.

Squaring, l — 2'vx-{-x= x-\-25,

:. -2\/x=24,

-\/x=12,

x=144.

Compare, line by line, this solution with Ex. 1. The answer is the

same to both, although the equations are different. We have verified

Ex. 1, and we know that x= 144 is tlie correct result.

Let us now verify Ex. 2.

Verification: 1— ^0;= 1— V 144= — 11.

V'^T25=V'169=13.

It is seen that our attempt at verification shows that a;=144 is not

the correct root of the equation in Ex. 2.

If in verifying we could say that V 144 is — 12, the equation would
be satisfied. But this is not allowable, as the symbol \/ always

represents the positive square root (art. 63).
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This may be explained as follows :

(1) The equation l— Vx=\/x-}-25 is impossible of solution,

as Va:+25 is a positive quantity, and therefore 1— Vx must

be positive, that is, x must be less than 1. But it is evident

that no value of x which is less than 1 can satisfy the equation.

(2) If we square both sides of an equation, the resulting

equation is not necessarily equivalent to the given equation.

A simple example will show that this is the case.

Let x= — 6.

Squaring, .". a;"= 36.

Now the equation ^^= 36 has two roots +6 and —6, and is,

therefore, not equivalent to the given equation.

This is similar to the case in which both sides of an equation

are multiplied by a factor containing the unknown.

Let x=2.

Multiply by a; -3, .-. x(x-3)= 2(x-3),

:. a;2-5x+6= 0.

The equation x^— 5x+6= 0, which has the. roots 2 and 3, is not

equivalent to the given equation.

225. Extraneous Roots. Roots which are introduced into

an equation by squaring or multiplying are called extraneous

roots.

Thus, x=6 in the first equation and x= 3 in the second are

extraneous.

Refer to Ex. 4, art. 145, where reference is made to the effect

of dividing both sides of an equation by a factor containing the

unknown.

We have already seen the necessity of verifying the results

in the solution of equations. In the case of surd equations

there is an added reason for verifying, for although there may
be no error in the work, the root which is found may not be a

root of the given equation.
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EXERCISE 146

Solve and verify 1-15. Reject extraneous roots :

1. \/2a;-o-3=-0. 2. VSz^2=2Vx^.

3. 3xi=a;^+4. 4. •^5x-7=2.

5. 2^3=3. 6, 2^3x-25+3=7.

7. 2(.r-7)^= (x--14)i 8. Vx+Vx^^5.

9. 'v/a;+45+Vx=9. 10. l+Vx+2=Vx.

11. Va;+4+Va;+15=ll. 12. \/4a:2+3a;- 16=2x4-2.

13. Vx-+-5=^^- 14. ^-^2±1^^4.
Vx-3 a/4x-2

15. -— =—r—

.

IG.* \/x+4-\/a:-4=4.
\/x+3 Vx-2

17. (12+x)?+x?=6. 18. (a:+8)2-(a:+3)?=2xi

19
Vx+16_Vx+29_

20
6Vx-ll_2Vx+l

Vx+4 Vx+11 BVx Vx+6
'

21. Vx^-a^+b^^x—a+b. 22. \/x+Vx^-= ,
•

Vx—

9

,— ,- 105 , ,

23. Vx-15+Vx= -/•.==• 24. Va;-|-3+\/x+8=2\/x.Vx— 15

25. Vx+ia— \/x=2\/6+x. 26. ^x^—Gx^+Ha:—5=x— 2.

1 1 oo Vx+e+Vx—6 „
27. 5(70x+29):3=9(14x-15)3. 28. ^___^_ = Z.

29.
5^-1 _ 1 I

v'Sx—

1

g^
Va-fx-fVa-x _^

\/5a;+l 2 Vo+x—Va—

x
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226. Surd Equations Reducing to Quadratics.

Ex. 1.—Solve x+Vx-\-5=7.

Transposing, /. Vx+5=7— x.

Squaring, .". a;+5 =49— 14a;+a;^,

.-. a;2-15a;+44= 0,

.-. (a;-4)(x-ll)= 0,

a;=4 or 11.

Verification: When x=4, a;+ Va;+5=4+ \/9= 7,

When x=ll, a;+ V'a;+5=11 + vT6=15,

the correct root is x=4.

a:=ll is evidently a root of x—Vx-{-5= 7.

Ex. 2.—Solve V8x+I-V^+T=v'3x.

Transposing, .-. V8x+ 1 = V3x-\- Vx+ 1.

Squaring, .-. 8x+ 1 = 3x+2VSx^+3x+x+ 1,

4:X=2V3x^+3x,

2x= V3x2+ 3x,

4x^= 3x^+ 3x,

x*-3x=0,

x=0 or 3.

Here we find on verifying that both roots satisfy the given equation.

Ex. 3.—Solve 2V2x+l=3—sVx— 3.

Solve as in the preceding and the roots are a;= 4 or 364, neither of

which satisfies the equation.

Of what equation is a;= 4 a root ? Of what equation is a;= 364 a

root ?

Ex. 4.—Solve a;2-3x-6\/a;2-3a:-3=-2.

If the surd is removed to one side, we get

a;*-3x+2= 6V'a;*-3a;-3.

If we now square both sides to remove the surd, we will obtain an
equation of the fourth degree which we cannot easily solve.
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We may obtain the solution by changing the unknown from x to

Vx^— Sx— 3, similar to the method employed in art. 192.

Let Vx^—3x-3=y,
:. a:2- 3a;- 3= 2/2,

x^-3x=y^+ 3.

Substituting in the original equation,

2/2+ 3-62/= -2,

a;2_3a;-3 = 25,

x2-3a;-28= 0,

x= l or —4.

t/2-e2/+ 5= 0,

2/= 5 or 1.

or x^-3x-3=l,
x2-3x-4= 0,

a;= 4 or — 1.

We, therefore, have four roots : 7,-4, 4, —1.

Verify each of these and show that they all satisfy the given equation.

Here both values of y were positive ; if either of them had been

negative it could at once be discarded as impossible.

Ex. 5.—Solve x~{-y—Vx-\-y^20,

xy—2Vxy=120.

From (1), Vx+y= 5 or —4.

From (2), Vxy=l2 or -10.

Here the negative values of the surds are discarded,

'vx-\-y= 5, Vxy=l2.

x-{-y= 25, x2/=144.

Solving these, x= 9 or 16, y = lQ or 9.

(1)

(2)

EXERCISE 146

Solve and verify 1-17. Reject extraneous roots :

1. x-{-Vx=20. 2. X— \/i=20.

3. V3x^+Vx-2=3. 4. V3x—5-Vx-2=3.

5. 3a;+V5x2+ll+5=0. 6. 3x+5=V5x^+n.

2

Vx
2Vx. 8. 3a;-2\/7a;+4=15.
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The form of the square of Va-\-Vb will show us how we

can sometimes find, by inspection, the square root of a

binomial surd.

\/a+h-^2Vab

=

Va

+

Vb,

>/ci-\-b—2Vab= Va—Vb.

Ex. 1.—Find the square root of 7+2\/l2.

Here we want two factors of 12, whose sum is 7. They are evidently

4 and 3. _ '

7+ 2V'l2= 4+ 3+ 2\/4 . 3.

.-. V'7+ 2V'T2=V4+V'3= 2+V3.

Similarly, V7-2\/l2=2- V3.

Verify by squaring 2+V3 and 2—V3.

Ex. 2.—Find the square root of 14— 6v5.

To put this into the form a+ b— 2Vab, first change GVS into 2-\/45,

14-6\/5= 14-2\/45= 9+ 5-2\/45,

.'. Vu-ca/B- 1/9-^/5=3-^5.

EXERCISE! 147 (1-7, Oral)

Find the square root and verify :

1. 5+2^6. 2. 8-2\/i2. 3, 4+2\/3.

4. Q-2V8. 5. 104-2\/24. 6. 15+2 \/56.

7. 8+2^7. 8. 7-4V3. 9. 9+W5.

10. a;+?/+2\/xJ/. 11. x+y—2Vxy. 12. 2a;+2Va,-2-2/2.

13. 15-4 \/ 14. 14. 18-8\/5. 15. 20+V300.

16. 10+\/64. 17. 47+ \/360. IS. 57-18\/2.

19. o-2\/o-l. 20. 4a;+2\/4a;2_l. 21. a-b-2Va—b—l.
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Ex. 1.—Find the square root of 56— 24a/5.

56-24V5= 56-2V'720.

Here we require two factors of 720 whose sum is 56. When the

numbers are large, as here, it may be difficult to obtain the factors

by inspection.

When this is the case we may represent the factors by a and b and
find the values of a and b from the equations

ab= 7 20,

a+6= 56.

Solve these equations by the method of art. 194 or of art. 198 and
obtain

a=36 or 20,

6= 20 or 36,

The required factors of 720 then are 36 and 20.

,-. 56-24V5=56-2\/720= 36+ 20-2\/36. 20.

.-. V56-2W5= a/36- ^20= 6-2^5.

Verify by squaring.

Ex. 2.—Find the square root of f+ Vs.

9,^5= Q + ^^^ = 9 + 2V20
4+ 4 ~ 4

. ^. ^ . V5+ Vi a/5
, ,the square root is ^ or —^—|- 1.

Ex. 3.—Find the square root of 2VT0-\-QV2.

First take out the surd factor V2, and we get

2Vl0+6\/2=\/2(6+ 2\/5),

the square root =1/2(1 + VS).

EXERCISE 148

Find the square root and verify :

1. 94-42A/5. 2. ZS+UVlO. 3. 47-12\/T5.

4. 107-24V'l5. 5. 94+6\/245. 6, 101—28^13.

7. 67+7V72. 8. 28-5\/T2. 9. zy+2yVxy^^.
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10.* Find the value of l-^^/l6—eVV to 3 decimal places.

4— 2\/3
11. Find the value, to three decimals, of the square root of = •

7+4\/3

12. By first removing a simple surd factor, find the square roots of :

7V2+4\/6, 10+6\/5, 7\/3-12, 59\/2+60.

13. ShowthatV'l7+ 12\/2+ Vl7-12\/2=6, (1) by taking the

square roots, (2) by squaring.

14. Simplify V 3+x/l2+ V49+8V3.

,_ 4-2\/3
,

.-
15

.

By changing 2—V 3 into -x , find the square root of 2— V 3,

also of f+V2 and of y+ 4^7.

16. From the result of Ex. 1, show that 94—42\/5 is a positive

quantity less than unity.

17. If x2(14-6V'5)=21—SVS, find x to three decimals.

18. The sides of a right-angled triangle are VB and 3+2\/2.

Find the hypotenuse.

228. Imaginary Surds. When we solve the equation a:2=9,

we obtain x—±Z, and we know that this is the correct result,

for the square of either +3 or —3 is 9.

If we solve x^^=5, we say that the value of x is± Vb, and

we can approximate to the values of the roots as closely as

we wish by finding the square root of 5 by the formal method.

If we are asked to solve x^=— ^, we might say that

the solution is impossible, as there is no number whose

square is —9. This statement is correct, but we find it

convenient to say

if a;2=-9,

then a; = ± V— 9.
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Such a quantity as V— 9 is called an imaginary quantity,

and must be distinguished from such quantities as 5, —J,
JVT, etc., which are called real quantities.

We may define an imaginary quantity as one whose square

is negative, or as the square root of a negative quantity.

We have already seen how imaginary quantities sometimes

appear in the solution of quadratic equations (art. 190).

We will assume that the fundamental laws of algebra,

which we have applied in using real numbers, apply also to

imaginary numbers.

Thus, V^^=V9xV^l = 3V^T.
^^25+ V^4= 5V^ + 2V^ = 7 a/^.

a/^6= Vex V^.

These examples show that an imaginary quantity can

always be expressed as the product of a real quantity and the

imaginary quantity V—l. The quantity V— 1 is sometimes
called the imaginary unit,

229. Powers of the Imaginary Unit. Any even power of

V—l is real, and any odd power is imaginary.

Thus, ( V'=n:)2= - 1, by definition,

.-. (V:^)*= (-l)2= + l,

230. Multiplication and Division of Imaginaries.

Ex.1. V'-^xV^-S=V2 . V^xVs . V^,
= V2. V3x(V^)2=-V'6.

Note that the product here is — V6, not V6.
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Ex. 2. 3V'^X5V'^= 6\/^X15V'^^,
= 90(\/^)''=-90.

EX.3. ^- ^X"3 = ^g-V9= 3.

Ex. 4. (a;+ yV''=l)='= a;2+y2(v/^2_f_2xy\/^,

Ex. 5. (o+ 6V''=n:)(a-6-\/^) = a2_?,2(V^l)2= a2+62.

3
Ex. 6. Rationalize the denominator of ;:

•

l_V-2
Multiply both terms by 1 + V— 2 and we get

3(1_+ V^) _ ^ 3(1+V^) ^ ^ ^/-^
(l_V-2)(l+ V'-2) l-(-2)

BXBRCISE3 149 (1-9, Oral)

1. Express as a multiple of V^ : V— 4, V— 16, V— 81, V— a'-*-

\/^=^625, V-^-rS V-(a-6y2.

2. What is the value of (V^l)^, (V^^)^, (V^*, ' v/-!)" ?

Find the sum of :

3. V^, V=4, V^. 4. V^25, V^^IOO, V^^^.

5. 4+\/^, 2-\/-16. 6. a+V^^^, a-6\/^.

What is the product of :

7. V^, V^. 8. a/-25, V^TOO. 9. V^^, V^^
Simplify

:

10.* 3\/^^+2\/^^75-4a/~12+5\/^^.

11

.

(3+5\/^)(3-5V^)+(5-3\/^)(5+3\/^).

12. (4-3\/~i)2+(2+6V^)2.

13. 2^(l-\/^). 14. (-l+ V'^)+(-l-V=3).

15. {a+bV^)^+{a-bV'^l)-.

16. Show that |(-1+V^)2=|(-1-V^).
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17. By finding the cube of ^(— 1 +V— 3), show that this quantity

is a cube root of unity, (art. 192, Ex. 5.)

18. Are 2± V^, the roots of x^-'ix+l=0 ?

19. If a=2+3V^-[ and b=2—3V^, show that a+b, ab and

a^-\-b^ are real quantities.

231. Impossible Problems. We obtained the imaginary

number V— 9 in answer to the question, " What is the

number whose square is — 9 ?
"' As we have said, this is

arithmeticall}'^ an impossible problem.

When we obtain an imaginary result in solving a 'problem, tve

may conclude that the problem is impossible.

Ex. 1.—The sum of a number and its reciprocal is 1|.

Find the number.

Let a;=the number.
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EXERCISE 150

Solve and determine if these problems are possible :

1. A line which is 10 inches long is divided into two parts so that

the area of the rectangle contained by the parts is 40 square inches.

Find the lengths of the parts.

2. The length of a rectangle is twice its width. If the length be

increased 10 feet and the width decreased 1 foot, the area is doubled.

Find the dimensions. Solve also when the width is increased Ifoot.

3. A man has 20 miles to walk. If he walks at x miles per hour

it will take him 8—x hours. At what rate does he walk ?

4. If it is possible that x(12—x)=36-|-a, and a is not negative,

what must the value of a be ?

EXERCISE 151 (Review of Chapter XXIV)

1.* Multiply 1 + V3-V'2by V6-V2.

2. Multiply V3+V2 by -^ + -^-

3. Find the square roots of: 14+VT80, 25-4\/2l, 22+^420,

11_V'72, 12-6\/3.

4. Find to two decimal places the values of :

1 / — 7+ V3 3\/8+V20

Vf^V~3 ^^+2^^' 2V3+ V8' V5+V2 "

Solve and verify :

5. x+V^^^=ll. 6. Vix+ l+VIx+S= 6.

7. Vx+ Vx^^ = - -J --• 8. V6x+l—Vx+2=V2Vx+l.

9. Vx+5+ Vx-\6 =

Vx—4:

35

Vx+5

10. Vl9+x -Vl5-x= *

Vl9+i
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11. Multiply -^^2+^/3+ a/5 by a/5+V3-V2 and

x+ y+ 2Vx+y by x-{-y— 2Vx+y.

12. When a;= 2+\/3, 2/=2-\/3, find the value of

2x+y x—2y_
x~y x+y

'

13. Expand and simplify {V2a+Vb+ V2a—Vb)^. Check the
result by substituting a= 13, 6= 100.

14. Solve p+x—V2px+ x^— q.

15. Find the product of 2\/3 + 3\/2+ VSO and V2+V3—V5.
16. Find the continued product of

X- 1+1/2, 3^-1-1/2, x+l + VS and x-\-l-V3.

-.-, c.- vf 3V2 2\/6
,

V6
17. Simplify —j:z 7= — —pz 1

—

-7=

V6+V3 V3+ I V2+V2

18. When x=a-{-Va^—l, find the values of

X + -' X^ + — . X^ + -^
X X* x^

19. Express in the simplest form : *

V'27-\/8+ Vl7+12\/2-V28-6V3

and -\/ll+ 6\/2+ V'l9-4V'l24-Vs- V24.

on «• i-f V12+6V/3' , /m+^
,

/m=^
20. Simplify -z—^^— and ^ / — \- k /^ '' V3+I ^ m—n^\/ m+n

21. If x= — l + 2V^^, find the value of x*-12x.

22. Find the square roots of l+VTS and 2a+ \/40^— 4.

23. Solve 2x2+ 6x-6-a/x2+3x— 3= 45.

24. Simphfy (\/5+ \/3+ \/2)2+ (\/5+ VS- V2)2

+ ( V5- V3+ •v/2)2+(a/5- VS- V2)2.

25. Solve 3x2— 9x+ll = 4\/x2— 3x+5i giving the roots to two
decimal places.

Va+b+Va—b Va+b—Va—b
26. Simplify

Va+b—Va—b Va+b+Va—b
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27. Show that ,
-—= H , ^^= 3.

V16+ 2\/63 V16-2V63

28. Show that va-\-Vb cannot be expressed in the form Vx+Vy
unless a^— b is a perfect square.

29. S:mphfy(^^j
+(iV=t)-

30. Simphfy (3-2%/2)2+(3 + 2\/2)l

31. Find the value of oc^+ x^+x+l when a;=V3+ l.



CHAPTER XXV

THEORY OF QUADRATICS

232. Sum and Product of the Roots.

Solve these equations :

(1) x^-Ux-i-lO=0. The roots are 10, 1.

(2) 2x2- 3a-- 5=0. „ „ „ i -1.

(3) 15a;2+26a;+ 8=0. „ „ „-|, -|.

In (1) the sum of the roots = 11, product = 10.

Tn (9\ 3 5
a.11 y^f ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, „, ,, .,.

Tn I'i) _26 _8_j.iL yu/ ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 1 5 > " 15"

Examine the sum and the product in each case and state

how they compare with the coefficients in the given equations.

Every quadratic equation may be reduced to the form

ax^-{-bx-\-c=0.

-b-\-Vb^-4:ac J -6-V62-4ac
Ihe roots are tz and ^r .

2a 2a

For brevity represent these roots by m and n,

-b+Vb^—4ac—b—Vb^—4ac —26 b

and mn

2a 2a a

{-b-\-Vb^-4ac){-b-Vb^-4ac)

4a2

(-6)2-(\/62_4ac)2 b^—bH-4ac _ 4ac _ c

4a2 ~ 4a* ~~ 4a^ ~ a

827
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Comparing these results with the coefficients a, h, c in the

equation, we see that :

The sum of the roots of any quadratic equation, in the standard

form, is equal to the coefficient of x 7vith its sign changed, divided

by the coefficient of x^, and the product of the roots is equal to the

absolute term, divided by the coefficient of x^.

coefficient of x
Sum of the roots

Product of the roots =
coefficient of x^

absolute term

coefficient of x^

See if these two statements apply to the roots and co-

efficients of the three equations preceding.

The formulae for the sum and product of the roots furnish a

convenient means of verifying the roots.

Thus, I find the roots of S.r' + cc— 2= to be |, —1, but the sum of

§ and — 1 is — ^ and the product is — §-, which agree with the sum and

product given by the formulae. Therefore, these are the correct

roots.

Are the roots of Ux^- 19a;- 60= 0, V, -f ?

233. Reciprocal Roots. If the roots of ax^-\-bx-\-c=0 are

reciprocals (like § and |), their product is unity, and therefore

- =1 or c=^a.
a

So that any quadratic equation, in which the coefficient of

x^ is equal to the absolute term, will have reciprocal roots.

Thus, the roots of 6a;-— 13a;+ 6= are reciprocals, since their product

is n or 1. Verify this by finding the roots.

234. Roots equal in Magnitude but opposite in Sign. If the

roots of ax^-[-bx-\-c=0 are equal in magnitude but opposite

in sign (like 3 and —3), their sum will be zero, therefore

-- = or 6=0.
a

So that any quadratic equation in which the second term is

missing will have roots equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.

Thus, 2a;2— 9= and aa;-— c= have such roots.

Verify by finding the roots.
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BXE3RCISB 152 (Oral)

State the sum and product of the roots of :

1. x^-—lx+\2=0. 2. x-—ox—U=0.

3. .r2-|-6a;+l=0. 4. 2a;2-10a;+6=0.

5. 3a;2— 12x—7=0, 6. 4a;2— 17.r+4=0.

7. ax^—hx—c—Q. 8. aa;^—(6-|-c)a;+a=0.

9. px^—q=0. 10. 'aa;2+a=0.

11. 3x2—4a:=6. 12. {a-\-b)x^—x+a"—b-=Q.

13. Which of the preceding equations have reciprocal roots ?

Which have roots equal in magnitude but opposite in sign ?

14. Are 4 and 5 the roots of .r^—9x+20=0 ?

15. Are 3+V2, 3— V'2 the roots of a;^—6x+7=0 ?

In which of the following are the correct roots given :

16. a;2-7.r+10=0; 5, 2. 17. .r-+3.r—28=0 ; 7, -4.

18. x2-13a;+36=0; 4, 9. 19. x2-12a:+27=0 ; 4, 8.

20. x2_4a;—5=0 ; 5, 1. 21. 2x2—5.r+2=0 ; 2, |.

22. In solving x2—2x— 1599=0, one root is found to be 41. What
must the other be ?

23. How would you show that 1-125 and 2168 are the correct

roots of x2-3-293x+2-439=0 ?

24. If the roots of 6x2— 10x-(-rt=0 g^j-g reciprocals, what is the value

of a ?

25. If the roots of mx2—(m2—9).r+w^=0 are equal in magnitude

but opposite in sign, what is the value of m ? What would then be

the product of the roots ?

235. To form a Quadratic with given Roots. First Method.

In the equation x^-\-'px-\-q^=0, the sum of the roots is —p,

and the product is q. Since every quadratic equation may be

reduced to the form x^+px+g— 0, by dividing by the co-

efficient of x^, any quadratic equation may be written thus :

X^—X (sum of roots) ^(product of roots)=0.
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If the roots are given, the equation can at once be written

down.

Thus, the equation whose roots are 3 and 5 is a;^ — x(3 + 5) + 3 • 5= 0,

or a;!'-8a;+15= 0.

The equation whose roots are 2+ V^ and 2— Vs is

a;2-a;(2+\/3+ 2-V3)+ (2+V3)(2-V3) = 0, or x2-4x+l=0.

The equation whose roots are a-{-b and a— b is a;^— 2ax+ a^— 6-= 0.

Second Method. The equation whose roots are p and q

is {x—p){x-~q)=0.

Tlie equation whose roots are 3 and 5 is (.t— 3)(a;— 5) = 0, or

a;2-8x+15= 0.

The equation whose roots are | and — f is (a;— |)(x+|) = 0, or •

(3a;-2)(4a;+ 3) = 0.

The equation whose roots are 2+ VS, 2— VS is

(x-2-VS)(x-2+VS) = 0, or {x-2)2-3 = or a;2-4x+l = 0.

Either method is simple enough to apply, but the first is

probably easier when the given roots are not simple numbers.

The second method may be applied to form an equation

with any number of given roots.

Thus, the equation whose roots are 2, 3, — 5 is

(x-2)(a;-3)(a;+ 5) = 0, or x^- 19a;+30= 0.

EXERCISE 153 (1-16, Oral) ^

State, without simplifying, the equations whose roots are

:

1. 3, 7. 2. 3, —7. 3. -3, 7. 4. —3, -7.

Kll fil 1 7 1 1 «23
9. a, a. 10. —a, —b. 11. 3, 0. 12. 0, m.

13. 3,4,5. 14. 2,3,-1. 15. a,h,c. 16. a, 6, 0.

Reduce to the simplest form the equations whose roots are :

11* m+ n,m—n. 18. 2a-6, 2a+6. 19. 3+ ^3, 3-\/3.

20. 1|, -2J. 21. -2, -4, 6. 22. J, \, J.

23. Show that 1-25 and 4-64 are the correct roots of

100x2-589a;-l-580=0.
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24. Construct an equation in which the sum of the roots is 7 and the

difference of their squares is 14.

25. Form the equation whose roots are a and b where a^-\-b^—25,

a+b=l.

2G. Form the equations whose roots are

a-\-b a—b
, ,

,-

a—b a-{-b -^

27. Find the sum and the product of the roots of

:

(1) (x-2)2=5a;-3. (2) (x-a)ix-b)=ab.

(3) z{x-p)=p{x-q). (4) (x+a)2+(a;+6)2=(x+c)2.

28. Solve a;*— 21a;2— 20x=0, being given that one root is 5.

29. If one root of x^—12x-\-a=0 is double the other, find the roots

and the value of a.

30. If one root of x^+P^+48=0 is three times the other, what are

the values of ;p ?

236. Functions of the Roots. When m and n are the roots

of ax"-\-bX'\-c—0,

b c
m-\-n = , mn = - •

a a

Here it will be seen, that the sum and the product of the

roots do not contain surd expressions, while the separate

roots do.

If we wish to find the sum of the squares of the roots, we
can do so in the following way :

m^-\-n^ = {m-\-ny^—2mn,

=(--y-2--.
\ a/ a

62 2c b^-2ac

It can also be found by taking the square of each root

and adding the results. Find it that way and see if you get

the same result.
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Ex. 1.—When m and n are the roots of ax^-\-bx-\-c=0,

find the values of —|- -, —|

, m^4-n^, m—n.m n n m
1 1 _ m+n _ ^ . c _ ^

m n mn a ' a c

62 2c

m n _ m^-\-n^ _ (m+n)^— 2mn _ a^ o b^— 2ac

n m mn mn c ac

-
, , / , M o / , \

b^
,

2hc 3abc— b^

or m^+n' = (m+n)(m2— mn4-n2)= (m+n)[(m+n)^— 3mn} = etc.

^, , X, ,
62 4c 62— 4ac(m— n)2 = (m+n)2— 4mn = -^ = ^— '

a2 a o2

V62— 4ac
wi— n = + .~ a

The same two values of the last expression might have been found

by simple subtraction, the sign depending on the order in which the

roots were taken.

Ex. 2.—If m and n are the roots of x^-\-px-\-q=0, find the

equation whose roots are m^ and n^.

Here m,-\-n= —p and mn= q.

The sum of the roots of the required equation is

m^-\-n'^= {m-\-n)^—2jnn=p^— 2q.

The product of the roots= m2n2= gr2,

.•. the required equation is x'^— x{p^—2q)->rq^= 0.

Ex. 3.—Find the equation whose roots are each greater by
2 than the roots of 6a:2— 13a;— 8=0.

Solve the' given equation and the roots are |, — ^.

.'. the roots of the required equation are V, a-

.*. the required equation is

2;^— (¥-+i)a;+-V-. 2 = 0, or 6x2- 37a;+42= 0.

We might have solved the problem without finding the actual roots

of the given equation.
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Let p and q be the roots of Qx^— ISx— 8= 0.

Then P+ q.= -i- and ^?= — ^.

.'. the sum of the roots of the required equation is

p+2+g+2=:P+3+4= -V-+ 4=¥»
and the product

= (P+ 2)(3+2)=M+2(p+g)+ 4=-^3 + -'^+4= 7.

.', the required equation is

a;2_3/.a;+7= 0, or Gx^- 37a;+42= 0.

When would the second method be simpler than the first ?

Ex. 4.—Find the equation whose roots are the reciprocals

of the roots of 'mx'^-\-nx-\-k^^O.

Let p and q be the roots of the given equation,

then 9 + 1= and pq = — '

The roots of the required equation are - and - •

p q

Find the sum and product of - and - in terms of m, n and k and
V q

complete the solution.

Compare the new equation with the given one and see if you could

not write down, mentally, the equation whose roots are the reciprocals

of the roots of any given equation.

237. The following method will be found useful in solving

such problems as the three preceding.

Ex. 1.—Find the equation whose roots are each greater

by 5 than the roots of 4a;2—5x+7=0.

Let y be the unknown in the required equation.

Then y= x-\-5 ot x=y— 5.

Substitute x=y— 5 in the given equation, and the required

equation is 4(y— 5)*— 5(2/— 5) + 7 = 0,

or 42/*-40i/+100-5?/+ 25+ 7 = 0,

or 4i/2-45y+ 132= 0.
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Ex. 2.—Find the equation whose roots are the squares of

the roots of ax--\-'bx-\-c=0.

Let y be the unknown in the required equation.

Then y=x^ ov x= + y/y,

.'. the required equation is a(±V2/)*+ 6(± V2/) + c= 0,

or ay-\-c= "^bVy,

or a^y^-\-2acy+ c^= b-y,

or o«2/2+2/(2ac-62)+c2= 0.

Solve Ex.'s 2, 3, 4 preceding, by this method.

EXERCISE 154

1.* If m and n are the roots of a;-—5x4-3=0, find the values of

1,1^1^ 2 1 12—I— , —I— , m^-\-mn-\-n^.
m n n m

2. Find the sum of the squares of the roots of

x-—lx-{-\=Q and of S.r-— 4a;-f-o=0.

3. li p and q are the roots of 3a;-+ 2a;—6=0, find the values of

- + -, -i + — ' p^-pq+q-.
q p p^ q-

4. Find the sum of the cubes of the roots of

2x2—3x+4=0 and of x-—x->ra=0.

5. Find the equation whose roots are double the roots of

a;^—9x+20=0, (1) by solving, (2) without solving.

G. Find the equations whose roots are each less hy 3 than the

roots of (1) .r2_llx+28= 0, (2) x''--x-l=Q.

7. Find the equations whose roots are the reciprocals of the roots

of (1) 2.r2+x-6=0, (2) x-—px+q=Q.

8. If TO and n are the roots of 3x-—2x+5=0, find the equations

whose roots are :

(1) 1 and -
, (2) - and -, (3) m^ and n^.

m n n m
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9. Find the sum of the squares and the sura of the cubes of the

roots of x^-\-ax-{-b=0.

10. Find the equation whose roots are the squares of the roots

of x'^-{-px—q=:0.

11. Find the equation whose roots are each greater by h than the

roots of aa;^+6a;+c=0.

12. Find the equation whose roots are the reciprocals of the roots

of a;2+a;=J.

13. If m and n are the roots of x~—px-\-q=0, show that m+n
and mn are the roots of x'^—x{p-\-q)-\-pq^=Q.

14. Form the equation whose roots are m and n, where

7n^-\-n^=20, m+n—— 6.

15. If m and n are the roots of x^-\-px-\-q=Q, show that m-\-2n

and 2m-\-n are the roots of x^-irSpx-'r2p^-\-q—0.

IG. If p and q are the roots of ax--{-bx-rC=0, find the value of

p*-'rp'^q^-\-q'^ in terms of a, b and c. ,

238. Character of the Roots of a Quadratic Equation.

Solve the equations :

(1) .-c2—6x+ 9=0, the roots are 3, 3.

(2) 6.r2+ x-\5=0, „ „ „ t, -|.

(3) 5x^+lx- 2=0, „ „

(4) 2x2-3x+ 2=0,

-7±V89
10

3±V^

In (1), the roots are equal. We might say that there is

only one root, but we prefer to say that there are two roots,

which in this case happen to be equal.

In (3), the roots are irrational, but we can approximate

to their values by taking the square root of 89.

In (4), the roots are also irrational, but we can not even

approximate to their values. Here the roots are imaginary,

while in each of the others the roots are real.
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These statements might be written thus:

In (1), the roots are equal, real and rational.

In (2), the roots are unequal, real and rational.

In (3), the roots are irrational and real.

In (4), the roots are irrational and imaginary.

If we examine the roots of the general quadratic equation

we will see the reason why, under particular conditions, there

is this difference in the character of the roots.

The roots of ax'^-[-hx-\-c=0 are

—6+V62—4ac J
—6—V62— 4ac

¥a
"^^

2a

From these roots we may conclude :

• (1) If the particular values of a, 6, care such that 62—4ac=0,

then the roots are equal, for each is evidently equal to —^ •

In equation (1), a= 1, 6= —6, c= 9.

.-. 62-4ac= 36-36= 0.

(2) If 6^— 4ac is a perfect square, then its square root can

be found exactly and the roots are rational.

In equation (2), a=6, 6 = 1, c= — 15.

^ ,-. 62-4ac=l + 360= 361 = 192.

(3) If &2— 4ac is not a perfect square, but is positive, the

roots are real but irrational.

Find the value of 6^— 4ac in equation (3).

(4) If 62_4ac is negative, the roots are imaginary.

Find the value of 6-— 4ac in equation (4).

Hence, the roots of ax2-|-bx+c=0 are real and equal if

b^—4ac=0, real and unequal if b-— 4ac is jJositive, imaginary

if b^— 4ac is negative, real and rational if b^—4ac is a perfect

square.
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239. The Discriminant. We see then, that we can deter-

mine the character of the roots of a quadratic equation

without actually finding the roots. All we require to do is to

find the value of 6^— 4ac.

This important quantity is called the discriminant of the

equation ax'^-[-hx-{-c=^0.

Ex. 1.—Determine the character of the roots of :

(1) 3x2+5a;-ll=0. (2) 12a;2-25x+12=0.

(3) x^- x+ 3=0. (4) 2a:2-16a;+32= 0.

The value of the discriminant (6^— 4ac)

in (1) is 157, .'. the I'oots are real and irrational,

in (2) is 49, .'. the roots are real and rational,

in (3) is —11, .'. the roots are imaginary,

in (4) is 0, .'. the roots are real and equal.

Ex. 2.—For what values of k will 4a;2— ^•a;^-4=0 have
equal roots ?

The roots will be equal if b^— 'iac = 0,

that is,
•

if A;2-64= or if A;=±8.

Substitute these values for k and see if the roots are equal.

Ex. 3.—Show that the roots are rational of

3ma;2—x-(2m+3n)+2n=0.

Here h^— 4:ac= {2m-\-^n)'^—24:mn.

Since b^— 4:ac is a square, the roots are rational.

Verify by finding the roots.

EXERCISE 155 (1-5, Oral)

1. What is the discriminant of a;--f4x-|-4=0 ? What is the

character of the roots ?

2. What is the nature of the roots of a;2-}-3.r-(-2=0 ?

3. What is peculiar about the roots if 6^—4ac=0 ?

4. What kind of roots have x"—5x-{-l=0, a;^—6.r+9=-0,

x2-a;-6=0, a;2-4a;-6=0 ?

5. If the discriminant is -25, what is the character of the roots;.?

Z
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Determine the character of the roots of :

6.* 2a;24-5a;+3=0. 7. ^ 3x2-7a;-5=0.

8. 4.r2+7a;+15=0. 9. 9x2_12x+4=0.

10. abx^-+x{a^+b'^)+ab=0. 11. x^-mx-l=0.

12. Show that x-+ax+b=0 has real roots for all negative values

of 6.

13. If 9x-+ l2x+k=0 has equal roots, find k.

14. If ax-—}Ox+a=0 has equal roots, find a.

15. Show that the roots of x^—x{l-{-k)+k=0 are rational for aU

values of /.-.

16. If x^+2x{l+a)+a^=0 has equal roots, fiitd a.

17. By solving the equation x^—4x-{-5=k, show that if a; is real,

k cannot be less than 1.

IS. Show that the roots of —|

! r = are real if

X x+a x-\-o

a-—ab-\-b- is positive.

19. Eliminate y from the equations y=mx+c and y^=4:ax, and find

the value of c if the resulting equation in x has equal roots.

20. If 2mx^+(oni-{-2)x-\- {4:171 -\-l)= has equal roots, find the values

of m and verify.

240. Factors of a Quadratic Expression.

When m and n are the roots of ax--\-bx-{-c=0,

b cm -\- n ^ , mn = -•
a a

.'. ax^-{'bx-\-c=a(x^-\--x-[--]
\ a aj

=a{x^— {m-\-7i)x-\-mn}

^=a{x—m){x—n).

So that, if m and n are the roots of ax'^-{'bx-\-c=0, the

factors of the quadratic expression

ax^-\-bx^c are a{x—m){x—n).
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We can, therefore, find the factors of a trinomial like

ax--\-hx-\-c by solving the corresponding equation.

Ex. 1.—Factor %x-+x-AO.
Solving by formula, we find the roots of

6x2+x— 40= are S, — |.

.-. Ga;2+x-40= 6(x-S)(x+e)
= (2x-5)(3a;+8).

Ex. 2.—Factor 12a;2-47.T+40.

The roots of the corresponding equation are \, |,

.-. 12x2-47a;+40=12(a;-|)(x-i)
= (4a;-5)(3x-8).

241. Character of the Factors of a Trinomial. Since

ax^-\-hx-\-c= has equal roots when S^— 4ac=0, it follows that

ax2-|-bx+c has equal factors, or is a square, when b^—4ac=0.

Thus, in 3x2-30x+75, b-^-4:ac= 000-900=^0.

.•. 3a;^— 30x+75 is a perfect square when thfe numerical factor 3

is removed.

// h^—Aac is a perfect square, the expression ax^-]-bx-\-c has

two rational factors, for under this condition the corresponding

equation has rational roots.

Thus, in 20x2-x-12, 62-4ac= 961 = 312.

20x''—x— 12 has rational factors. Find the factors.

242. Surd Factors of a Trinomial. When we say that a

trinomial can be factored, we usually mean that it can be

expressed as the product of rational factors.

As we have seen, this can always be done Avhen h^—4iac

is a perfect square.

When there are no rational roots we may use the preceding

method to find surd factors.

Ex.—Find two surd factors of x-— 6a:+4.

ft J. -1/20 _
Ifa;2-6x+4= 0, x= -^ =3±V5.

:. a;2-6a;+ 4= (a;-3-\/5)(x-3+ VS).

Verify by multiplication.

z2
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EXE3RCISB 156

Factor, by trial if you can, otherwise by. solving the corresponding

equations and verify

:

1. 3a;2-17a;+10. 2. 20x2+3.c-108.

3. a;2-2x--1763. 4. ISOOa^-Sa-l.

5. 299x2+10^-1. 6. 221a;2-458aa;+221a2.

7. Show that 12x2— 15x+4 j^g^g j^q rational factors.

8.* x2-f4x— 3 has no rational factors. Find two surd factors

of it.

9. If x-—S>x-\-k is a perfect square, find k.

10. If ax-—kx-\-^a is a perfect square, when the factor a is removed,

find k.

11. Express x^—6x— 11 as the product of two surd factors.

12. Factor 144x*— 337x2^/2-]- 144^*. When this expression is

equal to zero, find four values of the ratio of x to y.

13. If X— 2 is a factor of 120x3— 167x2—ax+56, find the value of

a and find the other two factors.

14. By finding the square root of ax^-\-bx-j-c, find the relation which

must connect a, b and c when this expression is a perfect square.

243. A Quadratic Equation cannot have more than two

Roots. We have seen that the equation ax^-{-bx-{-c=0 has

tvt'o roots, and since this equation represents every quadratic,

it follows that every quadratic equation has two roots.

It cannot have more than two roots.

Let m and n be the roots of ax^-^bx-}-c—0.

Then ax--\-hx-{-c=a{x—m){x—n) (art. 240).

a{x—m){x—n):^0.

Since this product is zero, one factor must be zero. But
a is not zero, for the equation would not then be a quadratic.

Therefore, either

x—m=0 or X— 7i=0.
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But no values of x other than m and n will make either of

these quantities equal to zero.

.*. m and n are the only roots.

Since the quadratic equation ax^-\-bx-{-c=0 has only two

roots, then the quadratic expression ax^+bx+c can be resolved

into linear factors in only one way.

E3XERCISB 157 (Review of Chapter XXV)

1. What is the sum and the product of the roots of ax^+ bx+ c= ?

2. Under what condition are the roots oiax^+ bx+ c= reciprocals?

When are they equal in magnitude but opposite in sign ?

3. When are the roots of ax^+ bx-]-c= 0, (1) equal, (2) real,

(3) imaginary, (4) rational ?

4.* If p-\-q= 4: and pq=5, find the values of :

5. Find the sum and the product of the roots of

(3x-2)(x-3)= {x-l){x-5).

6. Find the equation whose roots are each one-half of the roots

of 4a;2— 20a;+21 = 0.

7. Find the sum of the squares of the roots of 3a;^— lla;+ 1 = 0.

8. Find the equation whose roots are twice as great as the roots

of 24x2-38x+ 15= 0.

9. For what value of k will x^— I0x= k have equal roots ?

10. Find the equation whose roots are m and n when ni^-\-n^= 74:

and win= 35.

11. Factor 5256x2+ a;-l and 22 la;"- 8a;- 165.

12. Form the equation whose roots are m and n where m'+^'=28
and m-|-n= 4.

13. Find the sum of the roots of {x— a)^-\-{x—by= (x— c)^.

14. Construct the equation whose roots are the reciprocals of the

roots of 17x*4-53x-97 = 0.

16. Express x^-\-Gx-\-7 as the product of two linear factors.
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16. Construct the equation whose roots are each greater by 7 than
the roots of 2x^+\\x~2\ = Q.

17. Find the equation whose roots are each three times the roots

oiax'^-\-bx-\-c= 0.

18. If m and n are the roots of ax^-\-hx-\-c— 0, find the equation

whose roots are — and — •

n m
19. Show that (a+ 6+ c)x-— 2x(a+ 6) + a+ fe— c= has rational

roots. What are they ?

20. If one root of x'^~px-{-q= is double of the other, show that
2^2= 9c?.

21. If m and n are the roots of x'^-\-px-\-q'=0, show that p and q
are the roots of x^-{-x{m-{-n— mn) — inn{m-\-n) = 0.

22. Show that the equation ( mx H j
=4aa; has equal roots for

all values of m.

23. Find the values of k for which the equation

a;2+a;(2+fc)+A;+ 37=
has equal roots.

24. Since a;^— 8a;— 20= (a;— 10)(a;+ 2), for what values of x is the
expression a;^— Sx— 20 equal to zero ? For what values is it negative ?

For what values is it positive ?

25. Show that it is imiaossible to divide a line 6 inches in length

into two parts such that the area of the rectangle contairied by them
may be 10 square inches.

26. For what values of k is 4a;2— a;(^-+ 8) + t+ 5 a perfect square?
Verify your result.

27. Find the sum of the cubes of the roots of x2+ ma;+n= 0.

28. Find the sum of the squares of the roots of

a;2-a;(l+a) + ^(l+a+ a2)_0.

29. Find the sum and the product of the roots of

h c
+ X — h X

30. If the sum of the roots of ax^— 6x-{- 12a= equals their product,

find a and verify.

31. It is evident that x= a is one root of {x— c)(x— b) = (a— c){a— b).

Find the other root.
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32. If x^— 5x—3a and x^—llx+3a have a common factor, it must

be a factor of their difference. Make use of this to find the value of a

for which x^—5x—3a= and a;^— lla;+3a= will have a common
root. Verify by finding the roots.

33. The absolute term in an equation of the form x^+px+ q= is

misprinted 18 instead of 8. A student in consequence finds the roots

to be 3 and 6. What were the roots meant to be ?

34. If m and n are the roots of ax^-\-bx-\-c= 0, show that m-\-n

and 1— are the roots of acx^-\-bx(a-\-c)-\-b^= 0.m n

35. Two boys attempt to solve a quadratic equation. After

reducing it to the form x^-\-px-{-q^O, one of them has a mistake only

in the absolute term and finds the roots to be 1 and 7. The other has

a mistake only in the coefficient of x, and finds the roots to be — 1

and —12. What were the correct roots ?

36. Express x^-{-2bx+ c as the product of two linear factors in x.



CHAPTER XXVI

SUPPLEMENTARY CHAPTER

Additional Examples in Factoring

244. Product of two Trinomials. If we multiply

a—2b— 3c by 2a—b-\-c

the product may be written

2a2-5a6+ 2?>2-5ac+6c-3c2.

The first three terms of the product, which do not contain

the letter c, are evidently the product of a— 2b and 2a— 6.

The last term, — Sc^, is the product of —3c and c.

If we wish to factor the product of two trinomials, we may
do so by the method of cross multiplication, which we used to

factor a trinomial.

Ex. 1.—Factor 2a^-5ab-j-2b^-5ac^hc-3c'''.

First factor 2a^— 5ab-\-2b", and then choose such factors of —3c*
as will give the remaining terms in the product when the complete

multiplication is performed

:

2a2- 5o7> + 262- 5ac -(- 6c - 3c2

a -26 -3c
2a - 6 + c

If the terms of the factors are written under the terms from which

they are obtained, it is not difficult to obtain by trial the factors of

an expression of this type.

Ex. 2.—Factor 4a^+2b^-12c^Sab-8ac.

Arrange the expression thus :

4a2-8a6+362-8ac- 12c2

2a — b + 2c

2a —36 — 6c

Show by multiplication that these factors are correct.

344
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EXERCISE 158

Write, mentally, the products of :

1. a—26+c 2. Zx—y+l 3. 3a—46+ c

a— b—c 3x+y—2 2a— 6— 2c

4. 3x+ y—4: 5. a—6+4 6. 2a;—5^+ z

2z—3y+3 2a-b 3x—2y—3z

2a—36— 5c 8. 3m—2n+l 9. a2_2a_(_3

2a+36 2m—3m+4 a^+3a—2

Factor and verify :

10. a2-4a6+462-a+26-12.

11. 2x-i-xy—Qy^+2xz+nyz—^z^.

12. 2a24-662-3c2+76c-5ca-7a6.

13. 2a;2-7a;?/-22?/2-5.e+35?/-3.

14. 6a2+a6-1262-2a+316-20.

15. x^—xz—Qz^—2xy-\-Qyz.

16.* Divide the product of ea^-5ab+b-+Ua~4b-\-S and

a+6-2 by 3a2-i-2a6-62-5a+36-2.

17. Reduce to lowest terms

4p^-+2lq^-18r'^+Z3qr+6rp~3\pq

'ip^—7pq+3q^—2pr+Sqr-Qr^

18. If 3a;+2y-52 is a factor of

3x^-\-axy—6y--\-bxz-\-cyz~ 10^^

what are the values of a, b and c ?

19. Write the expression x-+xy—2y^—x->rlOy—l2 in the form
x^-\-x{y—l)— {2y^—10y+l2). Solve the corresponding equation for

X and thus find the factors of the given expression.

20. Solve a;2-5rtx+6a2+7x-17a+12==0, (1) by factoring, (2) by
the general formula.
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21. Express, in the factor form, the L.C.M. of

6a''—5ab-\-b^-\-ac—c-

and 6a24-a6-262_ac+46c-2c2.

245. Sum and Difference of Cubes. We have seen that

a3+ 63= (a+ ?))(a^-a6 + 62), a^-b3= {a-b){a^+ ab + b^),

(a+ b)^= a^+-ia^b+ Sab'^+ b^, {a-b^^^a^-^a^b + dab^-b^

Similarly, {a+ b)^+ c^= {a+ b + c)\{a+ b]^-c{a+ b)+c^l,

and {a-b)^-c^= {a-b-c)[{a-b)^+c(a-b)+c^\.

Ex. 1.—Factor a^^h^-\-c^-Sabc.

Add to a^-{-b^ sufficient to make the sum the cube of a-\-b, that is,

add Sa^h + 3ab-.

Then a^+ b^+ c^-3abc,

= a^+ b^ + 3a^b + 3ab^+ c^-3a^b-Sab~-3abc,

= (a+ 6)3+ c3-3a6(a+ 6 + c),

= (a+6+ c)|(a+ 6)2-c(a+ 6) + c2-3a6;,

= {a+ b + c){a^+ b^+c^-ab-bc-ca).

The factors of this expression are important, and the pupil

should endeavour to retain them in memory.
The exjwession is the sum of the cubes of three quantities

diminished by three times their product.

One factor is the sum of the three quantities, and the other is

the sum of their squares diminished by the sum of their jp'roducts

taken tivo at a time.

We should recognize expressions which are of the same
form as this type expression.

Thus, a^-ffo^ — c*+3a6c may be written in the form

a^+ &='+ (-c)»-3a6(-c),

and it is now seen to be the sum of the cubes of a, b and — c, diminished

by three times their product.

The factors of a^+ ft'— c'-f-3a6c may at once be written down from
tlie factors of the type form by merely substituting — c for c.

.-. a»+ 63_c3+ 3a6c= (a+ 6-c)(a2+ 62+ c2-a6+ 6c + ca).

a^^b^^c^-^abc= a^+ {-b)^+ {-c)^~Za{-b){-c),

= {a— b — c){a^-\-b^-{-c^-\-ab— bc-{-ca).

8.T3+ 272/»-2»+18x2/z= (2a:)3+ (3?/)3+ (-2)3-3(2x)(3!/)(-2),

= (2a;+32/-2)(4x2+ 92/2+ 22- 6a:?/+ 32/z+ 2za;.
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Ex. 2.—Factor a^+h^+\-Zab.

a34-634.i_3a6=a3+63+13-3a6 . 1.

= (a+ 6+l)(a2+ 62+l-a6-a-6).

Ex. 3.—Find one factor of

{x+yY+{y+z)^-\-{z-\-x)^-^x-^y){y+z){z+x).

This is of the same form as a^+ ft^+ c'— 3a6c, where a=x-\-y, b — y-\-z,

c= z-\-x.

One factor is x-\-y-{-y-\-z-\-z-\-x or 2{x-\-y-\-z).

The other factor is lengthy, but is easily written down.

Ex. 4,—If a+6+c=0, show that a^+fts+c^^SaSc.

This is equivalent to showing that a'+ 6'+ c^— 3a6c= 0.

Now this quantity will be equal to zero, if one of its factors is zero.

But + 6+ C is already seen to be a factor, and since it is given equal

to zero,
.-. a^-\-b^+ c^-^abc= Q, ov a^-\-h^-\-c^= 'iabc.

We have thvis shown that if the sum of three quantities is

zero, the sum of their cubes is equal to three times their product.

Prove this also by substituting —b— c for a.

Ex. 5.—Show that

(a-6)3+(6-c)3+(c-a)3=3(a-6)(6-c)(c-a).

Here the sum of a— b, b — c, c— a is zero, and therefore the

result follows at once from the preceding theorem.

Similarly, (a+26-3c)3+ (5+ 2c-3a)»+ (c+ 2a- 36)3

= 3(a+ 26-3c)(6-f-2c-3a)(c+ 2o-36),

since the sum of a+ 26— 3c, 6+ 2c — 3a, c+ 2a— 36 is zero.

EXERCISE 159
Factor

:

1. (a+26)3-c3. 2. a3-(6-c)3.

3. (a+6)3+8c3. 4. {a+bf+{c+d)^

5. (x-i/)3-(a-6)3. . 6. {2x-yf+(x-2yf.

7. (3a-6)3_(a-36)3. 8. 8(3a-6)='-27(2a-36)3.

9. a^—b^-\-c^-ir'^abc. 10. Sx^+y^+z^-Qxyz.
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11. a^+b^-l+Sab. 12. l^c^-d^+3cd.

13.* 8x3-2/»-125z2-30x?/3. 14. (a4-6)3-|-c3+l-3c(a+6).

What is the product of :

15. a—b—c and a^-\-b^-\-c--\-ab-'rac—bc.

16. 2x-y+3z and 4x2+r/2-j-922+2x2/-6a;z+32/z.

17. 1—a—b and l+a^-f 62^gj^^_gfj^

18. 2a-36-4 and 4a2-^6re6+ 962-126+ 8a+16.

What is the quotient of

:

19. l-a3+63+3a6 by l-a+b.

20. 27jrt^— ?i^— 1—9mn by 3m—n— I.

21. a3+12563_i+ i5a6 by a2+256Hl-5a&+a+56.

What is one factor of

:

22. (4a+36)3-(a+26)3.

23. ix^-3x+iy+8.

24. (a2_3a+2)3-(a2-5a+7)3.

25. (a+6)3+(c+c?)3-l + 3(a+6)(c+d).

2G. Prove that the difference of the cubes of 4.a--{-a-^l and

2a2— 2a4-3 is divisible by the i^roduct of 2a— 1 and a+2.

27. Show that a^-\-b^-\-c^—3abc is equal to

i(a+6+c)|(a-6)2+(6-c)2+(c-a)2;..

28. Write down a quantity of the type a^-{-b^-^c^—3abc, of which

3x—2y-\-z is a factor. What is the other factor ?

29. If a+6—c=0, show that a^+b^+3ahc=c^.

30. If x^y-\-z, show that x^—y^-]-z^-\-3xyz.

31. If a+6+c=0, show that

(a+26)3+(6+2c)3+(c+2a)3=3(a+26)(6+2c)(c+2a).

32. Show that

{x-yf+{y-^f+{z~xf-'i{x-y){y-z){z-x)= Q.

33. Show that (a+36-4c)3+(6+3c-4a)3+(c+3a-46)=»

^3(a-f-3ft-4c)(6+3c-4a)(c+3a-46).
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34. If x=a—b, y=a-\-b, z=2a, show that x^-\-y^-{-3xyz=z^.

35. Find the value of a^—b^+c^+2abc when a=-32, 6= 46, c=-14.

36. Reduce to lowest terms

:

2a^-5ab+Sb-+ac-3c^ " {x-2y)^-{-{2y—z)^+{z—x)^

37. Find two factors of the first degree of

{ax-\-by-\-az)^-'r{bx-\-ay-\-bz)^.

38. When a;=6+c, y=^c-\-a, z=a-\-b, prove that

x'^+7f-\-z^-3xtjz=2{a^-\-b^-\-c^-3abc).

39. Prove that a^^b--{-c'^—ab—ac—bc is unaltered if a, 6, c be each

increased, or each decreased by the same quantity.

40. Solve (x-a)3+(6-x)3+(a-6)3=0.

246. Grouping Terms. We have already seen (art. 91)

that we can frequently obtain a factor of an expression by a

suitable arrangement of the terms.

The following examples will give further illustrations of

this method.

Ex. 1.—Factor a%h-c)^h^{c-a)^c\a-h).

Arrange in descending powers of a, and the expression

=a\h-c)~a(b^-c^) + bc{b-c),

• =(6— c)(a^— a6 — ac + 6c),

= (6— c)|a(a— 6)— c(a — 6)1,

= (6— c)(a — 6)(a— c).

When the factors are written in cyclic order (art. 140),

02(6-c) + 62(c-a) + c2(a-6)=-(a-6)(6-c)(c-a).

This expression may also be factored by writing it in the equivalent

form (a2-62)(6-c)-(a-6)(62-c2).

In this form a— b and 6 — c are seen to be factois. Complete the

factoring by this method.

The expression a(6-— c^) + 6(c- — a^) + c(a''— 6^) differs only in sign

from a=(6-c)4-6''(c— a)+ c2(a-6),

.-. a(62-c2)+ 6(c2-a2)+ c(o2-62) = (a-6)(6-c)(c-a).

Also, a6(a— 6) + 6c(6— c)4-ca(c— a)= — (a— 6)(6 — c)(c— o).
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Ex. 2.—Factor a^b-c)-^b^c-a)+ c^a-b).

The expression =a^(6— c)— 0(6'— c')+ 6c(6*— c^),

= {b-c){a^-ab^-abc-ac^+ b^c+bc^).

Now arrange the second factor in powers of b, and proceed as before

and obtain — (a— 6)(6— c)(c— a)(a+ 6+ c).

Factor also by using the second method of Ex. 1, writing the

expression in the form (a^ — b^){b— c) — {a— b)(b^— c^).

What are the factors of a{b^— c^)-\-b{c^— a^)-\-c{a^ — b^), and of

a?;(o2-62) + 6c(62-c2) + ca(c2-a2) ?

Ex. 3.—Factor a^{h-^c)~\-b^c+a)+ c^{a+b)-^2abc.

Arrange in descending powers of a, and the expression

= a-{b+ c) + a{b^+ 2bc+ c^) + bc{b+ c),

= (6+ c)(a2+ a6+ ac+ 6c),

= {b+ c){a+ b)ia+ c) = {a+ b)(b+ c){c+ a).

Ex. 4.—Factor ia^~b^)x^-\-{a^-{-b^)x-\-ab.

Expressions of this kind, when written in descending powers of x,

are easily factored by cross multiplication in the usual way.

(a^-b^)x^+ (a^+ b^)x+ ab

{a -\-b )x -\-a

(a -b )x +6

The factors are {a-\-b)x-\-a and {a—b)x-\-b.

EXERCISE 160

Factor and verify 1-8 :

1. acx^^x{ad-\-bc)-\-hd.

2. mpx^-]-xj/{qm—pn)~nqy^.

3. x^a^-b^)+4:abx-{a^-b^). «

4. {p^-q^)y^^2y{p^+q^)+p^-q^.

5. x^a+b)+x{a+2b-\-c)+b+c.

6. x^{a^-a)+x{2a^-Sa+2)+a^-2a.

7. a%b+c)-{-a{b^+3bc+c^)+bc{b-{-c).

8. o6(a+6)+6c(&+c)+ca(c+a)+3a6c.
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9.* x\y—z)-\-y^{z—x)-^z^{x—y).

10. xy{x—y)-\-yz{y—z)+zx{z—x).

11. x{y^-z'-)+y{z^-x^)+z{x^-y^).

12. a(63_c3)-j-i,(c3_a3)+c(a3_63),

13. a2(64_c'')+62(c4-a*)+c2(a4-6«).

14. Divide

a3(6-c)+ 63(c-a)+c3(a-6) by a2(j_c)+62(c_o)_f.c2(a_6).

Solve and verify :

15. abx~—x{ad-\-hc)-\-cd—0.

16. (a2_62)a;2_4a6a;=a2— &2.

17. a;2(a-6)+a2(6-a;)+i2(a;_«)=0.

18. a6x2-a;(a2+62)+a2-62=0.

19. {a^-ab)x^+{a^+b^)x=abArb\

20. Find a common factor of ,

abx^-\-x{a^—2ab—b^)—a^-\-b^ and a^x-— a-x—ab—b^.

247. The Factor Theorem. We have already seen that

any expression is divisible by x—a, if the expression vanishes

when we substitute a for x (art. 101).

Any expression whose value depends on the value of x is

called a function of x (art. 114).

Any function of x may be conveniently represented by the

symbol /(x), which is read " function x."

The factor theorem might be stated thus

:

/(.t) is divisible by x—€i if f{a)= 0.

Thus, if f(x) = a;3 - 7x2+ 1 Ix- 2,

/(2) = 8-28+ 22-2 = 0,

.'. cc^— 7x2+llx— 2 is divisible by x— 2.

If /(x) = x'-4x2a+5xa2-(-10a',

then f{-a)=-a^-4a^-5a^+\0a^^0,

x^— ix^a-{-^xa^-{-lOa^ is divisible by x +a.
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248. Factors of .v"±a". We have already seen that

x^— a-= {x— a){x-\- a),

x^— a^= {x— a)[x'^-^xa-\-a^),

a;4-a«= (x2-a2)(x2-|-a2) = (;c-a)(a;+a)(x2+ a2).

Here we see that x— a is a factor of each.

Is x—a a factor of x^— a^ ?

When we substitute a for x,

a;*— a*= a*— a'= 0,

a;— o is a factor of x^— a^.

(1) Is x— a a factor of x" — a" ?

When we substitute a for x,

x"— a"= a"— a"= 0,

x"— a" is divisible by x—a.

(2) Is x-\-a a factor of a;"— a" ?

When we substitute —a for x,

X"— a" =.( — a)"— a".

Now (
— a)"— a" will be equal to zero only when ( — «)" = a", and this

is true only when n is even,

.T" — a" is divisible by x-\-a when ?i is even.

Thus, x^— a^, x*— a*, x^— a^, etc., are divisible by x-~a, but x^— a^,

x^— a^, etc., are not divisible by x-\-a.

(3) Is x-{-a a factor of x"-\-a" ?

Examine this, as in the preceding, and show it is a factor only when
n is odd.

(4) Is x— a a factor of x"-{-a" ?

We thus conclude that, when w is a positive integer,

(1) x°— a" is always divisible by x—a.

(2) x°— a" is divisible by x+a ivhen n is even.

(3) x"+a° is divisible by x+a icheji n is odd.

(4) x°+a" is never divisible by x—a.

249. Quotient on dividing ,r" ± a" by x±a.

(1) = x+ a. =x^+ x*a+a;a*+ a'.
x—a x—a

ojS ^3 /po ^a
= x^+ xa+ a*. =x^-\-x^a-\-x'^a^-\-xa^-\-a^.
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Verify these results by division or multiplication.

Notice that the signs are all positive, and tiiat the powers of x are

descending and those of a are ascending.

Similarly, = x^-\-x^a-\-x*a^-\-x^a^-\-x^a^-\-xa^-\-a^,

and = x"~'^+ x'^~^a-}-x"~^a^+ . . . +xa"~^-i-a"''^.x—a

,^, x^— a^ x*— a* „ „ „ ,
(i!) —

;

= x— a. ; = x^— x^a-\-xa^— a^.
x+ a x+a

Verify and note the peculiarity in the signs.

Q*" fir® X^'^ "~~ Ct ^
Write down the value of and of •

x-{-a x+a

(3) — =x^— xa+ a'^. = x*— x^a-\-x^a^ — xa^4-a*.
x+ a x+ a '

Write down the value of —~— and of —
x+a x+a

BXBROISB 161

1. li fix)=x^-Sx^+l9x-l2, find the values of

/(I), /(2), /(3), /(4), /(5).

What are the factors of x^—8x2+ 19a;— 12 ?

2. If /(.r)=x«-2x3-x2+2x, find the values of

/{2), /(I). /(O), /(-I), /(-2).

What are the factors of /(x) in this case ?

3. Prove that x^*— t/^* is divisible by x—y and x+y.

4. Prove thatx^2_i jg divisible by x— 1, x+1, x^-fl, x^-f 1.

5. Prove that x^'+?/^' is divisible by x+y and that x^+ '32 ia

divisible by x+ 2.

Write down the quotients in the following divisions :

6. ?!±^'. 7.
^'-^'

. 8.
"'~^'

9. ?I=i.
x+y ' a—b ' a+b ' x—

1

10 * *-!±^. 11
^'-^^

lo
^^°-«°

13 i^+br-\
x+2 ' x+S ' " x2— a

*

' (a+b)+l'

A A
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14. State one factor of :

a;3-63, a'+ft^ x3-64, m^+i-, {x+y)^-l.

What is the product of :

15. a^-\-a^-\-a-^l and a— 1.

IG. m*

—

m^-\-m^—m+landm+l-

17. a^+a'^b^+a%*+b^ and a2_62_

18. Prove that x6+3a;*+4a;2+224 is divisible by .t2+7.

19. Show that x+y, x^+y^, x^-\-y^, x^-\-y*, x^+y^ and x^2^2^i2

are factors of x^*— 2/^*.

20. If x—a is a factor of x^-\-px-]-q, find the relation between a, p
and q.

21. If /(x)=wx2+nx+r, find /(a) and show that f{x)—f(a) is

divisible by x—a.

22. If X— 1 is a factor of x^—k^x^+lOkx—10, find the values of

k and verify.

23. Write down the quotient when

1 1
(1) x—a is divided by x^—a'-^.

1 JL

(2) x+a is divided by x^+a*.
1 1

(3) x—a is divided by x"—a^.

(4) x+a is divided by x^-\-a^.

250. Symmetrical Expressions. An expression is said to be

symmetrical with respect to any two letters if it is unaltered

when those two letters are interchanged.

Thus, x-\-y and x^+ y^ are symmetrical with respect to x and y,

but x^+ xy is not symmetrical.

Similarly, a+ b+ c and ab+ bc-\-ca are symmetrical with respect

to a and b, b and c, c and a, for if any two be interchanged the

expressions remain unaltered.

251. Cyclic Symmetry. An expression is said to be

symmetrical with respect to the letters a, b and c, if it is

unaltered when a is changed to 6, 6 to c and c to a, that is,

when the letters are taken in cyclic order.
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Thus, a'-^b^-\-c^— ab— bc— ca is symmetrical with respect to

a, b and c, for when the letters are changed in cyclic order the result is

b^+c^+ a^— bc— ca-ab,

which is equal to the given expression.

The expression a^+ b^-\-c^— ^abcd is symmetrical with respect to

a, b and c, but not with respect to a, b, c and d.

The only expression of the first degree which is symmetrical

with respect to a, b and c is a-\-b-'rC or some multiple of it as

k{a-\-b-^c).

There are two expressions of the second degree, a^+&^+c-
and ab-\-bc-{-ca, and the sum of any multiples of these, such as

Jc{a^-{-b^+c^)-^l{ab-\-bc-{-ca),

which are symmetrical with respect to a, b, c.

252. Symmetry applied to Factoring. The factor theorem

may be applied to the factoring of many' symmetrical

expressions.

Ex. 1.—Factor a{b^-c^)^b{c'^-a^)-\-c{a'^-b'^).

If we put a= 6, the expression equals zero,

a— 6 is a factor.

Since the expression is symmetrical and a — b\s shown to be a factor,

it follows that b — c and c— a must be factors.

We have thus found three factors each of the first degree. But the

given expression is of the third degree, and, therefore, there cannot

be another literal factor. There may be a numerical factor.

Suppose A; is a numerical factor,

.-. a(62-c2)+6(c2-a2)-f-c(o2_62) = fc(a_6)(6_c)(c-a).

Since this relation is true for all values of a, b, c,

let a=l, 6= 2, c= 0.

then 1(4-0)4-2(0- l) + 0=fc(l-2)(2-0){0-l),

.-. 2= 2Jfc, or k = \,

:. a(62-c2) + 6(c*-o2)-f-c(a2-62)= (a-6)(6-c)(c-o).

In finding the value of k, any values of a, b, c may be used provided

they do not make both sides of the identity vanish on substitution.

A A 2
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Ex. 2.—Factor

(a+6+c)3+va-6-<3)3-f(&-c-a)3+(c-a-6)3.

If we put a= 0, the expression vanishes,

.". a must be a factor, and, therefore, b and c.

Complete the solution as before, and show that the expression equals

24o6c.

Ex. 3.—Factor a^b-c)-\-h^c-a)+c^a-b).

As in Ex. 1, show that a~h, b— c, c— a are factors.

Since the expression is of th 3 fourth degree it must have another

factor of the first degree.

The remaining factor must be of the form k{a~\-b-\-c).

:. a^{b~c) + b^(c-a)-\-c^(a~b) = k{a-b){b-c)(c~a){a^-bi-c).

Substitute numerical values for a, b and c and show that the factors are

-(«-fe)(6-c){c-a)(a+ 6+ c).

Ex. 4.—Simplify

(a-&-2c)2+(&-c-2a)2+(c-a-26)2+(a+6+c)2.

This expression is symmetrical with respect to a, b and c and is

of the second degree.

In the simplified result there can be only two kinds of terms, squares

like o* and products like ab.

The coefficient of a^ in the result is 1+4+1 + 1 or 7,

one part of the result is 7(a^+ 6^+ c^).

The coefficient of a6 is —2-4+ 4+ 2= 0,

.'. the complete result is 7(0^+ 6^+ 0^).

Check by letting a= b= c=l.

Ex. 5.—Simplify

(a+6)(a+6-2c)+ (6+c)(6+c-2a)+ (c+a)(c+a-26).

The coefficient of a^ in the result is 1 + 1 or 2,

one part of the result is 2(a^+ 62+ c^).

The coefficient of ab is 2— 2— 2 or —2,

the other part of the result is — 2(a& + 6c+ ca),

the complete result is 2(o^+6-+c^— o6— 6c— ca).
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EXERCISE 162 (1-12, Oral)

With respect to what letters are these symmetrical

:

1. a-\-h. 2. a+c—b. 3. x--\-y'^+xy.

4. ab+bc-'rca. 5. a^-^-b^-^c^—Sabc.

6. x~+y-i-x—y. 7. 3{p^+q^+r^)— 2{pq+qr-Jrrp).

8. What is the simplest expression of the first degree which is

symmetrical with respect to x and y 1 a, b and c ? a, b, c and d ?

9. What expression similar to a^+^^-j-Sai is symmetrical with

respect to a, b and c ?

10. Simplify

(ffl'+6)-+(64-c)2+(c+a)2 and {a-b)^+{b-cY+{c-a) .

11. If a-f-6 is a factor of any expression, symmetrical with respect

to a, b and c, what other factors must it have ?

12. When {a-\-b)^-\-{b-{-c)^-\r{c-\-a)^ is simplified, the coefficient

of a* is 2, of a'^b is 3 and of abc is 0. What must the simphfied

form be ?

Simplify :

13.* (a-6+c)2+(6-c+a)2+(c-a4-6)2.

14. (a+6)(a+6-c)+(6-l-c)(6+c-a)-)-(c+a)(c+a-6).

15. {x—y){px+py—z)-\-{y—z){'py^pz—x)-\r{z—x){pz-]rpx-y).

16. (a-6)3+(6-c)3+(c-a)='.

Factor

:

17. x\y—z)+y\z~x)+ z\x—y).

18. xy{x—y)+yz{y—z)-\-zx{z—x).

19. a2(6+c)+ 62(c-(-a)+c2(a+6)+2a6c.

20. (a+6+c)3-(a+&-c)3-(6-|-c-a)3-(c+o-6)3.

21. (x-7/)H(y-2)='+(2-.r)3.

22. a(6-|-c)2-|-6(c-|-a)2+c(a+6)--4a6c.

23. a6(a2-62)-(-6c(62_c2)+ca(c2-a2).

24. a2(!*^-c'') + 6V-a*)+c"''(o*-&*)-
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Simplify

:

{x-y){z-x) ^ {y-z)ix-y) "^ {z-x){y-z)

26.
,

?!_- + ^-^(; ^+
'"

{x-y){x-z) {y-z){y-x) {z-x){z-y)

27
ab he ca

• (c_a)(c-6)
"•"

(a-6)(a-c) "^ (6-c)(6-a)

«„ « 6 c
28. — r— +

29.

hc{a—h){c—a) ca{b—c)(a—b) ah{c—a){b-

b^—ac c^—ba a^—cb

{a-b){b-c) "^ {b-c){c-a) '^ {c-a){a—b)'

bcib+c) caic+a) ab{a-{-b)
^"- r:

—
rrrz—r; + tt.

—
z^i—r^ +(a-b){a-c) ^ {b-c){b-a) ^ {c—a){c-b)

31. —4 ,+- I M

32.

{x—y){z—xy(y—z)(x—y) {z—x){y—z)

(a-&)3+(fe-c)^+(c-a)^

a(62_c2)+fe(c2-a2)+c(a2_62)

'

33. Simplify {a+b+c)^-{b+c)^-ic+a)^-{a+b)^+a^+b^+c^
being given that a is a factor of it.

34. Show that a—b is a factor of

a''(6—c)+6"(c—a)+c"(a— 6).

What may be inferred regarding other factors ?

35. An expression is symmetrical in x, y and z and each term is oi

two dimensions. When x=y=z= 1, the expression equals 15, and when

x=l, 2/=2» 2=3, it equals 64. Find the expression.

36. Point out wherein it is obviously impossible for the following

statements to be true :

(1) {a^-\-b^-{-c^){a+b+c)=a^+b^+a\b-\-c)+b^{c+a).

(2) a^+b^+c^-3abc=ia+b+c){a^+b^+c^-3ab).

(3) {a-b){b-c){c-a)=ab^-\-b^c-\-ca^-ac^-bc^-ba^.
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253. Identities. We have already had many examples of

algebraic expressions which are identically equal, that is,

which are equal for all values of the letters involved.

Thus, {x-\-y){x— y) = x^— y'^,

{x+y+z)^=x^+y^+ z^+ 2xy+ 2xz+ 2yz,

{a+ by= a^+ 3a'^b+ 3ab^+ b3,

a^+ b^+ c^—2abc=-{a+ b+ c){a^+ b-+ c^-ab— bc-ca).

Any of these may be shown to be identities by performing

the operations necessary to remove the brackets on one side,

when the result is the same as the other side.

Ex.—Show that {a-]-b+ c)^

=a3+63+c3— 3a6c+3(a+6+c)(a6+6c+ca).

Here the cube of a-\-b-Jt-c may be found by multipHcation or by any
other method.

The brackets are then removed from the right and the terms
collected.

The two sides are now the same, which shows that the given statement
is an identity.

We might also have changed the second side into the first by
factoring, thus :

{a^+ b^+ c^-3abc) + 3{a+ b+ c){ab + bc+ ca),

= {a+b+ c){a^i-b^-\-c^— ab-bc-ca) + 3{a+ b+ c){ab+ bc-\-ca),

'=(a+b+ c)(a^+ b^+ c^+ 2ab+ 2ac+ 2bc),

= (o+ 6+ c)', which proves the proposition.

254. When two expressions are to be shown equal, the

result may frequently be obtained by showing that their

difference is zero.

The difference may be zero,

(1) because all of the terms cancel, or

(2) because it has a factor which is equal to zero, identically,

or which is given equal to zero.
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Ex. 1.—Prove

(a-6)3+(6-c)3+(c-a)3= 3(a-6)(6-c)(c-a).

Here we may prove that

(a-6)»+ (6-c)3+ (c-a)3-3(a-6)(6-c)(c-a) = 0,

(1) by removing the brackets when all the terms cancel,

(2) by observing that (a— 6) + (6 — c) + (c— a) is a factor of the

expression and this factor is identically equal to zero (art. 245).

Ex. 2.—If a-\-b—c, show that a--i-bc=b~-\-ca.

Here, as in the preceding, we may show that a^+ 6c— 6*— co= 0,

by showing that a+ b — c is a factor of it and this factor is given equal

to zero, or by substituting c= a-\-b in each side or in the difference.

Solve this problem both ways.

Ex. 3.—If a+6+c=0, show that

(a+6)(6+c)(c+a)+a6c=0.

For a-\-b substitute — c, for 6-|-c substitute —a, and for c+ a

substitute —6 and

(o + 6)(6+ c)(c+ a) + a6c = (-c)(-a)(-6) + a6c=0.

Ex. 4.—If 2s=a-\-b-\-c, prove that

s2+(s-a)2+(,s-6)2+(s-c)-=a2+62+c2.

When the first side is simplified it

= 4:S^-2s{a+ b+ c) + a^+ b^+ c-,

= 4s2_2s(2s) + a2+ 62+ c2,

= a*+ 6^+ c-, which was required.

Of course, this could have been proven by substituting the value of

s at once. It is usually easier, however, to substitute in the last step.

EXERCISE 163

Prove the following identities :

1. a(6+c)2+6(c+a)2+c(a+6)2-4a6c=(a+6)(6+c)(c+o).

2. {x+y)*+x^+ij^:^2{x^+xij+7/-y-.

3. {a+b)^+ {a-b)^+ 6a{a+ b){a-b)=8a\
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4. 2(a3+63-fc3_3a6c)=(a+6+c)Ka-6)2+(6-c)2+(c-a)2J.

5. a(6-c)3+6(c-a)^4-c(a-6)3=(a-6)(6-c)(c-a)(a+6+c).

If a-f6+c=0, show that:

6. (3a-26+4c)2-(2a-36+ 3c)2=0.

7. a^+fe^—0^4-206=0 and c^—ah=h'^—ac.

8. (a+6)(6+c)+(6+c)(c+a)+(c+a)(a+6)=a6+6c+ca,

9. aH6*+c*=2a262+262c2+2c%2.

10. (3a-6)3+(36-c)3+(3c-a)3=3(3a-i)(36-c)(3c-a).

11. fl(62-|-6c+c2)+6(c2+ca+a2)+c(a2+a6+ 62)=0.

12. If a+6=l, prove that {a^—h^-Y=a^-^h'^—ah.

13. If x+w=22, prove that -^ + ^- = 2.
a:— z ?/—

2

14. If a = i^^, 6 = , c = -, show that a4-6-;-c+aftc=0.
X y z

15. It - -j = -, prove that - 4- - = -

.

a a— c a—b a b c

16. If a; + 1 = y, show that a;^ + 1 = 2/2—2 ; x^+— = if-2y;
X a;2 a;^

^* + ji
= 2/* - 42/2 + 2.

If 2s=a+6-t-c, show that

:

17. 5(s—o)+(s— fe)(s— c)=6c.

18. a(5-a)+6(s-6)+c(s-c)+2s2=2(a6+6c+ca).

19. (5-a)2+(s-6)2+(s-c)2+2(s-a)(s-6)+2(s-6)(s-c)

+2(«-c)(s-a)=52.

20. (2a5+6c)(263+ca)(2cs+ab)= (a+6)2(6+c)2(c+a)2.

21. _1_ + J_+_L_1= ^
s—a 5—6 s— c s s{s—a)(s—b){s— c)

22. I6s{s-a){s-b){s-c)==2b^-c^+2c^a^i-2c^a--a*-b^-c*.

23. If 6 -j- - = 1, c 4- - = 1, prove cr -l ^ = 1 and abc — —1.
c
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24.* If a + i = 3, find the value of a^ _|-
^

.

a a^

25. If a=x{b+c), b=y{c-\-a), c=z{a+ b), show that

xi/-{-yz-]rZX-\-2xi/z= 1.

2G. If x-{-y=a and xy=h^, find the values of x'^^y'^ and x^-{-y^

in terms of a and 6.

27. Eliminate a; and. y from the equations x-\-y~a, xy—b"^,

x'^-\-y'-— c-.

28. Eliminate x and y from aj-|-?/=a, x^-\-y^=b'^, x^-\-y^=c^.

29. If x=a-)-6— c, y=b-\-c—a, z=c-{-a—b, show that

EXERCISE 164 (Review of Chapter XXVI)

1. Show that x^-\-y^+ z^— 3xyz is divisible by x-\-y-{-z, and hence
show that (6-c)3+ (c-a)3+ (o-6)3= 3(a-6)(6-c)(c-a).

2. Prove that

3. If a+ ^ + c+ c^= 0, prove that

{a+ b){a+ c){a+ d) = (b + c){b + d){b + a).

4. Prove that (a— 6)"+ (&— c)"+ (c— a)" is divisible by

(a— 6)(6— c)(c— o),

when n is an odd integer.

5. If n is a positive integer prove that 12"— 1 is divisible by 11,

232"+!+ 1 by 24, 72"- 1 by 48.

6.* Write down a quantity of the same type as x^-\-y^-\-z^— 3xyz

of which ix+^y— ^z is a factor.

7. Show that a, a— x and a— 2a; are factors of

{a-b)(a-b-x){a+ 2b-2x) + b{b-x){3a-2b-2x).

8. Show that {x-{-y)'^— x" — y'^ is always divisible by xy{x-\-y),

when n is an odd integer.

9. li {y— a)(l—a) = {y— b)(l — b) = x, find x in terms of a and b only.
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10. If x-\-y-\-z= 0, prove that

(1) x^-\-xy+y^=y^+yz+z^= z'+ zx-\-x^.

(2) {x+y-zy+ {y+z-xr+ {z+x-y)^+ 24xyz= 0.

11. Simplify ^- "- + —J- ^-r , +
°

bc{a — b)(a — c) ca{b — c){b — o) ab(c — a)(c — b)

12. Solve (x-a)^ + {x-b)^+{x-c)^= 3{x-a){x-b}(x-c).

13. Show that {a+ b)^— a^— b^= 5ab{a+ b)(a-+ ab + b^).

14. If 2s=a+b-\-c, show that

(1) s{s—b)-\-{s—a)(s—c)= ac.

(2) s'+ (s— a){s-b)+ {s-b){s-c) + {s-c){s— a) = ab+ bc-Jrca.

(3) {s-a)^+ {s-cy+ Sb{s-a){s-c) = b^.

15. Prove that a"ib'^~c'^) + b"{c^—a^)+ c"{a'^— b-) is divisible by
(a— 6)(6 — c)(c— a) and find the quotient when n= 3>.

1fi S' If
X — a x — b X — c

P ' ^ a{a- b)(a - c)
"^

6(6 - c)(6 - a)
"^

c(c - a)(c - 6)

*

17. If x= a^— bc, y= b^— ca, z= c^— ab, prove that

ax+ by-\-cz= {a+ b-\-c){x^y-\-z).

_ ^. ... a3(6 - c) + 6»(c - g) + c\a - 6)
^^- ^™P^^^y (6-c)3 + (c-a)3 + (a-6)3 '

19. If a6+ 6c+ca=0, show that

(1) {a+6+ c)2= a2+ 62 + c2.

(2) (o+ 6+ c)3= o3+ 63H-c3-3a6c.

(3) (a+ 6+ c)*= o«+ ft*+ c*-4a6c(a+ 6+ c).

20. Show that x"+i — z"— a;+l is divisible by (a;— 1)*, when n is a
positive integer.

21. Write down the quotient on dividing

x*— a* by x— a, x*+l by x-+l, a*— 32 by a— 2.

22. Factor a;*-l-3(a;3-l) + 4(x2-l).

23. Simplify -y -I- two similar fractions.
•' {a — b){a — c)

24. Show that x(y^—z'^)-\-y{z^—x^)+ z{x^— y") is not altered when
X is changed to x-\-a, y to y-^a, z to z-\-a.

26. If a;2= x+l, show that x^= 5x-\-2.
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26. Find two linear factors of

27. If x^ + y^ = zK show that {x^+ y^-z^)^+ 21x^y^z^= 0.

28. If a+ b + c= 0, prove that

a^+ b^+c^+ 3{a+ b){b+ c){c+ a)= 0.

29. A homogeneous expression of two dimensions is symmetrical

in x, y, z. Its value is 42 when x= y= z= 2 and is 16 when a;= l, 2/=2,

2= 0. Find it.

30. Eliminate x and y from x-f-2/= a, xy= b, x^-{-y^= c.

31. If a;+2/= 3 and a;^+ 1/^= 5, find the values of x'+ i/' anda;*+2/*'

32. If a+ b+c= 10 and ab+ bc+ ca= 3l, find the values of a^+b^+c'^

and a*+ 6^+ c*— 3a6c.
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ANSWERS

No answers are given to elementary examples, oral examples or

examples which may be verified or checked without difficulty. In each

exercise the number of the first example to which the answer is given

is marked with a star.
'

Page 8

15. 108, 38, 10, 32, 60. 16. 3, 14, 39, 0. 17. 9, 29, 18. 19. 2.

21 . 25. 22. 44, 7. 23. 154, 616.

Page 10

9. 47. 10. 70. 12. 10a;+10. 13. a;ft.E. 14. 15x.

16. 2a8+2a2+3a. 17. 11, ox.

Page 12

24. 37. 25. 17. 26. 34. 27. 1. 28. 1. 29. h.

30.

Page 14

(^? -f A^ hours. 31. (.'5a;+20y-72) cents. 32. ^±^ cents.

33. 5x-\-10y+ri0z. 34. 1234, 1019. 35, 3, -02, 2, 15, 05, "OS.

36. 1 + 1

.

37. 20, 20. 38. 24. 39. 2'

X y
307
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7. 7a+6ft— 15c.

10. 4a-(-46+4c.

13. 8a-4b.

16. 2x+2>/-z.

Page 38

8. lOx^—Ux+9.

11. 4a—86+3c— 5i.

14. 6a2+862-6c2.

9. lOa-76.

12. 8x— 6y+52.

15. 3a+36+3c+3d.

18. 0. 19. 15X+57J.

23. 2o—«6— Ic.

Page 40

20. 46c. 21. lOa^+ab. 22. 4»/2

13. -3:r?/. 14. 0.

18. 0. 19. X.

Page 41

15. 4p2, 16. lOm-371. 17. 6!/-43.

15. 3a-2b.

20. 26. 21

24. 2a2-fa— 12.

Page 44

16. 2a+5c. 17. -3.r2.

137--;9. 22. 36-oc-2a.

25. a+b+c.

27. 10x3+2.r-+8a;+2.

19. 4o2-4a-16.

23. x^+6x-5.

26. 2a;-3.

Page 46

11. 3x+2y. 12. -2fl-36. 13. a+b. 14. 6-a.

15. 3a+6-3c. 16. 3x2-3. 17. 7. 18. 11.

22. 6, 4, 4, 6, 10. 23. 4a+46-15c, 4a-46+4c-4rf. y, 0.
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Page 47

1. a. 2. 4a;+6. 3. 5w. 4. 6c. 5. 46,8a.

6. 2a+26+6c. 7. -a;+?/-5z. 8. 3a-26-2c. 9. 14, 6.

10. -7. 11. y-x. 12. 31. 13. a-2c, 2c-a.

14. 9m-2tt. 15. 4.r-9. 16. a;- 12. 17. 26-4c.

18. 56-5a, a+36— 4c, 7a—6— 6c. 19. •2x. 20. Zx-Q.

21. a-^6+ic. 22. 52-3a;. 25. 20. 26. l+2.f. 27. 7.

28. 77i+4x—2m. 29. 3-a—6— c. 30. 5c— Zh.

Page 52

19. 1, 4, 5, -3, -1, -8. -9, 7. 20. 3, 16, 35.

21. a2, _a3, -8, -1, 1, 81, 32. 22. 29, 81. 23. 24.

25. 90. 26. 6. 27. 30. 28. 23. 29. -20. 30. -50.

31. -100.

Page 53

13. 8a+76+9c. 14. x-'iy. 15. 3to. 16. 9a-6.

17. 4a+.i6. 18. 6x2+8a;. 19. aK 20. x^-^x-+\Ox.

21. -4a6. 27. Qx'-\5x. 28. 7a2-5a.

29. 2xy, Zx'^+xy+Zy^, x'^-^5xy-^y\

Page 56

19. 2x2+4.r-4, 20. 5a2-.8a-22. 23. 214. 24. 4a2-962.

25. 2x2+2?/2, 4x^. 26. a^-^ab-\-i.b^. 27. 14a;+30.

28. x2-6x-7. 29. 2x-10. 31. 12x2+12. 32. Sx^+lO.

33. 15a. 34. 3x-2+12x+ 14.

B B
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Page 95

17. 2x2+2. 18. 2a'-+2b^ 19. 5a;2+5. 20. 4«6.

21. 5m^-l0mn. 22. 5a;2+24a;i/-5?/2, 23. 3.r2+12a:+14.

24. a;2_4. 25. 18a-15. 26. 3x2-4a;2/+62/2. 27. 16x-34.

28. 36a;. 29. 9a2-8a6+962. 31. 8.

Page 98

25. 5a2-5. 26. Sa^-Sfe^. 27. 0. 28. I9q'~-4:pq.

29. .r^-a". 30. 15. 31. 3ix+ij){x-ij). 32. 5(a;+2)(.r-2).

33. fl(a+ l)(a-l). 34. m{x-a){x-\-a). 35. 5(l + 3i?)( 1-3^5).

36. (x+y){x-y){x^+y^). 37. 7:(i?+/)(7?-r).

38. (x-J-l)(.r-l)(a+6). 40. a^-2ab-Sb^. 41.2x-, 7.

42. 4, ±8.

Page 102

22. .r(.r+l)(a;-l), 3(a;-2)(x-+2), a(a-l)(a-2). 23. 8,-2; 2, -1.

24. 2. 26. 2(a;-2)(a;+2)(a;2+4), (a+2)(a-2)(a+ 3)(a-3),

2m{m+3)im-3), {x+y){x-y){a+h){a-h). 27. 262+2c2+4.

28. 3.r2-5?/2. 30. 12a6-3862. 31. 43,23,17,13.

32. 3x+6i/.

Page 104

13. a+ 26. 14. a-h. 15. m-?i. 16. x-^y. 17. m+2.

18. a-2. 19. a--3. 20. v/-l. 21. a+6. 22. a;-5.

23. 2(3a+26). 24. a{a-\). 25. 2, 3.

Page 106

22. ^i. 23. -JiL. 24. ^:^. 25. "^^ 26 "-'
X 2/~l a;—

3

m a+46

^:i^. 28. «+ l. 29. "^- 30. .t2+1.
x-\-2y 2

BB 2
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Page 116

18. 7x+6. 19. a+6. 20. 3-x—y. 21. 3a;+3^+3z.

22. 22a;2+24a;-ll. 23. lOx^-ox+lS. 24. a;2+8a;-12.

29. a. 30. 2. 31. 4|0.

Page 119

17. 3x2-12x+ll. 18. 0. 19. 2ad+2bc. 20. 0.

21. 12x2+12. 22. l-x8. 23. a;*- 10^3+ Sox2- 50a;+24.

24. x*-10x2+9. 25. a«-l. 26. 13. 27. 0.

28. 0. 29. l+3x+6x2+10x3. 30. 2x3+9.r2+3x--l.

31. 28x5+x^y-33xV^+31x2//3+20x2/*-12?/5. 33. 2-x+4x2-2x3.

34. 195. 35. 51. 36. abx^+xW—ac)+adx^+x{bd-c^)+dc.

37. p"x^+x(pr-q^)+qr, x^a^-a)+x^{a^+a-l)—l.

38. 2a2^3_262i/+26c. 39. px^+x{p^+3p+3).

Page 123

30. a;2+2x+l. 31. -x3+9x2-l. 32. a^+a+l, a2_a+i.

33. -2x1/. 34. 2a. 35. G. 36. a-2. 37. a2+3a— 2.

38. x^+xij+y^. 39. 2ax. 40. x+c. 41. x+p— 1.

42. ax—6— c. 43. ajz+a+l.

I. 4. 2. -5

7. l + -i-
x+1

II. 1+X+ X2+X3.

14. l+2a+3o»+a3.
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Page 126

15. a^+b^+c^-3abc. 16. a»-256. 17. a;2-4.T+ 8. 19. 21.

20. llx2-7.T-8. 22. x-{c-a)+x{d-b)+ {f-c). 23. 7.

26. 5?/^. 27. x+Gjr— 2z. 28. 2(a6+6c+ca).

29. bx^-bcx^+xiac—a+b)—bc. 30. 35. 31. a;'»—4x^+1 2x-.

32. Sx-S. 33. 3i. 34. 9. 35. 6. 36. j^^+P-^-

37. -52. 38. 4. 40. a;*+2x3+3a;2+2a;+l. 41. 9.

45. x*+x^{b+2^)+^-il+bp+c)+x{bq+pc)+cq. 48. 3a+26— c.

47. x^+x^-\-x^{a-a-)+x{l-2a)-l.. 48. a^+2a^bc+4.ab^c-+Sb^c^.

49. x^—x^{a-irb+c)+x{ab+bc+ca)—abc. 50. 6— c.

51. 3.T5-10a;*+ 3a;3-14a;2-7a;. 52. x'^+i/^+xy-2x-4:y+4.

Page 129

21. 3(a;-2)(.T2+l), a(x-l)(^-l). 22. a+6, x-l.

23. (2a;-2/)(5x-3z), cfe(a+c)(a-36). 24. x-3.

25. (6a:-7?/)(8a+ 56). 26. (x+//)(a;+2/+4), (a-6)(2a-2'j-l).

Page 131

34. Ux-+lQy-. 35. 3a^+3b^-+3c\ 36. 2a;*+6x2+2.

37. 3a^+3b^+3c^-2ab-2ac-2bc. 38. 8(.r2-z2_a.y_^^2).

45. 3(x+l)2, o(a+26)2. 46. (a+6+2c)2, (a+ 6-c-d)2. 48. 3.

49. 14. 50. {x^+ij-}{a-+b^+c^). 51. {ax+by)-+{ay-bx)\

52. 0.

Page 134

11. a2_ft2_c2_j_26c. 12. 4.r2+12.ry+92/2-25.

13. p^—4q^—9r^+12qr. 14. l+x^+x*.

15. a2-62-fc2-rf2_2flc-2fcr7. 16. a2+46--c2-4rf2_4a6+4c<i.

44. 2(.r+2)(.r-2), a(a+ l)(a-l), {a-x){a+x){a^-+x-).

45. 5(a-6+2c)(a-6-2c), (x-36)(.r-6)(a;-56).
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Page 134 (continued)

46. {b+c)ib—c){a4-d)(a—d), {a^b+c){a+b—c){a—b+c)ia—b—c).

47. {ax-\-c-\-b>j){ax-\-c—b!j), {)n— n-{-3mn){m— n— Smn).

48. (x-+l)(a;-l)(3a;-2), x{x-l){x-3){x+d).

49. 2a^—2ab+2bc—2c-. 50. {x+y){x—y){x+tj+a){x^y—a).

51. 2a2-6a+l, I2xz-24:i/z, 24a+9a2-6a3, 20x-22/2-40a;3?/.

52. a'^+b*+c*-2a%--2b-c^-2c-a-. 53. (x-?/)(j/-2)(z-a;).

54. (a-6)(c-a).

Page 137

13. 2(x^+2x+2){x^-2x-\-2), xix-+x+l){x^^x+l).

14. {a-b){a+b){3a~b){3a+b).

15. (a;2-.T+l)(x2+a;+l)(x«-x2+l).

16. {a+b+c){a+b-c){a-b+c)(a-b-c). 17. (a2+3)(3a2+l).

P^ge 139

31. 3(x+8)(x-9). 32. 2(a+l)(a4-3). 33. a;(3a;-l)(2x-l).

34. (a;4-l)(a;-l)(a;+2)(a;-2). 35. a(a-l)(a+l)(a-3)(a+3).

36. (a+l)(a-l)(3a+l)(3a-l). 37. (.r+l)(x+3)(a;-l)(a;+5).

38. (a;-2)(x-7)(a;+l)(a;-10). 40. a;2-5.r+6. 41. 4a;2-16.r+lo.

42. ±1, ±11, ±19, ±41. 43. 33a2_38a6-86^

44. {x+y){x+4y+l). 45. (3a+ 26)(a-6+ 2). 46. x^+1.

Page 141

22. 2(a-2)(a2+2a+4). 23. Siy+SW-3y+Q).
24. a(a+l)(a^-a+l). 25. 6(a+6)(o2-a6+62)_

26. {a^+b^){a*-aW~+b*). 27. (x+2/+a)(.r2+2a:^+i/2-aa;-a?/+a2).

28. a:(x2-6x+12). 29. (2a-?;)(a2-ffl6-|-62). 30. 2f/(n2+362).

31. x+y. 33. a2(a*-6a26c+1262c2), i/22(3.c-?/2)(9x2+ 3a:(/2+2/222).

34. {a-b){a+b){a^+b^)(a^~ab + b^){a^+ab+b^){a*-a-b^+b*).

35. (x+l)(a;-2) 36. 2.
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Page 143

7. {x-l){2x^-9x-A).' 8. {x-l){x-\-l){x-2).

9. (a;-l)(a;-2)(a;+3). 10. (x-2)(.r-3)(.r+5).

11. (a-l)(a-2)(a+4). 12. {a+b)^{a-2b). 16. -12.

17. (a-6)(a+26)(a+36), 20.8,-4. 21.2,3.

Page 147

4. 2a;2+2a2-262. 5. 4x^. 6. 4a2-)-462+4c2.

7. Ua-+Ub^+Uc^+Uab-l0ac-22bc. 8. 19997.

9. 14,860,000. 10.-5. 11. 2a+197. 30. (.r-2)(4.T-9).

31. 3a(2a-6)(4a2+ 2a6+62). 32. 8(a+c)(c-a-6).

33. (3x-4)(4.r+5). 34. 4(3a-5)(9a2+15a+25).

35. {x+y){x-y+l). 36. {x-3){x-\-B){x^+2).

37. (.r-2/)(.r2-a-2/+2/2). 38. {x+U7j){x-12;/).

39. (a-6+c)(a-6-c). 40. (x+?/)3. 41. {x-3b){ax-2).

42. (a+26)(a-26-3). 43. {2x-y){2x+y+a).

44. (a+6)(a+6+c). 45. (a-6)(a-6-l).

46. {x-y){x'-+xy+y^+x+y+l). 47. a6(a+6)(a-6)2.

48. (2a+56)(2a-56+ l). 49. 96(4a2+2a6+62).

50. (a;2+4a-?/-2/-)(.x-2-4.r?/-;/2). 51. {a--b^+a-3){a^-b^-a-\-3).

52. (x--l)(a;2-10x--3). 53. (a-l)(3o2_2a-10).

54. (x-+l)(a;-l)(c+ l)(c2-c+l).

55. (a+ l){a-l){a+2)(a-+l){a^-2a+4:). ' 60. {a-b){b-c){c-a).

61. (x-2)(2x+3)(3x--2).

62. (.i--l)(.r-2)(a;-3)(a;-4), {x+l){x+S){x-2){x-6).

63. 1, 5, -6; 0, 1, 6, -7. 65. x^-c^ 66. a2_62_^c2_[_2ac.

67. -4, 5. 68. {x-a){2x+a+b).

69. {ab+cd)^-{ac-\-bd)% {ab-cdY--{ac-bdf.
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Page 153

16. 30. 17. 13. 18. 1,3,10. 19. 29. 20. 1,3,5

21. 16.

Page 155

6. 45. 7. 4. 8. 1.

Page 169

6. About 2 h. 35 m. after A started ; 31 m. from Toronto.

7. (a) At 10.55, 2 m. from C towards D. (b) 22 m., 17 m. (c) 11.10.

Page 172

5. 13. 6. A square, 16. 7. Right-angled, 4. 8. M.

9. 54. 10. 16; 5, 6|, 8. 11. 6.

Page 177

3. 5, 10, 13. 4. 6|. 5. 13. 6. 7f, 4. 7. 30, 30.

8. (1, -7), (-3, -17), (-5, 3). 9. 112|. 10. 24. 17. 24.

18. (4, 4). ' 25. (3, 2), 90°. 26. S1200, 12th.

Page 181

I. 4zyh, 24azhj*z^. 2. x-y,xjj{x^-y^). 3. a+6, 6(a-6)(a+6)2.

4. x-Z, (a;-3)(.r-4)(a:-f 3)(a;+5). 5. a+5, (a+5)(a+3)(a-7)(«-2).

6. 3(a;-2), 3(a;+l)(a;+2)(a:-2)2. 7. ^-y, y{x-y){x+z).

8. ??i-2, 4TO2n2(,;i+2)(»n-2)2(m2+2m+4).

9. 2(a2+a6+62), 6a(a3-63). 10. a+6-c, a{a+b-c){a-\-b^c).

II. a+6+c, (a+6+c)(a—6—c)(6—c—a)(c—rt— 6).
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Page 181 [continued)

12. x^-xy+y\ {x^y){x^+zh/-Yy').

13. 3a;-2, (3a;-2)(a;+3)(x-3)(2a;-3).

14. 5a;-l, {5.r-l)2(5a;+I)(2a+3c). 15. «-3, a:(a;-3)(z-2)(a;2+5).

16. u—v, {u—v){u-\-v){u'^ -\-v'^){u^^uv-\-v^).

17. a;2_8, (a;2-8)(a;+2)(.r+3). 19. -a.

20. a;2— 3a:?/+2?/2, x'^^xy—Qy^.

Page 182

1. a;-l,(a;-l)(a;-2)(a;2-5.r+3). Z. a~\,{a-\){a-5){a^-\M-l).

3. a:-2, (x-2)(x2+4)(2a;2-3a;-6).

4. a-l, (a-l)(a2+i)(3a2+a+6).

5. x—\,x{x-\){x-^^){x^^-x-%). 6. (x-2)(x2+5x+1)(.t2-2x-1).

7. ^i^^^^ , —^- 8. r'-exs+llx-e, a;3-9x-2+26a;-24.
a2+2a6-1562 2x+4

Page 186

1. a:-6. 2. (a-3)(rt-4). 3. 2(3a;2+2a;+2). 4. 2a:-9.

5. 262-6-5. 6. 3a:-7?/. 7. a-2. 8. a;-3.

9. 3a2(a-l). 10. x-\. 11. (x-3)(a;+ l)(a;+2)(a;2-x+l).

12s (a;+l)(a-+2)(a;+3)(a;+4). ""S. (2;r+3)(3a:-4)(.r2+3a:-l).

14. (a;-l)(x-2)(a;-3)(a;-4). 15. (5a;2-l)2(4a;2+l)(5a;2+a;+l).

16. 3. 17. 35. 18. a;2+5a;-14. 19. 11.

Page 187

1. a;-ll, (a;-9)(a;-10)(a;-ll)(a;-13).

2. a;-3, (a;-3)(a;-12)(a;2-2)(a;2+3a;4-9).

3. a—h, (a—hf{a+b){a^+ah+h").

4. a;+3, x(a;+ 3)(a;+ 2)(a:-4)(a;-5).

5. (2a+l)(a-3), (2a+l)(a-3)(a4-3)(2a-l).
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Page 187 {continued)

6. x-b, {x-a){x-b){x-c). 7. x-l,{x--l){x-2){x-3){x+ 2){x+3).

8. (a;-l)(a;+3), {x-l){x+S){x^+x+4:){x^-6x-4:).

9. (a-i-3)(2a+l), (a-2){2a+l){a+2f(a+3)'.

10. {x-yf, {x-y)Hx-2ynx+2yf.

11. x^-xy+y\(x^-xy+i/)\x^+xy+y% 13. 3.

14. a;*-a;2o2+a4. 17. 1, 3. 18. a;2-3x+2, x^-6x+5.

19. ''•"^:.

2a;+3
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Page 195

1.
^~°

2.
^

3.
^^

.

ax{aA-x)'
' 2a— 3b ' x—2'

_ 2b+3a „ a^+az _ x^—x+2
Oi • 0» • / s i— '

ab{a—h) a{x—a) <c'—l

9. ^'^
. 10. 0. 11. -^. 12. ^"^

4
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Page 198 {continued)

16 ^ln^^H-J^. 17 («+!)- 18 a^-7a+ 10 ^g x+1
a;24-2/2

• {a—2f'
'

a^ '
' x—2'

20. 1. 21.^. 22.1. 23. J-. 24. -i^,
a'^—x^ a^ a—

8

a—ob

Page 200

1. ^. 2.!^. 3. -L_. 4.^. 5.1. 6.-?.
106c 56 a^—b- xy x b

7. J^. 8. i. 9.1. 10.
^+^

. 11. i'.
a;2+2/^ o^ ^2/(^2/— 1) o^

12.
'4=^J. 13. ?. 14. a+6. 15. a+b. 16. ^^. 17. ?^

.

Page 201

1. J^. 2."^"=". 3.-?^. 4.0. 5. -A_. 6.?.
a«-64 6c a;2-9y2 l-x^ a;

7 1. 8 1+^' 9 ^ 10 ^+^ 11 _jH-6__
2* 2x * ' 6+c' ' x2+4x+3' " a^—ab+b^"

12.^'. 13. ^^"+^)
. 14. ^^ 15.0. 16.1.

17. __i!^=M_^. 18. -L^. 20. a;. 21. 1. 22. 1.

(2a;+3)(3a;-2) x-1

25. x+x^. 26. «. 27. -1. 32. ^-±^. 33. ^—-fl,-—.
6 0+6 (a+6)(a2+6-)

34. 0. 35.
4x2-10^

gg ^ ^j ^y_
(a;_l)(a;_2)(a;-3)(a:-4) x-+t/
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Page 210

^n cd—ab ^. —a ._ , . ab
13. -. 14. -• 15. a—o. 16.

a-\-b—c—d «+6 a-\-b—c

17 i^. 18.
"'+"^+ ^'.

19. ^'. 20. -'^^ 21 -.
a-\-b a+b 2 2 6

22. ^'. 23. a-6. 24. ?^. 25. -^, -^ •

a2 2 6+c 6+c

_^ an+6 am—b „_ a6 __ 3a&— Sa^ _-. mn{a-\-b)

m-\-n vi-\-n a—

o

a-j-o mn—m—n

__ ab—cd n^ 2s 2s— In 2s—an
OV. — -• O I . 1, f

•

a-{-o—c—d a+t n n

32. s-sr+rl, '-Tll^^, llZ^. 33. ?^, ^-^K
r s—l 2t t^

Page 213

13. a, -b. 14. ^i^, ^^1^. 15. 2a, -6. 16. a, 6.

a,— Oi a^— Oj

17. ,-J-^^—-^\ -!-^^ ^- 18. 6+a, 6— a. 19. ia, ^b.

b.fi — 0^0.2 a^c^ — a^Ci

22. c, 0, a. 23. 4a-36.

Page 214

2g_
Tofe-^^

26. a6c. 27.5,5. 28. 21iL, 27,^.
a— 36

29. 2, -i. 30. ^,2. 31. -3. 32. $543, $457.

33. 4g. 36. $16400, $13000. 37. 1540, 880, 616.

3g_
2s-nH±nd^ 2s-2a.n

^ ^^ 2a^+2b^. 40. 35.
2n n^—n

41. $2100, $560. 42. 182040.
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Page 219

18. a^+3a+ l. 19. 6. 20. -4. 21. {x+l)(x-{-2)ix+3).

22. l-x-2x2, 2-3.r-9a;2.

Page 221

19. {x+y)^-2(x+y)+ l. 20. x--3ax+a^. 21. a2_f.62.

22. a2+ft'- 23. a;2 + 2 + -. 24. -6. 26. 13.

Page 223

21. 2a^+6ab\ 6a%+2b^ 23. 2a^+2b^-\-Qa^~b+Qab^-\-Qac^+QbcK

27. 27. 28. 242.

Page 225

17. x^+x+1. 18. l-2.r+3x2. 19. 5-1+?,
3 X

20. 3a2_4a4-l. 21. l-x': 22. 4c. 23. x-l.

24. a-3. 25. a;-2.

t Page 226

1. 3x--'ixy+2y^. 2. x3+2x2_3x-fl. 3. a;8+3.r4— 2.r2+2.

4. -ix^-i^r+l. 5. 5.r2-2ax-3a2. 6. 2x2+3a+7.

7. (x+2)(x+3)(x+4). 8. (x+l)(.r-5)(2a:-3). 9. 2x--5x-\-2--

.

X

10. 3-5x. 11. 2x2-x+l. 12. a.

13. \-x-\x\ \-ha-la\ 2+lx-,^x\ 15. 7.r2-2.r--^.

18. 8a3. 21. 0, -8.y3. 24. 2x3-3x2+x-2. 25. 16.

27. 6x-4. 28. 7x^-2x+l.
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Page 230

32. Vn. 34. \/2T. 35. 2\/2, 4^2. 36. 5\/2.

37. 4\/2, 12\/2.

Page 232

9. 10\/3. 10. 7\/2. 11. 5\/5. 12. -3\/7. 13. 7\/2.

14. 8a/iT. 15. TVs. 16. -4\/2. 17. 8-66. 18. 7-94.

19. 11-62. 20. 5-20. 21. -1-41. 22. 2.5-46.

23. ±6-083. 24. ±3-873. 25. ±6-782. 26. ±6-481.

27. ±9-592. 28. ±13-711. 29. 7-483.

Page 234

13. 24V3. 14. 12\/7. 15. 5+2\/6. 16. 27-4\/35.

17. 30+12\/6. 18. a+64-2\/^. 19. 2+3\/2.

20. 12+V6. 21. e+VTo. 22. 6a-{-66-13\/a6.

23. 6+2\/l5. 24. 4V6-4. 25. a+6-6-V^+6. 26. 1.

27. 6+2\/3+2\/2-f2V'6. 28. 16+4\/l0-2\/r5-4\/6.

29. 2a+2Va23p. 30. Ux-5ij-\2V^^^. 31. 1.

32. \2~W2. 33. 6V6. 34. 70. 35. 30-5\/6.

36. y/s^Vl. 37. 42, 43. 38. 46. 39. 9a/2.

40. 30-92.

Page 236

13. 14+8\/3. 14. 6V2+4\/3. 15. 5+2\/6. 16. "'~_^^ '

17. Vl5. 18. ^-ZZL^. 19. -577. 20. 3-536. 21. -817.
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Page 236 (continued)

22. -318. 23. 1-491. 24. -084. 25. 1-225. 26. -894.

27. -072. 28. 212. 29. -82. 30. 1-39. 31. 3-15.

32. 11-71. 33. ±2-73. 34. 1-008. 35. V2.

Page 238

1. 12\/2. 2. 12\/5. 3. 10\/3. 4. 62. 5. 191.

6. -4V2. 7. 22-12\/2. 8. 12-4V6-2a/3+4V2. 9. h

10. 9-4\/5. 11. 1. 12. 2VT3+2V2. 13. 74+ llv^6.

14. g. 15. 1-732. 16, VI2+VI0. 17. 1, 2.

18. 2\/2, iVe, iV30, |\/I4, i(4\/2-2V3).

25. ±8-661, ±7-937, ±9-899, 1-291, -518.

26. -817, -447, -414, -757, -337. 27. 25V3. 28. 2\/2.

29.
^^~

. 4V6. 30. 202. 31. 30. 32. 6. 33. 4-83.

Page 241

1. a;2+a;-132= 0. 2. .r2-a:-156=0. 3. a;2-49-0.

4. x2+6a;-112=-0. 5. 5a;2-6x-440=0. 6. x^-j-6.^-9400=0.

7. a:2_iga;^88=0.

Page 242

1. 6, -1, -22. 2. 6, -2.5, 21. 3. 8, 19, -15. 4. 12, -11, 2.

5. 1, -10, 9. 6. 2, -5, 2. 7. 1, 4, -32. 8. 5, -27, 28.

9, 2, -19. 44. 10. 2, -5, -3. 11. 0, 2, 7. 12. 0, 1, -1.

C C
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Page 248

I. 4-236, --236. 2. 7-828, 2172. 3. 1-646, -3-046,

4. 1-916, -9-916. 5. -232, -3-232. 6. -851, -2-351,

7. 3±\/ri. 8. -4±3a/3. 9. |±V2. 10. ItlVii.

II.
^-^^^.

12. -i±jy22.

Page 251

20. 1-618. 21. 2^, -1. 22. 5, 12. 23. 6, -2.

24. 14, 6 or 16, 4. 25. .t= 1 or 2, ij=2 or 1. 26. 540.

27. 3-236, -1-236. 28. 20c. 29. 60, 90. 30. 1-449, --949.

31 . 20. 32. 3 m. per hr. 33. 8. 34. ^^^
35. 20, 30. 36. .r=2 or h. 37. 4.

Page 255

18. 2-54, 1-0936 19. 8 : 27. 20. -192, 1-302.

21. 3937 : 6336. 22. 4:5, 11 : 27, a+ 3 : a+5.

23. 11 : 15, 13 : 18, 2 : 3, 3 : 5. 31. '^

.

32. 1±^
c—d l + 4a

33. 4 : 5. 34. ~ -^ • 35. 10. 39. 206m : an.
h-\-c 6+c

Page 259

29. 11-5.5. 30. m, 4i. 31. ^£=6|, DE=ll 32. 240.

33. 9-899. 34. 2 : 3. 35. 2, ,
—^, - ^ •

a—c ?«— ?i p
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Page 259 (continued)

36. •:! or 2, 5or-l. 37.- = - = — .

o 3 -8

33. AC=20, AE^5, DE^4:. 39. 147 ft. 40. 3 or
J.

43. 5:4:2. 44. ^ or -i 45. 6^, 5.1 ;
-"-. -^ •

•' -^ ^ -^ b+c b+c

46. 2 : 3. 47. 17^, 25, 30. 48. 110 : 15 : 17.

Page 262

6. 6 ; 7t ;
lljig, 6, 4/^ ; 5, 2^, l*. 8. 2, 8. 9, 3, G, 12.

Page 264

4. H. 5. -17i. 6. ij. 14. ^. 15. y.

17. ^I^. 18. 7 : 16.

Page 266

17.-^-. 18.^. 19. 2. fj.
20.

f.
21. i, i. 22.5.

23- 1 = ! = ^ 24. ,V 25. :t^-l. 26. i.
3 4 5 XT/

32. ±10, ±5, +6. 38. 41§. 39. 1,3,4.

Page 270

1. 3a, —a. 2. L —56. 3. 3m±mVQ. 4. — 22)±i)V5.

5. o±V^2i:^. 6. -6±\/P+c. 7. -1±^- + 1.

g^ -b±Vb^^^ Q b±Vb^+4:ac ^^ q±Vq^-ipr
a '2a '

2p

cc 2
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Page 271

1. 1, f. 2. I, i 3. ^, -^. 4. ^±Wn.

5. VV. -r%' 6. 13 + 1V89. 7. ^, -^,. 8. ;^. -j^.

9. 2a, -36. 10. 7, \}. 11. A, -J. 12. ^0, - l.

19. i%±Jo\/l6!. 20. i±jV57. 21. 3, -i. 22. i±2\/5.

32. 1±^V2. 33. ±V6. 35. l±2\/6. 38. 2414, -•414.

39. 3. 43. 6-18, 3-82. 46. 2-786 or --120.

53. 7-03, 8-78, 8, 2-29, 6-42, impossible.

Page 276

13. 1, _6, -it^V^^^. 14. 6, -3, !l±i\/-71.

15. 2, -1±\/^. 16. ±2, ±2\/^. 17. 3, 2, -5.

18. 1, §, |. • 19. -h±W^^23.

20. 3, I, -J±iV=3, -:j±?y^. 21. 2, 3, -1, -2.

22. 1, 1, -^±hV5.

Page 277

25. "^I^, !^±^. 26. -4.3, -i±J.V=l5. 27. 5, -^±^V^.
n-\-7n n—m

29. a+fttVa^^ftHrP. 30. -, --• 31. 15. 32. —,— -

c a a—c a-\-c

33. -1, -2, -4, -8. 34. 12. 35. -a, —h.

36. a+6, 0, ^^!+^. 37. 5.10 p.m. 38. a±i. 39. -^, ^'.
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Page 277 (continued)

41 -v±Vv^(
32

43. -|±^V'2l, -^±Wl3. 44. 10 in. from a corner; 46.27.

40. 6076 nearly. 41. """"^f"^^^ 42. 3.
•^

32

Page 281

7. (5. 2), (- V. ¥)• 8. (3, 2), (t%, If). 9. (6, 4), (-Pf, -^f ).

10. (4, 1), (-I-, --f ). 11. (2, 1), (-5, -V).

12. (2-525, -175), (-2-275, -1-425). 19. 4-19G, 4-732.

20. (_2, -1), (-i, 1).

Page 283

e. (2, 1), (^^^^, ~'f^~^}

7. (4, 3), (-1,-1), (3, 2), (-1,-1).

8. (1, 2), (-5, -10). (-^±^^, -9±3V^\

9. (2, 4), (.3, 3), (2, -3), (-3, -3).

Page 284

' 23 11 \
12. (±.3,^^),^±^.±^. 13.(±4.±l),(±13v/,v±rn/^).

14. (±1, ±2), (±;^. +;^). 15. (0.0), (1,1), (^3,^).

16. (±6-32, ±3-16). 17. 35.
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Page 286

16. (±2, ±1), (±1, ±2). 17. (±3, ±2), (±2, ±3).

18. (±2, ±1), (±1, ±2), {±\/^\, q:2v/=l), (±2\/^, qpV^).

19. (5, 2),(-|, -i). 20. (G, 2),(-2, -6), (:2»±i\/57){-i±|v'57).

21. (5, 3), (3,5), (6, 2), (2,6). 39. 7-32, -08. 40. lb+\Vh^-\Qa,

Page 291

18. (2, 2), (2, 1), (1, 2), (2±V2, 2 + \/2), Cl±W^, -iz^lV^l).

"•81- 21. |_ii). 23. («4),(|i). 24. S, J.

27. (±10, ±5), (±5v/2, ±5\/2).

36. (3, 2), (2, 3), (-2±\/^, -2 + ^/^).

39. (-1, 2), (2, -1), (-|±|VT3, -i±|Vl3).

40.
5+ \/2d2 5+^2^2

2 2

42. (4, 2), (2, 4), (8, 1). 43. (5, 1), (1, 5).

41. (4, 1), (2, 2), (i, 12), (§, 6).

he

Page 296

19. — . 20. a;*° + ". 21. 1. 22. 1. 23. a".

25. 22% 312. 26. 3. 27. 2, 9. 28. 2, 7, 3, 2.

24. 1.

Page 301

45. l-
46. 8. 47. 625. 48. 11 1. 49. 125. 50. J.

51. Jg- 52. 32. 53. 4. 54. -5. 55. l 56. i|.

57. ^%. 58. ^aSft''. 59. 16, 8, 81, ?„ i-
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Page 302

1. x+x^—G. 2. a^— 1. 3. x^-1. 4. Sx-Sx^+Qx—lOx^.

5. a-l+4a"i-4a-i. - 6. a^—2a'^-i-2a—2a^-+ l.

7. x^+4x—Ux^—6xK 8. x^+Sx^-\-24:X+32x^+ m.

9. x2+x?/+?/2. 10. a^—3a+3a3— 1. 20. a;2+a;+l-ra;-i+a;-2.

21. 5a2'«-f 4a"'-2. 22. 2x^+ Qx+2. 23. l-2a.

24. a;—2\/x+3.

Page 304

I. x-4, w^-h''. 2. a+l+a-i.

3. a;2—2x^—a;+2a;3+ l, 4a2_8o+4a-i+a-2.

4. a'^+ 3a+3a2-|-l, i_3a;2_j_3a,— a;^:-'. 5. or^+x^z/^-Uj/^.

6. a;^+2/l 7. a^+62+ci 8. {x+y){x^^-y-^){x^+y^).

1

a;^-3

II. x^—2, x—x^-\-\. 12. 2:c-2+3x-i; x-\-2—x-\

Page 305

3. 5, f2, 49. 4. 4, .V. 25, 4, ,\, 8,
^ig. 6. 5,\, 2.

7. 3-162, 1-778, 1-333, 5-G2. 8. 4. 9. 1-7;J2.

10. 9g, -l{g. 11. 100. 12. 4, 2. 13. I \\.

14. I,
•=. 15. ^^^, 3xi+ 2, ,

''-
. 16. .r^^y^-f-Sx'y.

va+4 a^6-62
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17. z^^y-'^+l+x -y.

ALGEBRA

Page 305 {continued)

18. x^—y -, a^—l-\-a'

19. a3"'+a2'"6»'+a"'62'"4-63m 20. y+2if^ + l. 21. x-2— a;-i

22. la^-lby. 24. -0016, 1-44, 3-375, 8. 25. Ua -^\Ua + -\

26. 1. 27. e^+e-^ x-^— 2xy^+ 3x^y—y^. 28. a6c,

30. 4, 32. 31. 2750. 32. i- 33. 2, 3

34. x3+2x2+ l+2x"i+x"5. 36. 2x+a;2-x~i.

Page 310

7. v^i, v^27; v'Te, ^^27; ^64, v'sT, -^125.

8. 3v/2, 5\/6, VE, 1-26, ^5. 9. 12\/2. 10. 12\/5.

11. 33\/2. 12. 3^2. 13. 7^12. 14. 10v^2. 15. 9\/3.

16. 0. 17. V3, VB, xVxy, yi/ix, V2.

18. 2-52, 3-78, 12-6, -63, -126, 1-26.

Page 311

25. 3a/I0. 26. iVS. 27. fVs. 28. V2.

29. l(2\/2-V3). 30. Va2+P+6. 31. Va+b-Vc.

32. -(a;-Va;2-2/2). 33. 2-517, 1-354. 34. 194.

35. 27(V3-V2). 36. i|(7-V5), 2V5. 37. t\(18-34\/5).

39. 10 ft. 5 in.
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Page 314

16. No root. 17. 4. 18. U- ""S- 100- 20. 9.

21. a. 22. 25. 23. 64. 24. No root. 25.
^^~^^'

.

2a—

6

26. 3. 27. 10. 28. 10. 29. I 30. -^ •

Page 317

18. (4, 9), (9, 4). 19. (4, 16), (16, 4). 20. (17, 8).

21. (9, 1), (1, 9). 22. (2, i), (h, 2). 23. 2, 1. 24. 7, -6.

25. (2, 8), (8, 2).

Page 320

10. 2-823. 11. -196.

12. 2i(2+\/3), 5^(\/5+l), 3i(2-'v/3), 2i(5v/2+3). 14. 1+V3.

15. ^, ^, ^. 17. 2-309. 18. 2+3V2.
V2 V2 \/3

Page 322

10. 25\/^. 11. 38. 12. -25. 13. 1+V^.

14. ~^~y~^. 15. 2a2-262.
2

Page 324

1. 2+2\/2-2\/3. 2. 2+ 5^6. 4. 1-98, 3-15, 1-39, 3-55.

5. 9. 6. U- "7- 7!. 8. 7, -1. 9. 20. 10. 13.

11. 6+2^15, x^-j-2xy+if-iz-'Ly. 12. ;\/3.

13. 4a+2\/4a2"^. 14. i (;32_2^5^o2). 15. 12,
2q
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Page 324 {continued)

16. x*-lx-i-2x+2. 17. 0. 18. 2a, 4a2-2, 8a^-6a.

,- 2m
19. 4, 7. 20. \/3; ,-- - 21. 5.

VT3+1 , ,

22. ,- > Va+l+Va-l. 23. 4, -7. 24.. 40.

25. 2-G2, -38. 26. V^^^p. 29. 1. 30. 10V2.
6

31. 16+9v/3.

Page 330

17. a;2—2m.r+m2— 7i2=0. 18. x^—4ax+4a^—b^=0.

19. a;2-6;r+6=0. 20. 16a;2+8a:-G3=0.

21. x3-28a;-48=0. 22. 24^3- 26x2+9a:- 1 = 0.

24. 4x2-28x+45=0. 25. a,-2-7x+12=0.

26. x^{a^-b-)-2x{a^+b^)+a^-b^=0, 4a;2-lGx+9=0.

27. 9, 7; a+b, 0; 2;?, ^g; 2c-2a-26, a^+b^--c^.

28. 0, 5, -1, -4. 29. 4, 8, 30. ±16.

Page 334

I. 1|, 6|, 22. 2. 47, -15. 3. -2f„ li, 6J.

4. -5^, l-3a. 5. x2-18a;+80=0.

6. x2-5.e+4=0, x-2+5a;+5=0. 7. 6a;2-a;-2=0, g'x2-^a;+l=0.

8. 5a;2-2a;+3=0, 15x2+26a;+15=0, 9a;2+26a;+25=0.

9. a2-26, 3a6-a3. 10. x^-x{p^+2q)+q^=0.

II. aa;2-a.-(2a;i-6)+a/i2-6/i+c=0. 12. a;2-4x-4=0.

14. x2+6a;+8=0. 16. hb^-ac){b^-3ac).
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Page 345

16. 2a-6+ 3. 17. PllJl±^, -,8_ _7^ i^ 19.
p—q+r

19. {x-y^^){x-\-2y-^). 20. 2a-3, 3a-4.

21. (2a-6+c)(3a-6-c)(3a+26-2c).

Page 348

13. {2x-y-5z){Ax^-\-y'^Ar25z^-^2xy-\-\0xz-5yz).

14. (a+&+c+l)(a2+62+c2+2a6-ac-6c-a-6-c+l).

15. a3-63-c3-3a6c. 16. Sx^-y^+21z^-]-\%xyz.

17. l-a3_63_3gj5_ 18. 8a3_2763_64-72a6.

19. l+a2+62^a— 64-a&. 20. 9»i2+n2+l+ 3w?i+3TO-».

21. a+56-1. 22. 3a+6. 23. a;2-3a;+9. 24. 2a-5.

25. a+6+c+d-l. 28. 27a;3-8^='+23+l8a:?/2. 35. 0.

2a-36+3fl 2 \
-rj^ i\ ^ ,

40. a, 6.

Page 351

9. {x-y){y-z){x-z). 10. (a;-?/)(?/-z)(a;-2).

11. {x-7j){y-z){z-x). ^2. {a-b){b-c){c-a){a+b+c).

13. (a-6)(6-c)(c— a)(a+6)(6+c)(c+a). 14. a+b+c.

^j. c d ^« a+ 6 b—a h-t ^ a ^q «+& «—

^

To. -> -• 16. -' 17 . a, 0. 10. ' -^—

•

a b a—b b-\-a a b

19. -> ;—!—

•

20. ax—a—b.
a b—a
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Page 353

10. x'^-2x^+4:X^-8x-Jrl6. 11. T^-3x^-'r9x-21.

12. x8+x«a+a;^a2+x2a3+a«. 13. {a^b)^—{a+by-+a+b—l.

14. x—b,a-\-b,x—4^,m+-,x+y—l, 15. a^— 1. 16. m^+ l.

m

17. a8-68. 20. a2+ap+g^0. 22. 1, 9.

a 11 %2. 11 2 4 ai 22 13 4

4 a 1 2, 2 10 4
x=' —x^a" -\-x'>a^ —x^a=' -{-a^.

Page 357

13. 3(a2+62+c2)-2(a6+6c+ca). 14. 2(a2+62+c2). 15. 0.

16. -3{a^b-ab^+b'^c-bc^i-c^a~ca^). 17. (.t-2/)(?/-^)(.i--2).

18. (a;-t/)(2/-2)(a;— 2). 19. (cf+ 6)(6+c)(o+ffl). 20. 24a6c.

21. 3(x-2/)(y-2)(2-.T). 22. (a+6)(6+c)(c+a).

23. — (a-6)(6-c)(c-a)(a+ 6+c).

24. {a-b){b-c}{c~a){a^b){b+c){c+a). 25. 1. 26. 1.

27. 1. 28. --^- 29. 0. 30. a+b-{-c. 31. -{x+y+z).
abc

32. 3. 33. 6abc. 35. 3(.x2+//2+z2)+2(;>;?/+v/2+z.r).

Page 362

24. 18. 26. a^-2b\ a^~ 2ab^. 27. a2=c2+262.

28. a^+2c^=3ab\
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Page 362

6. ix^-\-r^:i/—^,z^+ l^yz. 9. .r=(a-l)(l-6). 11- 4-'
abc

12. J(a+&+c) -15. -(fJj+6c+ca). 16. ^ • 18. -i(a+ 6+ c).

22. (a--l)(.x='-2x2+2x+-2). 23. -a-6-c. 26. {x-\-\){a+h-\-c).

29. ^{x^^y'^^z-)^h{xy^yz+zx). ZO. a'^=2b-\-c. 31.9,17.

32. 38, 70.
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